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Preface

What we learned about Coastal Zone Management Authorities, how we are continuing to 
learn, and why all of this matters for legal empowerment

this project is part of an effort to understand how institutions function and interface with the lives 
of ordinary citizens. it seeks to bridge the gap between law and life. namati as an organisation is 
dedicated to researching and understanding how law can be a tool of empowerment and justice. 
how does law become an opportunity not a threat? how does law become transparent rather 
than obscure? how does law become effective rather than inert?

this study- a product of namati’s partnership with the Centre for Policy research- focusses 
on an important but under-examined set of regulatory institutions in india, the Coastal Zone 
management authorities (CZmas). if law is to be empowering for the communities who inhabit 
india’s long, great coastline, those communities must be able to understand and engage the 
CZmas.

the study represents the most rigorous empirical work on CZmas to date. the research team 
interviewed over thirty authority members, reviewed all relevant judgments by the national 
green tribunal, and arduously analysed minutes from over 350 meetings of the authorities.  
the minutes spanned several decades and all nine coastal states. Based on this research the 
authors illuminate how the authorities function in practice. they identify practical challenges 
the authorities face- Coastal Zone management Plan maps are difficult to use, for example, 
because they are on a different scale than revenue maps. the authors also document innovations 
undertaken, and problems faced, by particular states. tamil nadu, for example, has made strides 
in developing extensive monitoring mechanisms, and yet has arguably not managed to translate 
the monitoring activity into enforcement.

in some areas, reality seems to diverge significantly from original intent. Conservation is a 
key part of the CZmas’ mandate, for example, but the authors find that only two state CZmas 
addressed conservation, and that too for less than 5% of the total time period analysed by this 
study. in all states, the majority of time in meetings is focussed on project approvals.  

the authors suggest six sets of reforms to make the authorities more effective. first, CZmas 
should commit to measurable outcomes with respect to the health of the coasts. Without 
concrete, substantive goals, it is impossible to know whether regulatory procedures are fulfilling 
their purpose.  

second, the powers of the state and national CZmas need to be made more clear, including 
mechanisms for resolving conflicts between competing authorities. third, the CZmas should 
pursue an inclusive approach to developing coastal management plans, one that takes into 
account the knowledge and needs of coastal dwellers. fourth, CZmas require greater capacity 
to fulfil their essential mission. Currently they are part-time bodies with few, if any, fulltime staff.  

fifth, the CZmas need to pay greater attention to enforcing their decisions and rules. they should 
endow District level Coastal Committees- envisioned under the Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) 
notification but not yet fully functional in most states- with greater monitoring and enforcement 
responsibility. finally, CZmas should make pertinent information more accessible and legible to 
the wider public.   
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We look forward to discussing these findings with authority members and other stakeholders, 
and to supporting the process of institutional reform.  

in the meantime, we have begun to apply a complementary, participant methodology to further 
explore questions of law and empowerment on the indian coast.  

the Centre for Policy research-namati environmental Justice Program has created a network 
of grassroots legal professionals, who research these questions through participating in actual 
legal issues that face communities. these paralegals are trained in basic law and in skills like 
mediation, organising, education, and legal doctrine. they form a creative, flexible frontline 
dedicated to finding practical solutions to injustice. 

rather than treating their clients as victims requiring an expert service- “i will solve this problem 
for you”- community paralegals say this: “We will solve this together, and when we’re done you 
will be in a stronger position to tackle problems like these in the future.” it is through this process 
of building an epistemic community geared towards finding solutions, that we learn about the 
actual life of law and regulation.

our paralegals educate coastal communities about environmental regulation. the paralegals 
support coastal dwellers to comply with regulatory requirements- helping, for example, fisher 
people to navigate procedures for obtaining CrZ clearance for their homes. the paralegals 
also help craft remedies for possible violations that threaten people’s livelihoods: destruction 
of mangroves, say, or blockage of fisher people’s access to the sea, or wrongful discharge of 
effluents. the methodological assumption is that only through participation in the crafting of 
remedies do we truly understand the impact of legislation and institutional action.  

the purpose of this participation in the life of law is to strengthen both citizens and institutions. 
in some ways, by performing the necessary task of interface, interaction, mediation between 
citizen and state these paralegals help institutions understand better where citizens are coming 
from; and they help citizens understand better the issues involved in regulation. 

We look forward to sharing the results of the paralegal efforts as they emerge. together with 
the research presented here, they will form a powerful basis from which to pursue a genuinely 
sustainable development path for the indian coast.

vivek maru and Pratap Bhanu mehta

June 2015
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inTroducTion

india’s environment (Protection) act (ePa) of 1986 contains a clause under section 3 (1) which gives 
power to the Central government i.e. the union ministry of environment and forests (moef) to 
take all measures that it feels are necessary to protect and improve quality of the environment 
and to prevent and control environmental pollution. to meet this objective, section 3 (2) (v) 
provides for “restriction of areas in which any industries, operations or processes or class of 
industries, operations or processes shall not be carried out or shall be carried out subject 
to certain safeguards”. this clause was used by the Central government to promulgate the 
Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) notification, 1991.1 

While the notification is a legal instrument, its genesis is in indira gandhi’s (the 
then Prime minister of india) letter of november 1981 to all the Chief ministers of india’s 
coastal states stipulating that no development should be allowed within 500 m of the high 
tide line (htl) in order to maintain the beauty and ecological integrity of the nation’s 
beaches.2 however, state governments continued to treat coastal spaces as wastelands to be 
put to economic use, to be industrialised or brought under agriculture. environmentalists 
involved in coastal environmental protection claim that this failure was on account of the 
lack of a legal instrument for the protection of coasts.3 they engaged in a collaborative effort 
with maneka gandhi, the environment minister during 1989-91 and an ardent supporter of 
environmental causes, and bureaucrats of the newly formed ministry of environment and 
forests, to draft a legal framework for coastal protection.  this was the CrZ notification of 
1991, under the ePa.

the 500 m from the htl mentioned in indira gandhi’s letter became legally categorised as the 
‘Coastal regulation Zone’ and this space was to be governed by a complex set of prohibitions, 
procedures and plans. since then, the CrZ notification has been applicable to india’s coastline 
that extends over 7,500 km and hosts a quarter of the country’s population, including fishermen 
and other communities, who engage in a whole range of livelihoods and occupations such as 
fisheries, salt production, horticulture and shrimp farming.

CoAstAl ArEAs 

it is estimated that about 3,200 fishing villages are situated along the indian coastline and 
harvest 75 per cent of the total national fisheries resources.4 each village uses up to a distance 
of 3 km beyond its village boundary for net repairs, boat parking, fish drying and other 
fisheries related activities.5 

there are certain kinds of industries and infrastructure projects, such as ports and oil 
pipelines that can be undertaken only at this cusp of land and sea. the sea food industry, 
export processing zones, shipping, ports, security infrastructure and manufacturing units that 
require large amounts of water would also prefer coastal locations. With greater emphasis 
on renewable energy, the sea also holds huge potential for tidal and ocean thermal energy. 

1 the other uses have been for the declaration of murud Janjira and other areas as esas and the eia notification, 
2006

2 alvares, C. (2011, January 24). towards ruin: the coast is finally clear. Outlook.
3 goenka, D. (2000, august). the fragile coastline in protecting nature. Seminar.
4 sharma, C. (2007, may). Presentation at kalpavriksh-Panos media Dialogue on Coastal issues.
5 rodriguez, s., Balasubramanian, g., Peter, s. m., Duraiswamy, m., & Jaiprakash, P. (2008). Community perceptions 

of resources, policy and development, post-tsunami interventions and community institutions in tamil nadu, india. 
unDP/untrs, Chennai and atree, Bangalore, india.
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Coastal areas are ecologically very significant with a wide range of ecosystems such as 
mangroves, coral reefs, salt marshes, sand beaches and dunes, estuaries and lagoons. 
mangroves and sand dunes are the first line of defence in cases of cyclones and storm surges. 
Coral reefs are considered very good indicators of the health of the seas. the beauty of beaches 
and seas has drawn more and more people to these areas. even at premium prices, there is 
a great demand for beach facing homes, hotels and tourist resorts. some of the largest cities 
around the world and in india are located on the coasts. 

the CrZ notification is meant to regulate the use of coastal space among competing uses 
such as competing housing, industry, and public use while also maintaining the ecological 
viability of these niche spaces. 

the main aspects of the CrZ notification are the following: 

Zonation: the space between the low tide line (ltl) and the high tide line (htl), 200 m from htl 
and 500 m from htl on the landward side, as well as the space from the ltl to 12 nautical miles 
into the sea are classified as CrZ i, ii, iii or iv. While ecologically sensitive areas and areas between 
the ltl and htl are CrZ i, the level of development already present differentiates areas 
as CrZ ii or iii. the area from the ltl up to 12 nautical miles seawards is CrZ iv. the Coastal 
Zone management Plans (CZmPs) are being prepared for clearly identifying the CrZ sub-zones 
and implementing the CrZ notification’s clauses. 

regulation: the agencies responsible for CrZ implementation determine the grant of approvals 
to permissible projects. these agencies are to ensure compliance of their orders, identify 
violators, if any, and direct the concerned authorities to initiate action against violations.

Conservation: although the notification does not emphasise the importance of proactively 
undertaking conservation of coastal ecosystems per se, it seeks to protect them by prohibiting 
or regulating the use of these sensitive spaces for other purposes. 

CrZ iMplEMENtAtioN AND ChAllENgEs

the implementation of the CrZ notification, 1991 was dogged by critical failures and gaps 
such as the failure to mark the htl, non finalisation of CZmPs and numerous amendments 
to the notification to allow setting up of projects that were not permitted earlier.6 

through this period, eight committees were also set up to suggest ways by which the notification 
could be implemented. these were:

1. B. B. vohra Committee- 1992

2. Prof. n. Balakrishnan nair Committee- 1996

3. fr. saldanha Committee i- 1996

4. Dr. arcot ramachandran Committee- 1996

5. fr. saldanha Committee ii- 1997

6. D. m. suthankar Committee i- 2000

7. D. m. suthankar Committee ii- 2000

8. swaminathan Committee- 2005

By 2002, the implementation of the CrZ notification was nearly impossible due to the 
number of piecemeal amendments that fragmented the notification. until 2011, it was in 
force as a ‘patchwork notification’ with little clarity on the steps that need to be followed 
for its implementation. Clauses of the notification could be understood only with reference 
to plans, documents, subsequent notifications and case precedents. implementation was as 
much directed by varied practices and resources available to the agencies as by requirements 
of the notification. 

unlike the linear procedures of the eia notification, 2006, which is the other notification 
under the ePa for regulating the siting of industries, the process under the CrZ notification 

6 menon, m., rodriguez, s., & sridhar, a. (2007). Coastal Zone management notification ’07: Better or bitter fare? 
atree, Bangalore.
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can barely be laid out in a flowchart. as the eia notification follows a step wise format for 
implementation, it is relatively easy to tell which processes have been followed and what is 
the status of implementation. unlike the sequential procedures of the eia notification, the 
CrZ notification is a set of independent clauses that can be taken up in parallel. it is meant 
to perform more than one regulatory task and not necessarily in a certain order. it is at once 
a basis for coastal planning, regulation of industrial development on the coast, enforcement 
of conditional clearances and coastal conservation. the only cohesive factor is that all these 
tasks are meant to take place in the same geographical zone, the CrZ. the CrZ notification is 
a set of discrete parts with little connection between the main tasks. this creates challenges 
in implementing and monitoring the notification.

from July 2004 onwards a series of committees, drafts and public consultations went into 
the making of the CrZ notification, 2011. the experience of the tsunami in December 2004 in 
the indian ocean also emphasised the vulnerability of coastal areas to natural disasters 
and the impacts these could have on coastal populations and property. the contestations 
around what should be in the new notification, how it could utilise scientific principles 
of management, how it should treat fisheries related infrastructure and other such issues 
continued until the new notification finally replaced the earlier forms, on January 6, 2011. 

Boat Repair at Nagapattinam, Tamil Nadu, manju menon
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this law making process included numerous stakeholders, as a result the final outcome is 
a negotiated document that sought to please several interests. a number of studies and 
reports have documented these processes.7

Coastal Zone ManageMent authorities (CZMas)

Clause 4 of the CrZ notification, 1991, under the sub heading “Procedure for monitoring and 
enforcement”, stated:

“the ministry of environment & forests and the government of state or union territory 
and such other authorities at the state or union territory levels, as maybe designated 
for this purpose, shall be responsible for monitoring and enforcement of the provisions 
of this notification within their respective Jurisdictions.”  

these designated authorities were the state Pollution Control Boards. in the case filed by the 
indian Council for enviro-legal action on the non-implementation of various clauses of the 
CrZ, the supreme Court (sC) ordered on april 18, 1996: 

“(3) Considering the fact that the Pollution Control Boards are not only overworked but 
simultaneously have a limited role to play insofar as it relates to controlling of pollution for 
the purpose of ensuring effective implementation of the notifications of 1991 and 1994, as also 
of the management Plans, the Central government should consider setting up under section 
3 of the act, state Coastal management authorities in each state or zone and also a national 
Coastal management authority.”

this established the Coastal Zone management authorities (CZmas) as the only institutions at 
the state and national level in charge of overseeing the implementation of the CrZ notification. 
they came into existence in 1999 and are now 16 years old. While the list of members has 
changed periodically, the composition and functions of these institutions have remained more 
or less the same. 

it is odd that while the CrZ notification is one of the most fought over and debated notifications, 
there has been almost no attention paid to the national and state Coastal Zone management 
authorities (nCZma and sCZmas). there have been numerous street agitations, meetings, 
seminars, academic papers on law and policy, as well as official drafting and redrafting of 
the clauses of the notification, yet the subject of CZmas has been mostly absent from these 
studies or discussions. 

in the public domain, there is no official study by the ministry or by any organisation  
interested in the question of coastal governance, on how these institutions are faring. the 
committees set up earlier to assess the CrZ notification and suggest changes did not look into 
the CZmas. the World Bank that has invested substantially in developing integrated Coastal 
Zone management (iCZm) Plans in three pilot states has also not undertaken a systematic review 
of the CZmas. there has been no assessment of the functioning of the CZmas, by the office 
of the Comptroller and auditor general (Cag), unlike in the case of other institutions and laws 
related to forests and the environment. the Cag has investigated the utilisation of funds related to 
compensatory afforestation, the outcomes of pollution control measures and project specific 
instances of forest diversions in the past.8 the only reference to guidelines or working orders 
for the CZmas that we found, during the course of our research, was in the discussions by 
the tamil nadu CZma in its meeting in november 2008.9

7 menon, m., rodriguez, s., & sridhar, a. (2007). Coastal Zone management notification ’07: Better or bitter fare? 
atree, Bangalore; eQuations (2008). Coastal regulation in india: Why do we need a new notification?; Post tsunami 
environmental initiative (2007). report on ecological and social impact assessments in mainland india. submitted to 
unDP Post tsunami environmental initiative.

8 Comptroller and auditor general of india (2008). environmental auditing in india. retrieved on December 2, 2013 
from http://iced.cag.gov.in/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/environment%20auditing%20in%20india.pdf 

9 letter no. 11-70/2006-ia-iii dated november 7, 2008 had the following key instructions for the sCZmas: (1) 
recommendations on projects to be sent to the moef within 30 days of their receipt. (2) in case CZmas are not in 
operation, due to being reconstituted, state Department of environment to provide recommendations on projects. 
(3) if the sCZma takes more than 30 days in sending the recommendations, project proponent is free to submit the 
proposal directly to the ministry. the eaC will consider it in its meeting and the member secretary of the concerned 
sCZma will be present with all information on the project. (4) list of projects received and their status to be uploaded 
on the sCZma websites.
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how are the CZmas set up and administered for functioning? Why has there been little 
interest in analysing if the design and function of CZmas allow them to fulfil all the objectives 
of the CrZ notification? is it because the CZmas were not mentioned in the text of the 1991 
notification? in the absence of a clear set of outcomes listed in the CrZ notification, 2011, what 
parameters do the CZmas use to take decisions? though the sC in its order gave directions 
pertaining to CZmas and CZmPs, the Plans continue to be central to all discussions on CrZ 
while the CZmas are almost never spoken or written about. these are the questions that 
prompted us to undertake a research study on the institutions related to CrZs. 

through this study, we intend to bring CZmas into the public discussion on CrZ 
implementation. the CZmas need our attention as they are the only institutional bodies 
at present through which all objectives of the notification are sought to be realised. their 
task of determining the future of the coastal landscape through approvals, building and 
demolishing of coastal structures, afforestation and protection of coastal defences from 
natural disasters and through participatory processes of decentralised planning, is an 
inordinately difficult task, particularly in a federal political structure. since 2011, the CZmas have 
brought together within their ambit not just disciplinary expertise but also the local knowledge 
of the fishing communities. Due to their composition, mandate and textured sense of 
the notification in practice, the role of the CZmas in achieving positive and measurable 
outcomes from the CrZ notification is most significant. 

MEthoDologY

this report analyses the institution of CZmas and their decision making practices with respect 
to the clauses of the CrZ notification. the study offers valuable insights into how clauses are 
interpreted by the actors entrusted with the task of day to day implementation.

Data: the report relies on four sets of primary data. it analysed data collected from 39 
interviews conducted in 2012 with sitting and ex-members of the national and state 
Coastal Zone management authorities, staff, consultants and officers of the moef in 
charge of implementation of the CrZ notification. the analysis also included 
discussions with the member secretary of the gujarat CZma (in 2013) and three 
community representatives on the uttara kannada coastal committee (in 2014) (see 
list of interviewees and discussants in annexure 3). the report is also based on a 
quantitative and qualitative analysis of a total of over 350 minutes of meetings of the nCZma 
and the CZmas of the nine coastal states. the third set of primary data that this report 
has used is the legal cases on CZmas in the national green tribunal (ngt). the ngt’s 
website was accessed between august and october 2013. the study has analysed all available 
final orders and judgments on the subject of CZmas uploaded on the ngt website since its 
functioning in July 2011.10 as per the data on the ngt’s website, through its period of existence 
up to october 2013, the ngt has heard and passed final orders and judgments on 10 CZma 
cases. official documents like the CrZ notification, its circulars and amendments, notifications 
of CZmas and District level Coastal Committees and appointment orders of the CZmas have 
been used as the basis for analysing the institutional architecture of the CrZ. information 
related to administrative functioning, funding and internal notes of the moef related to CrZ 
and CZmas were also obtained through rti applications (see details in annexure 2) and 
analysed. such an exhaustive database of primary information is what makes this analysis 
and report the first of its kind. Besides these sources of primary data, the report has also 
analysed secondary data available on CrZs in other published research reports, academic 
papers and newspapers articles. 

10 the legislation constituting the ngt was gazetted in June 2010, and the tribunal was formally established on 
october 18, 2010. however, it was only in april 2011 that the rules to enable the implementation of the new act 
were put in place. even then the ngt was not up and running. it was only after an order of the supreme Court in 
may 2011 - where the ministry of environment and forests (moef) gave clarifications on several pending issues 
including on the status of the ngt, its various benches, appointments, and allowances of the judicial and expert 
members - that things got moving at last. references: kohli, k. (2012, february 2). ngt: the first seven months. 
www.indiatogether.org and kohli, k., & menon, m. (2012, april 14). the nature of green justice. Economic and Political 
Weekly, XLVII(22).  
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Data collection methods and tools: the interviews were conducted through a questionnaire 
(annexure 4) administered individually to the interviewees. most such interviews were 
difficult because of limited time given by interviewees, difficulty in revealing details of 
cases and the sensitivity related to being overcritical of the authority and their member 
colleagues. We obtained over 350 minutes of CZma meetings through rti applications. 
While we received most of the responses to our applications without having to file first 
appeals [see details in the box ‘experience of obtaining information through right to 
information (rti) applications’], what was surprising is the state of CrZ archives maintained 
by the CZmas. from some states, all the minutes of the meetings were not received as 
hard copies, so we relied on the CZma websites, which had more minutes of meetings. 
since minutes of some sCZmas were not numbered, it is impossible to be certain if 
we have indeed collected all the minutes through rti applications and the websites 
therefore, we can only claim to have analysed all the minutes that we received through 
the rti route and from the websites. the legal orders and judgments were obtained from the 
ngt website. all files uploaded on the website were searched for the keywords ‘Coastal Zone 
management authority’ and ‘CZma’. all files that came up with either keyword were analysed. 

ExpEriENCE of obtAiNiNg iNforMAtioN through right to iNforMAtioN 
(rti) appliCations

rti applications were filed with the sCZmas to procure copies of the meetings’ minutes (when 
unavailable on the internet), details regarding sitting and scrutiny fees, budget, violations and 
constitution of District level Coastal Committees (DlCCs). rti applications were also filed with 
the moef to obtain information pertaining to submission of CZmPs by the states, guidelines/
instructions/directions issued by the moef to the sCZmas and allocation of funds to the sCZmas 
(for details, see annexure 2). in some instances the applications were followed by appeals and at 
times the follow up took place over the telephone or over email. if after filing the rti application 
the information was found online at a later date, then the matter was not pursued further. While, 
most rti applications were responded to, a few instances are worth mentioning.

 • occasionally, replies from some of the sCZmas were received much after 30 days of filing the 
rti application, and also post filing the first appeal, but had a date that fell within the mandated 
initial 30 days reply period. 

 • some matters were left unresolved. for example, while the reply to the query about the 
andhra Pradesh CZma’s budget gave a figure for annual expenditure on paying sitting fees, 
the rti application that had specifically asked about sitting fees received a reply saying that 
the question “does not arise”. though follow up for trying to resolve this discrepancy was done 
through a hard copy letter and also telephonically, the confusion was not sorted out.

 • after enquiring about the sitting and scrutiny fees in the case of gujarat, the gujarat sCZma 
informed us that our application had been forwarded to the gujarat maritime Board (gmB) as 
they had the requisite information. however, when an appeal was filed regarding incomplete 
provision of information with the gmB, it directed us to file the appeal with the gCZma as 
the information pertains to the gCZma. in light of this, an appeal was then filed with the 
appellate authority of the gCZma. the gCZma replied saying that the first appeal needed to 
be filed with the concerned organisation i.e. the gmB. yet another appeal to the gmB was then 
made. Despite three appeals to the two different authorities, information regarding the sitting 
fees was not received. it is worth noting here that while the office of the gCZma is housed 
in the environment department, meetings of the gCZma take place in the office of the gmB 
and gCZma has involved gmB in verification of a number of cases of violations. this case 
highlights the overlap between the role of the two organisations in the implementation of the 
CrZ notification and the confusions it may create for the general public.

Data analysis: the report has relied on mixed methods for data analysis. the responses to 
the open ended questionnaire as well as the text of the meetings’ minutes were interpreted 
qualitatively and analysed for trends and patterns. 

all the minutes of the CZma meetings were analysed on the basis of the three main 
roles they are expected to perform: the zonation of coasts as per the CZmP, the 
regulatory function that involves approvals and compliance and the conservation function. 
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    KEY obsErvAtioNs froM MEEtiNgs’ MiNutEs

 • across states, in recent times the meetings’ minutes have become more voluminous. an 
exception though is goa, where the meetings’ minutes do not have as many cases of violations 
discussed in the year 2014 as in its initial meetings and hence the minutes have become 
shorter. 

 • some states such as gujarat, karnataka and tamil nadu report in their meetings’ minutes, 
on actions taken on the decisions taken in the previous meeting. 

 • Proposals concerning reconstruction or repair of already existing structures and housing 
projects are largely not discussed in the meetings’ minutes of gujarat, odisha and West 
Bengal. meanwhile, they contribute considerably to the total number of projects discussed in 
the meetings’ minutes of kerala, maharashtra, goa, karnataka and tamil nadu (for details, 
see annexure 1). 

 • Court cases [high Court (hC) and ngt] have been discussed a number of times while deliberating 
on cases of violations in the meetings’ minutes of kerala and goa. 

 • at times, the title or name of the same agenda item or the same project proposal is not 
consistent across meetings’ minutes. this makes tracking progress of project proposals difficult. 
also, there have been instances when important information such as CrZ sub-zone (i, ii, iii or 
iv) and name of the proponent is missing. there may also be cases when site visits, although 
conducted, have not been discussed in the meetings’ minutes and hence are not accounted in 
our calculations. 

 • across states, different sCZmas record meetings’ minutes in a different manner and some 
have changed the minutes recording format over time. however, there are some observations: 
maharashtra categorises them on the basis of the kind of matters (court cases, government 
proposals, policy decisions, etc.), goa categorises project proposals on the basis of the zone 
they seek to be set up in and the kind of activity and tamil nadu, West Bengal and odisha do 
not categorise them. states like goa and odisha keep matters not fitting as project proposals 
and violations, under ‘other matters’.

Quantitative analysis was done for the rate and process of approvals of projects by sCZmas 
and the number of violations registered by sCZmas. all of these were quantified on the basis 
of coding done by us for these activities. these project approvals are based solely on the 
information provided in the minutes of the meetings. it is likely that all such cases were not 
documented in them. regarding violations, we have also provided the number of violations 
as listed by some of the sCZmas on their respective websites, as reported by the sCZmas 
to nCZma in June 2013 and as obtained by us through rti applications. these numbers do 
not necessarily match.

A comparative analysis has been presented for data from the sCZmas on the frequency of 
meetings, their composition, other administrative arrangements for the functioning of office, 
performance of CrZ related tasks like preparation of CZmPs and conservation activities. 

a classification of topics discussed during the CZma meetings was also done. Based on 
coding, a comparative analysis was done for the frequency of the topics discussed by 
the CZmas. for this purpose, while all available minutes of the meetings (from January 
2003 to June 2013) of the nCZma were considered, the minutes of the meetings of all 
sCZmas during the years 2010 and 2013 were analysed. We chose these years for a 
few reasons. 

to give the most recent representation of sCZma functioning, we chose 2 years from the last 
5 years. We consciously also chose one year before and one year after the CrZ notification, 
2011 came into effect. We also had access to all minutes of meetings for all sCZmas (except 
maharashtra in 2010) for these two years. 

a binding constraints analysis was carried out on the data collected through the interviews 
to understand the three most challenging problems that the CZma members felt must be 
tackled, for CZmas to function better. 

the results of the study are presented in a question and answer form in this report.
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limitations: as stated in earlier sections, the limitations of undertaking such an exercise are 
inherent in the sources of data. the storage and retrieval of archived meetings’ minutes of 
the CZmas since 1996 is varied. official documents, unless copies are provided to researchers 
who file rti applications, are impossible to access as no library of such material is maintained.

We chose to study the functioning of CZmas for the entire period of their existence rather than 
focus on a shorter period of time or a particular range of CZma functions or a single sCZma. 
focussed and smaller studies may have resulted in more in-depth information. however, 
we chose to develop a bird’s eye view of CZmas since this is the first study on the subject. 
subsequent research projects in this area will benefit immensely from the data generated 
through our study. 

the study did not interview stakeholders, like the petitioners in the court cases pertaining 
to CrZ issues, coastal communities, non governmental organisations (ngos) and local 
bodies working on these issues to understand the experience of implementation of the 
CrZ notification. this study focusses largely on how CZmas have implemented the various 
functions laid out in the CrZ notification and how they have interpreted clauses that 
are open ended. the limitations of the questionnaire as a tool for data gathering are 
only too well known to the researchers. several interviewees, especially government 
officials did not have enough time to complete the interview. We were also unable to 
conduct interviews with the CZma members of andhra Pradesh, maharashtra and West 
Bengal due to various logistical reasons. Despite these short comings, we believe this 
study has finally opened the window to the functioning of the single institution for coastal 
regulation in the country. We believe this report will form a useful basis for future studies 
and research on coastal environmental regulation and the institutions empowered to carry 
out the task. the report will serve as an important tool for policy makers, ngos and 
coastal communities who have been engaged in advocacy for better planning and regulation 
of the coastal environment.
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ChAptEr 1:
insTiTuTional 
arrangements 
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1. Which are the institutions responsible for the implementation of the Coastal regulation 
Zone (CrZ) notification?

the three institutions responsible for the implementation of the CrZ notification are: 

i) the National Coastal Zone Management Authority (NCZMA)

ii) state/union territory Coastal Zone Management Authorities (sCZMAs/utCZMAs) in 
every coastal state and union territory (nine sCZmas in andhra Pradesh, goa, gujarat, 
karnataka, kerala, maharashtra, odisha, tamil nadu and West Bengal, and four utCZmas 
in andaman and nicobar islands, Daman and Diu, lakshadweep and Puducherry)

iii) District level Coastal Committees (DlCCs) in every district that has a coastal stretch 
and where the CrZ notification is applicable

2. how were these institutions constituted? Did the CrZ notification provide for them?

the CrZ notification, 1991, did not provide for the constitution of these institutions. the 
notification, in fact, stated that development activities within the CrZ [barring the ones to be 
regulated directly by the ministry of environment and forests (moef)] are to be regulated 
by “...the state government, union territory administration or the local authority as the case 
may be.” the supreme Court, in april 1996, in an order (see details in the box ‘the supreme 
Court Directive for Constitution of the nCZma and sCZmas’), directed that state Coastal Zone 
management authorities and a national Coastal Zone management authority be set up. these 
were first constituted by the moef on november 26, 1998.

the CrZ notification, 2011 mentions these institutions. in clause 6 (a), power was delegated 
to the national and state/union territory Coastal Zone management authorities under 
the environment (Protection) act, 1986, for the implementation of the notification. further, 
clause 6 (c) of the notification provides for the constitution of District level Coastal Committees 
(DlCCs) in all coastal districts. it makes the state/union territory CZma responsible for 
constituting them.

thE suprEME Court DirECtivE for CoNstitutioN of thE NCZMA AND sCZMAs

in april 1996, the supreme Court (sC), in its order in the case of the indian Council for enviro-
legal action and the union of india (WP 664/1993), directed that the Central government should 
consider setting up state Coastal Zone management authorities in each coastal state and a national 
Coastal Zone management authority.

the above case pertained to the non implementation of the CrZ notification and the resultant 
degradation of the coastal ecosystem. While justifying the need for specialised authorities, the 
Court stated: 

“Considering the fact that Pollution Control Boards are not only overworked but simultaneously 
have a limited role to play in so far as it relates to controlling of pollution for the purpose 
of ensuring effective implementation of the notifications of 1991 and 1994, as also of the 
management Plans, the Central government should consider setting up under section 3 
of the act state Coastal Zone management authorities in each state or zone and also a 
national Coastal Zone management authority.” 

Consequent to the sC’s directions, the ministry of environment and forests (moef) issued specific 
appointment orders for the constitution of sCZmas. While the details about the composition and 
functions of the authorities were provided in the appointment orders, the composition was fixed 
by the moef in December 2004 and communicated to the sCZmas in march 2005 (see details 
in the answer to question 12). however, it is not known whether the supreme Court also gave 
other directions in this regard and on what basis the earlier compositions were decided upon.
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CoNstitutioN of CoAstAl MANAgEMENt AuthoritiEs iN tAMil NADu

the government of tamil nadu, in June 1997, constituted a task force under the Chairmanship of 
thiru n. k. k. Periasamy, the then minister for handloom at the state level (he was also handling 
the environment Pollution Control Portfolio at the time) and respective Collectors of coastal 
districts at the district level. the task force was to decide the constitution and role/function of 
the Coastal Zone management authority at the state and district level. further, the task force was 
to examine the various existing acts and rules and propose amendments to them for effective 
implementation of CrZ notification, 1991 and the CZmP of tamil nadu (government letter no. 
27625/eC.iii/96-3 dated June 5, 1997). Based on the suggestions of the task force, the government 
of tamil nadu, in June 1998, constituted Coastal management authorities at three levels: state, 
district and Chennai metropolitan Development authority (CmDa) area [go (ms) no. 163/eC iii 
dated June 9, 1998] under the CrZ notification, 1991. the state level authority was given an 
advisory and policy making role and the authorities at the district level and for the CmDa area 
were responsible for implementation, monitoring and enforcement of the CrZ notification, 1991 
and the approved CZmP. While the sCZma constituted by the moef in november 1998 replaced 
the state Coastal management authority constituted by the state government, the authorities 
at the district level and for the CmDa area continued to exist. the composition of the state 
Coastal management authority as constituted by the government of tamil nadu was as follows 
(source: order dated June 9, 1998, issued by the government of tamil nadu):

 • minister for handloom, textiles and environment Control (Chairman)

 • secretary to government, environment and forest Department (vice Chairman)

 • secretary to government, housing and urban Development Department

 • secretary to government, information and tourism Department

 • secretary to government, Public Works Department

 • secretary to government, highways Department

 • secretary to government, animal husbandry and fisheries

 • member secretary, CmDa

 • Director, Department of town and Country Planning

 • member secretary, tamil nadu Pollution Control Board

 • Director of environment (Convenor)

Compositions of the authorities at the district level and for the CmDa area are given in the 
subsequent section on DlCCs. 

Fishing boats at the Tadri port, Uttara Kannada, Karnataka, kanchi kohli
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national Coastal Zone ManageMent authority (nCZMa)

3. is there a desired composition and tenure for the nCZMa?

the CrZ notification, 2011, states in clause 6 (b) that composition and tenure of the nCZma 
has been fixed by the moef in terms of orders of the sC. however, these orders could not be 
located by our research team. 

4. What is the current composition of the nCZMa?

the nCZma is currently a part-time body with mostly ex-officio members. the composition 
of the current nCZma (constituted in 2012) is given in table 1.

taBle 1: CoMpositioN of thE NCZMA 

DEpArtMENt/iNstitutioN/AgENCY NuMbEr

government Departments 6

environment (moef) 1

tourism 1

Water resources (Central ground Water Board) 1

urban Development & town Planning (town & Country Planning Department, 
goa)

1

agriculture (Director of fisheries, ministry of agriculture) 1

remote sensing agency [space application Centre (saC), ahmedabad] 1

Bodies specific to Coastal Zone Management  1

integrated Coastal and marine area management (iCmam), Chennai 
(in charge, Coastal Zone management, moef)

1

Ngo/individual (Maharashtra, Kerala and tamil Nadu) 3

Academic institutions 2

oceanography (nio; iom, anna university) 2

total 12

Source: Constitution order for the NCZMA dated April 16, 2012. 

5. What are the responsibilities and powers of the nCZMa?

as per the appointment orders issued by the moef in 1998, 2001, 2009, 2011 and 2012, 
available on the website of the moef, the nCZma has the power to take actions necessary 
“for protecting and improving the quality of the coastal environment and preventing, abating 
and controlling environmental pollution in coastal areas.” it is responsible for the coordination 
of actions of sCZmas and for providing technical support and assistance to them when 
necessary. it has also been authorised by the moef to examine proposals received from the 
sCZmas and utCZmas for:

 • Changes and modifications in the classification of Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) areas 
and in the Coastal Zone management Plans (CZmPs). 

 • the area specific management plans, integrated Coastal Zone management (iCZm) Plans 
and modifications of the same.

further, it may advise the Central government on policy, planning and research and development 
in relation to the Coastal regulation Zone management. the nCZma was also expected to put 
in place general Planning guidelines, against which the sCZmas and utCZmas could examine 
project proposals to be located in the CrZ. this responsibility was added to the terms of 
reference (tor) of the nCZma in 2011. however, as of December 2014, the guidelines were 
either not prepared or not available in the public domain.
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6. how does the nCZMa discharge its responsibilities?

the nCZma holds periodic meetings with its members and representatives of the sCZmas. the 
meetings are called for as and when the need arises. for example, the 22nd and 23rd meetings 
of the nCZma were convened because the high Courts of kerala and Bombay had directed 
the nCZma to get involved in cases wherein the decision of the sCZmas was challenged. the 
Courts had specified deadlines for the nCZma to conduct personal hearings in the matters. 
as per v. vivekanandan, ex-member, nCZma, there is no fixed frequency for the meetings of 
the nCZma. the same inference can also be drawn from table 2.

taBle 2: DAtEs of thE NCZMA’s MEEtiNgs*

MEEtiNg No. DAtE MEEtiNg No. DAtE

5 January 6, 2003 and 
february 26, 2003

17 June 2, 2008

6 June 2, 2003 18 september 15, 2009

7 october 28, 2003 19 January 22, 2010

8 December 5, 2003 20 november 11, 2010

9 may 6, 2004 21 april 19, 2011

10 December 15, 2004 22 may 30, 2011

12 september 8, 2005 23 January 4, 2012

13 february 13–14, 2006 24 January 24, 2012

14 august 8, 2006 25 July 16, 2012

15 march 15–16, 2007 26 november 27, 2012

16 october 30, 2007 27 June 25, 2013

Source: Minutes for meeting numbers one to 17 were received from the MoEF in response to a Right to Information (RTI) application. 
Minutes for meeting numbers 18 to 27 were obtained from the MoEF’s website when accessed between November 2013 and 
December 2014.

*minutes for meeting numbers 1 to 4 and 11 were not received. 

7. are the minutes of the meetings of the nCZMa available online?

since 2009, the constitution orders of the nCZma stipulate that the agendas and minutes 
of its meetings and other information be made available on the website of the moef. 
as of December 2014, minutes for meeting numbers 18 to 27, held between september 2009 
and June 2013, could be accessed from the website of the moef.

8. What kind of support does the nCZMa provide to the sCZMas?

During its meetings, the nCZma asks for regular updates from the sCZmas on important 
matters such as preparation of CZmPs and identification of violations. While taking note of 
their progress, the nCZma also advises the sCZmas on how to go about these tasks. for 
instance, in its 22nd meeting in may 2011, the nCZma advised the goa CZma (gCZma)1 that 
the mangroves and sand dunes in the CrZ should be marked on the CrZ maps, which could 
then be superimposed on the regional plan of goa for the finalisation of the CZmP. in the 
same meeting, it advised the gCZma that the cases of violations may be divided into various 
categories for uploading on the website. 

largely, the nCZma plays a coordinating role, overseeing the procedural and technical 
implementation of the law.

1 the abbreviation gCZma or gsCZma is used officially for both the goa and gujarat state CZmas. therefore the 
same convention has been retained in this report.
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9. in the NCZMA’s meetings, which are the matters concerning coastal regulation that 
have been discussed the most?

on examination of the minutes of the meetings of the nCZma, it has been observed that 
during the nCZma meetings, the cases referred to it by the sCZmas have been discussed 
most frequently. a large number of these are to do with reclassification of sub-zones of the  
CrZ (i, ii, iii and iv) (for details see the answer to question 1 in Chapter 2). the maharashtra 
sCZma followed by the andhra Pradesh sCZma has referred the maximum number of cases 
of reclassification to the nCZma. Procedural matters such as finance and administration 
are also discussed as and when they are brought up by the sCZmas (for more details see  
table 3 and annexure 8). 

agenda items discussed over a span of 27 meetings2 were grouped under various subheads 
and counted, to find out which category was discussed the maximum number of times. 

taBle 3: frEquENCY of MAttErs DisCussED iN thE NCZMA’s MEEtiNgs

MAttEr uNDEr DisCussioN NuMbEr of tiMEs DisCussED

appraisals 6

reclassification 73

Violations 12 

CZmP (includes iCZm/CZm and htl demarcation) 32

conservation 6 (matters concerning andaman & nicobar 
islands were discussed 5 times)

review of functioning of the sCZmas 1

Procedural matters (includes administrative and 
financial matters)

6

miscellaneous (for details see annexure 8) 21

total 157

Source: All minutes of NCZMA’s meetings procured through an RTI application (dated November 20, 2013) and the MoEF’s website (as of  
December 2014).

10. Do matters concerning project approvals reach the nCZMa? if yes, how?

as per the CrZ notification, 2011, matters pertaining to project approvals do not reach the 
nCZma. however, in practice, the nCZma discusses individual project proposals on rare 
occasions. this information was confirmed by v. vivekanandan, south indian federation of 
fishermen societies (siffs), thiruvananthapuram, who was a member of the nCZma from 
february 2011 to December 2011. it has been observed that the high Courts of kerala and 
Bombay have been referring certain cases concerning project proposals to the nCZma. in 
one such instance, in respect to a case that had challenged the decision of the kerala CZma 
(kCZma),3 the Court had directed the nCZma to grant a hearing to the parties.4 

11. Who is responsible for arranging finances and other resources for the nCZMa?

neither the CrZ notification, nor the constitution orders issued by the moef say anything 
about the availability of funds, staff, infrastructure or any other resources for the nCZma. in 
an interview response,5 v. vivekanandan, ex-member, nCZma, highlighted that the nCZma has 
always faced resource crunch in terms of staff, infrastructure and funds, especially due to its 
part-time nature. he said, “it (nCZma) is not really an independent body... it is an authority, 
but it is functioning like a committee. there is nobody fully responsible for it.”

2 minutes for five meetings were missing from the set of minutes received from the moef in reply to the rti application 
filed.

3 the abbreviation kCZma or ksCZma is used officially for both the kerala and karnataka state CZmas. therefore 
the same convention has been retained in this report.

4 an order was passed by the kerala sCZma in september 2010 against a construction in the CrZ. the owner of the 
construction filed a petition in the high Court of kerala (WP 31146/2010), which directed the nCZma to pass an 
order in the matter after providing a hearing to the persons concerned- the kCZma and the petitioner in this case. 
the nCZma, after hearing and deliberating on the case in its 22nd meeting, stood by the decision of the kCZma.

5 interview carried out on march 2, 2012.
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state Coastal Zone ManageMent authorities (sCZMas)

12. is there a desired composition of the sCZMas? if yes, who sets it?

yes, there is a desired composition of the sCZmas. Details procured through a right to 
information (rti) application, as part of this study, highlight that the composition of the sCZmas 
was decided in a meeting of the nCZma held on December 15, 2004. as per the decision, 
“the composition of sCZmas should include 1 ngo (by name), 4 experts (by name) and 5-6 
ex-officio members from the various Departments viz Department of environment, urban 
Development, fisheries, industry, Pollution Control Board, local bodies.” other than this, it was 
decided that the secretary and Director of the Department of environment of the concerned 
state will function as the Chairman and member secretary of the sCZma, respectively. the 
member secretary of the Pollution Control Board of a state can also be the member secretary 
(ms) of its sCZma. it was also decided that expert members should be selected based on 
the guidelines of the moef in this regard and the ngos involved in protection of coastal 
environment and socio-economic issues “may” also be included.

13. how are the members of the sCZMas selected?

the composition, as decided in the nCZma meeting held on December 15, 2004, was 
communicated by the moef to all the sCZmas in its correspondence of march 31, 2005. Based 
on this, the state governments shortlist the members and forward the list to the moef. this 
was corroborated by the sCZma members who were interviewed in 2012. members from 
kerala said that they were nominated by the kerala state Council for science, technology 
and environment (ksCste) and then the list was forwarded by the Chief minister of the state 
to the moef. 

the moef examines the list against its guidelines on selection of expert members for expert 
appraisal Committees (eaCs). after review, the moef issues final appointment orders. 
to ensure transparency in decision making, it was decided by the ministry, in 2009, that 
biodatas would be sought from the Chairmen and members of various sector specific eaCs 
so that ‘conflict of interest’, if any, can be ascertained. the same standard was applied to 
the sCZmas as well. a draft letter was sent to the member secretaries of all sCZmas and 
utCZmas on november 25, 2009, asking for the biodatas of the members. till march 31, 
2010, only Puducherry, goa and andhra Pradesh had submitted the biodatas. the rest of the 
states were sent reminders in april 2010. this time the moef only asked for a confirmation 
from the members of sCZmas regarding ‘no conflict of interest’. till June 2010, tamil nadu 
had provided the confirmation, however the rest of the states and union territories had still 
not responded (source: file notings regarding sCZma constitution received from the moef in 
response to an rti application).

sCZMAs rEquEstiNg spECifiC NoMiNAtioNs to thE AuthoritY

tamil nadu sCZma, in its 60th meeting, resolved to request the moef to nominate B.r. subramanian, 
Project Director and scientist g, integrated Coastal and marine area management Project, as a 
member of the authority in place of Dr. s. kathiroli, former Director of the national institute of 
ocean technology (niot). it was decided on the justification that the presence of expert members 
is required in the authority meetings, and since the current expert members were missing the 
meetings of the authority quite frequently, they should be replaced. it is not known whether the 
request was accepted. 

14. What is the current composition of the sCZMas?

the current composition of the sCZmas is given in table 4.
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Table 4: Current Composition of the sCZmAs

RepResentation                  
sCZMa AndhrA prAdesh 

(2013)
GoA 
(2013)

GujArAt
(2012)

KArnAtAKA  
(2013)

KerAlA 
(2011)

mAhArAshtrA 
(2012)

odishA 
(2012)

tAmil nAdu 
(2012)

West BenGAl 
(2012)

totAl for 
sCZmAs

GoveRnMent DepaRtMents 6 9 12 10 8 7 10 9 6 77

environment 2 (DoeFST) 2 2 (Forests & envt.) 3 (DoFee) 2 (envt., KSCSTe) 2 2 (envt. & Forests) 2 (envt. & Forests) 2 19

forest 1 2 1 2 1 7

LocaL SeLf Government (LSG) 1 1 2

tourism 1 1 2

industries 1 1 (Industry & Mining) 1 1 1 5

WAter resourCes 1 1 (GWb) 2

puBliC WorKs 1 1

urBAn development & toWn plAnninG 2 1 1 1 1 1 7

fisheries 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7

revenue 1 1 1 3

AGriCulture

sCienCe & teChnoloGy 1 1

mAritime BoArd 1 1

pollution Control BoArd 1 1 1 1 1 1 6

remote sensinG AGenCy 1 2 1 1 5

stAte Biodiversity BoArd 1 1

muniCipAl CorporAtion 1 1 2

sundArBAn AffAirs 1 1

ChiliKA development Authority 1 1

iCmAm, ChennAi 1 1 1 3

nAtionAl institute for sustAinABle CoAstAl 
mAnAGement

1 1

nGo/inDiviDuals 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8

aCaDeMiC institutions 3 2 2 2 3 5 2 2 1 22

oCeAnoGrAphy 2 1 1  4

mArine BioloGy 1 1 1 1 4

fisheries 1 1 1 3

BotAny 1 1

mArine ChemiCAls 1 1

GeoloGy 1 1 (CeSS) 1 (CeSS) 1 1 5

teChnoloGy 1 1

Applied sCienCe 1 1

remote sensinG 1 1

environment 1 1

total 10 12 15 13 12 12 13 12 8 107

Source: The latest appointment orders issued by the MoEF 
post the CRZ Notification, 2011.

DoeFST - Department of environment, Forests, Science and Technology

DoFee - Department of Forests, ecology and environment
CeSS - Centre for earth Science StudiesKSCSTe - Kerala State Council for Science, Technology and environment 

GWb - Ground Water board
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the comparison highlights that the membership of the Department of environment is the 
one common factor between all the sCZmas. in most instances, the representatives of 
the Department of environment act as the Chairmen and member secretaries of the state 
authorities. this holds true for all sCZmas, except for kerala where the Principal secretary, 
Department of science and technology and member secretary, ksCste are the Chairman 
and member secretary, respectively. the data also reveals that since the maximum number 
of members are holding full time positions in other government departments, institutes or 
universities, the sCZmas largely function as part-time bodies.

15. Which states have complied with the composition requirements for the sCZMA as 
decided in the nCZMa’s meeting in 2004?

none of the states have complied with the composition requirements in full.

 • maharashtra does not have an ngo representative.

 • all remaining states have less than four expert members.

16. What do the members feel about the composition of the sCZMas?

in response to the interview questions, almost all the interviewed members felt that the 
composition of the sCZma is balanced, and they expressed their satisfaction regarding the 
quality of discussions. only one member (from andhra Pradesh) noted that more representation 
of scientists is needed in the authority. 

17. Where are the current sCZMas housed?

the sCZmas have mostly been housed in the offices of the Department of environment, possibly 
because representatives of the Department of environment of the states have almost always 
been Chairmen of the respective sCZmas. Details are given as follows:

Andhra pradesh: the Department of environment, forest, science and technology, 
hyderabad

goa: the Department of science, technology and environment, Bardez

gujarat: the Department of forests and environment, gandhinagar

Karnataka: the Department of forests, ecology and environment, Bengaluru

Kerala: the kerala state Council for science, technology and environment, 
thiruvananthapuram 

Maharashtra: the Department of environment and energy, mumbai

odisha: the Department of forest and environment, Bhubaneswar 

tamil Nadu: the Department of environment and forests, Chennai 

West bengal: the Department of environment, kolkata

18. how has the composition of sCZMas varied over the years since inception?

a comparison of the composition of the sCZmas across time (see annexure 6) highlights that 
the number of members has increased with each reconstitution. the increase has largely been 
related to bringing on board more government departments. however, no change has been 
observed in the total number of members after the CrZ notification of 2011, except in the case 
of West Bengal. having stated this, it should be noted that several government departments 
became part of the sCZmas only after the CrZ notification, 2011. some observations from 
the tables in annexure 6 on constitution of sCZmas across time are as follows:

prEsENCE of spCbs 

Departments such as the state Pollution Control Board (sPCB) and the Department of forests 
and environment have always been part of the sCZmas as their representatives are usually the 
member secretary and Chairman of the authority. however, the West Bengal Pollution Control 
Board (WBPCB) was dropped during the latest (2012) constitution of the WBsCZma. similarly, 
in the case of the goa sCZma, the PCB has never been a member any time since its inception. 
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prEsENCE of iNstitutioNs

Post the notification of 2011, the odisha space application Centre has been included for the 
first time in the odisha sCZma, and the national institute of oceanography (nio) has been 
included for the first time in the maharashtra sCZma. Perhaps this was done keeping in mind 
the requirement of preparation of the new CZmPs. interestingly, the shore area Development 
authority has been removed from the andhra Pradesh sCZma after the CrZ notification, 2011 
came into existence. it is important to note that the shore area Development authority was 
involved in the preparation of the CZmP for the state in 1996. 

prEsENCE of thE sbbs

the goa state Biodiversity Board (sBB), which was constituted in august 2012, was introduced 
into the goa sCZma after the CrZ notification of 2011. this was done when the authority was 
reconstituted in July 2013 (the constitution prior to this was in april 2010, when the sBB was 
not in existence). 

rEprEsENtAtioN of thE fishEriEs sECtor 

fisheries is the prime occupation of the people living on the coast. however, the Department 
of fisheries has not been represented in the sCZmas of goa and andhra Pradesh any time 
in the past or now. While the andhra Pradesh sCZma has representation from the College of 
fisheries, the goa sCZma has not even had any academic institution representing the sector.

Ngo rEprEsENtAtioN

the representatives from ngos came on board in most of the sCZmas when they were 
constituted after the order of the moef (regarding the composition of sCZmas), in 2005. however, 
the West Bengal sCZma got an ngo representative only in 2012, after the CrZ notification of 
2011. the ngo goa foundation was dropped from the goa sCZma during its reconstitution 
in 2013. this is a significant development as goa foundation was instrumental in pushing 
the state government to prepare and submit its CZmP well before the other states in 1992. 
it has also been involved in a number of cases challenging illegal development activities on 
the goa coast. 

MisCEllANEous

the West Bengal forest Department was found in the composition orders of the karnataka 
and odisha sCZmas in 2002. as it was neither repeated in the subsequent sCmas of either 
state nor seen in the previous compositions, perhaps it is a typing error. 

19. What are the functions of the sCZMas?

as per clause 6 (b) of the CrZ notification, 2011, sCZmas are to ensure the implementation 
of the provisions of the CrZ notification. While this is the broad mandate of the sCZmas, the 
appointment order issued by the moef is the official document that functions as the terms 
of reference for the appointees. table 5 lists the functions of the sCZmas and administrative 
details as stated in the appointment orders issued by the moef post the CrZ notification, 
2011 coming into effect.
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Table 5: Functions oF the scZMAs AnD ADMinistrAtive DetAiLs, As FiXeD BY the MoeF

DetAiLs
AnDhrA PrADesh 
(July 2013)

GoA  
(July 2013)

GuJarat  
(OctOber 2012)

KArnAtAKA  
(July 2013)

KerALA  
(December 2011)

MAhArAshtrA 
(march 2012)

oDishA  
(march 2012)

tAMiL nADu 
(January 2012)

West BenGAL  
(June 2012)

Function

examination of proposals for change in crZ areas & making 
recommendations 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

inquiry into cases of alleged violations Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

review of cases involving violations Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Filing complaints in cases of non-compliance Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

taking action to verify violations & request for change in crZ areas Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Dealing with environmental issues related to crZ Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Identification of ecologically Sensitive areas (eSas) & preparation of 
area-specific management plans

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

implementation of projects related to conservation and betterment of 
coastal communities 

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Identification of areas vulnerable to erosion & degradation & 
preparation of area-specific management plans

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Identification of economically important stretches & preparation of 
integrated Management Plans

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

ensuring compliance with all conditions of the approved cZMP Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

reporting to the MoeF every six months Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Maintaining its bank account Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

taking necessary measures such as training, awareness creation, 
raising funds, etc.

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Preparation of crZ maps Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

reviewing the functioning of DcZmc (District coastal Zone 
management committee)

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Directing all concerned authorities, bodies, etc. to ensure compliance 
with the crZ notification

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

inviting experts for the meetings Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Levying of scrutiny fee as per the ‘polluter pays’ principle Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Processing the matters and proposals referred to it Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Powers of issuing directions are delegated to the Authority/chairman Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Maintaining transparency & creating a dedicated website Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

examination of project proposals against cZMP & crZ Yes Yes

regulation of all developmental activities Yes Yes

ADMinistrAtive DetAiLs

state Government to constitute District Level committees to assist the 
ScZma in enforcing & monitoring implementation of the notification

Yes Yes

state Government to ensure manpower, resources & funds to the 
scZMA

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Pay & allowances such as sitting fee, tA, DA, etc. as per the norms 
decided by the central Government

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Matters not falling within the scope of the Authority to be dealt with by 
a statutory authority

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

change in powers & functions of the Authority is subject to the 
supervision and control of the central Government

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Quorum 2/3rd 2/3rd 1/3rd 2/3rd 1/3rd 1/3rd 1/3rd

Authority’s headquarters Hyderabad bardez Gandhinagar bengaluru Thiruvananthapuram Mumbai bhubaneswar Chennai Kolkata

Source: The latest appointment orders issued by the MoEF post the CRZ Notification, 2011.

stAte
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table 5 shows that the activities that are common across all states are the examination of 
proposals for change in CrZ areas, inquiry into, review of and taking action on cases of violations 
and filing complaints in cases of non-compliance. the functions such as identification of esas, 
areas prone to erosion and economically important stretches are common to most of them, 
with the exception of tamil nadu and kerala. these are also the two states wherein, ensuring 
compliance with all conditions of the CZmPs does not feature as a function of the sCZma. 

the appointment orders for tamil nadu and kerala are particularly different as they get their 
clauses directly from the CrZ notification and therefore the functions are generic in nature such 
as regulation of all development activities, examination of project proposals and constitution 
of District level Committees (DlCs). tasks such as preparing CrZ maps and reviewing 
the functioning of DCZmC appear in the order for goa but are missing from the orders for 
karnataka and andhra Pradesh. these tasks are listed in the orders for the other states such 
as gujarat, West Bengal, odisha and maharashtra. the information in table 5 also reveals 
that the implementation of conservation projects and projects related to the improvement of 
livelihoods of coastal communities do not feature in the appointment orders of karnataka, 
kerala, tamil nadu and andhra Pradesh, which make up the southern coast of india.

it would be critical to understand the processes that have led to these differences in detailing 
the functions and priorities of the various sCZmas.

20. What do the CrZ notification and/or the appointment orders for the sCZMas ask from 
the sCZMas to ensure transparency? What is the status of compliance across states?

Clause 4.2 (vi) of the CrZ notification, 2011 requires each sCZma to create a dedicated 
website to maintain transparency in their working. it mandates that the agenda for upcoming 
meetings, minutes of the meetings held, decisions taken, clearance letters, record of ongoing 
violations, action taken on violations, action taken on court matters, relevant court directions 
and orders, and the CZmPs are to be uploaded and made available to the public. the status 
of compliance is as follows:

of the nine states that were studied, three states (andhra Pradesh, goa and tamil nadu) did 
not have independent websites till December 2014. 

andhra Pradesh sCZma has not made the minutes of its meetings available online, except 
for one meeting.

andhra Pradesh and gujarat have not provided the approved CZmPs on their websites or 
associated web pages.

odisha is the only sCZma that has made space available on its website for information on 
clearances granted by it. however, nothing was uploaded till December 2014.

information regarding violations has not been provided by kerala, tamil nadu, goa and andhra 
Pradesh sCZmas.

only maharashtra has provided information on court matters. gujarat and odisha have provided 
space on their websites for it but the information is yet to be uploaded. 

further details are given in table 6.
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Home page of the Karnataka SCZMA’s website

Home page of the Gujarat SCZMA’s website
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Table 6: StatuS of tHE SCZMas’ wEbSitES 
 

availablE 
inforMation

MEEtingS’ 
MinutES

MEEting 
agEnda

CZMP ProjECt 
ClEaranCES

dlC violationS dECiSionS 
takEn

Court 
MattErS

aCCESS to PubliC/griEvanCE 
rEdrESSal

otHEr

aPProvEd draft liSt aCtion takEn  
rEPort 

andHra PradESH  
(a link to the aPCZMa 
meetings’ minutes & 
agendas on the website of 
aPPCb)

No agenda of the last 
meeting available 
on the website of 
aPPCb (http://
www.appcb.ap.nic.
in)

No No No No No No No No No No

goa  
(a webpage linked with the 
EnviS website of goa)

Yes (all 
provided at 
http://www.
dste.gov.in)

No Yes (http://
goaenvis.nic.in/
GSCZMP.pdf)

No No No No No No No No Composition; constitution 
orders

gujarat 
(http://www.gczma.org/)

Meeting 
numbers 
20 to 23

Meeting numbers 
20 to 23

No No No Yes 
(constitution 
order for DlC)

Space provided, but 
no violations have 
been listed

Space provided,  
but no action  
taken reports 
have been 
uploaded

Yes Space 
provided, but 
no information 
uploaded

Form provided for registering complaints; 
office address, email address & phone 
number are provided 

Composition; Notification; 
agencies for demarcation of 
HTL & LTL (www.dste.gov.in)

karnataka  
(http://www.ksczma.kar.
nic.in/)

Yes (January 
2009 to 
March 2014) 

No Yes (maps & 
a write-up are 
provided) 

CRZ maps available No No link available, but no 
information uploaded

No Yes (compliance 
status of the 
latest meeting’s 
proceedings is 
available

No Seeks feedback on CRZ maps & 
comprehensive plan for Udupi & provides 
correspondence address for it; office 
address, phone number & email address 
of Principal Secretary to Government & 
Special Director, Department of Forest, 
Ecology & Environment are given

Composition and latest 
constitution order; application 
forms; notifications; reports 
on compliance with the 
decisions taken in the 
previous meetings

kErala  
(http://www.kerenvis.nic.
in/database/Coastal_and_
Environment_1204.aspx) 

Meeting 
numbers 
28 to 38
(links can 
be accessed 
only on 
signing up 
with the 
website)

Meeting numbers 
28-45
(links can be 
accessed only on 
signing up with the 
website)

CZMP maps are 
available (http://
www.kerenvis.
nic.in/Database/
Coastal_and_
environment_1204.
aspx)

CZMP for Kochi, 
Kollam and 
Thiruvananthapuram 
(available on the 
Government of 
Kerala’s website)

No No No No Yes (office 
memorandum- 
links can be 
accessed only 
on signing up 
with the website)

No Phone & fax numbers & office address of 
MS are given

Composition of the authority; 
CRZ Notification, 2011; 
application forms; FaQ; 
clearance procedure  

MaHaraSHtra  
(https://mczma.
maharashtra.gov.in/index.
html)

Meeting 
numbers 
one to 93 

Meeting numbers 
48 to 94 

link available, but 
no information 
uploaded

No No Yes 
(constitution 
order for 
DCZMC & 
TlCMC; 
links to the 
minutes of 
DCZMCs’ 
meetings)

Yes Yes Yes (circulars, 
letters, orders & 
notifications)

Yes (list & 
status update)

Correspondence address provided for 
complaints & suggestions;
email address provided for contacting the 
SCZMa

application forms seeking 
clearance; list of RTI 
applications filed; CRZ related 
reports; central notifications; 
news & articles related to 
MCZMa

odiSHa  
(http://sczmaorissa.org/
index.html)

Meeting 
numbers 
one to 23

No Yes No link available, 
but no 
information 
uploaded

No link available, but no 
information uploaded

No No link available, 
but no 
information 
uploaded

Provision for creating an email account with 
the webpage; general office address, phone 
& fax numbers are given

application procedure; 
constitution order

taMil nadu  
(a webpage linked with the 
website of department of 
Environment, tamil nadu)

Yes No available on the 
Government of 
Tamil Nadu’s 
website

CRZ maps available 
(http://www.
environment.tn.nic.in/
iczmp-maps1.html)

No No No No No No No Information on the 
CRZ Notification, 2011

wESt bEngal  
(http://www.wbsczma.gov.
in/main/)

Yes No Yes No No Yes 
(constitution 
order for DlC)

available for 
Mandormani & 
Sundarbans areas

No No No email address with a form is provided for 
complaints & suggestions; phone numbers 
of Additional Chief Secretary & MS & fax 
number & email address of MS are provided 

Information on CRZ 
sub-zone (I, II, III or IV); 
Notification; coast of West 
bengal; clearances granted; 
composition (past & current); 
functions of the authority 

StatES

Source: Websites/webpages of the SCZMAs (links provided in the table). This status is as of December 2014.
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the frequency is calculated in percentage in relation to the total number of agenda items in sCZmas’ meetings.
Source: All available minutes of SCZMAs’ meetings from 2010 and 2013. 

21. how do the sCZMas perform their functions? 

sCZmas hold meetings periodically to discuss the various aspects of implementation of the 
CrZ notification. in these meetings, the sCZmas discuss proposals for projects seeking to set 
up in the CrZ, cases of violations, reports of any site visits and field inspections, revisions to 
and preparation of CZmP, demarcation of conservation areas and procedural and administrative 
matters.

22. in sCZMa meetings, which are the matters that have been discussed the most?

to arrive at a frequency distribution of various matters, minutes of the sCZma meetings from 
2010 and 2013 were analysed. matters were clubbed under five categories (see further details 
in annexure 9):

i) Procedural: procedures, guidelines and administrative issues

ii) CZmP: CZmP, zonation and reclassification

iii) Project appraisals

iv) Violations

v) Conservation: conservation, ecologically sensitive areas (esas), Critically vulnerable Coastal 
areas (CvCas), mangrove plantation, forestry, awareness building, education and training

graph 1 depicts the frequency (in percentage) of matters discussed in the sCZmas’ meetings. 

graPh 1: frEquENCY of MAttErs DisCussED iN thE sCZMAs’ MEEtiNgs 
(in perCentage)

23. Do the CrZ notification or the appointment orders for the sCZMas mandate a quorum 
for meetings? Do the sCZMas comply with it?

most of the appointment orders (except for tamil nadu and kerala) for the establishment 
of the state Coastal Zone management authorities mandate that a certain number of 
members from the total (quorum) be present for the meetings held by the authority. the 
quorum required for a meeting is two thirds (of the total members) for goa, karnataka and 
andhra Pradesh and one third for gujarat, West Bengal, odisha and maharashtra. as per 
the minutes, all the sCZma meetings have recorded the required quorum in all the meetings 
held to date. however, in sCZmas such as tamil nadu where the desired quorum is not 
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6 the national green tribunal (ngt) had objected to this delegation of powers by the goa sCZma in its appeal no. 
62 of 2012. While responding to another appeal (no. 63 of 2012) the ngt recommended the formation of smaller 
committees that could aid with enquiring into matters to alleviate the burden of numerous cases to deal with (more 
details in annexure 10).

stipulated in the appointment order of the authority, absence of certain members has created 
difficulty in the conduct of meetings. the matter was discussed in the 58th meeting of the 
tnsCZma and the members were requested to make it convenient to attend the meetings 
without fail. 

24. are the ex-officio members able to attend the authority meetings? how does it affect 
the functioning of the authority?

the interviews carried out as part of this study with members of various sCZmas revealed 
that ex-officio members rarely attend the meetings; instead their representatives are 
present. mostly, these representatives do not remain constant across meetings and this 
affects the decision-making process. to resolve this issue, in the 56th meeting on may 
20, 2013, the kerala sCZma decided that all ex-officio members would be requested to 
nominate the same officers, as far as possible, from the same department (as appointed the 
first time), in case the member is unable to attend the meeting. the interviews also revealed 
that administrative hierarchies come in the way of formal sCZma functioning and perhaps is 
one of the reasons for the ex-officio members not attending the meetings. in one state, the 
official sources (who requested anonymity) revealed that the Chairman of the state PCB never 
attended the sCZma meetings, as the meetings were convened by the member secretary 
who was a lower ranking official.

25. Do the CrZ notification or the appointment orders fix a minimum frequency for the 
sCZMas’ meetings? 

neither the notification, nor the appointment orders specify anything on the frequency of the 
sCZma meetings. it has been left to the discretion of the sCZmas. the analysis based on the 
available minutes of the meetings (through rti applications and sCZma websites) reveals that 
the frequency of meetings varies across sCZmas. 

The tamil Nadu sCZma has had 76 meetings till march 2014 since its first meeting in february 
1999. in 1999 it had eight meetings and in 2000 it had seven meetings. these numbers came 
down to three in 2001 and continued at three till 2003. from 2004 till 2013, the number of 
meetings in a year has varied between one to seven. 

The gujarat sCZma has had one meeting a year starting from 1999 to 2010 (except in 2001, 
2006 and 2009). after the CrZ notification, 2011, the number of meetings has increased and 
has been two, three and four in 2011, 2012 and 2013 respectively. in total 21 meetings have 
taken place till march 2014.

the number of meetings the goa sCZma has had in a year has varied from one in 2001  
to 20 in 2013. the number of meetings held in 2007, 2008 and 2011 was also quite high. 
it should be pointed out here that in may 2008, the goa sCZma constituted a four-member 
subcommittee, which has been meeting in the period between two meetings of the authority. 
these subcommittee meetings have also been counted as authority meetings since may 2008. 
several times in the past the goa sCZma conducted personal hearings on violations and 
examined project proposals for approvals through its subcommittees6 instead of having full 
meetings. it has been corroborated by the goa authority members as well (in their interview 
responses in 2012) that during the past few years sCZma meetings with full attendance have 
not been held. Between april 1999 and march 2014, the goa sCZma and its subcommittee 
had together met 100 times.

The Kerala sCZma has had two to eight meetings in a year between January 2000 and march 
2014. 
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The Maharashtra SCZMA has met 89 times till March 2014.

The Karnataka SCZMA has met 13 times since 2009. The KSCZMA has on an average met 
twice a year between January 2009 and September 2013. However, in 2014, till March, it had 
already met thrice.

The Odisha SCZMA has met at least once a year since 1999, except in 2001 and 2002 when 
no SCZMA was constituted. Since its reconstitution in 2003, the OSCZMA has had at least one 
meeting a year.  

The Andhra Pradesh SCZMA has been meeting on an average twice a year since 2002. 
However, it is not known if the Authority met in 2000, 2001 and 2009. Perhaps there 
was no APSCZMA in these years due to delay on the part of the MoEF in reconstituting 
the body. 

The West Bengal SCZMA has met 24 times between April 1999 and March 2014 and has 
met at least once a year except in 2000, 2001 and 2008 when it is not known if met or not. 
It may be a mere coincidence that the three states for which meetings did not take place in 
two consecutive years are from the east coast. 

The frequency of meetings held by the SCZMAs, from when they were first constituted in 1999 
till March 2014, is represented in Table 7.

TAblE 7: nuMBer Of Meetings held By the sCZMAs till MArCh 2014

yeAr 
sCZMA

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 MArCh 
2014

tOtAl

AndhrA PrAdesh 1 2 2 3 2 1 2 1 3 2 3 1 1 24

gOA 3 4 1 2 3 8 3 2 1 11 9 5 5 9 10 20 4 100

gujArAt 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 3 4 1 21*

KArnAtAKA  2 2 3 1 2 3 13

KerAlA 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 1 2 1 4 1 3 1 3 6 8 4 8 8 1 62

MAhArAshtrA 76 2 8 3 89

OdishA 1 1 0 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 1 2 4 1 3 1 1 23

tAMil nAdu 7 1 7 3 3 3 5 6 5 4 4 7 7 2 6 5 1 76

West BengAl 2 1 1 5 1 1 2 3 1 1 1 3 2 24

Meeting held, minutes not available

It is not known if any meeting was held in this year

* Total includes one additional meeting for which the date is not known.

26. how are the minutes of the sCZMAs’ meetings recorded? Are they as per the 
specifications (if any) provided in the CRZ Notification and appointment orders?

The Notification and the appointment orders for the SCZMAs do not mandate any specific 
procedure to record the minutes of the meetings. The general practice across SCZMAs has 
been to produce written minutes to record the proceedings of the meetings.

27. Who is responsible for providing funds to the SCZMAs?

Funding has been a critical factor that has influenced the work of the SCZMAs at various 
points. The CRZ Notification (1991 and 2011) does not say anything on fund allocations to the 
SCZMAs. However, following the directions of the 1996 order of the Supreme Court, the MoEF, in 
March 2002, had granted ` 5 lakhs to each State Authority and ` 3 lakhs to the Union Territory 
CZMAs of Puducherry and Daman and Diu, to identify violations. This is the only funding that 
the SCZMAs have received from the Central Government. Apart from this initial allotment by 
the MoEF, the source and quantum of funding has differed for different SCZMAs. The same 
has been presented in Table 8. The Table also provides information (for cases in which it could 
be procured) on how this money has been spent.

Salt production, Kanchi Kohli
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TAblE 8: sOurCes Of funding fOr the sCZMAs And detAils Of exPenditure

stAte
internAtiOnAl funding 
ReCeived (iN MillioN USd)

sCrutiny fee eArned 
(detAilS iN tAble 9)

funds reCeived frOM Moef 
(iNfoRMAtioN fRoM MeetiNgS’ MiNUteS)

funds reCeived frOM stAte gOvernMent Budget And exPenditure detAils

AndhrA PrAdesh NA Noa ` 5,00,000 Not Available ` 4.99 lakhs spent on payment of sitting fee cum honorarium & travel expenditure of 
the members for attending the Authority meetingsa

gOA NA Yes 1. ` 5,00,000
2. 2006 – 07:  ` 8,56,00,000b

1. 2003 – 04:  ` 3,10,57,000
2. 2004 – 05:  ` 2,70,00,000
3. 2006 – 07:  ` 7,00,000b

1. ‘Environment Upgradation of Panaji City – Phase I’
2. ‘Environment Upgradation of Panaji City – Phase I’
3. CRZ Panaji City Upgradationb

gujArAt 74.1 (WB-ICZMP*) Yes ` 5,00,000 Not Available Not Available

KArnAtAKA NA Noc ` 5,00,000 Not Available Distributed the amount to the Deputy Conservator of Forests, Dakshin Kannada, 
Uttara Kannada & Udupi districts for identification of CRZ violationsd

KerAlA NA Yes ` 5,00,000 Grant – in – aid being provided (in 2014)e ` 3.44 lakhs spent on the KSCZMA activities such as site visits for inspection, 
Authority meetings, honorarium to members, etc. balance  ` 1.56 lakhs is 
available as currently the expenditure is met with the grant – in – aid from the State 
Government.e

MAhArAshtrA NA Yes ` 5,00,000 Grant in Aid
1. 2009 – 10:  ` 3.6 crores
2. 2012 – 13:  ` 1 crore (` 80 lakhs released)
3. 2013 – 14:  ` 80 lakhs (yet to be released)f

1.  ` 3.59 crores released to IRS Chennai & CESS, Kerala for CZMP preparation 
     ‘and other work’
2.  Released  ` 40 lakhs each to IRS Chennai & CESS Keralaf

OdishA 49.3 (WB-ICZMP*) Yes ` 5,00,000 budget provision was made by the grant – in – aid 
from the State Government as follows:
1. 1998 – 99:  ` 1,00,000
2. 1999 – 00:  ` 1,00,000
3. 2000 – 01:   ` 2,00,000
4. 2001 – 02:   ` 1,00,000g

The mentioned budget is utilised for remuneration to staff, services of experts, 
expenses for meetings, visits to the locations of study tours & preparation of CZMPg 

tAMil nAdu NA Yes ` 5,00,000 NAh No budget allocation was received for the SCZMA initially or subsequently from the 
Government of TN or from the GoIh

West BengAl 75 (WB-ICZMP*) Yes ` 5,00,000 Not Available Not Available

*WB-ICZMP: World Bank-Integrated Coastal Zone Management Project        

NA: Not Applicable  

Source:
a:  RTI reply dated January 22, 2014 

b:  RTI reply dated February 7, 2014

c:  RTI Reply dated May 15, 2014

d:  RTI Reply dated May 28, 2014

e:  RTI reply dated January 22, 2014

f:  RTI reply dated February 10, 2014 

g:  RTI reply dated December 22, 2013

h:  RTI reply dated December 17, 2013

It is evident from the table that different states have devised different mechanisms to arrange 
for funds for the functioning of their SCZMAs. In the pre-2011 period there was confusion as 
to who was responsible for arranging funds for the SCZMAs. However, despite this ambiguity, 
the Government of Odisha has sanctioned funds to the OSCZMA as early as 1998-99 (as 
mentioned in Table 8). 

Since 2002, the SCZMAs have been arranging for funds through levying scrutiny fee on 
project applications (see details in the answer to question 28). Since that practice began the 
Government of Odisha has also not provided any funds to the OSCZMA. Recent appointment 
orders for most of the SCZMAs, issued by the MoEF, have made the respective state governments 
responsible for arranging funds and resources for the State CZMAs (details given in Table 5). 

As mentioned in Table 8, Gujarat, Odisha and West Bengal SCZMAs have been receiving funds 
under the Integrated Coastal Zone Management Project (ICZMP)7 of the World Bank. The CZMP 

7 Integrated Coastal Zone Management Project (ICZMP) was implemented as a process for the management of the 
coast using an integrated method taking into account all aspects of the coastal zone, including geographical and 
political boundaries in an attempt to achieve sustainability. The main purpose of the implementation of the ICZMP 
in India was to assist the GoI to build national capacity for implementing a comprehensive coastal management 
approach in the country.

for the Gulf of Kutch in Gujarat, the Puri-Konark coastal stretch in Odisha, and Haldia and 
Digha in West Bengal are being developed as part of this project. The funds allotted by the 
World Bank for the projects (in million USD) are as follows: 

Gujarat– 74.1 
Odisha– 49.3
West Bengal– 75 

This amount, besides being utilised for development of specific management plans, is also 
being partly utilised for capacity building of the SCZMAs, the concerned DlCCs and for the 
development of the website, etc [source: World Bank (2013). ICZMP report of the mid-term 
review mission.].

28. how much do sCZMAs charge from the project proponents as processing fee 
or scrutiny fee?

The MoEF vide its letter, dated April 13, 2000, indicated to the SCZMAs that, “...the processing 
fee also be charged, if necessary.” Most of the SCZMAs are levying a fee on project proponents 
for processing or scrutinising their applications. The Goa SCZMA discussed the matter in its 
meeting in September 2001 and decided not to levy processing fees. It felt that levying fees was 
“unethical” since the project proponents were already paying fees to process their applications 
with other departments such as the Public Works Department (PWD). However, the GSCZMA 
hinted at the possibility of fixing a fee for application forms. It could not be tracked from the 
meetings’ minutes whether this fees was finally levied. But in its 96th meeting in December 
2013, the Goa SCZMA decided to levy scrutiny fee on projects.

Project application processing/scrutiny fees/Coastal Conservation Fund8 as charged by the 
various SCZMAs is given in Table 9.

8 The SCZMAs use one of the names. For instance, the Maharashtra SCZMA uses the terms ‘processing fee’ and 
‘Coastal Conservation Fund’ interchangeably. 
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taBle 9: projECt AppliCAtioN proCEssiNg/sCrutiNY fEEs/CoAstAl CoNsErvAtioN 
fuND ChArgED

sCZMA

projECt 
Cost

ANDhrA 
prADEsh

goAa gujArAtb KArNAtAKAc KErAlAd MAhArAshtrAe oDishAf tAMil 
NADug

WEst 
bENgAlh

`10 to 25 
lakhs

not 
available

repair & 
renova-
tion of 
houses: 
` 500;

shops & 
establish-
ments:  
` 1,000;

non- 
com-
mercial 
institution:  
` 5,000;

com-
mercial 
institution: 
` 10,000

` 25,000 na ` 5,000 ` 25,000 ` 50,000

` 25 lakhs 
to ` 1 crore

` 50,000

` 1 to 2.5 
crores

` 1 lakh ` 1 lakh* ` 10,000

` 2.5 to 5 
crores

` 2 lakhs

` 5 to 50 
crores

` 1 lakh
` 5 lakhs

` 2 lakhs ` 1 lakh ` 2 lakhs ` 20,000

` 50 to 100 
crores

` 5 lakhs ` 5 lakhs ` 25,000

` 100 to 
500 crores

` 5 lakhs ` 10 lakhs ` 5 lakhs ` 10 lakhs

*this slab was revised from  ̀   2 crores to   ̀   5 crores in the 69th meeting of the mCZma on april 29, 2011.

na: not applicable

Source:
a: Resolution or Order date: July 22, 2014
b: Resolution or Order date: October 13, 1997 
c: RTI reply dated May 15, 2014
d: Resolution or Order date: July 18, 2001
e: Resolution or Order date: April 19, 2010
f: Resolution or Order date: November 29, 2004
g: Resolution or Order date: October 15, 1999
h: RTI reply dated December 6, 2013

29. are there any guidelines for spending and monitoring the funds lying with the sCZMas?

no, there are no guidelines for expenditure of funds and no monitoring has taken place. 

30. how have the sCZMas spent their funds?

even though the moef allocated ` 5 lakhs to all coastal states, to identify CrZ violations and 
take action, in practice the sCZmas have used it differently. 

in the case of gujarat, even after many reminders, the moef did not respond to the gCZma’s 
query on how to spend this amount. the authority then spent the amount on awareness 
creation for government officers and the public. in addition, the gCZma decided to use 
the fund for the services of experts, expenses of meetings, site visits, setting up its office 
in gujarat maritime Board (gmB)’s premises and study tours. the gmB was appointed 
to manage the funds for the gCZma in its second meeting in september 2000.it decided 
to spend ` 1 lakh on public awareness programmes, ` 1 lakh on workshops and seminars, 
` 2 lakhs on media publicity and ` 2 lakhs for the development of the gCZma’s website. 

how the one time grant of ` 5 lakhs was spent by the other sCZmas could not be tracked 
from the minutes of their meetings. however, it is evident that all sCZmas spent money for 
paying sitting fees to non-official members. Details of the same are given in table 10.

the sCZmas of goa and Kerala have also had to pay the standing legal counsels, to represent 
them in the high Court/supreme Court/national green tribunal (ngt).
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taBle 10: sitting fee/honorariuM to non-offiCial MeMBers of the sCZMas

sCZMA sitting fee/honorariuM for non-offiCial MeMBers 

andhra Pradesh not available

goa ` 1,000a 

gujarat not available

karnataka ` 1,500b 

kerala ` 1,000c

maharashtra ` 2,000 + reimbursement for food & taxi expenses on presentation of actualsd

odisha ` 1,000e

tamil nadu ` 2,000f 

West Bengal nag 

na: not applicable

Source:

a:  RTI reply dated September 30, 2014 (over email) 

b:  Order dated May 5, 2014

c:  RTI reply dated December 7, 2013

d:  Minutes of the 84th MCZMA meeting, August 2013

e:  As decided in the meeting held on September 17, 2009- RTI reply dated December 4, 2013

f:  RTI reply dated December 17, 2013

g:  RTI reply dated December 6, 2013

however, most of the states, facing a financial crunch, are hopeful that they would also come 
under the purview of the World Bank project like gujarat, odisha and West Bengal, and that the 
costs of the preparation of CZmP will be met from there (source: responses to the interviews 
conducted as part of this research in 2012). 

iCZMp AND strENgthENiNg of thE sCZMAs 

the integrated Coastal Zone management Project (iCZmP) has been designed and implemented in 
three states (gujarat, odisha and West Bengal) as a pilot by the moef in collaboration with and 
financial support from the World Bank. the iCZmP has been proposed as an integrated approach 
to coordinate the activities of various government agencies and departments for the sustainable 
management and use of coastal resources while conserving the natural environment. one of the 
goals of the project has been to strengthen the state level institutions i.e., to ensure functional 
and effective sCZmas in the three states. as described in the 2010 project appraisal document 
of the World Bank, the project benchmark for functioning sCZmas will be satisfied only if these 
three states are able to routinely provide input to and interact with the nCZma through any of 
the following means: 

 • examining proposals in CrZ areas and making recommendations to the nCZma

 • reviewing and taking action on alleged violations of the CrZ notification

 • identifying ecologically sensitive and economically important areas in the CrZ

 • Providing annual reports to the nCZma9

9 as reported in one of the nCZma’s meeting’s minutes, sCZmas and utCZmas were asked by the moef on  
april 6, 2010 to submit annual reports, but only odisha and lakshadweep had submitted their report till June 15, 2010.
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31. how does resource availability and a part-time nature affect the functioning of the 
sCZMas?

though the CrZ notification, 2011, mandates the preparation of the state CZmPs, no funds 
have been allocated for this process. same is the case with mapping of CrZ areas, which 
was to be completed within 18 months of the issuance of the notification. this process was 
delayed due to lack of funds in all states. the andhra Pradesh sCZma members responded 
during the interviews, conducted in 2012, that they do not plan to prepare CZmPs or undertake 
mapping of the regions due to lack of funds. although all the sCZma members interviewed 
were convinced that they are part of a powerful authority in terms of its functions, power, 
validity and acceptance of the decisions made by it, they opined that the sCZmas did not 
have enough resources at their disposal. Dr. n. P. kurian from the kerala sCZma said in 
response to an interview question: “in kovalam, the authority is not able to do what is 
needed... (the) main drawback is the lack of capacity.” many members felt that being a  
part-time authority comes in the way of its regular functioning, and an independent and full-
time status is required for effective functioning of the authority.

Randh Bander looming under the threat of a thermal power plant expansion, Kutch, Gujarat, kanchi kohli
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DistriCt level Coastal CoMMittees (DlCCs) 

32. What does the CrZ notification say on the constitution of DlCCs? 

Clause 6 (c) of the CrZ notification, 2011, states that the state and union territory CZmas 
can constitute DlCCs, to ‘assist’ them in the task of ‘enforcing and monitoring’ the 
notification. the clause also states that the DlCCs should be chaired by the concerned 
District magistrate, and have at least three representatives from the local traditional coastal 
communities. the CrZ notification, 1991, did not have the provision for the constitution of 
such committees.

33. Did the CrZ notification or appointment orders for the sCZMas set any time limit 
for setting up DlCCs? What is the status of the constitution of DlCCs? 

the notification or the sCZma appointment orders do not suggest any time period within 
which these committees need to be set-up. as a result, different sCZmas have established 
DlCCs at different points in time. tamil nadu and karnataka had district level committees/
authorities even prior to the CrZ notification of 2011. as of December 2014, seven states 
had issued orders or resolutions for the constitution of DlCCs. the status of the DlCC 
constitution in various states, compiled on the basis of responses received to rti applications 
is given in table 11. 

taBle 11: stAtus of CoNstitutioN of DlCCs

stAtE DEtAils

ANDhrA prADEsh issued letters to all District Collectors in april 2011, Collector of West godavari 

submitted a proposal to the state government in may 2011 (rti reply dated october 

20, 2012). 

not constituted (rti reply dated may 30, 2014).

goA not constituted (reply from goa CZma over email on november 17, 2014).

gujArAt resolution issued on october 14, 2011. as per physical verification in august 2014, 

eight districts had not constituted DlCCs.*

KArNAtAKA Constitution order issued on october 19, 2011. as per minutes of kCZma’s meetings 

DCZmCs have been constituted.*

KErAlA Constitution order issued on December 12, 2013. 

MAhArAshtrA resolution issued on march 23, 2011. as per minutes of mCZma’s meetings DCZmCs 

have been constituted.*

oDishA Constitution orders issued for 6 districts:

Balasore- october 9, 2013

Bhadrak-august 8, 2013

ganjam- march 4, 2014

Jagatsinghpur- february 1, 2013

kendrapara- January 3, 2013

Puri- april 22, 2013

tAMil NADu Constitution order issued on June 9, 1998. as per minutes of tnCZma’s meetings 

DCZmas have been constituted.*

WEst bENgAl resolution issued on January 2, 2012.

*see further details in the answer to question 37.
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DistriCt lEvEl boDiEs prior to thE CrZ NotifiCAtioN, 2011 

karnataka and tamil nadu are two states which have had District level Committees before the 
CrZ notification of 2011.

using section 4 of the CrZ notification, 1991, the environment and forest Department of 
tamil nadu, in June 1998, constituted Coastal management authorities at the state and 
district level. While in november 1998 the moef constituted state Coastal Zone management 
authorities (sCZmas) for all the coastal states which replaced the state level authority of tamil 
nadu, the district level authorities continued. in its 1st meeting, the members of the tnsCZma 
opined that the district level bodies should continue to function. they were envisaged to be 
serving as ‘suitable committees’ to scrutinise the project proposals and give their 
recommendations, which subsequently the tnsCZma would examine. in its 5th meeting in 
June 1999, the tnsCZma delegated the task of verification of complaints of CrZ violations 
and reasons for recategorisation proposals to these district level bodies. in the initial meetings 
itself, the tnsCZma acknowledged its lack of human resources in effectively implementing the 
provisions of the CrZ notification and  dealing with the instances of violations. therefore, it 
relied on the Chennai metropolitan Development authority (CmDa), the DCZma for Chennai, and 
district offices of PCBs which are also represented in the DCZmas, for dealing with violations. 
the tnsCZma has also formalised the feedback from DCZmas as a first level screening of 
project proposals. While taking a decision on a project proposal, this  feedback is relied upon. 
in its 22nd meeting in february 2003, it set a time frame of one month for the DCZmas to send 
their remarks on project proposals.

similarly, karnataka constituted District level Committees in 2001 following a high Court 
order [WP no. 4522/2000 (lB)] which directed the state government to designate an officer to 
examine the request for the issue of licences for buildings in reference to the CrZ regulations. 
the Court directed the state to do so pending the demarcation of htl and other CrZ lines. 
the state government in its order dated June 14, 2001 constituted committees in each of the 
coastal districts under the Chairmanship of the Deputy Commissioner, to verify whether the 
proposed building is likely to violate the CrZ regulations. after examining such requests they 
were forwarded to the kCZma with feedback for them to be decided upon. While karnataka 
reconstituted DlCCs after the CrZ notification, 2011, as per its mandate, tamil nadu has 
continued with the DCZmas. however, the tamil nadu, while continuing with the earlier 
DCZmas post 2011, has ignored the mandate of the notification that the DlCCs should have 
at least three community representatives on them (source: the meetings’ minutes of the 
tnsCZma and constitution orders, received in response to an rti application).

34. as per the notification, is there a desired composition for the DlCCs? if yes, what 
is it? how are the sCZMas complying with it?

as mentioned above, the notification mandates that at least three representatives from 
the traditional coastal communities be present on the DlCC and that they be chaired by 
the concerned District magistrate. however, the notification has not elaborated about the 
composition of these committees. even the sCZma appointment orders do not have any more 
detail. given in table 12 is the composition of DlCCs in the states where they have been 
constituted (for DlCC status in all states refer to table 11). this is as per the orders issued 
by the respective state governments. 
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taBle 12: CoMpositioN of DlCCs

gujArAt 
(2013)

KArNAtAKA 
(2001)

KArNAtAKA 
(2011)

KErAlA
(2013)

MAhArAshtrA
(2011)

tAMil
NADu
(1998)

WEst 
bENgAl
(2012)

DistriCt CollECtor/
MAgistrAtE/rEsiDENt 
DEputY CollECtor

1 1 2 1 1

DEputY/DivisioNAl 
CoMMissioNEr

1 1 1

suB-Divisional 
offiCEr

1 1

supEriNtENDENt/
DEputY CoMMissioNEr 
of poliCE

1 1

ExpErts oN CoAstAl 
issuEs

2 2

Ngo 1

fishErfolK 3 3 to 5 3 3 3

MuNiCipAlitY/
CorporAtioN 

1 1 1

CMDa (Chennai) 1

toWN/ZillA/tAluK 
pANChAYAt

1 1 1 1 1

toWN & CouNtrY 
plANNiNg DEpArtMENt 

1 1 1 1

fishEriEs DEpArtMENt 1 1 1 1 1 1

iNDustriEs 
DEpArtMENt

1 1

rEvENuE DEpArtMENt 1

ENviroNMENt 
DEpArtMENt

1 1

forEst DEpArtMENt 1 1 1 1 1

MiNEs & gEologY 
DEpArtMENt

1 1

lAND & lAND rEforMs 
DEpArtMENt

1 1

port DEpArtMENt 1

tourisM DEpArtMENt

irrigAtioN 
DEpArtMENt

pollutioN CoNtrol 
boArD 

1 1 1 1 1 

total 11 8 10 to 12 7 16 8 12

Source: Orders issued by the respective state governments.

rEprEsENtAtioN

stAtE
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taBle 13: CoMpositioN of DlCCs iN thE CoAstAl DistriCts of oDishA

bAlAsorE
(oCt 2013)

bhADrAK
(aug 2013)

gANjAM
(Mar 2014)

KENDrApArA
(Jan 2013)

puri
(apr 2013)

jAgAtsiNghpur
(feB 2013)

CollECtor/tAhsilDAr/
suB-ColleCtor

3 2 4 1 1 1

ADDitioNAl DistriCt 
MAgistrAtE/sub 
DivisioNAl offiCEr

1 1 2 1

MuNiCipAlitY 1 1 3 1 1 1

pANChAYAt/bloCK 
DEvElopMENt offiCEr

3 1

fishErfolK 3 3 3 3 3 5

fishEriEs DEpArtMENt 1 1 1 1 1 1

tourisM/ECotourisM 
DEpArtMENt

2 1 1 1 1 1

irrigAtioN/CANAl/
sAliNE EMbANKMENt 
DEpArtMENt

1 1 1 1 1

toWN plANNiNg 
DEpArtMENt

1 1

rurAl DEvElopMENt 
DEpArtMENt

1 1 1

publiC hEAlth 
DEpArtMENt

1

forEst/ENviroNMENt 
DEpArtMENt

1 1 1 1 1 1

pollutioN CoNtrol 
boArD

1 1

total 15 12 20 10 10 13

Source: Orders issued by the Government of Odisha.

as seen in tables 12 and 13, the District Collector/District magistrate/Deputy Commissioner of 
the respective districts are on the district level committees in all the states. the karnataka DlCCs 
did not have representatives from the fishing communities when it was constituted in 2001, 
they were included during the reconstitution in 2011. the ngo representation in the constitution 
of 2001 was also dropped in 2011. the Department of fisheries has been represented in all 
the DlCCs whether constituted before or after 2011. the Pollution Control Board is present in 
all the currently constituted DlCCs. the Department of Ports is present only in the DlCCs in 
gujarat. the superintendent of Police and experts on coastal issues are present only in the 
DlCCs from maharashtra and West Bengal. the constitution of DlCCs of maharashtra and 
West Bengal are the same except that the municipality and Department of town and Country 
Planning are represented only in the former. maharashtra has even constituted a taluka level 
coastal committee. it seems in odisha, the state did not decide on a common composition of 
DlCCs across all coastal districts. representatives from the irrigation or canal division have 
been put on the DlCC only in the districts of odisha. tamil nadu is the only state that does 
not have representatives from fishing communities on its DlCC. 

status of compliance with the CrZ notification, 2011 is as follows:

 • two states, goa (as of november 2014) and andhra Pradesh (as of may 2014), had not 
issued orders for the constitution of DlCCs.

 • tamil nadu has had district level bodies since the year 1998 and post 2011 it has 
continued with the same bodies. therefore, the representation of fisherfolk is missing 
despite the CrZ notification, 2011 mandating it. 

rEprEsENtAtioN

DlCC
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 • karnataka is the only state which has provided for three to five representatives from 
the communities (as against three, which was fixed by the CrZ notification, 2011 as 
the minimum requirement). 

 • Jagatsinghpur district in odisha has five representatives from the fisher community.

taluka level Coastal Monitoring CoMMittee (tlCMC)

a taluka level Coastal monitoring Committee (tlCmC) has been constituted for raigad district in 
response to a Public interest litigation (Pil) (no. 87 of 2006) filed by the Bombay environment 
action group in the high Court of Bombay. it has appealed that the mangroves in the coast of 
maharashtra should be declared as a protected forest. the tlCmC was created in november 2010 
particularly for the protection of mangroves in the region. the Deputy Conservator of forests is 
the Chairman of the committee and it has representation from the maharashtra Pollution Control 
Board, a local ngo, revenue office, etc. these committees have been constituted in Pen, Panvel, 
roha, uran and alibag talukas of raigad district in maharashtra.

35. What do the sCZMa appointment orders say with respect to functions of the DlCCs?

the moef has reproduced verbatim the clause of the CrZ notification, 2011 in the latest 
appointment orders of the tamil nadu and kerala sCZmas, for the constitution of the DlCCs. 
in the appointment orders of the other state CZmas, the district level committee has been 
mentioned as the ‘District Coastal Zone management Committee’ (DCZmC) and the state CZmas 
have been assigned the task of reviewing the functioning of the DCZmCs. But the appointment 
orders of karnataka and andhra Pradesh sCZmas, which happen to be quite recent, do not 
have any mention of a district level body. 

Fish drying in Haripur, Bardhaman, West Bengal, kanchi kohli
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36. What are the functions of the DLCC as per the DLCC constitution orders issued by 
the respective state governments?

Based on the constitution orders issued by the different state governments for DLCCs, a 
comparative table has been prepared on the functions of the DLCCs as designated by the 
different state governments.

TaBLe 14: funCtions of DLCCs10

Gujarat 
(2013)

KarnataKa 
(2001)

KarnataKa 
(2011)

Maharashtra 
(2011)

taMiL naDu  
(1998)

West BenGaL 
(2012)

naMe of the 
CoMMittee/authority

District Level Committee District Level Committee District Coastal Zone 
Management Committee 

District Coastal Zone Management Committee District Coastal Zone Management 
Authority

District Level Committee 

roLe in CZMP 
PreParation, ZoninG & 
CLassifiCation

1. To provide assistance to the SCZMa 
2. To coordinate preparation of the CZMP 

To coordinate preparation 
of the CZMP

1. To provide assistance to the SCZMa 
2. To coordinate preparation of the CZMP

1. To provide assistance to the SCZMa 
2. To coordinate preparation of the CZMP

roLe in Grant of 
aPProvaLs

No mention* examination of requests for 
building licenses as received from 
the designated officers & refer 
cases to the SCZMa

The SCZMa asks for the 
DLCC’s recommendations*

No mention* Gives recommendations on project 
proposals*

No mention*

BroaD roLe in 
enforCeMent & 
CoMPLianCe

To assist the SCZMa for enforcing & 
monitoring of the CRZ Notification, 2011

Is primarily responsible 
for enforcement of CRZ 
provisions

1. Is responsible for monitoring & 
enforcing the CRZ provisions
2. To ensure that activities within the 
CRZ are as per the CZMP

 

CoGniZanCe of 
vioLations 

1. Suo moto
2. On complaint/reference

1. Suo moto 
2. On complaint/reference

1. Suo moto
2. On complaint/reference

1. Suo moto
2. On complaint/reference

iDentifiCation/
verifiCation of 
vioLations

1. To take time bound steps to identify 
violations 
2. To undertake review of cases of 
violations

To enquire into cases of 
violations 

To take time-bound steps to identify violations To take time-bound steps to identify violations 

taKinG aCtion on 
vioLations

To initiate steps to counter-act the 
violations

To take necessary action 
as per the directions of the 
SCZMa

To initiate action under the powers delegated 
to District Collector

To initiate action under the powers delegated to 
District Collector

PoWers to aCt on 
vioLations 

1. authority to remove illegal 
& unauthorised structures & 
encroachments 
2. District Collector (Chairman) may levy 
penalty or recover costs
2. May enlist the help of the district police 
authorities 

1. authority to remove illegal & unauthorised 
structures
2. District Collector (Chairman) may levy a 
penalty or recover costs 
3. District police authorities to assist the 
Committee

To act as an authority under Section 4 
of the CRZ Notification,1991 for taking 
action on violations

1. authority to remove encroachments, & illegal 
& unauthorised structures
2. District police authorities to assist the 
committee

Post-clearance 
MonitorinG

To monitor compliance of the conditions 
stipulated in the CRZ Notification, 2011 & eC 
accorded to projects

To monitor compliance of the conditions 
stipulated in the CRZ Notification, 2011 & eC 
accorded to projects

roLe in Conservation 
& ProteCtion of 
environMent

Is authorised to take measures to protect 
& improve the coastal environment

To undertake training & 
awareness programmes 
to preserve & improve the 
coastal environment

Is authorised to take measures to protect & 
improve the coastal environment

1. To assist the SCZMa in carrying out 
research & studies for protection & 
conservation of environment
2. To advise the State Government on 
any matter relating to protection of 
coastal areas

Is authorised to take measures to protect & 
improve the coastal environment

eCoLoGiCaLLy sensitive 
areas (esas)/critically 
vuLneraBLe CoastaL 
areas (cVcas)

1. To identify eSas  
2. To assist the SCZMa in preparation of 
area specific plans

1. To identify eSas 
2. To formulate area specific management 
plans & recommend it to the SCZMa

1. To identify eSas  
2. To formulate area specific management plans 
& recommend it to the SCZMa

areas requirinG 
sPeCiaL Conservation

To identify areas that require special 
conservation & protection measures

To identify areas that require special 
conservation & protection measures

To identify areas that require special 
conservation & protection measures

10 Orders issued for the constitution of DLCCs in Kerala and Odisha do not list their functions.

DetaiLs
state

*The information is based on the minutes of meetings of the SCZMas. 
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Gujarat 
(2013)

KarnataKa 
(2001)

KarnataKa 
(2011)

Maharashtra 
(2011)

taMiL naDu  
(1998)

West BenGaL 
(2012)

PoWer to aDDress 
ConCerns of CoastaL 
CoMMunities

To take on priority issues/complaints 
of coastal communities (including 
fishermen) & recommend to the 
appropriate department of the State 
Government for further action 

To take on priority issues/complaints of 
coastal communities (including fishermen) & 
recommend to the appropriate department of 
the State Government for further action

To take on priority issues/complaints of 
coastal communities (including fishermen) & 
recommend to the appropriate department of 
the State Government for further action

aPPeaL aGainst a 
DeCision MaDe By the 
DistriCt CoMMittee/
authority

appeal to be reviewed by additional 
Chief Secretary, Forests & environment 
Department & Chairman of the SCZMa 

appeal to be reviewed by Secretary, 
environment Department & Chairman of the 
SCZMa 

appeal to be reviewed by Secretary, 
environment Department & Chairman of the 
SCZMa

frequenCy of 
rePortinG

Monthly (to additional Chief Secretary, 
Forest & environment Department & 
Chief Secretary, Government of Gujarat)

Monthly (to the SCZMa) Monthly (to Divisional Commissioner; 
Secretary, environment Department & Chief 
Secretary, Government of Maharashtra)

Once in three months (to Director of 
environment)

Quarterly (to the SCZMa)

frequenCy of MeetinGs Regularly Once in three months Once a month Once in two months

reLationshiP of the 
DistriCt CoMMittee/
authority & sCZMa 

1. Committee to assist the SCZMa
2. The SCZMa to give directions 
3. Report to the SCZMa on violations & 
action taken

1. To assist the SCZMa in 
discharging its duties
2. Report to the SCZMa on 
violations & action taken

1. Powers of the Committee are to be 
supervised by the State Government
2. Report to the SCZMa on violations & action 
taken

The SCZMa is an advisory body 1. Powers of the Committee are to be supervised 
by the State Government
2. Report to the SCZMa on violations & action 
taken

Source: Orders issued by the respective state governments.

37. What is status of constitution of DLCCs on the ground?

The minutes of meetings of the Karnataka, Maharashtra and tamil nadu SCZMas indicate 
that the DLCCs exist and are functional in the three states. Matters are referred to them and 
their opinions are sought. 

DetaiLs
state

CoMMunity rePresentation in the DLCCs- case of the Uttara Kannada 
district coastal Zone ManageMent coMMittee (dcZMc)

In april 2014, interviews were conducted with the three community representatives from Uttara 
Kannada (in Karnataka state) who have been appointed as members of the Uttara Kannada DCZMC. 
These members were either nominated by the fishermen themselves or they have been working in 
the fishermen cooperative union and were put on the Committee as they have been more visible 
to the government officers and politicians. In response to a question on their responsibilities in the 
Committee as community representatives, the interviewees listed the following- implementation 
of the CRZ law, monitoring violations and ensuring that local people benefit from the law. They 
mentioned that to achieve these goals, at times, they have to do advocacy with the CRZ officials 
to get concerns of the local communities addressed. The DCZMC has been meeting once in two 
months and minutes have been shared with all the members after the meetings. Permissions for 
house construction and repairs have been discussed in the Committee meetings. However, the 
preparation of the CZMP and community meetings for the same, have not been discussed in the 
Committee meetings. It should be noted here that as per the minutes of the KSCZMa’s meetings 
and discussions with the Regional Director, Uttara Kannada, the village level meetings for finalising 
the CRZ maps, the CZMP and comprehensive plans for Uttara Kannada were being discussed and 
planned. as per the three interviewed members, the DCZMC is being asked for its suggestions on 
project proposals, however they do not take part in site inspections of the projects and are not 
intimated of the decision taken by the SCZMa on the projects. The general view expressed by the 
three members interviewed was that while they can mediate between the CRZ law and the local 
people to ensure that local communities’ rights are protected, they are not really part of the larger 
decision making process including the CZMP preparation and project approvals.

although in Gujarat, the order to constitute DLCCs was issued by the State Government in 
October 2013, most of them have not been constituted. On physical verification in 10 coastal 
districts of Gujarat, it was found out that eight had not constituted DLCCs till august 2014. While 
four of them had initiated the process of constitution in July 2014, the other four had not even 
started. This is largely because of the confusion regarding which agency at the district level has 
to constitute them. although the GCZMa has been corresponding with the respective District 
Collectors in this regard, they have passed on the responsibility to the regional officers of the 
PCBs. The PCB officers have found it difficult to act in the absence of any official instructions 
in the matter. The Gujarat SCZMa has to issue clear directions to ensure better coordination 
between the District Collectors and regional PCBs. 

In West Bengal, Kerala and odisha, the minutes of the meetings that were accessed did 
not mention the DLCCs.

iCZMP PiLot states

38. how well are the states that are part of the World Bank pilot icZMP complying with 
the crZ notification and appointment orders?

Odisha, West Bengal and Gujarat are the pilot states under the World Bank’s Integrated Coastal 
Zone Management Project (ICZMP). The performance of these SCZMas is being assessed here 
against the stipulations of the Notification and their respective appointment orders.

 • all three SCZMas have independent websites in place.

 • all three SCZMas make the minutes of their meetings available on the website.

 • Of the three, only Odisha has provided space on its website for the information on 
project approvals granted by the SCZMa. However, the information was not uploaded 
as of December 2014.

 • The approved CZMP is not provided by the Gujarat SCZMa on its website.

 • all three states maintain the desired quorum in their meetings.
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39. how is the interaction between the Moef, the nCZMa and the sCZMas?

the moef is the approving body for matters concerning project clearances [for projects listed 
under schedule a of the environment impact assessment (eia) notification, 2006, projects 
not listed in the eia notification 2006 and certain other projects (see details in the answer 
to question 2 in Chapter 3)] and CZmP preparation. it issues instructions/guidelines/orders 
for the functioning of the sCZmas and nCZma (for details, see annexure 11: guidelines/
Directions issued by the moef to the sCZmas). the nCZma performs the general tasks of 
coordinating activities of the sCZmas, following up on orders issued by the moef, and passing 
on requests related to resources to the moef. however, this coordination function does not end 
with ensuring timely delivery of tasks by the sCZmas, but extends to checking the quality of 
their work as well. this function has been particularly significant for complex and fundamental 
tasks such as the demarcation of the high tide line (htl) and the low tide line (ltl) and 
preparation of the CZmPs. Besides these administrative and coordinating functions, the nCZma 
also examines the requests for reclassification, change in zonation and revisions to the CZmP 
submitted by the sCZmas. it provides technical support and advice in matters concerning cases 
of violations and approvals referred by the sCZmas or the high Courts11 (see the answer to 
question 10). it also clarifies the doubts raised by the sCZmas concerning specific clauses of 
the CrZ notification. for example, the andhra Pradesh sCZma asked, in the 19th meeting of 
the nCZma, if it can adopt slab system for granting approvals around the Buckingham canal. 
the nCZma advised it to go with the stipulations of the CrZ notification, 2011.

While coordinating the functions of the sCZmas, the nCZma also tries to draw the attention of 
the sCZmas to matters that are put on the back burner by the latter due to various reasons. 
for instance, in December 2011, the intervention of the moef and the nCZma compelled the 
sCZmas to take action to identify violations in their respective CrZ areas (details in Chapter 4: 
enforcement and Compliance). 

the nCZma meetings also provide a platform to the sCZmas to voice their difficulties or challenges 
and to seek the support they require to carry out their duties in an efficient and effective manner. 
for instance, time and again, the sCZmas have expressed the need for assistance in zonation of 
the CrZ or additional staff or financial resources. the requests, thus, reach the moef for decision 
and/or taking action. however, besides allocating ̀  5 lakhs to each sCZma in 2002, the moef has 
not provided any other financial support to the sCZmas. 

40. how is the interaction between the DlCCs and the sCZMas?

information about the interaction between the DlCCs and the respective sCZma has been 
gathered from the minutes of the meetings from the states that have already constituted the 
DlCCs or have discussed the matter in their meetings. 

The Maharashtra sCZma has been reviewing the functioning of the DCZmCs from time to 
time. as per the minutes of the meetings available on its website, the authority has been 
having one agenda item in every other meeting for the DCZmC where the respective District 
Collectors (Chairmen of the DCZmCs) update the sCZma on the number of meetings they have 
held and cases of violations there are looking at. 

in tamil Nadu wherein the district level coastal bodies have been in existence since the pre-
CrZ notification, 2011 days, the difference in the perception of the role of DlCC in coastal 
management is evident even from its nomenclature. the tnsCZma has named them District 
Coastal Zone management authorities (DCZmas). the tnsCZma has sought help from the 
DCZmas to prepare the CZmP, identify violations and has also included the latter in the 
decision making process for projects proposed in the CrZ. each and every project proposal 
that the tnsCZma receives goes to the concerned DCZma for its recommendations and the 
sCZma reviews the proposal in the light of these recommendations. however, it should also 

11 it should be noted here that the function of approving the state CZmPs was carried out by the moef in 1996 when 
the CZmP was prepared for the first time. at that point the CZmas (nCZma and sCZmas alike) were nonexistent.
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be highlighted that the tnsCZma has not added community representatives to the DCZmas 
despite the stipulation in the CrZ notification of 2011. the closest it has got to having local 
people’s representation on board is by including one representative of the panchayat in the 
DCZmas. But it still does not address the need to involve communities while making decisions 
for the coast. 

The Karnataka sCZma has also started sending project proposals to the concerned DCZmCs 
for their recommendations. in fact, it has even returned proposals to the regional Directors 
directing them to get the comments of the concerned DCZmC on them. these proposals relate 
to housing, small repair and reconstruction projects.

although the gujarat sCZma has issued orders for constitution of DlCCs, most of them are 
yet to be constituted by the respective District Collectors and the regional officer at the state 
Pollution Control Board office.

minutes of the meetings of the West bengal, Kerala and odisha sCZmas do not discuss DlCCs. 

the above examples also reveal that the potential and possibilities of involvement of district 
level bodies in the functioning of the sCZmas are viewed differently by different sCZmas, even 
when they are bound by the same legislation.

41. is there a platform for interaction/conflict resolution between two sCZMas?

the situation of interaction between two sCZmas does not appear in the minutes of the 
meetings of the sCZmas or the nCZma. While there have been instances where the project 
authorities informed the sCZmas of decisions taken by the other sCZmas (see examples in 
the answer to question 13 in Chapter 3), cross learning amongst sCZmas seems to be lacking. 
this is critical for projects that transcend state/ut boundaries. for instance, when a sea wall 
was being constructed by the government of Puducherry, it was only through an appeal filed 
by the Coastal action group, in 2013, in the national green tribunal (ngt), that the tamil 
nadu sCZma was brought on board. the government of tamil nadu was also constructing 
the wall in the area under its jurisdiction. the ngt asked the sCZmas not to construct the sea 
wall along the coast and stopped them from carrying out the construction. however, it is not 
evident from the minutes of the meetings of the tnsCZma whether there was any interaction 
between the two on this matter. 

the moef had initiated a training programme for sCZmas between 1998 and 2000, with 
assistance from the Department for international Development (DfiD). after completion of 
that programme, no other trainings have taken place. however, the sCZmas suggested to the 
nCZma (in 2003) that training programmes on CrZ should be held and it was decided that 
a workshop would take place in June 2004. since there was no mention of the workshop in 
the minutes of the subsequent meetings of the nCZma, as of December 2014 it is not clear 
whether or not it took place. 

irrespective of whether the workshop took place or not, there is a need for meetings with 
participation from all sCZmas for experience sharing and learning. for instance, the nCZma 
has invited updates and held sessions on violations, in the presence of Chairmen of all 
sCZmas in its regular meetings. But it has not called for exclusive meetings for sCZmas to 
exchange ideas. such platforms are important not just for cross learning but also to maintain 
a contiguous coastline.
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role of DlCCs- to assist or to take decisions? 

the role of the DlCCs in the CrZ implementation is not completely defined under the CrZ 
notification, 2011. this lends opportunity for the sCZmas to utilise the space and to expand 
their role in decision-making. this can help remove numerous tasks off the sCZmas’ plate as 
well as help them take better informed decisions. as stated by Baby John, member, kerala 
sCZma, in the interview conducted in 2012, “the only way (to ensure enforcement) is to have 
district level committees, including fishermen; and it should have the power to monitor things 
in that district.” however, as per the constitution orders issued by the state governments, the 
DlCCs are considered merely as information gatherers. as noted above, they do not have any 
role in project approvals in gujarat, West Bengal and maharashtra. the karnataka CZma has 
only recently started seeking their opinion on project approvals. tamil nadu has been seeking 
feedback from the DlCCs, but the DlCCs in tn do not have any community representation. 
Cases for reclassification of CrZ sub-zones are usually not referred to the DlCCs. 

there are minor exceptions as well. an important feature of the West Bengal and gujarat 
DlCCs (as per their constitution orders- WB government resolution, no. en/10/t-ii-
4/001-ii/2003, dated  January 2, 2012 and gujarat government resolution, no. env -10-
2011-8-e, dated october 14, 2013) is that they are expected to prioritise cases involving 
coastal communities such as the local fishing community. in West Bengal and maharashtra, 
they have even been provided support from the police department for demolition, in 
case of CrZ violations. Perhaps this is why the superintendent of Police is also part of the 
committees. 

it is up to the state government and the sCZmas to extend this clause in such a way that the 
DlCCs are empowered and become critical allies in enforcing the CrZ notification. involving 
DlCCs in decision-making would also ensure that the decisions are taken in a better informed 
manner, as it may be difficult for the sCZma to collect facts and perspectives from the ground 
for every project without additional help from the district level.

processing fee- Coastal Conservation fund or miscellaneous corpus?

in the absence of any guidelines on how to use the money collected as processing fee from 
project proponents, different sCZmas are using it differently. this money is being used to pay 
honorarium to non-members in odisha. in kerala it is being used to retain a legal counsel, 
among other things. maharashtra refers to it as the Coastal Conservation fund. this implies 
that conservation can take place only with the money collected through processing project 
proposals and therefore development projects are needed for conservation. however, whether 
this money is actually being utilised for conservation activities is not known.

Websites- informative or interactive?

Websites are being put in place in a perfunctory manner. ideally, they can achieve much more 
than what has been stipulated in the CrZ notification. finding the sCZma sites online is the 
first difficulty that one faces. it would have been better if along with the constitution orders 
on its website, the moef provided links to the websites to the respective sCZmas. further, 
given the inconsistent internet availability across the country, making easily downloadable 
versions of important documents, such as meetings’ minutes, available on the website can 
itself ensure greater transparency. 

the function of websites can go beyond sharing information. today websites can be turned 
into interactive platforms where people and communities can give their feedback, register their 
complaints, be notified of approvals, etc. it is necessary to alter the workings of the website 
in such a way that it acts as a method of communication between the local communities 
and the authority. as most of the sCZmas’ websites are still in the process of being set-up 
and the ones that have been set up are yet to upload the required information, there is the 
opportunity to make these more user-friendly.



12 the taluka level Coastal monitoring Committee has been created in raigad district of maharashtra as per an 
affidavit filed by the maharashtra government in response to a Pil filed by the Bombay environment action group 
in the high Court of Bombay regarding the declaration of mangrove area of maharashtra as protected forest (Pil 
87 of 2006). the tlCmC has been created particularly for the protection of mangroves in the region.
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the maharashtra sCZma is setting up its website and seems to be providing relevant information. 
While there is room for further improvement in terms of tracking the progress of complaints, 
the website does provide a case for others to follow. even the nCZma, in its 21st meeting, 
suggested that the model adopted by the mCZma could be followed by the other sCZmas. 
the following are some examples of additional information being provided by the sCZmas 
on the website:

gujarat, maharashtra and West Bengal sCZmas have provided information on DlCCs on  
their websites. 

maharashtra has made the minutes of its DCZmCs’ meetings available on its website (however, 
links were broken during the research period). it has also provided information on the taluka 
level Coastal monitoring Committee (tlCmC)12 constituted in one of its coastal districts. 

similarly, the status of action taken on reported violations has been provided only by the 
maharashtra sCZma. the gujarat sCZma has (till December 2014) only provided space 
for it. the karnataka sCZma provides reports on compliance with the decisions taken in the 
previous meetings, which is a progressive step towards maintaining accountability. 

the gujarat, maharashtra and West Bengal sCZmas allow the public to register their complaints, 
suggestions and grievances through a form available on the website. But, this form is only 
for the purpose of obtaining information from the public and the website itself does not have 
the facility for the complainant to track the progress on the grievance. 

Website- the only way for access and to redress grievance?

apart from the information provided through the website, the accessibility of the members of 
the sCZmas to the public is an important parameter for assessing the efficacy of the sCZma. 
for example, the gujarat sCZma observes weekly ‘open days’ for the general public to place 
their grievances before the authority. the DlCCs of gujarat and West Bengal have been assigned 
the task of taking note of complaints from the local communities and taking action on them. 

it should also be highlighted here that the various sCZmas are affiliated to the environment 
Department of the concerned state. hence the offices of the state CZmas are mostly housed 
in the capital cities of the respective states. this means that four states have their CZmas in 
non-coastal cities: andhra Pradesh (hyderabad), karnataka (Bengaluru), gujarat (gandhinagar) 
and odisha (Bhubaneswar). none of these sCZmas hold special meetings in the coastal cities 
to ensure that the coastal people have an easy in-person access to the authority. While the 
public interface for the sCZmas, as specified in their appointment orders, is both desirable 
for good governance and essential for transparency, it has been mostly absent. Wherever it 
is present, it has largely been through an online interface, except for a few exceptions. even 
there accessibility has remained limited, as explained above.

CZMa composition- should it have a better representation of coastal and subject experts?

the CZmas are conceived by law to function as bodies responsible to implement the 
CrZ notification, 2011. Currently, most of the members on the sCZmas are from the capital 
cities. in such a scenario, states like andhra Pradesh and gujarat miss out on coastal 
representation because their capital cities are not located along the coast. in both the cases, 
very little representation is seen from the coastal areas- two members in the andhra Pradesh 
sCZma (out of a total 10) and one in the gujarat sCZma (out of a total 15). representation 
from fishermen’s groups and communities who interact with the coast the most is also not 
seen in any of the sCZmas. although, as per the decision taken in a meeting of nCZma in 
December 2004, there should be 5-6 ex-officio members on the sCZmas, currently the number 
of ex-officio members is much higher. for instance gujarat has 12 ex-officio members, 



karnataka and odisha have 10 and and goa and tamil nadu have nine ex-officio members. 
this leaves little space for subject experts. for example, representation from the field of social 
sciences is missing in the current composition of sCZmas. all this becomes pertinent if the 
sCZmas are viewed as working towards achieving certain outcomes, which are holistic and 
include contextual peculiarities. 

similarly, in the nCZma, there is very little representation of communities residing in the 
coastal areas or organisations working on conservation, livelihoods or rights based issues 
across the coast. the 2011 composition of the nZCma had a representative of the south 
indian federation of fishermen societies, an ngo, working as an apex body of organisations 
of small scale artisanal workers. this was not carried forward to the composition of 2012. 
although the Director of fisheries is a member of the nCZma, the composition presents a 
glaring gap when it comes to representation from fishing communities, which is one of the 
predominant occupations along the coast. further, the nCZma is not a true representation of 
all the coastal states- kerala, tamil nadu and maharashtra are the only states which have a 
representation in it.

Can recording of the meetings’ agenda and minutes lead to better transparency? 

for the purpose of this study, rti applications were filed to access the minutes of the meetings 
of all the sCZmas [for details of rti applications filed, see annexure 2: right to information 
(rti) Chronology]. once received, they were analysed. this revealed some critical points. for 
instance, in the minutes of most of the sCZmas’ meetings, the name of the project, basic 
information, decisions taken, etc., were available. however, project details, maps, site visit details 
and presentations were not always provided. While most states provide basic information on 
agenda items, some cases that stand out are as follows:

The West bengal sCZma minutes do not provide basic information and chronology of  project(s). 

The minutes of the Maharashtra sCZma meetings are organised in an easily comprehensible 
manner – the agenda items are arranged under various headers such as policy decisions/
discussion items, court matters/complaints, proposals, etc. for items connected with project 
approvals information regarding location, proposed details, CrZ category, area and fsi details, 
etc. are provided. 

in the case of tamil Nadu, project related information such as location, project proponent, 
CrZ sub-zone, etc. are available in a tabular format. it also includes the recommendation 
of the concerned DCZma and information on who has the power to decide on the proposal. 

very few sCZmas (e.g. goa and Karnataka) provide case reference numbers in the minutes of 
the meetings that would make it easier for somebody going through the minutes to track the 
progress of a particular case. however, many times, these reference numbers are incomplete 
and hence do not prove to be useful. 

in gujarat, it was observed that at times even the title of one project was stated differently in 
two agendas. this adds to the difficulty of tracking progress of a particular project proposal. 

another interesting observation is that agendas for the meetings of tamil Nadu, Maharashtra 
and Kerala (and of late goa) are quite detailed. apart from providing the case related 
information, these also suggest what the authority could do in the matter. it was observed 
that most of the times the final decision of the authority has been in line with what was 
suggested in the agenda. 

uploading the minutes on the website or making them available in response to rti applications 
is to serve the purpose of transparency. if the agenda or the minutes of the meetings are 
difficult to comprehend or inaccurate, the purpose of maintaining them is defeated.
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ChAptEr 2: 
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classificaTion of 
coasTal areas
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1. how does the CrZ notification define the Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) and 
various sub-zones under it?

the Central government, in its notification in 1991, defined the Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) 
as the coastal stretches of seas, bays, estuaries, creeks, rivers and backwaters which are 
influenced by tidal action (on the landward side) up to 500 m from the high tide line (htl) 
and the land between the low tide line (ltl) and the htl. the definition was changed in 2011 
with the new CrZ notification to the land from the htl to 500 m on the landward side along 
the sea front, the land between the htl and 100 m or width of the creek (whichever is less) 
on the landward side along tidal influenced water bodies, the land between the hazard line and 
500 m from the htl, the land between the htl and the ltl, water area of the tidal influenced 
water body and the water and the bed area between the ltl and the territorial water limit.

Based on the above, the CrZ has been classified into the following sub-zones:

CrZ i CrZ notification, 1991 & 2011- areas that are ecologically sensitive or important, with rich 
genetic diversity, at risk of inundation on  rise of sea level and between the htl and ltl.

CrZ ii CrZ notification, 1991 & 2011- areas that have already been developed upto or close to the 
shoreline; areas that fall under the municipal limits or any other legally designated urban 
areas that is already substantially built-up and has been provided with approach roads, 
sewerage and drainage systems.

CrZ iii CrZ notification, 1991 & 2011- areas which were originally undisturbed, coastal zones in 
rural areas and those areas falling within the municipal limits or designated urban areas but 
are not substantially built-up. the CrZ notification 1991 & 2011 categorised the first 200 m of 
the CrZ iii as the no Development Zone (nDZ).

CrZ iv CrZ notification, 1991- Coastal stretches of andaman and nicobar islands, lakshadweep 
and small islands that are not categorised as CrZ i, ii or iii.

CrZ notification, 2011- Water area from the ltl to 12 nautical miles on the seaward side; water 
area of the tidal influenced water body from its mouth to the sea upto the influence of tide.

stAtEs sEEK ChANgE iN CrZ rEgulAtioNs

there are newspaper reports stating that because of difficulties faced by people living on the coast 
including fishermen, kerala wants to reclassify CrZ iii areas in the state. as per a news report 
in The Hindu, on april 5, 2014, the tourism Department of the state of kerala has submitted a 
proposal to the kCZma for some changes in the CrZ. this is to facilitate fast development of 
beach tourism in the state. the Department has argued that majority of the tourist destinations 
fall in the CrZ iii areas and no construction is possible in the 0-200 m nDZ. according to the 
Department, this has made the destinations unattractive to tourists and investors. it has also 
opposed the 100 m nDZ for backwaters, stating the provision to be restrictive. it has proposed 
development of 13 beaches from Poovar to Bekal falling under CrZ iii category. in urban areas, it 
has proposed amendments in the CrZ ii norms for seven beaches and extending the applicability 
of annexure iii1 of the CrZ notification. the kCZma has forwarded the proposal to the moef 
[source: staff reporter (2014, april 5). kerala wants CrZ norms eased. The Hindu. kozhikode.].

maharashtra has prepared a draft for a special regulatory regime for mumbai. the maharashtra 
sCZma decided, in its 88th meeting in January 2014, to circulate the draft to obtain suggestions 
from concerned departments. 

there have also been newspaper reports of gujarat and karnataka seeking relaxations in CrZ zoning 
and regulations. responding to these requests, moef constituted a high level Committee on CrZ 
under the chairmanship of shailesh nayak, secretary, ministry of earth sciences in august 2014. 

1 annexure iii of the CrZ notification, 2011 provides guidelines for development of beach resorts and hotels. 
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2. What are Coastal Zone Management plans (CZMps)?

as per the Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) notification, 1991, all the coastal states and union 
territories (uts) were required to prepare Coastal Zone management Plans (CZmPs) within 
one year from the date of the main notification. the CZmPs, based on the guidelines provided 
in the notification, were expected to have different regulation zones identified, classified and 
demarcated. the CZmPs were then to be approved by the ministry of environment and forests 
(moef). all developments and activities permissible under the CrZ notification, 1991, were to 
be regulated by the state government/union territory administration/local authority, within the 
framework of the duly approved CZmP. the CrZ notification, 2011 [clause 5 (vi)] required the 
coastal states uts to prepare the CZmPs within two years from the date of the notification. 
Clauses 5 (vii) and 5 (viii) of the notification further stipulate that the draft CZmPs be submitted 
by the state/ut governments to the concerned CZma for appraisal, within a period of two 
years from the date of issue of the notification. Within six months from receipt, the CZma 
was mandated to submit the Plan to the moef with its recommendations. 

3. Did the states comply with the CrZ notification, 1991 and submit their CZMps 
within a year? 

Within the period of a year since the CrZ notification, 1991, no state submitted their CZmP. 
till 1994, kerala, karnataka, odisha, tamil nadu, andhra Pradesh and goa had not submitted 
their final CZmPs to the moef. in a case filed by the indian Council for enviro-legal action 
(WP 664/1993), the issue was brought before the supreme Court (sC) and at the behest of 
the Court all the coastal states submitted their Plans in 1996. the moef approved these Plans 
in september 1996, subject to certain conditions (see details in the box ‘CZmP submissions 
in Pursuance to the CrZ notification, 1991’).

CZMp subMissioNs iN pursuANCE to thE CrZ NotifiCAtioN, 1991

india’s erstwhile Prime minister, indira gandhi in a letter to all Chief ministers, on november 27, 
1981, decreed that no construction was to occur within 500 m of the htl. following this, in 1983, 
the Department of environment set up guidelines for the development of beaches and coastal 
areas. these guidelines stated that the adverse effect of developmental activities on the coast 
should not be felt within 500 m from the high water mark. these environmental guidelines required 
the state governments to prepare a status report on the then situation of the coastal areas as a 
part of environmental management of the area. this report was to be followed by a master plan 
identifying the areas for  conservation, preservation and other activities.

further to these guidelines, in 1988, when the moef was still in the process of drafting  legislation 
for the coasts, a committee under the chairmanship of the then Chief secretary was constituted in 
the state of goa to prepare a status report on the environment management plan for its coastal 
areas. one of the mandates of the committee was to map the land use within 500 m of the htl 
and demarcate the areas for conservation, preservation and development. this committee, using 
the land use information collected, prepared the CZmP for goa in 1992. it was then examined by 
the task forces of 1993 and 1995, constituted by the moef, and revised [source: nandakumar, D., 
& muralikrishna, m. (1998). mapping the extent of Coastal regulation Zone violations of the indian 
coast. report for national fishworkers’ forum.]. the final plan was submitted to the moef in 1996. 

till 1994, many states had not submitted their final management Plans to the moef. as mentioned 
earlier, this was brought out through a case filed in the sC highlighting the non-compliance with 
the CrZ notification, 1991. on april 3, 1995, the sC directed the states and uts to prepare their 
Plans within a period of six months. some of the states submitted their Plans to the moef but 
only after the deadline of six months was long gone. except in the case of Puducherry, these 
Plans were not approved by the Central government. the Central government suggested some 
changes and asked the states and uts to resubmit their Plans. the state of odisha complied 
with the court order partially by submitting the Plan for a portion of its coastal stretch while the 
states of andhra Pradesh, gujarat, karnataka and kerala did not submit any Plans at all. the sC 
directed the states that had not submitted their CZmPs to do so by June 30, 1996 (source: case 
proceedings of WP 664/1993).
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4. What were the conditions mandated by the Moef while approving the CZMps? Did 
the sCZMas meet those?

following the sC’s order, the moef approved the CZmPs submitted by the coastal states. these 
CZmPs were approved subject to certain conditions, which were critical for the completion and 
implementation of the approved CZmPs. it has been mentioned on the website of the moef2 

that the Plans submitted by the states of maharashtra and gujarat have been discussed in 
the meetings of the task force constituted for the examination of CZmPs and that these need 
to be further modified by the respective state governments.

While approving the CZmP for odisha, the moef put forth the condition that the CrZ ii areas 
of the state need to be notified. Consequently, in 2003, the state finalised a proposal to be 
submitted to the nCZma.

similarly, as stated in the meeting’s minutes of the aPsCZma in January 1999, the moef 
suggested that all the mud/tidal flats in Andhra pradesh be recategorised as CrZ i areas.3 
however, the state CZma did not agree with this and reckoned that the areas fall under 
CrZ iii category. this was questioned by the moef. the aPsCZma responded to the moef and 
stood by its decision to keep the mud and tidal flats as CrZ iii areas. 

While the CZmP for tamil Nadu was approved by the moef in september 1996, the conditions 
imposed by the moef were met by the tnsCZma in June 2000.

to put the CZmP of gujarat into action, the gujarat sCZma decided, in may 1999, that a Coastal 
Zone information system (CZis) will be put in place. this was to provide maximum information 
to the authorities responsible for making the CZmP as well as the public. the space application 
Centre (saC), ahmedabad, and the remote sensing and Communication Centre (reseCo), 
gandhinagar, were assigned to carry out the task. in the second meeting of the authority, held 
on september 28, 2000, the Principal Chief Conservator of forests (PCCf) agreed to provide the 
requisite information for mapping the forests in the coastal areas. however, whatever limited 
information was provided by the forest Department did not match with the mapping done by the 
saC. hence, it was decided that the information regarding the forest boundary submitted by local 
forest officers would be considered on a case-to-case basis for deciding the CrZ categorisation. 
other than this the CZis was completed by august 2004, which was reported to the moef. until 
november 2005, the approval of the conditions for the CZmP was still pending with the moef.

The goa CZmP was prepared with the involvement of the Chief secretary and the moef task 
forces. it was approved by the moef in 1996 with certain conditions. the gCZma was required 
to re-work the CZmP and dispatch it to the moef along with the corresponding maps by 
December 1996. however, the state government requested for more time for completion of 
the CZmP. the state government also requested the moef to relax certain classifications from 
CrZ iii to CrZ ii and from CrZ i to CrZ iii in identified pockets. 

since the moef did not respond to the requests by the state government, the CZmP was not 
finalised till the first meeting of the goa sCZma that took place in april 1999. 

the gCZma examined the draft CZmP and decided that the Plan was fit for finalisation except 
with regard to two areas- tiracol and the Zuari river- where mangroves exist. hence, it was 
decided that the Conservator of forests, Dr. arvind untawale [national institute of oceanography 
(nio)] and Claude alvares (goa foundation, an ngo), would visit the office of the gCZma and 
finalise the maps in consultation with the member secretary. these finalised maps would then 
be approved by the authority and sent to the moef for its approval. however, the status after 
that is not clear from the minutes of the meeting of the gCZma.

for West bengal and Kerala, the meetings’ minutes do not reveal any information about  
conditions regarding the CZmPs. for Maharashtra and Karnataka too, the status is not known, 
as the minutes of the earliest meetings could not be obtained.

2 http://envfor.nic.in/division/introduction-8 (accessed on December 17, 2013)
3 in CrZ i, no new construction is permitted except for those required to meet the basic needs of the traditional 

communities. CrZ ii, being an already developed area, allows for construction of buildings. in CrZ iii areas, between 
0-200 m from htl (nDZ), no construction is allowed, but beyond 200 m construction of tourist resorts and houses 
for local communities is permitted.
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table 15 shows the status of the CZmPs for the nine states.

taBle 15: stAtus of CZMps

DEtAils stAtE
CZMp ApprovED bY MoEf 
(With ConDitions)

ChANgEs MADE to CZMps 
(as per Moef’s ConDitions )

ApprovAl of ChANgEs bY 
thE MoEf

ANDhrA prADEsh 1996 april 2000 not known

goA 1996 april 1999 not known

gujArAt 1996 may 2003 no reply (till 2005)

KArNAtAKA 1996 not known not known

KErAlA 1996 not known not known

MAhArAshtrA 1996 not known not known

oDishA 1996 2003 not known

tAMil NADu 1996 2000 not known

WEst bENgAl 1996 not known not known

Source: Minutes of the meetings of the CZMAs.

5. Were the approved CZMps revised between 1996 and 2011? 

yes, after the moef approved the CZmPs in 1996, these have been revised by the various 
sCZmas from time to time. as mentioned previously, many CZmPs were hurriedly prepared 
and conditionally approved, soon after the orders of the supreme Court in 1996. therefore, one 
common reason cited in the meetings of the various state CZmas, for the subsequent revisions 
and/or amendments, was that the classification done at the time of the CZmP preparation 
was incorrect. for instance, in the case of tamil Nadu, revised maps were prepared and 
presented in the 18th meeting of the authority, in september 2001, for salt pans beyond 500 
m in kanyakumari, where pumped ground water was used for salt production. these areas 
were wrongly classified as CrZ; only salt pans falling under direct tidal influence of the sea 
need to be classified as CrZ i.4 this was confirmed by the moef officials during a visit in april 
2001, subsequent to which the maps were revised by the DCZma (refer to section ‘DlCCs‘ in 
Chapter 1). 

another often cited reason for revision of the CZmPs has been rapid urbanisation in the coastal 
areas over a period of time, impacting the zoning of an area. the Kerala CZma, in its 12th 
meeting in march 2004, decided to amend the CZmP based on an updated list of areas that come 
under municipality/corporation/urban areas/urban outgrowth/development areas/metropolitan 
council/census town, etc. these were then demarcated as CrZ ii. islands were also identified 
and categorised as CrZ iv. 

similarly, in october 1999, in West bengal, the Digha Development authority5 submitted 
a proposal for changing the CrZ category for certain areas from CrZ iii to ii due to the 
development that had already taken place. the areas included public amenities such as a bus 
stand and the Digha railway station. 

Certain revisions were incorporated in the CZmPs while fulfilling the conditions put forth by 
the moef subject to which the CZmPs were approved. a state-wise account of the same is 
as follows:

in the case of tamil Nadu, along with the revisions to the draft Plan (as suggested by the moef 
at the time of CZmP approval), certain other changes were also incorporated. for instance, 
the District Collectors were directed by the authority to obtain the list of proposed power 

4 as per the CrZ notification, 1991, coastal stretches of seas, bays, estuaries, creeks, rivers and backwaters which are 
influenced by tidal action (on the landward side) up to 500 m from the htl are to be considered as CrZ areas.

5 the Digha Development authority was initially called the Digha Planning authority when it was constituted in 1990 
for 16 mouzas, the administrative unit of West Bengal. it was renamed as the Digha Development authority in 
1993. the nomenclature was changed again in 2004 to Digha sankarpur Development authority. it is the planning 
authority constituted under the town and Country Planning act for 42 mouzas, including Digha and sankarpur under 
the urban Development Department of West Bengal.
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projects from the tn electricity Board and incorporate them in the plans. the DCZmas were 
also made a part of the process. in the 6th meeting of the tnsCZma in august 1999, the CZmP 
for 12 districts was finalised and the decision was taken to forward the same to the nCZma. 

in Kerala, the Centre for earth science studies (Cess) was assigned the task of carrying out 
the CZmP revision. a committee was constituted in march 2004 for modifying the CZmP. Chaired 
by Dr. m. s. swaminathan, the committee had representatives from government departments 
such as the local self government (lsg) Department, the fisheries Department, the environment 
Department, the Cess and two local ngos. however, as major changes were envisaged, 
there was some debate about the constitution of the committee. in the 15th meeting of the 
ksCZma, it was decided that the newly constituted committee would meet shortly, but the 
issue was not discussed in the subsequent meetings. 

The West bengal sCZma sought the help of various departments and local bodies in the 
CrZ areas of the state. in its very first meeting in april 1999, it decided to identify such 
departments and bodies. however, it was subsequently decided that the integrated Coastal 
Zone management (iCZm) Plan, to be implemented in the state with the support of 
the World Bank, would be made a part of the CZmP process. therefore, modifications to 
the CZmP would be made only after the iCZm Plan was approved. 

there have also been instances where project proponents have requested for the re- 
categorisation of CrZ areas, which in turn meant revisions in the CZmPs. in its meeting 
in september 2000, the gujarat sCZma, at the behest of the gujarat tourism Corporation 
limited, decided to convene a meeting to demarcate areas for tourism and also conduct a 
meeting with investors to promote tourism. in may 2003, the gujarat tourism Corporation 
limited identified 13 areas for development of beaches and hotels and requested the gCZma 
for the categorisation of these areas under CrZ iii. the gCZma forwarded the proposal to the 
moef. subsequently, during a visit to gujarat, on october 9, 2003, the moef officials informed 
the gCZma that no such approval was necessary. hence the authority decided to categorise 
the areas as CrZ iii. it was decided that in future it would, as per the CrZ mandate, forward 
individual tourism project proposals to be located in this area, with recommendations, to the 
moef for approval.

6. are there any guidelines for the preparation of the CZMps?

the CrZ notification, 1991, provided a classification of sub-zones and a list of activities that 
are permitted, regulated or restricted in these zones. it also provided guidelines for setting 
up tourism related structures in CrZ iii areas. as per clause 3 (3) (i) of the notification, the 
CZmPs were to be prepared on the basis of these guidelines.

the CrZ notification, 2011, in annexure i, provides specific guidelines for preparation of CZmPs. 
these guidelines provide directions on aspects such as demarcating high tide line (htl) and 
low tide line (ltl), preparation of Coastal Zone management (CZm) maps, local level maps 
and hazard mapping.

7. Do these guidelines specify the scale in which the htl maps, CZM maps and local 
level maps are to be prepared?

the notification of 1991 did not provide any specifications of this kind. the CrZ notification, 
2011, has specified the following regarding preparation of maps:

 • htl maps- they are to be prepared on the scale of 1:25,000.

 • CZm maps- Base maps should be to the scale of 1:25,000. if maps of 1:25,000 scale are not 
available, then maps on the scale of 1:50,000 are to be enlarged to the scale of 1:25,000.

 • local level CZm maps- Cadastral (village) maps that are to be used as base maps 
should be prepared on the scale of 1:3,960 or the nearest scale to it.
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integrateD Coastal Zone ManageMent proJeCt (iCZMp) 

the iCZmP, as mentioned in Chapter 1, has been an important funding source for three sCZmas- 
gujarat, odisha and West Bengal. the duration of the project is for a period of five years starting 
from september 2010. there are four components of the project which are relevant to the 
discussion on CZmPs: 

 • national iCZm capacity building- it includes mapping, delineation and demarcation of the hazard 
lines, and delineation of coastal sediment cells all along the coastline of india.

 • iCZm pilot in gujarat- this component is to support capacity building of the state level agencies 
and institutions, including preparation of an iCZm Plan for the gulf of kutch, and pilot investments. 

 • iCZm pilot in odisha- it includes common activities such as capacity building of the state level 
agencies and institutions, including preparation of an iCZm Plan for the coastal stretches of 
Paradip-Dhamra and gopalpur-Chilika, a regional coastal process study and pilot investments. 

 • iCZm pilot in West Bengal- the iCZm approaches will be piloted in the state. however, details 
of this pilot have not been chalked out as yet. 

financial assistance of 221.96 million usD has been granted as a loan by the World Bank to the 
goi for this project. however, the total project cost is 285.67 million usD with a contribution of 
63.76 million usD from the indian side. the breakup of the project cost (in million usD) is given 
as follows:

national iCZm capacity building– 87.3

gujarat iCZm– 74.1

odisha iCZm– 49.3

West Bengal iCZm– 75

the iCZm Plan was discussed in the meetings of the odisha sCZma. initially, a proposal for the 
preparation of the iCZm Plan for the entire coastline of odisha was submitted (first phase in Puri-
konark and Devi river mouth) to the Central government. subsequently, on the recommendation 
of the nCZma, disaster mitigation, climate change and drinking water scarcity in the coastal 
areas was added to the iCZm Plan. also, two more stretches- Chilika-gopalpur stretch and 
Paradip-Dhamra stretch- were added to the iCZm Plan being prepared by the institute for ocean 
management (iom), anna university. in the later meetings of the authority, it was decided that the 
state Project management unit (sPmu) of the iCZmP would formulate the management Plans for 
the coastal ecologically sensitive areas (esas). it was highlighted that the iCZmP would include a 
study on erosion at Puri. the integrated Coastal and marine area management Project Directorate 
(iCmam PD)6 took up a project on shoreline management for the odisha component of the iCZmP. 

initially, the sPmu for iCZmP of odisha was viewed as a planning body that would handle the 
task of preparation of management plans for the esas and critically vulnerable areas. efforts 
were also made to bring the preparation of CZmP and iCZm Plan together, however, in the later 
meetings the osCZma started considering it as an enforcing entity and decided that the alleged 
CrZ violations will be examined by the sPmu. 

The West bengal sCZma had taken a position from the very beginning that the iCZm pilot, which 
was for select coastal areas, will be part of the CZmP of the state. its preparation was assigned to 
the school of oceanographic studies, Jadavpur university, to be carried out in collaboration with 
the Digha sankarpur Development authority (DsDa). the WBsCZma in its meeting in July 2005, 
decided that the proposals concerning the recategorisation of land use pattern of Digha will be 
added to the iCZm Plan. a committee was formed in the same meeting in July 2005 to decide 
the modalities of the work on the iCZm Plan and to review the recategorisation proposal with 
respect to the iCZm Plan. later on, the sCZma recommended that the requisite reclassification of 
CrZ areas be made a part of the iCZm Plan. While discussing the draft iCZm Plan in its meeting 
on october 26, 2006, the authority suggested, “...more area should be allotted for development 
of hotels if we were to promote tourism in the area.”

in gujarat, the iCZm Plan is being prepared for the gulf of kutch. however, it has not been 
discussed in the meetings of the gCZma.

6 iCmam is attached to the office of ministry of earth sciences and is involved in the environment management 
capacity building projects of the international Development association (iDa). it is carrying out research in the field 
of coastal environment management (http://www.icmam.gov.in/). the iDa is a part of the World Bank that provides 
loans and grants for economic growth, reduction of inequalities and improvement of living conditions of the people  
in poor countries (http://www.worldbank.org/ida/what-is-ida.html).
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8. What do the Moef appointment orders for sCZMas say about CZMp preparation?

since the sCZmas were constituted in 1998 and the CZmPs were approved by the moef prior 
to that in 1996, the CZmP preparation was not mentioned in the pre-2011 sCZma appointment 
orders. the CZmP preparation is not one of the tasks to be carried out by the sCZmas even 
as per the post 2011 appointment orders. however, the sCZmas of goa, gujarat, West Bengal, 
odisha and maharashtra have been assigned the task of preparation of CrZ maps. 

9. is the NCZMA involved in the preparation of new CZMps and revision of the 
approved CZMps?

as per the constitution order issued by the moef, the nCZma has not been given any mandate 
for preparation of CZmPs. But it is the coordinating and supervisory body for all sCZmas. 
hence, the sCZmas have been reporting to it from time to time on their progress regarding 
the preparation of the CZmPs. the constitution order of the nCZma lists approval of revisions/
modifications to the CZmPs as one of its functions. therefore, the sCZmas bring such cases 
to the nCZma. in fact, the nCZma has spent most of the time in its meetings discussing 
reclassifications in the approved CZmPs, followed by getting updates on the CZmP preparation 
under the CrZ notification, 2011.

10. Did the states prepare their CZMps in the stipulated time frame of two years?

no, the governments of the states and uts could not prepare their draft CZmPs by January 
2013. minutes of the meetings of the nCZma indicate that during the two years, the sCZmas 
were updating the nCZma on the preparation of the CZmPs. to the nCZma, they acknowledged 
that the preparation of the Plans is still ongoing and yet to be completed due to a range of 
difficulties. Based on this feedback, the moef extended the deadline for the sCZmas to submit 
the draft CZmPs with their recommendations to it to september 30, 2013 (moef amendment 
on august 22, 2013). accepting the request of Puducherry and maharashtra CZmas, the moef 
stated in the same amendment that the CZmPs that have already been approved (prior to the 
CrZ notification, 2011) would be used till January 31, 2014. on may 7, 2014, the moef issued 
another amendment to the CrZ notification, 2011, extending the deadline for submission 
of draft CZmPs to september 30, 2014. it further stated, “the Coastal Zone management 
Plans which are already approved by the ministry of environment & forests shall be used till  
31st January 2015.” (source: amendment to the CrZ notification, 2011 regarding the utilisation 
of CZmPs, august 22, 2013, and amendment to the CrZ notification 2011, may 7, 2014).

11. how did the sCZMas carry out the task of preparation of CZMps? What is the 
current status of preparation of CZMps under the CrZ notification, 2011?

interestingly, the CrZ notification, 2011 does not mention that the task of preparation of CZmPs 
vests with the sCZmas. as per the notification, they are only to appraise the CZmPs (once the 
respective state governments have forwarded the draft Plans to them). even the appointment 
orders of the sCZmas do not list it as one of their functions. however, the sCZmas of goa, 
gujarat, West Bengal, odisha and maharashtra have been assigned the task of preparation 
of CrZ maps (as per the latest appointment orders for sCZmas by the moef). in practice, 
the sCZmas have been coordinating the preparation of CZmPs along with reputed scientific 
institutions or agencies, including the national Centre for sustainable Coastal management 
(nCsCm) that functions under the aegis of the moef. as of December 2014, most of the states 
were still in the process of finalising their respective CZmPs. an account of how the preparation 
of CZmPs appears in the minutes of the meetings of the various sCZmas is given as follows: 

as per the minutes of the meeting of may 2012, the odisha CZma took a decision to invite 
expression of interest (eoi) from authorised agencies for the preparation of CrZ maps for 
the odisha CZmP. 

The Andhra pradesh sCZma decided during its meeting in January 2012, that the local 
revenue authorities would prepare district wise plans, by transferring digital data on zonation 
on local cadastral scale, to submit to the moef for getting approval by the stipulated time 
(i.e. by January 2013). 
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the draft CZmP for Kerala, prepared by the national hydrographic office (nho), Dehradun, 
along with maps, was presented in the meeting of the ksCZma, in september 2013. While 
certain corrections were yet to be made, it was decided that the maps would be put up on 
the authority website to elicit comments from the public. as of september 3, 2014, the maps 
were available online.

The chairman of the tamil Nadu sCZma, in the 65th meeting in february 2012, suggested that the 
iCZm Plan [see box ‘iCZm Plan under emergency tsunami reconstruction Project (etrP)’] can be 
prepared by engaging an authorised agency like the institute of remote sensing, anna university, 
Chennai. however, for the purpose, maps of the 13 coastal districts of the state were prepared by 
the geographic information system (gis) Cell of the Department of environment. the authority 
decided in its 73rd meeting to forward the maps to the Chennai metropolitan Development authority 
(CmDa), the Corporation of Chennai and the Department of town and Country Planning for their 
remarks. they also sent it to the DCZmas for their remarks and to conduct public hearings. it 
was decided that comments thus received would be incorporated, the maps would be finalised, 
checked by an external agency for quality and then be forwarded to the moef for approval. the 
maps were also uploaded on the website of the Department of environment.

the authority also resolved in its 73rd meeting in august 2013, to release a sum of ` 70,000 
to each DCZma for conducting public hearings. By the end of 2013, public hearings had taken 
place in seven districts of tamil nadu (as reported in the agenda of the 75th meeting). it was 
also decided in the meeting on December 18, 2013 that cadastral maps would be made at 
the earliest. however, they were to be made available only once the CZmP maps at 1:25,000 
scale were approved by the moef. the sCZma conveyed this in response to a demand made 
by the fishermen associations of Chennai that cadastral level maps be shared with them 
before the public consultations.

iCZM plan unDer eMergenCy tsunaMi reConstruCtion proJeCt (etrp)
the etrP- vulnerability reduction of Coastal Communities is being carried out in 11 districts of 
tamil nadu with financial assistance of ` 669.28 crores from the World Bank. the project was 
started in 2005 with an objective to expedite recovery in the tsunami affected areas and to reduce 
vulnerability of coastal communities to natural hazards such as storms, floods, tsunamis, etc. 
although the project mainly includes reconstruction of houses and restoration of livelihoods in the 
tsunami affected areas, the preparation of an iCZm Plan including coastal vulnerability mapping, 
resource assessments and ocean bathymetry has also been included as part of the project as part 
of the project [source: http://www.tnrd.gov.in/ (Website of rural Development and Panchayati raj 
Department, government of tamil nadu)].

The gujarat CZma, in its meeting in april 2011, brought in the Bhaskaracharya institute 
for space applications and geo-informatics (Bisag) to prepare the CZmP as per the CrZ 
notification, 2011. for a month later, the maharaja sayajirao university of Baroda and Bisag 
were asked to study the already existing htl maps (see the next section ‘Demarcation of htl 
& ltl’) and give their suggestions. in its meeting in march 2012, the authority shared with the 
members that no proposal was received from the agencies authorised by the moef to prepare 
CrZ maps, in response its first call for proposals. hence, it had decided to again contact the 
seven agencies authorised to demarcate htl and ltl. after receiving proposals from all of 
them, the final decision would be taken. however, in the nCZma meeting in January 2012, 
the authority had informed the nCZma that the work on the CZmP was in progress. it had 
decided to adopt a cluster approach for CZmP preparation and public hearings were being 
organised in each district to identify the clusters for preparation of the CZmP. in the same 
meeting, it suggested to the nCZma that maps on the scale of 1:4,000 should be insisted 
upon only for the developed areas. it stated that otherwise CZmP preparation will become 
quite a “laborious” exercise.

as per the minutes of the 27th meeting of the nCZma in June 2013, the goa sCZma was 
yet to start the preparation of its new CZmP as per the CrZ notification, 2011. the interview 
responses of the goa sCZma members corroborate this point. at the time of the interviews in 
2012, the goa sCZma had not discussed the preparation of CZmP under the CrZ notification, 
2011. however, the goa sCZma discussed an iCZm Plan concept note in its 85th meeting and 
finalised it in the 87th meeting held in June 2013.
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The government of odisha had submitted a partial plan covering only a part of its coastal 
area (as of June 2013).

in the case of West bengal, a preliminary concept document about the CZmP had been 
submitted (as of march 2014).

The Karnataka sCZma has completed preparation of the CZmP and has made the CrZ maps 
available online. it has invited suggestions and objections (as of June 2014). 

The Maharashtra sCZma is preparing district wise CZmP maps. according to the minutes of 
the 89th meeting of the mCZma, on march 14, 2014, the CZmP for the Jawaharlal nehru Port 
trust (JnPt), raigad and ratnagiri districts in 1:4,000 scale was completed by irs. the Cess 
had also submitted the draft CZmP in 1:4,000 scale for thane and sindhudurg to mCZma. 
Work of transferring the CZmP maps from 1:4,000 scale to 1:25,000 scale was being done 
and the maps would be submitted for public consultations as per the CrZ notification, 2011. 
the mCZma had asked both the agencies to start submitting the maps in 1:25,000 scale by 
april 15, 2014. it also decided to consider all proposals for reclassification during the public 
consultations on the draft CZmPs. 

the latest information available on the CZmP preparation is provided in table 16.

taBle 16: stAtus of prEpArAtioN of NEW CZMps 

stAtE        
DEtAils AgENCY plANNiNg 

proCEss 
stAtus DAtE

ANDhrA prADEsh saC, ahmedabad & nio, 
goa are being considered

district wise in progress June 25, 2013 

goA nio With planning for 

esas, CvCas, etc.*
in progress June 26, 2014a

gujArAt Bisag & saC declined. 
nCsCm has been contacted.

Cluster approach in progress June 25, 2014b

KArNAtAKA nho, Dehradun district wise Draft prepared. Public hearings 
are going on.

march 27, 2014c

KErAlA cess With planning for 

esas, CvCas, etc.*
Draft CZmP for kochi, 
thiruvananthapuram & kollam 
districts prepared. Public 
hearings to start.

July 1, 2014d

MAhArAshtrA cess (for Thane and 
sindhudurg) and irs (for 
mumbai, raigad and 
ratnagiri)

district wise in progress June 25, 2013

oDishA odisha space application 
centre

With iCZm Plan and 
planning for esas, 

CvCas, etc.*

in progress June 25, 2013

tAMil NADu irs, anna university district wise Draft prepared. Public hearings 
are going on.

march 21, 2014e

WEst bENgAl iesWm With iCZm Plan in progress June 25, 2013

this status, unless indicated otherwise, is as of June 25, 2013 and is based on what was reported to the nCZma. 
*as per the interview responses of the members of the respective sCZmas.

Source: 
a. Phone call with Candido Correa, Accounts Clerk, Goa SCZMA 
b. Phone call with Ashok Chauhan, Environment Engineer, Gujarat SCZMA 
c. Minutes of the meeting held on March 27, 2014, Karnataka SCZMA 
d. Phone call with Member Secretary, Kerala SCZMA 
e. Minutes of the meeting held on March 21, 2014, Tamil Nadu SCZMA
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Approved CZMP map of Kancheepuram district, Tamil Nadu 
[source: http://www.environment.tn.nic.in/ (Department of 
environment, government of tamil nadu)]

Draft CZMP map of Kancheepuram district, Tamil Nadu [source: http://www.environment.tn.nic.in/ 
(Department of environment, government of tamil nadu)]

12. What do the sCZMa members say about CZMp preparation?

members of the various state authorities who were interviewed as part of this study stated 
that the process of CZmP preparation is “laborious” (kerala) and “very extensive” (tamil nadu). 
members from kerala and goa also said that they are planning for specialised areas such as 
esas and CvCas while preparing the CZmP. members of the odisha sCZma said that the state 
is preparing the CZmP for parts of its coastal stretch under the iCZm Plan, which also includes 
planning for identified esas. this has been recorded in the minutes of the meetings as well.

13. is there any role for DlCCs in CZMp preparation?

except tamil nadu, of the sCZmas, which have constituted DlCCs, gujarat, maharashtra, 
karnataka and West Bengal have kept the task of coordinating the preparation of CZmP as a 
function of the DlCCs. andhra Pradesh and goa are yet to constitute their DlCCs and kerala 
and odisha have not shared the tor of their DlCCs to find out if this is part of the mandate. 
however, from the minutes of the meetings of the sCZmas it seems that karnataka and tamil 
nadu sCZmas have involved concerned DlCCs in the process of conducting public hearings. 
karnataka has also involved concerned regional Directors (environment) in the task.

14. how are local communities being involved in the CZMp preparation?

according to the latest appointment orders from the moef, the sCZmas have been 
assigned the task of preparing CrZ maps as per the procedure laid out in the notification. 
this asks for informing people about the mapping process, mapping agency, etc. the 
CrZ notification, 2011 (clause D ii 7 of annexure i) states that common property of fishermen 
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communities, fish drying platforms and other infrastructure facilities for fishing and local 
communities should be indicated on the cadastral maps. v. vivekanandan, ex-member, nCZma 
also stated that marking common use spaces on CrZ maps is crucial. 

While all states have been asked to conduct public hearings on the draft CZmP, only the 
process being followed by karnataka and tamil nadu could be tracked through minutes of 
their meetings. efficacy of the process depends heavily on the scale of maps which are being 
made available for public hearings. for local communities, maps close to the cadastral scale 
(1:3,960) are more comprehensible as they can easily locate and mark structures on them. 
the minutes reveal that the karnataka sCZma is making CrZ maps on the scale of 1:4,000 
available for public hearings. tamil nadu is providing maps prepared on 1:25,000 scale. 

DEMArCAtioN of htl & ltl

15. how does the CrZ notification define htl? how is it to be demarcated?

as per the CrZ notification (1991 and 2011), the line on the land upto which the highest 
water line reaches during spring is the htl. the CrZ notification, 2011, states that the htl 
will be demarcated uniformly across the country by the demarcating agencies authorised by 
the Central government. it further states that the demarcation of the htl will be done within 
a period of one year from the issuance of the notification. under section 1 a of annexure i, 
the CrZ notification, 2011 provides a set of guidelines for demarcation of the htl. 

16. Which agencies have been authorised by the Central government for the 
demarcation of htl and ltl?

Before 1999, only the Chief hydrographer, nho, Dehradun, was authorised to demarcate the 
htl and ltl for coastal areas. Between 1999 and 2011, the moef selected five organisations 
for demarcating the htl and ltl:

1. space application Centre (saC), ahmedabad

2. Centre for earth science studies (Cess), thiruvananthapuram

3. institute of remote sensing (irs), anna university, Chennai

4. institute of Wetland management and ecological Design (iWmeD), kolkata 

5. national hydrographic office (nho), Dehradun. 

after the 2011 notification, two more were agencies were added:

1. national institute of oceanography (nio), goa

2. national institute of ocean technology (niot), Chennai

17. are there some funds allocated for CZMp preparation? Who pays the agencies 
hired to demarcate htl and ltl?

no, the CrZ notification has not allocated any funds for CZmP preparation. the constitution 
orders for sCZmas prior to 2011 do not mention anything about it. however, the constitution 
orders post 2011 have made the respective state governments responsible for making funds 
and resources available to the sCZmas. 

for htl and ltl demarcation, different states have tried different ways to meet the costs. the 
odisha and tamil Nadu CZmas mandated that the project proponents get the htl demarcated 
by the authorised agencies at their own expense. Andhra pradesh decided to request the 
Central government to get it done. the Karnataka CZma also identified the need to transpose 
the marking of htl, ltl and other regulatory lines onto the local level maps. it generated 
funds for the process from the karnataka urban infrastructure Development and finance 
Corporation (kuiDfC). the goa CZma asked both the state and the Central government for 
their assistance to carry out the demarcation. 
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18. are the sCZMas facing any difficulties to get htl and ltl demarcated in their 
respective states? 

most of the authorities acknowledged the urgency of demarcating the htl and ltl. they also 
admitted that the task was time and cost intensive. an account on how different sCZmas dealt 
with the issue is given as follows: 

The tamil Nadu CZma, while acknowledging the necessity of delineating these lines, stated 
in its very first meeting in february 1999, that the process demands a high cost and a long 
time frame. therefore, despite having appointed the Chief hydrographer, nho, Dehradun, to 
carry out the task in 1998 (for the 110 km between Pulicat lake of tiruvallur district and Palar 
river mouth of kancheepuram district, which fall on the northern end of tamil nadu, as phase 
i, at a cost of ` 42.50 lakhs), the authority decided that till the htl and ltl are delineated for 
the entire coastline of tamil nadu, the project proponents may get it done at their cost, by 
the agencies that are authorised by the moef. the Chief hydrographer issued the maps for 
the first phase in february 2001. But these maps could not be used directly as they had to 
be superimposed on the village cadastral maps for use by the panchayats. 

the tnsCZma decided in its 27th meeting in october 2004, that htl will be marked on a 
priority basis for selected coastal cities. in the 59th meeting of the authority, in may 2010, the 
institute of remote sensing (irs), anna university, was assigned the task of updating the 
demarcation of the htl for the stretch demarcated in the first phase (110 km between Pulicat 
lake of tiruvallur district and Palar river mouth of kancheepuram district). the irs was also 
authorised to carry out a fresh htl demarcation for the coastal area between the Pulicat lake 
(in tn) and andhra Pradesh border, along with tidal influenced water bodies for about 150 km 
(at a cost of ` 35 lakhs). the work of demarcation of the htl for coastal and tidal influenced 
water bodies had already been completed from the Palar river mouth, kancheepuram, up to 
the kerala border in kanyakumari district (950 km) under the World Bank aided etrP scheme. 
the expenditure for this was incurred from the tamil nadu Coastal Zone management fund.

odisha proposed to appoint the odisha space application Centre to demarcate the htl and 
ltl. for the same, it proposed to the moef that it be authorised to carry out the task. 

Post 2011, the Andhra pradesh sCZma decided to request the goi to help demarcate the ltl, 
htl and CrZ uniformly at 1:25,000 scale. 

the kerala CZma appointed the Cess, authorised by the moef, to do the demarcation. in august 
2008, the Kerala authority decided that the local bodies7 will prepare the cadastral scale/local level 
coastal zone maps and will demarcate the htl and ltl in consultation with Cess. 

With respect to a proposed change in the htl of mandarmoni area in West bengal, the West 
Bengal authority, in its meeting on June 19, 2007, opined that a uniform policy should be 
adopted for all the areas of the state. 

in 2002, vide an order of the authority, the task of htl and ltl demarcation for the coast of 
Karnataka was entrusted to the nho, Dehradun. training and awareness programmes and 
construction of pillars were also a part of it. 

The goa CZma in its first meeting in november 1998, considered the naval hydrographer’s 
office (nho), one of the agencies shortlisted by the moef, to demarcate the htl. however, 
finding its offer expensive and time consuming, the gCZma appointed the national institute 
of oceanography (nio) for the task. although, the nio was asked to do the demarcation on 
the scale of 1:25,000 and 1:4,000, it did the demarcation only on the scale of 1:4,000. it was 
also established that the nio had undertaken plot-wise demarcation of htl and ltl for one 
or two individual projects at the insistence of project proponents. During the 4th meeting of 
the authority in march 2000, the members raised objections to the plot wise demarcation. 

7 local bodies are institutions of local self governance that are in charge of the administration of an area such as a 
village, town or city. in india, they are referred to as rural local Bodies (Panchayats) for rural areas and are called 
urban local Bodies (municipalities) for urban areas (source: ministry of statistics and Programme implementation, 
goi, 2014).
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one of the main contentions against it was that the sCZma had already entrusted the task 
of demarcating the htl and ltl for the whole CrZ of goa to the nio at the cost quoted by 
them. “hence it would be unethical to further charge the project proponent for doing the job 
plot-wise. it may also lead to errors if not done in a holistic and uniform manner for the entire 
coast line.” (source: minutes of the 4th meeting of the goa CZma). 

the authority had decided in one of its initial meetings that till the time htl and ltl 
demarcation was completed by the nio, the project proponents would be advised to ensure 
that all constructions were located beyond the 200 m mark from either the Pioneer sand Dune 
vegetation line (Psvl) or the survey Boundary abutting the Waterfront (sBaW). Both these 
lines are usually on the landward side of the htl. the piece-meal demarcation of htl done 
by the nio for projects overlooked this decision of the authority. 

the maps with htl and ltl demarcations incorporating the inputs from the Directorate 
of settlement and land records (Dslr) were worked upon by the nio in 2003. in the 21st 
meeting of the gCZma in november 2004, it became apparent that htl demarcation maps 
were not compatible with land use and therefore could not be transferred on to the local village 
cadastral maps, thereby, making it difficult to scrutinise violations and project proposals. the 
maps, therefore, were transferred on the village cadastral maps by physical ground survey by 
the nio. it was suggested in the authority meeting in september 2005, that the htl should be 
demarcated by indicator poles on the ground. the secretaries of the village panchayats were 
made responsible for the maintenance of the htl demarcation poles. the panchayats were 
directed to use the Psvl as an indicator of the htl. 

the agencies hired by the different states for the demarcation of htl and ltl have been finding 
it difficult to carry out the demarcation. hence, they have been taking much longer than initially 
envisaged. as shared by hardik shah, member secretary, gujarat sCZma, in august 2013, 
“gujarat sCZma has not been able to hire any agency to carry out htl and ltl demarcation 
as none of the agencies are willing to take it up.”

19. What is the role of the nCZMa in the preparation of CZMps? how well is it 
performing? 

as per the constitution order issued by the moef, the nCZma is mandated to examine any 
modifications made by the sCZmas to the CZmP. however, the order is silent on the demarcation 
of htl and ltl. therefore, the sCZmas have been referring cases of htl demarcation to 
the nCZma only when they are coupled with requests for reclassification or on the basis of 
possible factual errors in the approved CZmP. they usually try to reason that the htl is not 
demarcated properly and therefore a specific area should be moved out of a particular CrZ 
category. Demarcation of htl and ltl, as proposed by the state CZmas, is forwarded to the 
nCZma for the final decision. the nCZma checks whether the demarcation has been done by 
an agency authorised to do so, examines the grounds on which the demarcation was proposed 
and takes a final decision. this is particularly important in the case of water bodies, where 
ambiguity arises from the fact that tidal influence needs to be assessed to demarcate htl 
and ltl. given as follows are two examples of how the nCZma has dealt with the issue of 
htl and ltl demarcation.

 • in the 19th meeting of the nCZma in January 2010, the tamil nadu CZma submitted a 
proposal for demarcation of the htl along the Buckingham Canal falling under the Chennai 
metropolitan Development authority (CmDa). it argued that the area had no tidal influence 
and as the salinity of the canal in the mentioned stretch was below 5 ppt (parts per trillion), 
it should not come under the purview of the CrZ. this stretch is a real estate hotspot and 
several information technology (it) companies are coming up in the area. however, the 
nCZma declined the proposal as members opined that the low salinity of the canal could 
be because the flow of sea water to the canal was obstructed. the nCZma, hinting that 
the canal cannot be denotified and built upon, also mentioned the proposal pending with 
the ministry of surface transport to turn it into a navigation canal from andhra Pradesh 
to tamil nadu. the scheme to restore it to a navigable canal, as it was in the 1960s, 
was announced in 2008 by a Central minister from tamil nadu [source: minutes of the 
19th meeting of the nCZma; karthikeyan, a. (2008, December 10). Buckingham Canal to 
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be made navigable again. The Times of India. and special Correspondent (2010, march 
16-31). What are we planning for the Buckingham Canal? Madras Musings XIX(23).].

 • in response to the proposals to add institutes such as the odisha space application 
Centre and the science and technology Park, Pune, as agencies authorised to demarcate 
htl and ltl, the nCZma in its 26th meeting in november 2012, constituted a committee 
to formulate a set of guidelines to identify the institutes. these institutes were to be 
added to the list of seven institutes initially identified to carry out the task (see the 
answer to question 16). to do away with any discrepancy in demarcation and findings 
by the different agencies, the authority directed the authorised agencies to constitute 
a committee involving nCsCm under the chairmanship of Dr. shailesh nayak, Director, 
ministry of earth sciences, and evolve a common methodology for the demarcation of 
htl and ltl. it also instructed the agencies to bring in clarity in terms of time and 
costs involved. the importance of having a standard methodology for preparing the 
maps on the scale of 1:4,000 and carrying out field surveys to enable this was also 
acknowledged by the nCZma in the same meeting. 

“CoAstAl ZoNEs stuDiEs” projECt of thE MoEf

the moef initiated a project titled “Coastal Zones studies” wherein the saC, ahmedabad, in 
collaboration with a large number of scientific organisations and universities of the country, was 
entrusted with the task of preparing a detailed inventory of the coastal zones of india. the inventory 
of coastal zones was to include land use along with demarcation of htl, ltl and esas, mapping 
and monitoring of coral reefs and mangroves, impact of sea level rise on the coastal environment 
and development of Coastal Zone information system (CZis). as an outcome of the project the 
moef released a publication titled ‘Coastal Zones of india’ in June 2013. the land use mapping 
for the entire indian coast has been done on 1:25,000 scale. this report is expected to come in 
handy for the sCZmas for the implementation of the CrZ notification, as it demarcates the htl 
and ltl, and maps the land use and esas for the entire coastline of india. the sCZmas can use 
it to decide on project proposals and to identify violations.

ZoNiNg AND ClAssifiCAtioN

20. What does the CrZ notification say about zoning and classification?

Besides defining the CrZ and various sub-zones under it (see the answer to question 1), the 
CrZ notification, 2011, in annexure i, provides guidelines for Coastal area Classification and 
Development regulation. 

21. What do the MoEf orders for constitution of sCZMAs state about zoning and 
classification?

the moef, in its orders constituting the state CZmas (dated november 26, 1998), describes 
the function of zoning and classification as “...examination of proposals for changes and 
modifications in classification of Coastal regulation Zone areas and in the Coastal Zone 
management Plan received from the state government and making specific recommendations 
to the national Coastal Zone management authority therefore.”

22. how were the sCZMas involved in zoning and classification prior to CrZ 
notification, 2011, given that the CZMps were approved before they were constituted?

the CZmPs of the coastal states (as approved by the moef in 1996) have classified the CrZ 
in their respective coastal districts into four sub-zones as per the CrZ notification, 1991. 
however, the sCZmas have been proposing reclassifications from time to time, which are 
then examined by the nCZma. these reclassifications have been proposed, in most cases, 
to grant clearances to certain developmental projects and to permit house constructions/
reconstructions. But, there have been instances where reclassification has been suggested at 
the behest of the local bodies such as the gram panchayat. in the case of kerala, there was 
also a case of reclassification (requested by a particular individual) where the high Court had 
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intervened, directing the ksCZma to conduct hearings for the concerned parties to decide on 
the matter.8 most of the times the reclassifications are proposed to bring CrZ iii areas under 
the more liberal CrZ ii. however, there have also been instances wherein a particular group 
has demanded that an area be upgraded to a higher status with stricter regulations. a few 
examples of the cases brought to the nCZma for reclassification are given as follows:

 • in a meeting of the Andhra pradesh sCZma in may 2007, the District Collector of 
greater visakhapatnam municipal Corporation (gvmC) proposed the re-classification of 
an area in the Chinawaltair locality. it was proposed on the grounds that the area was 
categorised as CrZ ii at the time of preparation of the CZmP but the goi changed it to 
CrZ iii and approved it. as the area was located in the midst of the city with necessary 
infrastructure, the authority decided to recommend the reclassification (to CrZ ii) to 
the nCZma. it decided to recommend all such areas for reclassification on receipt 
of proposals from the concerned District Collectors on a case-to-case basis. similar 
proposals for the Chinawaltair area were received by the authority in may 2010 as well, 
which it recommended to the nCZma on the same grounds. in the same meeting in may 
2010, the authority decided that the areas within gvmC where the number of built-up 
plots was more than half of its total plots would be recommended to the nCZma for 
reclassification into CrZ ii. 

 • in another instance, the tamil Nadu sCZma received a request from the tuticorin Port 
trust for reclassification of the tuticorin area. the DCZma had also recommended the 
change. the sCZma in its 17th meeting agreed to reclassify 75% of the tuticorin area 
from CrZ i to CrZ ii. But, the moef suggested that the area be reclassified as CrZ iii 
as per the proposed land use.

 • in the case of goa, the state government recommended the change of status from 
CrZ iii to ii for the area from Carbo raj niwas to Dona Paula Cove/Bay, from Dona 
Paula Cove/Bay to Panaji municipal boundary towards siridao and the area of ribandar 
along the river mandovi. all these areas are located on the banks of rivers mandovi and 
Zuari. one of the members of the goa sCZma, Claude alvares from goa foundation 
(an ngo), raised objections to the reclassification of the area of ribandar. objections 
could not be analysed as the annexures to all the minutes were not provided. however, 
the case was reviewed by a subcommittee with manohar Parrikar, Dr. arvind untawale 
and Dr. n. P. s. varde on it. the subcommittee recommended reclassification and the 
authority in its 6th meeting in october 2000, forwarded it to the nCZma. as reported in 
the minutes of the 9th meeting of the gCZma in may 2002, the recommendation was 
approved by the moef. 

 • a request from an ngo was received by the moef for the marina area of Chennai to be 
classified as CrZ i. the ministry sought the views of the tamil Nadu sCZma, which said 
that as per the CrZ notification, 1991, the area qualifies as CrZ ii and is not ecologically 
sensitive. similarly, the rushikulya sea turtle nesting site was reclassified as CrZ i 
from CrZ iii in the first meeting of the odisha sCZma on the request of a local ngo 
in may 2003. 

Details on reclassification related to project approvals have been provided in Chapter 4. 

23. how does the nCZMa handle proposals for reclassification?

the nCZma observed that it was receiving many proposals from the sCZmas requesting 
reclassification. in its 18th meeting in september 2009, it decided that it will only examine 
those proposals that seek reclassification for entire areas and not for individual plots. hence, 
the proposals concerning individual plots were sent back to the respective sCZmas and were 
not entertained till a proposal was submitted for an entire area. the nCZma also directed the 

8 CrZ clearance for a 60 hP motor for an ice plant in anchuthengu gram panchayat was not given as setting up 
of ice plant is not permitted in the nDZ. the matter was brought to the Court (WP 9052/2006) and as per the 
court order a hearing was conducted in the 19th meeting of the kCZma in august, 2006. it was observed that the 
panchayat had allotted building numbers in violation of the CrZ notification. But it had not requested the authority 
for recategorisation of the area considering the specific development requirements of the area. although the need 
for recategorisation was acknowledged by the authority as the area was substantially built-up, the ice plant was 
not given CrZ clearance.
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sCZmas to provide details of relevant court cases and violations related to the areas proposed 
for reclassification. it seems from the minutes of the meetings that the nCZma decides on the 
proposals, after going through the ground verification reports. some examples are given as 
follows:

in the 18th meeting of the nCZma in september 2009, in response to the reclassification 
proposals submitted by the maharashtra sCZma, the then Chairperson of the nCZma, 
vijai sharma, informed the Chairperson of the mCZma, valsa nair, that the reclassification 
proposals should be accompanied with a site visit/physical verification report.

in the case of the reclassification proposals from andhra Pradesh, the nCZma, in its 19th 
meeting in January 2010, asked the state to constitute a committee under the chairmanship 
of the Chief secretary to examine the proposals and submit its report. this direction was given 
by the goi earlier as well, in september 1996. the andhra Pradesh sCZma constituted the 
committee and sent the proposal for reclassification of the Chinawaltair area from CrZ iii to 
CrZ ii. the decision on this proposal was pending till June 2013.

24. has the preparation of new CZMps under the CrZ notification, 2011 affected 
recent proposals for reclassification?

from september 2009 onwards, the nCZma stopped entertaining any individual reclassification 
proposals. it sent them back to the states and asked them to resubmit them on “area” basis 
(source: minutes of the 18th, 19th and 20th meetings of the nCZma). later, in the 21st meeting 
of the nCZma in april 2011, the then Chairman of the nCZma, t. Chatterjee (also the then 
secretary, environment and forests), shared his apprehension that many reclassifications may 
lead to regularisation of violations of the CrZ notification. he further suggested that the CZmPs 
should be frozen as approved in 1996 and reclassification should be considered only for areas 
where the error is apparent. alongside, the process of preparation of new CZmPs as per the 
CrZ notification, 2011, should be initiated. the moef, in concurrence with the proposal of the 
nCZma Chairman, issued an order on July 1, 2011 freezing the CZmPs of 1996. it directed that 
pending reclassifications should be addressed while preparing CZmPs under the CrZ notification, 
2011. all the pending proposals for reclassification were returned to the respective sCZmas 
to decide on the reclassification on the grounds of “error apparent on the face of record.” an 
office order was issued, in august 2011, on the procedure to be followed.

Net repair, kanchi kohli
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rEClAssifiCAtioN iN KErAlA

kerala is one of the states which has received a large number of requests for reclassification 
from various stakeholders and players, seen intervention of the Court and also attracted the 
involvement of the moef in certain instances. high population density in the coastal areas of kerala,  
2,362 persons/sq km (source: ministry of environment and forests (2012). Coastal zones of india.), 
which is a distinguishing feature of the state, could be a factor contributing to the trend. also, 
the coasts of kerala are characterised by scenic beaches, backwaters and estuaries and attract 
tourists from india and abroad, which adds to the pressure on the coast. the current status of 
the coastline of kerala is that it is largely urbanised and the areas that were initially CrZ i or iii, 
in the original CZmP, are now seeking reclassification. 

also, like the other states, there are areas that were marked incorrectly in the original CZmP and 
need to be corrected. majority of the requests for reclassification have come from local bodies such 
as gram panchayats for construction of residential buildings. the matter of conversion came up in 
the 20th meeting of the authority in December 2006,  in context of granting ice plant permission 
in achuthengu. Conversion from CrZ iii to CrZ ii in the state got a push from the then Chief 
minister of the state as well. the authority decided to consider the matter on the grounds that 
there are many panchayats in the state that are densely populated, but have 90 to 100% of the 
area classified under CrZ and a major portion of that under nDZ. the needs of this population 
cannot be met if the CrZ areas are considered as nDZ or CrZ iii.

among other cases from kerala that reached the high Court, a good number pertained to 
reclassification of Panchayats (WP 2607/07, 15012/08, 17303/08 and 17304/08; oP 34231/2002). 
this meant such a significant amount of work for the authority that it decided to appoint a standing 
counsel on a monthly retainership, to represent itself in the Court. after the order of the then Chief 
minister, in its 20th meeting, the authority also decided to constitute a subcommittee to examine 
the CrZ status and to report on the justification and strategy for reclassification, and to respond 
to the enquiries of the high Court in this matter. the subcommittee pointed out that thiruvallam, 
kadakampally, attipra and ulloor panchayats had become part of the thiruvanathapuram 
Corporation, in 1999, and had developed considerably. therefore, it recommended that areas under 
CrZ iii in these panchayats should be reclassified as CrZ ii. 

the subcommittee prepared a common format for collecting details from the local self government 
(lsg) Department on the CrZ status of different areas. the authority approved this and decided 
that the 1991 status and present status on all items will be collected in this format. 

in its 33rd meeting in December 2009, the authority issued a press release stating that the CrZ iii 
areas that have been added to the municipality/corporation have not automatically come under 
CrZ ii. this was done to avoid automatic clearances being granted by panchayats to projects in 
these areas. it was also decided that the reclassification would begin with ernakulum district and 
lsgs will provide the necessary proposals and supporting data.

Proposals for reclassification have also reached the kCZma on the basis of special relaxations 
that are provided to fishermen for constructing their houses. 

reclassification requests from project developers have been in plenty and have been discussed 
in Chapter 3, which deals with approvals. however, two cases are presented here to demonstrate 
some intricacies. 

at the time when the kerala CZma was considering the revision of the CZmP, the Cochin Port 
trust, in a letter dated June 12, 2006, requested that the 50 m belt around the filtration ponds 
of alappuzha, ernakulam and kannur coast that the authority considers as CrZ i be denotified. 
the argument put forth by the Port trust was that these ponds were not natural spawning and 
feeding grounds of fish and were artificially developed by making bunds in the backwater system. 
however, the authority’s decision on this is not known.

another case pertains to a large tourism and infrastructure project of the state government 
at theerapadam. this was discussed in the 13th kCZma meeting held on January 11, 2005. 
reclassification was advised by the tourism Department as the areas were initially under CrZ i, 
nDZ and CrZ iii. the areas were  later  made a part of the thiruvananthapuram Corporation (and 
therefore should be CrZ ii). the authority recommended the change in zonation to CrZ ii, while 
prohibiting any construction between htl and ltl (which is also prohibited by the CrZ notification). 
But it allowed dredging of lakes (which, as per the CrZ notification, 2011, is not permitted in the 
CrZ) with proper environment safety measures. 
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25. given that the power to approve CZMps and changes to them rests with the MoEf 
and the nCZMa respectively, do the sCZMas have a say in the final decisions?

the constitution orders for the sCZmas list sending the recommendations for revisions to 
the CZmP and the classification of CrZ areas to the nCZma as one of its functions. the CrZ 
notification, 2011, has in addition allocated, to the sCZmas, the task of appraising the CZmPs 
prepared by the state governments and submitting those to the moef. While the moef and 
the nCZma hold the ultimate authority to approve the CZmP and changes respectively, the 
various state authorities have also been exercising their powers as and when possible. few 
such instances are elaborated as follows:

 • the government of Andhra pradesh prepared the CZmP for the entire coast of the state 
which was approved by the moef in september 1996. it was approved with the condition 
that all the mud/tidal flats will be recategorised as CrZ i areas. the state government 
did not agree to the condition and stated in a letter, in January 1997, that the areas 
were best suited under the CrZ iii category. agreeing with the state government, the 
moef replied, in september 1997, that if the areas in question were outside the intertidal 
zone and were not rich in biological productivity, they could be categorised as CrZ iii. 
so, a committee (consisting of Dr. a. v. raman, Professor, marine Biology, andhra 
university; Dr. k. lakshminarayana, reader, Department of Botany, andhra university and  
Dr. t. ravishankar and Dr. r. ramasubramaniam, m. s. swaminathan research 
foundation) was constituted by the authority to study the biological productivity of the 
mudflats of the machilipatnam mandal of krishna district.

  the committee found that the mudflats were located outside the intertidal zone, 
thereby meeting the first condition. further, the committee stated in its report that the 
area does not support any rich faunal or floral diversity, except a patch of mangroves 
(of 200 acres), which should be conserved. in response to the report, the moef 
enquired about the legal status of the land, part of which was a reserve forest that 
was de-reserved in 1990. the authority finally decided to keep it under CrZ iii as 
the committee had also recommended the same. the authority further opined that 
as CrZ iii, the mudflats could be utilised by the nearby fishing villages and the local 
population. however, if they were classified as CrZ i, local communities would not be 
able to use them. 

 • the odisha CZma, in its very first meeting after reconstitution, in may 2003, discussed 
the dangers of and difficulties associated with putting the CZmP and maps on the 
website. the Chairman opined that as some coastal stretches are restricted, putting the 
information on the website would provide information to project proponents, leading 
to project proposals for the restricted areas. hence, it decided to examine the matter 
further in consultation with the Joint secretary, moef. 

 • another interesting example is from Kerala. in 2010, the moef directed the kCZma’s 
attention to a proposal for the reclassification of an area in silver sand island where 
a four star hotel was constructed by Back Water hotels and resorts Private limited. 
the moef pointed out that the area had to be included under the CrZ as it displayed 
features such as salinity, tidal action and mangroves. the kCZma had earlier, in 2009, 
informed the moef that this area needs reclassification as a CrZ. 

  the issue was discussed again and this time the authority changed its view and decided 
that the proposal for reclassification need not be sent to the moef as “...reopening 
such cases may lead to complex issues and practical problems.” the project proponent 
submitted a representation before the authority that the area falls outside the CrZ as 
per the existing CZmP. in its 35th meeting in may 2010, the kCZma members pointed out 
that the presence of mangroves is not a sufficient criterion for classifying an area as a 
CrZ. a few members stated that the presence of a few Avicennia species of mangroves 
in the proposed site may be attributed to many reasons and need not necessarily be 
due to high salinity level present in the backwater. they further stated that the CZmP 
was prepared based on the tidal influence of the sea into the backwaters. since the 
salinity in this area was below 5 ppt and the backwaters were not under tidal influence, 
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according to them, the proposed site at silver sand should not come under the CrZ. 
hence, the kCZma stuck to its earlier decision of not reclassifying the proposed site at 
silver sand and informed the same to the moef. 

 • in the case of tamil Nadu, a reclassification in the CZmP was proposed to the goi in 
2005. it was based on the recommendations of the committee constituted in 1997 for 
studying the reclassification of areas under CrZ iii into CrZ ii. this had been in legally 
designated areas such as town panchayats and municipalities in the state, which were 
not covered under the master plan, but had substantial built-up infrastructure. the 
moef did not approve the revisions proposed in certain maps. the tnCZma decided 
in its 34th meeting that since the reasons for refusing approval were not given by the 
moef, the authority may reiterate its request. it stated, “the goi will also be requested 
to invite the chairman to the next meeting of the nCZma to make a presentation on 
the revision sought on all pending CrZ maps.”

these examples tell us that the authorities are trying to make their voice heard even with 
regard to the matters for which the Central government has the decision-making powers. 
sometimes, they have managed to get the moef to yield to their requests, made sure that 
their recommendations are not taken lightly and have declined certain conditions put forth by 
the moef while approving CZmPs. in instances of disagreement, they are willing to engage in 
a dialogue with the Central government and ensure that their concerns are taken on board.

26. have the sCZMas reported any difficulties while working with the approved 
CZMps?

as per the meetings’ minutes of the nCZma and sCZmas, the sCZmas have reported the 
following concerns regarding CZmPs.

Difference of scale between the approved CZMp maps and the revenue maps: most of 
the authorities realised that the CZmP maps are practically difficult to use, especially for the 
implementation of the notification, as they are not on the same scale as the revenue maps. as 
per the minutes of the odisha CZma meeting in January 2005, the member secretary pointed 
out that “...CrZ maps have been prepared on a scale of 1:25,000, whereas the revenue maps 
are in the scale of 1:2,000 (approximately).” Whenever a project comes up in CrZ, the Plot no., 
khata no. of the revenue records have to be indicated which is not possible in the CrZ maps.” 

similarly, in the 18th meeting of the nCZma in september 2009, the maharashtra CZma 
requested that it be allowed to prepare the CZmP maps on a scale of 1:4,000 so that they are 
in concordance with the revenue maps. the nCZma agreed to the proposal and asked the 
mCZma to start updating the CZmP.

in gujarat, it was found that the boundaries of the maps created for the CZis by saC did not 
match with the maps of the forest Department and/or those in the government revenue records.

the secretary to the government, ecology and environment Department, kerala, highlighted in 
the kCZma meeting in December 2011, that these maps cannot be used at the ground level 
for effective enforcement of provisions of the notification.

Mismatch between the CZMp zoning and conditions on the ground: in the 18th meeting 
of the nCZma, the maharashtra CZma stated that there were mistakes in the CZmP that was 
prepared earlier in 1994. other authorities also realised that the CZmPs for certain areas had 
been prepared incorrectly and did not correspond with the actual conditions on the ground. Part 
of the reason for this can be attributed to the initial laxity on the part of the states in preparing 
the CZmPs. later, the matter gained urgency after the intervention of the supreme Court. Due 
to the pressure from the Court, the moef approved all the CZmPs in september 1996, while 
most of them were still incomplete or incorrectly prepared. While granting approval, the Central 
government set certain conditions to ensure that the Plans were complete, but the information 
that was wrongly presented in the Plans went largely unnoticed. the authorities started realising 
it when they began working with these maps to ascertain violations or to grant clearances  
to projects.

new notification but old CZMp: Post 2011, while the notification was new, the  CZmPs (and 
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*matters concerning CZmP also include zoning and reclassification

the frequency is calculated in percentage in relation to the total number of agenda items in sCZmas’ meetings. 

Source: All available minutes of SCZMAs’ meetings from 2010 and 2013. 

the maps) were still the ones that were approved in 1996 and subsequently revised in later 
years. the constructions that were approved in the period between 1991-2011 are compared 
against the 1991 notification for checking for violations and the ones approved after 2011 are 
verified against the CrZ notification, 2011. 

one major difference between the two notifications is on the CrZ area surrounding water bodies. 
the CrZ notification, 1991 provided a 500 m CrZ (with a slab system) along tidal influenced 
water bodies which was marked in the CZmPs. But the 2011 notification reduced the zone 
to 100 m. the andhra Pradesh sCZma has referred some matters encountering problems 
with this to the moef for clarification. During the meeting of the karnataka sCZma held on 
December 19, 2011, a regional Director (environment) reported four cases of reconstruction, 
where as per the CZmP the site was in CrZ i, but as per the CrZ notification, 2011, the site 
was outside the CrZ.

27. What is the frequency of matters concerning the CZMp, zoning and reclassification 
discussed in the sCZMa meetings?

graph 2 shows the frequency (in percentage) of matters concerning CZmPs, zoning and 
reclassification discussed in the meetings of the sCZmas. the meetings’ minutes of 2010 and 
2013 were examined for the various sCZmas. 

graPh 2: frEquENCY of MAttErs CoNCErNiNg CZMp* DisCussED iN thE sCZMAs’ 

Meetings (in perCentage)



poiNts for DisCussioN

Can clarifications with regard to the CrZ notification bring consistency in zoning 
across states? 

similar kinds of ecosystems have been categorised differently by different state CZmas. for 
example, tidal flats have been categorised by the kerala CZma as CrZ i, whereas in andhra 
Pradesh they have been identified as CrZ iii. also, kerala has classified filtration ponds as 
CrZ i. in a case from andhra Pradesh, the authority, in the absence of any clear description 
of the term ‘substantially built-up’, decided in its meeting in January 2010, that if 50% of 
the total eligible area of gvmC (great visakhapatnam municipal Corporation) is built-up it 
can be categorised as CrZ ii. similarly, in the first meeting of the goa CZma, there was 
no consensus on the interpretation of the term ‘settlement area’ with respect to CrZ i and 
CrZ iii areas. the mCZma, in its 78th meeting on november 3, 2012, decided to discuss the 
clause related to ‘bays’ with the ministry and the nCZma for clarification because most of 
maharashtra coast, along with goa and the north karnataka coast is not open sea and comprises 
of bays and creeks. the maharashtra sCZma decided to clarify with the moef whether the 
CrZ would be limited to just 100 m on the landward side from the htl for this entire stretch. 
till January 2014, no reply was received from the moef on the matter.

all these examples demonstrate that there have been ambiguities regarding certain terms 
and interpretations in the CrZ notification. While some have been addressed in the new 
notification of 2011, others are being interpreted differently by different sCZmas.

80
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1. What does the CrZ notification say on approvals or clearances? 

the CrZ notification, 1991, (in paragraph 6, sub-paragraph 2 of annexure i) lists out the activities 
that are prohibited, regulated or permitted in different zones. Clause 3 of the CrZ notification, 
1991, provides the procedure for the clearance of permissible activities. as described in the 
previous chapters, the CrZ notification of 1991 did not have the provision for setting up CZmas. 
the task of approvals was divided amongst the moef and ‘the concerned authorities at the 
state and union territory level.’ however, the subsequent notification issued in 2011 lays down 
the procedure for the project proponents to seek clearance from the concerned state or ut 
CZma under Clause 4. it vests with the state CZmas, the power to examine these proposals 
against the approved CZmPs and the CrZ notification, and make their recommendations to 
the moef [or the state environment impact assessment authority (seiaa)]. in its annexures, 
a format for the application for project clearance and a list of required supporting documents 
have been provided. the following questions are based on the details of the clauses and 
practices related to grant of approvals to projects under the CrZ notification.

2. as per the notification, who is the decision-maker for projects proposed to be 
located in the CrZ?

under the CrZ notification, 1991, the moef had the power to take decisions on projects 
proposed by the Department of atomic energy, operational projects for ports, lighthouses, 
harbours, laying of pipelines, transmission lines, projects related to the exploration of oil and 
natural gas, and projects with investments exceeding ` 5 crores (except those activities that, 
as per the notification, are within the purview of the concerned state authorities; e.g. facilities 
for water supply, sewerage and other facilities for local communities). 

the CrZ notification, 2011, has categorised projects as ‘attracting environment impact 
assessment (eia) notification, 2006’ and ‘attracting Coastal regulation Zone (CrZ) notification, 
2011’. the sCZmas have been assigned the general task of examining all projects proposed 
in the CrZ and giving recommendations. in the case of projects attracting the eia notification, 
these recommendations are referred either to the state/ut expert appraisal Committee 
(seaC) or the expert appraisal Committee (eaC),1 as the case may be. Projects attracting 
the CrZ notification are sent to the moef or the state government, as prescribed by the 
CrZ notification (source: ministry of environment and forests (n.d.). frequently asked 
Questions on the Coastal regulation Zone notification, 2011 and island Protection Zone 
notification, 2011. retrieved from http://www.moef.nic.in/downloads/public-information/faQ-
CrZ.pdf). the CrZ notification, further states that construction projects involving an area 
of more than 20,000 sq m built-up area in CrZ ii are to be treated in accordance with the 
eia notification. hence, these are to be decided upon by the respective seaCs. Construction 
projects with a built-up area of less than 20,000 sq m have to be approved by the concerned 
state or ut Planning authorities. the CrZ notification, 2011 [under clause 4 (ii)] also rests 
the task of deciding on projects concerning Department of atomic energy, operational projects 
for ports, lighthouses, harbours, laying of pipelines, transmission lines, projects related to the 
exploration of oil and natural gas etc. and projects not listed in the eia notification on the moef. 

3. What do the sCZMa constitution orders say on project approvals?

the appointment orders for the constitution of the state CZmas, issued after the CrZ notification, 
2011, state that the sCZmas will examine all projects proposed in the CrZ areas and give 
their recommendations before the projects reach the Central government or agencies such 
as the seiaa or the state Planning authority. 

4. how do the sCZMas carry out the responsibility of examining project proposals? 

in most sCZmas, the agenda-note, shared with the members prior to the meeting, includes 
a list of projects, violations and inspection or field trip reports that are to be discussed during 

1 the eia notification, 2006, categorises all projects and activities either as Category a or Category B based on their 
impact. Category a projects require environment clearance from the moef based on the recommendations of the 
eaC. Category B projects require environment clearance from the state or ut environment impact assessment 
authority (seiaa) based on the recommendations of the state or ut eaC.
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the upcoming meeting. to examine project proposals, while adhering to the procedure laid 
out in the CrZ notification, different sCZmas have evolved their own mechanisms.

in the case of odisha, all project proponents are invited to present their proposals before the 
sCZma, and the members raise queries and get clarifications. the authority also levies a 
scrutiny fee on projects seeking clearance/recommendation (see details in table 9). site visits 
are made in cases where the authority members find it necessary to do a physical inspection. 
for example, according to the minutes of the sCZma meeting in february 2004, in the case 
of deepening the entrance channel of the Paradip Port, the members went to the project site, 
accompanied by the proponents, to see the area that would be impacted by dredging (minutes 
of the 2nd meeting of the osCZma, february 2004). in the interviews conducted with the 
members of the authority (as part of this study), the members shared that while examining 
proposals, site visits are not mandatory. in the interview one of the members stated that no 
site visit was conducted for the project at Paradip Port mentioned above. this is contrary to 
what was said in the minutes of the meeting.

The tamil Nadu sCZma has instituted the practice of sharing copies of the project proposals 
with the members in advance, for them to scrutinise and give comments. By the year 2009, 
the tnsCZma decided on a common format for compiling this information and sharing it 
with the members. it has also set up detailed guidelines for the submission of proposals. 
the tnsCZma has set up a slab system, based on the cost outlay of the project, for charging 
scrutiny fees (see details in table 9). the authority involves the concerned District Coastal 
Zone management authority (DCZma), which is entrusted with the task of scrutinising the 
project, conducting a site inspection and submitting its remarks within 30 days from receipt 
of the project proposal. for example, it was decided in the 41st meeting of the authority, 
while recommending the strengthening and widening of the existing ennore expressway by 
the national highway authority of india (nhai), that such proposals should necessarily be 
routed through the concerned DCZma. the tn authority also invites the project proponent 
to present their case. the decision on the proposal is taken after detailed discussions in 
the meeting and based on the recommendations of the DCZma. sometimes opinions and 
assistance from other departments of the state government are also sought. for instance, 
with respect to setting up a ship breaking industry at valinokkam, it was decided that the tn 
Pollution Control Board would be requested to conduct a study on the impact caused due to 
ship breaking activities carried out in the gulf of mannar since the past 15 years. in its 19th 
meeting, the tn authority resolved not to recommend the proposal due to the deleterious 
consequences indicated in the report. 

in the Andhra pradesh CZma, it is not mandatory for the proponents to present the project, 
and this is done only if there is a request from the authority members. site inspections are not 
conducted for all projects. the project proposals are assessed based on the examination of the 
proposal, CZmP and reports such as the eia report and the Disaster and risk management 
report. in its meeting in september 2002, the authority issued guidelines for industries on 
how to conduct rapid marine eia studies. 

as per the available minutes of the Karnataka, goa, Maharashtra and West bengal 
sCZmas, presentations by the project proponents and site inspections are not regular 
features. the  WBsCZma in its meeting in June 2009, set out a procedure for proponents to 
apply for project clearance. it mandated the submission of an authenticated CrZ map by the 
proponent followed by an in-house examination of the proposal by the state environment 
Department and if required, by the sCZma. these project briefs are then shared with the 
authority members. 

The Kerala sCZma has been receiving project applications directly from proponents, but from 
the minutes of the ksCZma, it seems that the proposals related to house construction, repair, 
reconstruction and small scale projects in the CrZ area reach the CZma via the concerned 
gram panchayat. the ksCZma invites the proponents or the gram panchayat to present and 
discuss the proposed project. Based on the presentation and documents submitted, the project 
is appraised and the decision is taken. field visits are undertaken for particular cases, for which 
technical subcommittees are especially formed. the sCZma decided, in its 46th meeting, that a 
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comprehensive format would be prepared for collecting relevant details from the local bodies 
with respect to each case. following this, the case would be examined by the relevant expert 
committee(s), if any, and then a decision would be taken regarding CrZ clearance. 

after the CrZ notification, 2011, the gujarat CZma decided, in march 2012, that a subcommittee 
would examine the proposals for CrZ clearance. if found necessary, selected projects would 
be presented to the authority. otherwise, based on the recommendation of the subcommittee, 
and after getting approval from the state government, the recommendations would be sent 
to the concerned authority as prescribed in the CrZ notification, 2011.

in practice, the sCZmas grant clearance to small constructions, repairs, reconstructions, 
projects of the communities, etc. for built-up area of less than 20,000 sq m. however, it is 
not known (from the minutes of meetings) if these project proposals come to the sCZmas 
for approval under the CrZ norms, after the concerned local planning authorities and local 
bodies have already examined them or the sCZmas are deciding on behalf of these state level 
authorities/bodies as well. 

5. on an average, how many cases of project appraisals are discussed in an sCZMA 
meeting?

on an average, 15 projects (in which, at times, hundreds of small repair, reconstruction 
or individual housing  needs or cyclone shelters are clubbed under one project head) are 
considered in a meeting lasting half a working day. an ngo member of an sCZma pointed out, 
in an interview conducted as part of the study, that many project applications are discussed 
during the meeting (which generally lasts for less than a day), and as decisions are generally 
taken based only on the submitted materials and proposal presentation, a proper case-wise 
investigation seldom happens.

6. Who conducts site visits? how do these visits help in decision making?

as and when required and found necessary, the sCZmas form a subcommittee to visit the project 
site and the decision is taken based on its report.2 the subcommittee may include authority 
members and experts appointed/delegated by the authority or invited technical experts. 

in Kerala, usually, a technical committee conducts the site visits. sometimes, authority 
members also inspect project sites. 

in Karnataka, the four regional Directors (environment) of the state government are delegated 
to carry out site visits, instead of the sCZma members. these Directors submit their reports 
at the authority meetings, where they are invitees. 

in goa, a four-member subcommittee of the sCZma conducts site visits before granting 
approvals (details on the subcommittee are provided in Chapter 1). 

in tamil Nadu, the District Coastal Zone management authorities (DCZmas), constituted in 
1998, conduct site visits whenever required.

in odisha, Maharashtra, West bengal, Andhra pradesh and gujarat, the authority members 
conduct site visits. 

as per interview responses, the authority members from kerala, odisha and goa said that 
they use the opportunity of site visits to interact with the local communities and try to get 
their views regarding the project under consideration. 

Proposals for house construction in the 0-200 m zone of CrZ iii of tiruvallur district were 
inspected by a subcommittee which presented its report in the 44th meeting of the tnsCZma. 
it laid out certain general conditions for these constructions. two such conditions were: no 
construction should be carried out between the htl and ltl and natural landforms like beaches 
and dunes falling in the area should not be altered or levelled. however, in similar cases in 

2 subcommittees are generally formed for conducting site visits and carrying out studies, not just for granting 
approvals, but also for verifying violations or identifying areas that require special attention such as esas, CvCas, 
breeding grounds, etc.
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ramanathapuram and Pudukkottai districts, the sCZma recommended the proposals for 
ramanathapuram in totality and in Pudukkottai the District Collector was told to re-examine 
the proposal of reconstruction of houses in north and south r. Pudupattinam habitations. he 
was asked to explore the possibility of relocating the houses beyond 200 m from the htl, as 
some of the inhabitants expressed to the subcommittee, their willingness to be shifted beyond 
the 200 m line considering the vulnerability of the existing location. this is an example of how 
subcommitees bring communities’ views on board.

While most of the time the authorities go with the recommendations of the subcommittees, 
there have been instances where sCZmas have not gone ahead with the recommendations. 
in the case of the skycity flyover above kochi backwaters, a subcommittee was constituted 
by the kerala sCZma to conduct a site visit and recommend conditions. the subcommittee 
reported that the project would lead to more such requests for construction over water bodies 
of the state, and so an appropriate state level policy should be adopted before recommending 
the project. initially, the authority directed the project proponent to obtain a concurrence from 
the state government. later, it decided to recommend the project to the moef.

an overall picture of site visits can be provided upon analysis of all available minutes of the 
sCZmas’ meetings. out of 4,030 projects for which a decision was taken by the sCZmas, the 
total number of projects for which decisions were made based on the report of the site visit 
is 367. it is interesting to note here that projects for which site visits were conducted make 
8% of the total number of projects evaluated by the sCZmas. here it is also worth highlighting 
that the West Bengal sCZma, as appears from minutes of its meetings, ordered a site visit 
for just one project for which the decision was deferred.  for information on other states, see 
the table ‘Project appraisals’ in annexure 1.

7. What is the role of DlCCs/DCZMas in project appraisals?

none of the sCZmas have listed any function for the DlCCs/DCZmas with respect to project 
appraisals. the tamil nadu sCZma seeks recommendations from the concerned DCZma 
(equivalent to DlCC) on project proposals. however, it is pertinent to highlight that in may 2013 
the DCZma of kancheepuram forwarded a proposal of a beach resort by silver reeds hotels 

Fish landing at Paradip, Odisha, manju menon
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and resorts Private limited with a recommendation that it be rejected. the recommendation 
was based on its observations that the construction of a compound wall had already started 
on the proposed site in the nDZ and that the site had sand dunes. on receiving an undertaking 
from the proponent that the compound wall will be demolished and a verification from the 
institute of remote sensing (irs) that the site does not have sand dunes, the tnsCZma 
in its 74th meeting in october 2013, decided to recommend the proposal to the moef.  
the minutes of the meetings of the karnataka sCZma in 2014 also say that the ksCZma is 
looking for feedback from the concerned DlCC on the proposed projects in their jurisdiction.

8. What is the frequency of matters concerning project appraisals discussed in the 
CZMa meetings?

graph 3 shows the frequency (in percentage) of matters concerning project appraisals discussed 
in the meetings of the sCZmas. the meetings’ minutes of 2010 and 2013 were examined for 
the various sCZmas. 

graPh 3: frEquENCY of MAttErs CoNCErNiNg projECt ApprAisAls DisCussED iN 
sCZMAs’ Meetings (in perCentage) 

the disproportionate allocation of time to project appraisals (as seen in graph 3) was also 
highlighted by the moef in its letter to the sCZmas on november 7, 2008. however, in the 
same letter it also emphasised on expediting the clearances and linked this allocation of 
time with the delay in clearances. it said, “...so far, it appears that the CZmas are giving 
disproportionate attention for examination of project proposals… further, there has been 
considerable delay in recommending the projects from the CZmas to the moef. some 
projects including the nationally important projects have taken almost one year before they 
are recommended to the ministry.”

9. What kinds of trends are seen with respect to project appraisals discussed in the 
sCZMa meetings?

Numbers: Based on an analysis of the minutes of the meetings of the sCZmas, the number 
of projects that are granted approvals or are recommended to the moef/nCZma far exceeds 

the frequency is calculated in percentage in relation to the total number of agenda items in sCZmas’ meetings. 

Source: All available minutes of SCZMAs’ meetings from 2010 and 2013. 
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the number of projects that are rejected (details provided in the table ‘Project appraisals’ in 
annexure 1). the rate of approval for the projects in the CrZ across the nine states is 80%. 
however, this does not mean that the remaining 20% are rejected: out of this 20%, a large 
proportion is of cases that are deferred, dropped, closed or kept pending without a decision. 
in the 19th meeting of the nCZma in 2009, according to reports from the sCZmas, the tamil 
nadu CZma received 121 proposals for clearance of which it rejected seven, the maharashtra 
CZma received 125 proposals of which it rejected 10 and recommended 115 to the moef and the 
andhra Pradesh CZma received eight proposals, and it recommended all of those to the moef. 

types: from the minutes of the meetings of the sCZmas it can be gathered that they 
grant clearances to projects concerning harbours, jetties, fish landing centres, construction 
of schools and anganwadis, etc. in kerala, a large number of projects were to do with 
reconstruction of houses and construction related to tourism. Clearance of ice plants 
appeared quite frequently in the minutes of the meetings of the kerala, karnataka 
and andhra Pradesh authorities. as per the list of project proposals examined by the 
sCZmas (provided in the enclosed CD), a majority of the projects were to do with 
reconstructions, repairs, renovations and small additions to an existing project. this category 
includes a large number of traditional dwelling units which were reconstructed after 
being destroyed by the tsunami in 2004. Proposals for housing projects and projects for 
setting up jetties, harbours and ports and tourism facilities were the other types received 
by the sCZmas (see details in the table ‘Project appraisals’ in annexure 1). it is worth 
highlighting here that as per gujarat sCZma’s minutes of meetings, it does not discuss 
projects concerning the local housing or community needs or for reconstruction/repair 
of traditional dwelling units. the projects discussed by it fall in the category of 
jetty/harbour/port, groynes and seawalls, industry, roads/bridges/highways and tourism 
facilities. another trend seen was that projects to construct cyclone shelters appear only in 
the minutes of meetings of the sCZmas from the east coast i.e. andhra Pradesh, odisha 
and West Bengal.

Conditions: While granting clearance or recommending projects, the state CZmas usually 
list the conditions that the proponent is required to comply with. for example, the kerala 
CZma (as recorded in the minutes of its meetings), among other conditions, has stipulated 
that the proponent should (a) inform the sCZma about the actual date of the commencement 
of the project; (b) provide necessary facilities to the authority for inspection of the project 
site and its premises at any time; and (c) submit a yearly report of the project. however, 
such submission of information and annual reporting seldom happens in practice. though 
the kerala CZma asks the project proponent to provide facilities (transportation and other 
expenses related to the visit and support for inspection), there is no formal mechanism 
to ensure this. in addition, conditions such as planting mangroves, no construction in 
the nDZ,3 obtaining a no objection certificate (noC) from other departments, etc. are 
put forth by other sCZmas. there are also a number of projects cleared/recommended 
without a set of conditions or only with a general condition that the CrZ provisions 
need to be adhered to or the payment of scrutiny fee. While in gujarat 82% of the projects 
were approved/recommended with conditions, in karnataka and odisha 19% of project 
approvals/recommendations were with conditions. as mentioned previously, gujarat had 
mainly reviewed projects related to industries, power plants, jetties and harbours. of the 
projects examined by karnataka, a large number pertains to reconstructions and repairs of 
individual houses (see the table ‘Project appraisals’ in annexure 1).

location: even though CrZ sub-zones (i, ii iii or iv) were not mentioned against all projects as 
discussed in the minutes of meetings, a compilation was made with the available information. 
Detailed lists of project proposals, as discussed in the minutes of the sCZmas’ meetings are 
provided in the enclosed CD. of the projects for which CrZ sub-zones were mentioned, the 

3 as per the CrZ notification, 1991, no Development Zone (nDZ) is the area up to 200 m from the htl in the  
CrZ iii. as per the CrZ notification, 2011, the nDZ is the area up to 200 m from the htl on the landward side and 
100 m along the tidal influenced water bodies or width of the creek, whichever is less, in CrZ iii.
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maximum number were for CrZ iii (at least 1,250) (which may or may not include nDZ) 
followed by CrZ ii (at least 900) areas. of more than 4,500 project proposals examined by 
the sCZmas, at least 450 were to be located in the nDZ. in the nDZ, approvals have been 
given based on special considerations such as the needs of the poor in the vicinity. all these 
numbers could in fact be greater as there were a large number of project proposals for which 
the zone information was missing in the minutes. 

10. Do the sCZMAs delegate powers to other institutions to examine certain types  
of projects? if yes, who do they give it to, for what reasons and for what kinds  
of projects?

it has been observed, in all the states, that the authorities have delegated powers to examine 
and take decisions on certain types of projects, to district authorities/district level bodies. 
reasons for this have varied from state to state. in tamil nadu and karnataka this decision 
was taken to reduce the hardship faced by the local people to submit their proposals to the 
authorities located in the capital cities. 

in its meeting in may 2012, the Karnataka authority delegated the power to grant clearance 
for repairs and reconstructions within 200-500 m of the htl, for traditional people (including 
fisher communities), to the regional Directors (environment). it decided that all such approvals 
will be ratified together, once a month, by the sCZma. 

the minutes of meetings of the tamil Nadu CZma also reveal that the government of Tamil 
nadu, through its order, in november 2005 (letter no. 29477/eC-3/2005-1), delegated the 
authority to grant clearance for applications with investment of less than ` 5 crores, in the 
CrZ ii, to the Chennai metropolitan Development authority (CmDa) (CmDa is both the in 
charge of the Chennai metropolitan area as well as the DCZma for the area). Post the CrZ 
notification, 2011, however, such projects require the sCZma’s recommendations before being 
approved by the concerned state planning authorities. so, the above practice was discontinued. 
however, the CmDa reported in february 2011 that the applicants requesting for construction 
of small residential buildings are subjected to hardship because of this change in the CrZ 
notification. therefore, the authority decided that it would get the orders, which allow it to 
delegate powers to the CmDa, either from the state government or the moef. in the latest 
appointment order issued by the moef, the tnsCZma has been made responsible for the 
enforcement of the notification. it has also been given powers to constitute the DCZma which 
can assist it in the task. since the term ‘assist’ had not been defined, the tnsCZma, in its 
65th meeting, referring to this appointment order, delegated the powers to the Corporation of 
Chennai, CmDa and the other DCZmas, to grant clearance for projects with a built-up area 
of 20,000 sq m or less, in their jurisdiction. 

from the minutes of the meetings of goa and West Bengal, it appears that the sCZmas do 
not examine and decide on each and every matter. 

The goa sCZma delegated powers to the member secretary (ms) to decide on matters, which 
it thought did not require the attention of all the members.4 the authority created a 
subcommittee, in its 40th meeting in may 2008, to decide on appraisals concerning repairs 
and reconstructions, minor development matters and violations, as many such cases were 
being reported.

in the case of West bengal, not many project proposals have been discussed in the 
sCZma meetings. it has been observed that the environment Department, with the 
involvement of the Chief environment officer (who was the ms of the WBsCZma), has been 
taking the decisions on proposals. if a proposal was placed before the authority, the 
Chief environment officer was expected to explain the reason for bringing the proposal to 
the authority. this continued till its meeting on July 1, 2005, in which the authority decided 
that all projects proposed within the CrZ are to be referred to it for recommendations, before 

4 activities such as construction of compound walls, repair of existing authorised structures, construction of small 
jetties, culverts, small bridges across streams and rivulets, and single family dwelling units thus came under the 
ms’ decision (source: minutes of the 2nd meeting of the gCZma held on november 12, 1999).
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being referred to the Central government or any other agency. this was done at the behest of 
the moef.

in its seventh meeting in may 2006, the gujarat sCZma delegated powers to its Chairman, to 
send recommendations on matters referred by the moef to the gCZma. it was decided that 
the Chairman would also appraise the authority in its meetings. this was done to avoid delay 
in responding to the moef, due to the gap between meetings of the gCZma.

The goa and kerala sCZmas used the mechanism of delegation of powers to lighten their 
workload to some extent. the Kerala authority, in its 29th meeting in february 2009, authorised 
its Chairman to take decisions on specific cases. this was done because many matters were 
brought before the kCZma from the high Court of kerala. 

While repair projects are being considered for approvals by other sCZmas, the Maharashtra 
CZma, after an hC order,5 decided in its 77th meeting on october 9, 2012, that the concerned 
local planning authorities can decide on applications related to minor repairs.

11. is there a mechanism for post-clearance monitoring? What do the CrZ notification 
and the constitution orders for sCZMas and DlCCs say on it?

the CrZ notification, 2011, in clause 4.2 (v), stipulates that post-clearance monitoring should 
be done on the basis of the half-yearly compliance reports filed by the project owners with the 
sCZma. the notification further stipulates that these compliance reports have to be uploaded 
on the websites of the sCZmas. Beyond this, the CrZ notification is silent on the monitoring 
protocol. the Maharashtra and West bengal sCZmas, in the constitution orders for DlCCs, list 
monitoring compliance of conditions stipulated in the CrZ notification, 2011, and environment 
clearance (eC) accorded to the project, as one of their functions. however, the available minutes 
of meetings of maharashtra and West Bengal do not have any discussions on the compliance 
of eC conditions being brought up by the DlCCs. maharashtra’s DCZmCs, however, are reporting 
to the mCZma in its meetings, on the number of CrZ violations registered. for instance, the 
raigad DCZmC in the 87th meeting of the mCZma (held on January 20 and 21, 2014) reported 
that 47 cases of CrZ violations have been filed with it.

12. how do sCZMas fare on the subject of post-clearance monitoring? is the subject 
discussed in the authority meetings? if yes, in what context?

Despite the stipulation in the CrZ notification, 2011, none of the states had uploaded the 
half-yearly compliance reports received from the project proponents on their respective 
websites, as of December 2014. it is not known if the project proponents have been submitting 
these reports as there was no mention of compliance reports in any of the minutes of the 
authorities’ meetings. reading of the minutes indicates that most of the authorities do not 
monitor the approved projects. most of them do not ensure whether the projects comply with 
the conditions under which approval was granted. there are also no regular, occasional or 
random post-clearance site visits. however, certain instances from the minutes of meetings of 
a few sCZmas regarding their attempts at post-clearance monitoring are provided as follows:

The tamil Nadu and Andhra pradesh, authorities have recorded concerns in relation 
to compliance. in its very first meeting, the tnCZma decided to form project monitoring 
committees for each of the major projects approved in the CrZ area. however, in the 19th 
meeting of the nCZma on January 22, 2010, P. anjaneyalu, Deputy Director, environment, 
forests, science and technology and member of aPCZma and srinivas murthy, member 
secretary, tnCZma, stressed that monitoring mechanisms need to be strengthened for 
regulating the coastal areas.

The goa sCZma has also taken measures for post-clearance monitoring. it was decided in its 
meeting in December 2005, that the completed hotel/resort projects, which were approved by 
the moef on the recommendation of the gCZma, should be monitored with respect to their 
execution (construction, waste disposal, sewage, temporary shack erection, etc.) on the ground. 

5 hC order of July 11, 2011 said that the Brihanmumbai municipal Corporation (BmC) can decide on projects concerning 
repair/alteration/installation of elevators as per rules and regulations pertaining to CrZ areas.
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the southern regional office of the moef located in Bengaluru was engaged, by the gCZma, 
to carry out a periodic monitoring of all the projects (including hotels/resorts).

in its meeting on January 8, 2014, the Karnataka sCZma asked all the regional Directors 
(environment) to inspect 25% of all the proposals for which an noC was granted by the ksCZma 
and verify the conditions imposed. the secretaries/regional Directors were asked to place 
compliance and inspection reports in the ksCZma’s meetings, with comments. however, till 
December 2014 there were no updates regarding this on the ksCZma’s website.

6 as reported by the members of the tnsCZma in interviews conducted as part of this research in 2012, the World 
Bank is considering expanding the iCZmP in other coastal states of india. it is deliberating to include tamil nadu 
under the project.

post-ClearanCe Monitoring MeChanisM of the tnsCZMa

tamil nadu, as per the meetings’ minutes, is one of the states that has spent considerable 
amount of time and resources for setting up monitoring mechanisms for approved projects. 
after raising the issue in its initial meetings, by its 25th meeting, it started putting in clauses in 
the clearance letters and taking decisions to monitor certain approved projects. for instance, 
in its 29th meeting the authority decided to take up inspection of some of the project sites for 
which eCs were granted, under the CrZ notification by the nCZma, for mining rare minerals. this 
was to check whether the conditions stipulated were being adhered to. it involved district level 
bodies in the process. in its 30th meeting, while clearing a project for mining of rare minerals, 
the authority stipulated that compliance reports must be submitted to the sCZma through the 
DCZmC every six months. the DCZmC was asked to monitor this. the authority also constituted 
a standing subcommittee to monitor the mining of rare minerals and the status of compliance 
with conditions imposed on the proponents. it also created monitoring units for projects situated 
close to ecologically sensitive areas. it took note of developments envisaged for the future, and 
undertook proactive steps like carrying out studies to understand the impact of development 
activities on the area. 

as several power plants were being proposed on the coast of nagapattinam district, the authority, 
in its 66th meeting, resolved to conduct a study to assess the carrying capacity of nagapattinam 
coast with reference to such activities. this was in order to take corrective measures and 
proper decisions, in future, with respect to similar projects. Due to the presence of reserve 
forests, bird sanctuaries, tidal flats and turtle nesting grounds on and around the coast of 
nagapattinam district, the authority also resolved to do a comprehensive study to assess the 
impact of setting up power plants and erection of foreshore facilities such as captive ports/
jetties, desalination plants etc., on the coastal and marine environments. however, the meetings’ 
minutes of the tnsCZma do not mention anything on how these studies are being used to 
ensure better compliance.

the authority also resolved to make periodic inspections to review and check the adherence to 
conditions imposed in the environment clearance, during construction phase/post-construction 
phase and also during the operational phase. in its 68th meeting, the subcommittee was asked 
to arrange for site inspections. it was decided that the first site inspection will be arranged during 
the second week of september 2012. the subcommittee decided on a protocol, parameters for 
monitoring and a baseline survey, in november 2012. in its 73rd meeting, the authority identified 
institutions to carry out coastal water monitoring. it further decided to request the moef for funds. 
however, the number of violations, as discussed in the minutes of the meetings of the tnsCZma, 
are very less compared to other states and do not correspond with such stringent monitoring 
mechanisms. Deepak singh, senior Disaster risk management specialist, World Bank6 stated in 
the national Conference on Climate resilient Coastal Cities held in new Delhi on october 10, 2014, 
“the biggest violator (of the CrZ notification) is the government itself. in some coastal areas in 
tamil nadu, all the development that has taken place is in violation of the notification.” also, in 
response to an rti application filed on January 30, 2014, almost all the Pollution Control Board 
(PCB) offices from various districts of tamil nadu, informed that no cases of violations were 
registered with their office (except two offices which shared details of four violations). the PCB 
offices shared this information when the tnsCZma forwarded our rti application concerning 
CrZ violations to them.
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13. Besides the CrZ notification, what do the sCZMas consider while recommending 
projects proposed to be set up in the CrZ area?

Decisions of the sCZmas on project approvals are based on varied grounds. Projects are 
examined not just against the CrZ notification, but also against factors such as local needs, 
public interest, interest of local bodies, etc. there have been matters that are not covered under 
the CrZ notification and the authorities seek various routes such as clarifying doubts with the 
moef, and relying on precedence or on examples from other states. at times, decisions are 
also based on members’ discretion. some routes are highlighted as follows:

Clearance in more critical/sensitive areas: When permission for a project is sought in CrZ 
area, sometimes, the existence of a similar project in a more sensitive area is used as a pretext 
for granting approval. for example, in relation to the proposal for the expansion of a helipad 
into an airstrip at Paradip, the osCZma decided, in its 2nd meeting in february 2004, to clear 
the project on the pretext that under the CrZ rules, development of airstrips was permitted 
in andaman and nicobar islands and lakshadweep. the logic applied was that despite these 
areas being extremely sensitive, if a helipad was allowed there, it could be allowed in Paradip 
Port as well. further, as per the meeting’s minutes, “...it can safely be assumed that there is 
per se no bar in CrZ ii areas.”

Compliance with general CrZ conditions: if the CrZ notification is silent on a particular type 
of project, sometimes the authorities grant clearance on the grounds that no CrZ clause will be 
violated by the project. for example, the karnataka authority, in January 2009, recommended 
the construction of a helipad at karwar within 200 m of the htl, on the seaward side of 
national highway 17, which is categorised as CrZ ii. it argued that although the CrZ notification 
does not mention helipads, the project can be permitted with such restrictions that will ensure 
compliance with the CrZ notification. one such condition was that no buildings would be 
allowed on the site as the notification does not allow any construction on the seaward side 
within 200 m of the htl.

Clarification from the nCZMa/Moef: in certain matters which are not clear under the 
notification, the authorities seek clarification from the nCZma or the moef. for instance, for 
applying the slab system while granting CrZ clearance to projects within 500 m of the htl 
surrounding a water body, nCZma’s opinion was sought by the andhra Pradesh sCZma in 
January 2010. 

reliance on precedence: many times the sCZmas have taken decisions based on how other 
sCZmas or the moef have dealt with similar issues in the past. for example, the construction of 
lighthouses in the ramanathapuram and Pudukkotai districts of tamil nadu was recommended 
by the tnCZma to the moef after its 19th meeting in february 2002, but with the condition that 
the staff residential building will be located outside the CrZ. the notification allows construction 
of light houses, but does not mention anything on construction of residences for the staff. the 
Department of lighthouses and lightships requested the authority, in its 20th meeting in may 
2002, to reconsider the condition as the residences were meant for the operational staff who 
have to be in the vicinity of the lighthouse around the clock. it also informed that the moef 
had already issued environment clearance for a lighthouse along with staff quarters in the 
CrZ in andhra Pradesh. Consequently, the authority recommended the proposal with staff 
residences to the moef and decided that in future, lighthouses with staff quarters would be 
constructed well beyond 500 m from the htl. the moef cleared the project. 

in a similar instance, the tn authority, in its 45th meeting, decided to approve a proposal for 
reconstruction of houses (1,567 in number) in the tsunami affected districts. it cited that a 
comparable proposal for reconstruction of houses in villupuram district was recommended 
(by the authority) and approved by the moef in the past. 

test/pilot projects: sometimes, clearances have been granted to projects on a pilot basis and 
final decisions have been taken based on the results of the pilot. for instance, permission 
was granted by the tnCZma for cultivation of seaweed and manufacture of Carrageenan,7 by 

7 Carrageenan is substance extracted from red edible seaweed. it is used in the food industry for its gelling, thickening 
and stabilising properties.
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PepsiCo india limited, in the Palk Bay at munaikadu on an experimental basis. the pilot was 
inspected by a committee comprising of tnsCZma members deputed to study the impact. 
Based on the inspection report of the committee, the authority, in its 20th meeting, issued the 
environment clearance for the proposal for cultivation (over an area of 10 km). 

reliance on external expertise: While the sCZmas rely heavily on the CrZ notification‘s 
provisions, they also give weightage to expert/scientific opinions. in response to a question on 
the grant of approvals, one of the members from the goa sCZma shared that the members 
at times rely on the expertise of individuals and organisations outside of the sCZma (source: 
interview conducted as part of this research in 2012). expert advice has been particularly sought 
from area-specific bodies to lay down the conditions subject to which approvals are granted. 
for example, the tn authority, in its 53rd meeting, while considering the 2x800 mW udangudi 
super Critical Power Project (two plants at one location with capacity of 800 mW each) decided 
to get the opinion of the gulf of mannar Biosphere trust as some of the proposed facilities 
were within the gulf of mannar CrZ. a subcommittee was constituted to establish the presence 
of any sand dunes or coral reefs in the area. its members did not find any, and the authority 
recommended the project subject to certain conditions. one of the conditions was that a long 
term agreement should be entered into, with a leading environmental agency such as the 
national institute of ocean technology (niot), institute for ocean management (iom), anna 
university or the Centre of advanced study (Cas) in marine Biology, annamalai university, to 
assess and monitor the impact of the project, to carry out research to minimise damages, if 
any, and to formulate and implement species recovery programmes. 

Decision-making around project approvals has also been influenced by factors other than 
scientific, technical or legal ones and the CrZ notification. some such considerations by the 
authorities while deciding on project proposals are presented as follows: 

recommendations of district level bodies/DlCCs: in the case of tamil nadu, the DCZma is 
required to give feedback on every project that reaches the tnsCZma. While taking a decision 
on the project, this feedback is also taken into account. in the case of seaweed cultivation, 
the authority in its 21st meeting in october 2002, recommended relocation of a portion of 
the initially proposed area for cultivation, based on the recommendation of the DCZma. the 
authority further stipulated that the proponent should fulfil additional conditions put forth by 
the DCZma, besides getting consent letters from the local fishermen and permission from the 
local body. in another case in January 2004 (in the 25th meeting of the tnsCZma), the mining 
of rare minerals was permitted only up to an extent of 47.65 ha in Chennai, as recommended 
by the DCZma.

projects cleared prior to the CZMp/CrZ notification: Projects that were granted clearance 
prior to the preparation of the CZmP or before the CrZ notification, 1991, but could not be 
initiated then, have been permitted by the sCZmas. Construction of the link road from kollam 
boat jetty to asramam was approved by the kerala CZma, in its 4th meeting, as the project was 
approved by the state government in 1986, before the formulation of the CZmP. although ice 
plants are not permitted under the CrZ notification, 1991, it was allowed by the authority in 
January 2003 in favour of mary Pathrose, in anchuthengu, primarily because the permission 
for the ice plant was obtained in 1987. another such proposal was rejected, by the sCZma, 
as the permission was sought after the CrZ notification of 1991.

livelihood considerations: the requirements of the local fishing community have also been 
given special consideration by the karnataka and andhra Pradesh authorities. a proposal 
to set up an ice plant in the nDZ of CrZ iii area, in marianad village, was rejected by the 
moef. however, the kerala CZma re-examined the proposal, in its 33rd meeting, and 
recommended it again to the moef. it reasoned that the CrZ regulations were being 
reviewed8 and that this was a small establishment which was essential for the local fishing 
community. similarly, under special consideration, dwellings for poor on the land provided 
by the government, in the nDZ in orumanayoor gram panchayat, was recommended by the 
kerala sCZma to the goi in its 26th meeting. 

8 special committees constituted by the moef reviewed the CrZ notification from time to time in the period from 
1991 to 2011.
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Disaster mitigation and response: Clearances are granted for projects with respect to 
disaster mitigation and to settle local people impacted by natural disasters, such as cyclones. 
for example, for dwellings falling within the CrZ i (for post tsunami housing construction), 
the tn authority, in its 38th meeting, constituted a subcommittee to inspect the sites. the 
subcommittee reported that there were no reserve forests or river mouths at the said locations 
in tirunelveli. since the entire area was under CrZ iii, as per the approved CZmP, except for 
the river mouth which was categorised as CrZ i, the authority decided that the river mouth 
could also be re-categorised as CrZ iii. similar cases were also discussed for thoothukudi. in 
the 40th meeting of the tnsCZma, it was decided that although construction of new houses is 
not permitted in the CrZ iii as a general rule, it may be allowed as an exception, strictly for 
the rehabilitation of the tsunami affected local people to replace their old houses. 

recommendation of local bodies: views of the local bodies are considered while taking 
decisions on project proposals. however, approvals are granted only when strong reasons 
and evidence are provided by the local bodies. in kerala, construction of dwellings for people, 
where land was taken over by indian rare earths limited (irel) for mining, was allowed 
despite the prohibition of building activity under the CrZ notification. this was based on the 
recommendation of the Chavara gram panchayat, which requested for special permission 
on the grounds that the people were living in the area prior to the initiation of mining. the 
kerala CZma, in its 26th meeting in october 2008, decided to recommend the proposal to the 
goi after collecting documentary evidence from the panchayat and the irel of the existence 
of buildings prior to 1991 in the area. 

in another case, change in CrZ classification regarding buffer zone of filtration ponds (CrZ i to 
ii) for constructing residential buildings, for local residents of kadamakkudy gram panchayat, 
in ernakulam, was requested by the kCZma (27th meeting, november 2008) to the moef. 

the Chavakkad municipality requested that the CrZ limit from the htl be reduced because 
the local people were facing difficulties due to the strict implementation of the CrZ norms. 
the municipality also passed a resolution in this regard. in its 22nd meeting in april 2007, 
however, the kCZma rejected the proposal because it did not find any compelling grounds 
for the reduction of CrZ limits. 

Concurrence or consent of local associations: a project for a desalination plant proposed 
by the Chennai Petroleum Corporation limited (with a capacity of 5.8 million gallons per day) 
was recommended by the tn authority subject to the condition that the proponent obtains a 
letter of concurrence from the local body and the local fishermen’s association. the proponent 
obtained the letter from the local body and informed the authority, in its 31st meeting, that 
it was not aware of the existence of any fishermen’s association which would object to the 
project on the grounds that it would hamper fishing activity. subsequently the authority deleted 
this condition. 

projects of ‘public interest’: in the 42nd meeting of the tnsCZma, it was decided that projects 
received from government departments and projects of public interest would be processed by 
the authority. in its meeting on July 1, 2005, the WBsCZma decided that no construction would 
be approved in Digha till the re-categorisation was approved; unless, the construction was of 
public interest. similarly, in the case of the clearance and construction of public amenities 
such as Sulabh Sauchalaya complexes along the coast, the goa authority, in its 4th meeting, 
granted clearance even to those proposed in the nDZ (200 m from htl). 

based on interpretations: a bridge construction project of the goa state infrastructure 
Development Corporation in the Patto area was referred to the sCZma. While reviewing this 
project, the sCZma re-interpreted the clause on investment limit for approvals. as per the 
CrZ notification, 1991, all projects exceeding an investment of more than ` 5 crores had to 
be referred to the moef for clearance. however, the gCZma in its 15th meeting in may 2004, 
noted, “...through its budgetary provision, the government only incurs ‘expenditure’ and does 
not connote any ‘investments’ for developmental activities.” the authority further opined that 
perhaps the notification deliberately uses the word ‘investment’ so as to keep projects which 
are for public utility purposes (e.g. bridges, roads, etc.), out of the purview of goi. “else the 
government will be flooded with hundreds of such proposals given the fact that ` 5 crores is a 
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modest amount in terms of the cost of civil constructions these days.” it further said, “...’cost’ 
aspects should not have much of the bearing on environmental management provided the 
eia recommendations are fully complied with.” (source: minutes of the 15th meeting of the 
gCZma). in keeping with all this, the bridge project was not sent to the moef and was granted 
an noC by the state government. 

Deemed approval: in cases where no response is received from the moef, the state 
governments make use of the clause of ‘deemed approval’. for instance, the goa authority 
had recommended two proposals to the moef in 2002 and 2003. the two projects were to do 
with regularisation and extension of an existing beach resort and a hotel respectively. Despite 
repeated reminders, the moef did not respond. ultimately, it sent a letter to the moef (no. 
gCZma/n/87/814 dated may 17, 2005) stating that if no response was received by June 14, 
2005, the projects will be considered as approved under clause 3 (1) of the CrZ notification, 
1991. When the deadline expired the projects were cleared under the ‘deemed approval’ 
provision. this should be seen in the light of a decision, dated January 13, 2014, of the gujarat 
high Court relating to the multipurpose industries of mundra Port and special economic Zone 
(mPseZ) limited in mundra taluka, kutch district, gujarat (Pil no. 30). the mPseZ argued 
that since the eaC’s final recommendation was in favour of the company and the moef did 
not send its reply within 45 days as stipulated in clause 8 (iii) of the eia notification, 2006, 
they should be considered to have a deemed approval. the high Court stated in its judgment, 
“the plea of deemed approval is not tenable in the law, the position that would emerge as on 
today would be that the mPseZ has no environment clearance.”

post-facto approvals/regularisations: the sCZmas such as those of kerala, karnataka and 
goa are in general granting post-facto approvals. however, maharashtra and tamil nadu 
act differently and do not grant regularisations on the basis that the CrZ notification does 
not provide for it. a proposal seeking approval for a hotel apartment and tourism 
information centre building in murud, raigad district, maharashtra, was discussed in the 
77th meeting of the mCZma, held in october 2012. in the meeting it came to light that 
the structures have already been constructed under the konkan Development scheme. 
the authority noted that as per the CrZ notification there is no provision for post-facto 
regularisation; hence, the proposal was rejected. however, there is no mention of the authority 
registering a case of violation against the construction even though it was built without CrZ 
clearance. again, in the 83rd meeting, a similar case of post-facto clearance was discussed 
and the authority decided to seek clarification from the moef on “...procedure to be followed 
on CrZ violation cases.”

loCAtiNg thE AuthoritY of thE sCZMA AND ClAshEs With thE stAtE 
governMent- goa

in goa, a state level Committee (slC) constituted for CrZ clearance, under the chairmanship of 
the minister for environment, was entrusted by the state government with the task of clearing 
individual development and construction proposals within the CrZ. the state government was of 
the opinion that the power of clearing individual projects was vested with it, whereas the sCZma 
constituted by the Central government was exclusively for examining and clearing proposed 
changes in the CrZ classification, CZmPs and dealing with violations of the CrZ notification. this 
was discussed in august 2000, in the 5th meeting of the goa sCZma. the authority members 
noted that if cases in the CrZ were handled by two different bodies, it may lead to confusion in 
the proper execution of the notification and the decision making process. hence, the members felt 
that resort/hotel proposals approved by the slC would still have to be approved by the gsCZma 
as per the circular J-17011/8/92-ia (iii) of the moef. the gsCZma, drawing its powers from a 
central legislation, was resisting handing its power to another entity under the state government 
the matter was not discussed in subsequent meetings of the authority. 

14. how are reclassification proposals linked with approvals? Do project proposals 
lead to reclassification or vice versa?

as mentioned in the earlier chapters, the sCZmas recommend reclassification of certain areas 
that come under the jurisdiction of the CrZ notification in order to grant clearances to industrial, 
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infrastructure and construction projects proposed to be located there. for example, the 
tamil Nadu authority decided to recommend to the moef the reclassification of a site from 
CrZ i to CrZ iii, for a golf facility and resort by sporting Pastime (india) limited in odhiyur 
village, Cheyyur taluka, kancheepuram district, between the east Coast road (eCr) and the 
sea. the golf course was planned on the eCr between mammallapuram and Puducherry. 
mammallapuram is an international tourist destination. many hotel groups are pressurising 
the government of tamil nadu to relax the CrZ conditions in the area. apart from the 
CrZ notification, mammallapuram is subject to another condition- to get clearance for the 
construction of the eCr (from the moef), the tn government agreed not to permit any industries 
or tourism projects on the seaward side of the eCr.9 however, in the matter of the golf facility, 
the recommendation by the tnCZma was to accept the position of the htl as demarcated 
by the Chief hydrographer, nho, Dehradun. the Chief hydrographer, nho, had recorded that 
there was no reserve or protected or revenue forest in the region, and it was confirmed by the 
kancheepuram DCZma. the project was recommended to the moef for clearance after the 
reclassification. the moef asked the proponent to provide a 10 m wide zone to the public on 
both sides of the project and a 20 m wide access at every 500 m distance along the coast line 
[the condition was as per the provision under annexure ii 7 (1) of the CrZ notification, 1991]. 
the proponent replied that the 20 m access will not be possible. the tnCZma, in its meeting in 
february 2002, decided to request the moef to consider the issue of relaxation on the grounds 
that a golf course requires a continuous playfield area. Based on the recommendation of the 
tnCZma, the moef granted environment clearance to the project in october 2002. 

in tamil nadu, in January 2009, the District Collectors of all the coastal districts requested for 
reclassification of areas from CrZ i to CrZ iii for reconstruction of houses. they wanted to get 
funding for the activity from World Bank, which had decided that it would fund projects only 
from the CrZ iii areas (under the etrP). the project was earlier approved by the authority, in its 
48th meeting in november 2008. however, the authority declined the request for reclassification, 
despite the recommendation of the DCZmas, which re-examined the sites and opined that the 
areas did not have any ecologically sensitive features and could be changed to CrZ iii.

in another example, gundu island in Kerala was shown as part of the elamakara panchayat 
(and hence CrZ iii) as per the CZmP (1995). the kerala sCZma sought a confirmation from the 
kochi Corporation whether the site belonged to the Corporation and could be categorised as 
CrZ ii. since the site was a CrZ ii area (subject to confirmation from the kochi Corporation), 
the authority, in its 8th meeting, agreed to issue CrZ clearance to taj resorts to carry out 
structural renovations. in the 18th meeting it was reported that a field visit was carried out and 
it was confirmed that the site was a part of the kochi Corporation. the authority thus decided 
to recommend the project to the moef. 

the modification of building regulations for construction in the CrZ ii area at Puri and gopalpur 
was discussed in the 13th meeting of the odisha CZma. the oCZma sought clarifications 
from the housing and urban Development Department regarding the norms under the CrZ 
notification, 1991. as per available minutes of meetings, the matter was deferred and no 
decision was taken.

there has been an instance in kerala where an area was recommended for reclassification 
because a particular activity had already degraded its environmental condition, and CrZ category 
with less restrictions was more suited to its present condition. in the case of a project proposed 
in the greater Cochin Development authority (gCDa) and the goshree islands Development 
authority (giDa) area in kochi, it was noted that 25 ha of backwaters had already been reclaimed 
by the giDa. giDa registered this land and sold it at ` 330 crores. it announced that part of the 
amount would be spent on construction of goshree bridges. the bridges, after construction in 
2004, (at an expenditure of ` 80 crores) were made toll free as giDa had surplus funds left 
from the sale of the reclaimed land. the remaining sum is being spent on other infrastructure 
projects in the area [source: martin, k. a. (2014, June 4). Celebrating a decade of goshree 
bridges. The Hindu. kerala. and express news service (2014, June 4). Bridges to development 
turn 10. The New Indian Express. kerala.]. the high Court, in a Writ Petition, observing that the 

9 eQuations (2000). Coastal tourism in tamil nadu: a status report. Bengaluru, karnataka. 
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area had already been reclaimed, declared the area as being outside the CrZ. Consequently, 
the authority in its 42nd meeting in January 2011, decided to recommend a residential project 
(tata realty and infrastructure limited kochi project) to the moef.

15. how have sCZMas dealt with the points of disagreement with the Moef? 

the first example is from kerala, where the sCZma corrected itself after the moef pointed 
out factors it (ksCZma) overlooked while recommending the project of construction of a 
convention centre by Chalet hotels Private limited in thiruvananthapuram (source: minutes of 
the 26th meeting of the ksCZma). it was recommended by the kerala authority to the moef 
for clearance of construction of boat jetties, a water plaza, etc. within the nDZ. the moef 
pointed out that the proponent proposed to open the channel connecting the backwater with 
the lake behind the backwater, which was outside the CrZ area. it therefore suggested that 
the project needed to be reviewed. the authority agreed with the moef. it then recommended 
the project subject to the condition that opening the channel should not limit access/use of 
the lake and the backwater to the general public. 

there have also been instances when the moef has filled in for certain sCZmas, pending their 
constitution, and decided on certain projects. Different sCZmas have reacted differently to this. 
examples are given as follows:

in an instance related to the laying of a storm water outfall pipeline to the sea at the Paradip 
refinery, the moef granted CrZ clearance in february 2012. at that point the odisha sCZma 
was not functional as the term of the authority had expired in July 2011, and a new authority 
was not constituted as yet. the later minutes of the osCZma did not report any displeasure 
on the part of the authority. however, this is not always the case. in october 2002, the tamil 
nadu CZma decided to draw the attention of the moef to the projects cleared by it without the 
consent of the tnCZma. the authority requested the moef not to issue environment clearances 
without the concurrence of the sCZma. this is an interesting example of how authorities view 
their powers and their relationship with the moef differently. 

in kerala, clearance was granted by the moef to a liquefied natural gas (lng) import terminal, 
owned by Petronet lng limited, at Puthuvypeen island in kochi. this was based on the 
recommendations of the previously constituted ksCZma. the reconstituted ksCZma, in its  
14th meeting in october 2005, while disagreeing with the decision of the earlier ksCZma, decided 
that while this clearance was not being revoked, no more expansion or land acquisition will 
be allowed for the activity and communicated the same to the moef. 

it is pertinent to point out that the instances from kerala and tamil nadu are from the period 
prior to the letter of the moef (dated november 7, 2008) to the sCZmas. in this letter, the 
moef issued revised guidelines for the functioning of the state CZmas10 and mentioned that in 
case the sCZmas are not operational due to the delay in reconstitution, the state environment 
Department should take decisions as per the notification. however, the instance pertaining to 
the odisha sCZma mentioned previously, occurred after the revised instructions were issued 
by the moef to the state CZmas.

16. are projects of the state governments treated differently by the sCZMas?

in tamil nadu, from the minutes of meetings of the sCZmas, certain examples of the projects 
from the line departments of the state governments not being given any special consideration 
by the sCZmas can be highlighted. in its meeting on november 21, 2001, the DCZma (tn’s 
equivalent of the DlCC), discussed the sholinganallur Phase iii housing project of the tamil 

10 moef shared revised guidelines for the functioning of the state CZmas with a letter dated november 7, 2008. key 
points mentioned in it were:

 • Project proposals were to be sent to the moef by the sCZmas within 30 days of their receipt.
 • in case sCZmas are not in operation, due to being reconstituted, the state Department of environment was to 

provide recommendations on projects.
 • if the sCZma took more than 30 days in sending the recommendations, project proponent was free to submit the 

proposal directly to the ministry. the eaC would consider it in its meeting and the ms of the concerned sCZma 
would be present with all information on the project.

 • list of projects received and their status were to be uploaded on the sCZmas’ websites.
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nadu housing Board. the project was to be located 107 m away from the Buckingham canal 
boundary (but not 100 m away from the backwater area). the DCZma recommended that  
100 m from the backwater area should be kept free of any development. this was despite 
the Board’s request that such a condition not be imposed. With this restriction, 70,000 sq m of 
saleable residential land could not be used. another proposal for construction of quarters for 
police personnel located between 200 and 500 m from the htl was rejected. this is because, 
as per the CrZ notification, 1991, construction of dwelling units is permitted in the zone only 
if it falls within the ambit of traditional rights and customary use of existing fishing villages 
and gaothans.11 on similar lines, in the 43rd meeting of the tnsCZma, it was decided that the 
Department of geology and mining and the Department of industries will be told to issue mining 
leases only after all mandatory clearances including CrZ clearance were obtained. however, 
the statement of Deepak singh, World Bank, in which he stated that the state government 
is committing CrZ violations in tamil nadu (see previous box ‘Post-Clearance monitoring 
mechanism of the tnsCZma’), is contrary to these examples.

similarly, the municipal Corporation of greater mumbai, in a telephonic discussion with the 
mCZma, requested it to appraise the road/bridge project ‘mithi river Bridge widening/road 
construction at 4 places’ and not to forward it to the moef. it gave the example of a similar 
project ‘anik-Panjarpole link road’, which was appraised by the mCZma after the moef returned 
the proposal.12 the matter was discussed in the 86th meeting of the mCZma in november 2013. 
however, even afterwards, the mCZma continued forwarding similar road/bridge projects to 
the moef with its recommendations. it decided that it would continue to send such proposals 
to the moef, until decisions are received on the latest proposals, and not to rely on a single 
precedent to decide on such matters. 

But in general, most sCZmas have been approving/recommending government projects. for 
instance, the kerala and goa sCZmas have allowed sewage treatment plants proposed by 
the respective state governments despite the fact that the plants were in violation of the CrZ 
stipulations. however, the projects were also approved as they were to meet the needs of 
the local population.

17. how have the local bodies been involved in the clearance process especially with 
respect to projects related to local housing needs?

Clearances by panchayats have been a cause for concern for the kerala authority. the 
panchayats are supposed to grant permission for small reconstruction and repair projects. 
however, if they are not fully aware of the provisions of the CrZ norms (which is usually 
the case), they tend to grant clearances in contradiction to the authority or, at times, 
act too stringently and disallow any construction in the CrZ i areas. most sCZmas are 
making exceptions to clause 8 i (i) that stipulates that no construction should take place in  
CrZ i areas (except certain constructions), to allow construction of dwelling units of traditional 
communities. hence, sensitising the panchayat level officials is critical. 

18. how have the courts been involved in the process of granting approvals?

Despite the fact that most of the cases in the high Courts are filed challenging the decisions 
of the sCZmas, the courts, largely, have tried to limit their involvement only to directing the 
sCZmas to review certain decisions or hold hearings before taking decisions. a Writ Petition 
(WP 34311/2009) was filed by yesoram infra Developers Private limited against the union of 
india in response to a direction from the moef to resend the proposal for a bridge in a revised 
format. it was in response to a request by the proponent for a slight adjustment to the project 
alignment. the project was already cleared by the government of kerala. the moef had raised 

11 as per Chapter 1, section 2 (10) of the maharashtra land revenue Code, 1966, a ‘gaothan’ or ‘village site’ means 
the land included within the site of a village, town or city.

12 the ‘anik-Panjarpole link road’ project was considered in the 67th and 70th meetings of the mCZma and recommended 
again to the moef. this was to adhere to the notification (2011), which states that the projects not listed under the 
eia, 2006, require clearance from the moef. the moef returned the proposal dated november 23, 2011, mentioning 
that under clause 5 (x) of the CrZ notification, 2011, all developmental activities are to be regulated by the state 
government or the concerned CZma.
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concern with regard to the place of landing proposed at one end of the bridge. after shifting 
the site of the landing, the project proponent was apprehensive that the project would require 
to be routed again through all the statutory authorities and hence filed the petition. the high 
Court of kerala directed the kCZma, in august 2010, to examine the modified proposal (with 
regard to the question of the CrZ) and forward its recommendations to the Central government, 
taking into consideration the fact that the other authorities had already cleared the project.

in this example the high Court was approached for a review of the decision of the authority 
and the Court directed the authority to reopen the case. Wherever the high Courts have 
given decisions with regard to certain approvals, sCZmas have scrutinised them and if not in 
agreement, have raised their concerns through appeals.  in yet another case, in kerala, the 
petitioner asked for permission to construct on his property after leaving a distance of 50 m 
from the htl (WP 5348/13, filed by Jose george). the high Court disposed off the matter on 
september 27, 2012, directing that it be considered as per the CrZ provisions. the matter was 
discussed in the 53rd meeting of the kCZma and it was decided that the construction was in 
violation of the CrZ norms and action should be taken. the petitioner filed another Writ Petition 
(WP (C) no. 5348/13) and the high Court passed the judgment that the construction should be 
evaluated against the CrZ notification, 1991, by which count it did not violate the notification, 
and therefore the panchayat should assign a building number to the petitioner. the ksCZma 
found the order of the hC against the spirit of the CrZ notification as “...the notification of 
2011 is in existence and not that of 1991.” according to the 2011 notification, only dwelling 
units that had not obtained approval under the CrZ notification, 1991, though permissible, can 
be regularised and not other constructions. it decided to file an appeal against the judgment.

the national green tribunal (ngt) has, at times, re-examined/reviewed the decisions taken by 
the sCZmas or nCZma on projects proposed to be located in the CrZ areas. many a time, it has 
also undertaken the function of conflict resolution between the concerned sCZma and nCZma. 

a number of appeals (numbers 13, 14, 19 and 20) were filed by m/s hubtown limited and 
Durgamata Cooperative housing society limited, in 2012, against the decision of the nCZma 
to reject permission for construction of a building to rehabilitate slum dwellers at maya 
nagar Cooperative housing society and Durgamata Cooperative housing society, in mumbai, 
maharashtra. the mCZma opined that the area was under CrZ ii and allowed the project, 
but the nCZma considered the area as CrZ iii and refused permission for the project. the 
ngt re-examined the case and the documents and weighed in with the mCZma’s decision to 
recommend the proposals for rehabilitation of slum dwellers in the proposed new buildings. 
this is an interesting example wherein the judiciary stood by the decision of the state, and 
also acted as a body to resolve the conflict between the sCZma and the nCZma. 

Rice fields along the Aghanashini estuary at the foot of Mirjan Fort, Uttara Kannada, Karnataka, manju menon
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more examples related to the ngt are discussed in annexure 10.

sCZmas like kerala and goa have had to retain a legal counsel to represent them in courts 
as there were large number of cases from the two states that reached the courts.

YEsorAM sKYCitY projECt

a Writ Petition (WP 34311/2009) was filed by the yesoram infra Developers Private limited 
against the union of india in response to a direction from the moef to resend the proposal 
for a bridge in a revised format. it was in response to a request by the proponent for a slight 
adjustment to the project alignment. While the project was cleared by the state government, the 
moef had raised concern regarding the place of landing at one end of the bridge. after shifting 
the site of landing, the project proponent was apprehensive that the project would require 
to be routed again through all the statutory authorities and hence filed the petition. the 
high Court of kerala directed the ksCZma, in august 2010, to examine the modified proposal 
(with regard to the question of the CrZ) and forward its recommendations to the Central 
government, taking into consideration the fact that the other authorities had already cleared the 
project. the thus modified proposal for yesoram skycity was initially deferred by the ksCZma 
(for the want of a general policy on construction on water), but was later forwarded to the 
Central government. 

the kerala authority constituted a subcommittee to re-examine the proposal with all relevant 
documents and to ascertain the policy of the state as development of the project involved 
public properties such as a kayal (lake). vide a note, in november 2010, the matter was brought 
to the notice of the Chief minister, who recorded that urgent action should be taken to review/
appeal against the Court’s order as the project had not even been given in-principle sanction. 
in response to a review petition filed by the ksCZma, the high Court of kerala clarified, on 
December 21, 2010, that in taking a decision the Court will not be confined to any particular aspect 
reflected in the earlier judgment of august 2010. the ksCZma, after discussing the matter with 
the subcommittee, decided in its 42nd meeting that the project cannot be permitted as per the 
CrZ notification. the high Court had earlier (in august 2010) decided on the appeal, it reopened 
it in march 2011 based on the review petition by the state and disposed the matter with the final 
decision on it in may 2011.

in the meantime, the industries Department of the government of kerala ordered (through 
go (ms) no. 228/2011 dated December 9, 2011) that clearance be granted to the skycity 
project, subject to certain conditions. the proponent was asked to obtain necessary clearance 
under the CrZ notification and furnish an application in the requisite form i with relevant 
supporting documents. 

in 2012, the indian institute of architects, kochi chapter, along with others filed a Writ Petition 
(WP 4561/2012) before the high Court arguing that the project, if implemented, will be in blatant 
violation of statutory norms, regulations and will result in compromising the ‘equity of public 
property’ such as land, water and the atmosphere. they challenged the order of the industries 
Department. in the meanwhile, the ksCZma also sent a notice to the proponent, calling for reasons 
why the proposal should not be rejected. the proponent had not replied till may 2013, and the 
authority appraised the moef about the case.

19. What kind of challenges do the sCZMas face while examining project proposals?

No response from MoEf: While deciding on project proposals, the CZmas have been 
seeking the opinion of the moef, but there have been instances when it has not replied. the 
authorities use their discretion in such cases. it has been observed that most of the times 
such projects were then granted clearance. the kerala authority, in its 4th meeting, sought 
clarification from the indian oil Corporation limited (ioCl), the proponent of the project to install 
bitumen handling facilities at the Wellington island terminal, kochi. it asked the proponent 
why the facility should not be shifted to the landward side of the 100 m regulation zone. 
as bitumen is not included in the list of petroleum products in annexure iii of the CrZ 
notification, the authority sought clarification from the moef as to whether storage of 
bitumen can be permitted in port areas. no reply was received from the moef till the 
13th meeting and the authority decided to issue clearance to the project based on the 
submission of the proponent. 
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No response from line departments: there have been instances where line departments too 
have been lax in responding to the queries/clarifications sought by the sCZmas. 

interpreting the applicability of the CrZ notification: interpretation of the notification, 
to understand its applicability, has varied across states. it has resulted in inconsistent 
or delayed decisions by the sCZmas. in the 2nd meeting of the odisha authority, in 
february 2004, a proposal for deepening the entrance channel of the Paradip Port was 
discussed. it was reported that the authority had earlier made an observation that the 
project was out of its purview as it was located entirely in the sea. But when the project 
reached the moef, the moef felt that the dredging would affect the flora and fauna of the site 
and also of the area where the dredged material would be dumped. therefore, it stipulated 
that the CrZ clearance was desirable and the project was resubmitted to the osCZma for 
its approval.

in the matter of the proposal for a coast guard jetty on the haldi river in haldia, the WB authority 
observed, in august 2013, that jetty construction was not listed in the eia notification and it 
was unclear whether the tor were to be given by the moef or the WBsCZma.13 however, since 
the Central government normally seeks recommendations from the sCZma on any matter 
concerning the CrZ, the authority decided to review the project. however, it wanted the moef 
to clarify whether the tor was to be given by the moef or the WBsCZma. eventually it was 
decided by the WBsCZma that the project owner needed to approach the moef for getting 
the CrZ clearance. otherwise it would mean duplication of work for other line departments 
if the tor were circulated both by the WBsCZma and the moef. 

similarly, the goa authority interpreted the word ‘investment’ used in the CrZ notification and 
decided that the investment limit of ` 5 crores for projects to be reviewed only at the level 
of the state would not apply to public purpose projects as the state government only incurs 
‘expenditure’ (explained in detail in the answer to question 13).

inconsistency in the CrZ maps: When the maps created under the CZmPs (see details on 
CZmPs in Chapter 2) and those created under the CrZ status report submitted with the project 
proposal do not match, the authorities are in a quandary. in october 2008, the kozhikode 
Corporation requested permission from the CZma to construct a fuel retail outlet. as per the 
CZmP (1996), the area was under the CrZ, but as per the map prepared by the Cess, on 
the request of the kozhikode Corporation, the proposed site lay outside the area. in another 
case, for construction of a shopping mall in maradu gram panchayat, in January 2009 a 
subcommittee was constituted by the kerala CZma to verify the contradictions in two CrZ 
status reports; one prepared by the institute of remote sensing (irs), anna university, and 
the other prepared by the Cess. 

While considering the proposal for a polytechnic college in thoothukudi district, the tn 
authority observed in its 32nd meeting in June 2005, that the site proposed for construction 
fell within the salt pans land (CrZ i) as per the approved CZmP and fell outside the CrZ as 
per the revised CZmP. the salt pans did not have a connection with the sea and were five km 
away from the coast. therefore, they were excluded from the CrZ in the revised CZmP. 
as per the htl survey map furnished by the irs, anna university, Chennai, the site fell outside 
the CrZ. 

in a similar matter earlier, the goi had accepted the htl survey map of anna university and 
suggested that such cases should be dealt with at the state level. the authority, based on 
this precedent, decided to clear the proposal for the polytechnic.

13 tor for a project proposal is issued by the authority responsible for final approval.



poiNts for DisCussioN

Can a set of rules/guidelines/byelaws for the CrZ notification ensure uniform 
decisions?

unlike other legislations, the CrZ notification does not have a set of rules/guidelines/bylaws 
to facilitate the implementation of the notification. one of the members of the kerala CZma, 
raised this point in an interview, and linked it with the inconsistency in the working and decisions 
of the state CZmas. for example, during the initial meetings, the kerala authority allowed the 
construction of houses for the poor in CrZ areas (including nDZ). it maintained that this should 
be granted to the poor and traditional dwellers in those areas. later in its 28th meeting, the 
kerala authority constituted a subcommittee to examine whether the construction of dwelling 
units for traditional inhabitants in the nDZ of Pokkali area can be permitted. similarly, there are 
no guidelines for charging processing fee from project proponents for CrZ clearance. Different 
states have different slabs and varying fee structure (see table 9). Certain uniformity on these 
aspects of the CrZ implementation can deter arbitrary decision making by the sCZmas.

Can clarifications to the notification lead to consistent and sound decision making 
across the sCZMas?

Besides the explicit absence of matters such as helipad construction in the CrZ notification, 
there are certain clauses that the authorities are finding difficult to interpret. for instance, the 
term ‘dwelling unit’ had not been defined in the notification. the goa sCZma was not allowing 
the construction of any new dwelling units in 1999 as it was expecting clarification on the 
term from the moef. By the end of 1999, it decided to proceed with its own interpretation. as 
per the gsCZma, a residential house with one building should be considered a dwelling unit. 
in may 2004, however, the nCZma addressed the clarification sought by the government of 
goa regarding the definition of a ‘dwelling unit’. it stated that definition of a dwelling unit is 
as provided in the building byelaws of the state. 

the maharashtra CZma, in its 78th meeting, decided to refer the clause relating to ‘bays’ to 
the ministry and the nCZma for clarification, because most of maharashtra, goa and north 
karnataka coast is not open sea and comprises of bays and creeks. same is the case with 
the east coast and if one were to go by the CrZ notification, 2011 the CrZ would be limited 
to just 100 m on the landward side from the htl for this entire stretch (and not 500 m from 
the htl). till January 2014, no reply was received from the moef. 

initially, the kerala sCZma rejected proposals for ice plants and petrol pumps as the activities 
were not permitted under the CrZ notification, 1991. however, according to the CrZ notification, 
2011 these are permitted and the CZma has started clearing them. the kCZma rejected 
a proposal, in its 34th meeting, for construction of a petrol pump in the nDZ. it did so on 
the grounds that even though receiving and storing petroleum products is permitted in the  
nDZ of CrZ iii area, as per the CrZ notification, 2011, there is no mention of sale of petroleum 
products (petrol pumps).

such gaps have prompted the sCZmas to devise criteria at their level for examining projects 
and taking decisions. for instance, the goa sCZma, in its 4th meeting in march 2000, set up 
criteria for taking decisions on projects related to repair and reconstruction.14

What are the challenges in post-clearance monitoring of projects approved in the 
CrZ?

major concerns with regard to the almost non-existent monitoring mechanism are:

 • Clearance to majority of the projects: from the minutes of the meetings of the sCZmas, 
it has been observed that in the 21 meetings of the gujarat authority, till march 2014, 
only one out of the 76 project proposals received was rejected. in the 76 meetings of 

14 Criteria for repair and reconstruction projects- the dwelling unit should belong to a local person, it should be 
designated for the use of the owner’s family, the applicant should be the owner, and the property should not be 
likely to be designated for sale.
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the tnsCZma held till the same time, five project proposals were rejected out of a total 
of 347 that were received. further details can be seen in the table ‘Project appraisals’ 
in annexure 1. if the rate of clearance was so high and almost all project proposals 
were granted clearance subject to certain conditions (for more details please see the 
enclosed CD), there is a compelling need for an effective monitoring mechanism. 

 • heavy workload: a large number of projects seeking clearance or recommendation 
reach the state CZmas (see the answer to question 9 and the table ‘Project appraisals’ in 
annexure 1). the sCZmas are supposed to examine project documents, and if required, 
conduct site inspections and seek clarifications from the project proponent. Besides this, 
matters concerning the CZmPs, reclassification and cases of violations constitute the 
issues that demand the attention of the sCZmas. With all these responsibilities, taking 
care of post-clearance monitoring may be difficult for the sCZmas. the committee 
constituted by the moef, in December 2009, to examine the issues related to monitoring 
of projects, pointed out that there was a mismatch between the workload and the capacity 
of the authorities.15 in august 2010, in its draft paper on issues related to monitoring 
of projects, the moef mentioned, “monitoring by sCZmas does not meet the challenge 
involved keeping in view the magnitude of work.”

 • Missing action on post-facto studies and assessments: the sCZmas have been 
commissioning studies to evaluate the impact of projects that have already been 
granted clearance. for example, the andhra Pradesh authority, in its meeting on 
march 17, 2008, opined that the effluent discharge points of the different projects 
were located in close proximity to each other. therefore, it stated that a study on the 
‘cumulative impact assimilation capacity’ of the coastal region and the impact on marine 
life and sea water quality may be carried out as a part of the post-project monitoring. 

  on the issue of clearance to mining projects, the tnsCZma decided to regulate mining 
of rare minerals, despite it being a permitted activity. it formed a three-member 
team to inspect the sites for evaluating the impact of already approved sand mining 
projects on corals. the team opined in october 2003 that though there was no apparent 
impact, a study on long-term impact be initiated. the minutes of the sCZma meetings 
did not mention if such a long term study was initiated. it is not clear from the minutes 
of the meetings if subsequent decisions on similar projects were based on any such 
long-term study or the projects that have already been cleared have been questioned on 
the adverse impacts. these impacts, if any, on the coastal environment and surrounding 
area, would have been established through these reports.

 • post-facto studies as compliance conditions: another concern related to post-facto 
studies is that many a time these studies were stipulated as conditions while granting 
clearances. these studies should have been conducted prior to granting clearances. 
the aPsCZma, in april 2012, recommended post-project monitoring of the impact of 
mining on the shoreline, by a specialised agency, while granting clearance for mining 
beach sand for extraction of heavy minerals in srikakulam district (CrZ iii) by trimex 
industries limited. 

15 a committee was constituted on December 14, 2009, under the chairmanship of J.m. mauskar, additional secretary, 
to examine the issues related to monitoring of projects. Dr. g.k. Pandey and Dr. nalin Bhat, advisers, moef; 
Dr. B. sen gupta, ex-member secretary, CPCB; Dr. sunita v. auluck, Director, moef; Chairmen of kerala, odisha, 
tn and WB sCZmas; Chairmen of CPCB, andhra Pradesh, gujarat, maharashtra and Punjab PCBs were also the 
members of the committee. it presented a draft paper in august 2010 seeking inputs before finalising the report. 
the committee was to appraise the compliance of monitoring of environment and CrZ clearance conditions. the 
committee identified general gaps across all authorities (regional offices of moef, seiaas, PCBs and sCZmas), such 
as lack of transparency due to unavailability of monitoring reports on the websites of the regulatory authorities, 
lack of trained and skilled manpower with the authorities, ineffective self monitoring by industries, etc. regarding 
CrZ clearance, the committee identified that monitoring by the sCZmas does not meet the challenges involved 
given the magnitude of work. it envisaged a new approach for eC/CrZ clearance based on synergy amongst the 
monitoring agencies, with the available resources, involvement of specialised agencies/institutions, transparent 
self monitoring, enhancement of penalty and the use of it. the committee suggested actions such as identifying 
institutions to be involved in monitoring, putting together a mechanism for funding these institutions, amendment 
to the environment (Protection) act to enhance penalty for non-compliance, and involvement of other stakeholders 
such as civil society and industry associations. 
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 • lack of response from other line departments: it has been observed that the 
sCZmas, while granting approvals, lay down conditions like procurement of an noC 
from other line departments such as ground Water Board, Pollution Control Board, etc. 
subsequently, how the line departments responded to the projects is rarely discussed in 
the sCZmas’ meetings. a case in point is that of trimex industries limited, which was 
accorded clearance by the goi for mining beach sand for extraction of heavy minerals 
in srikakulam district (CrZ iii) of andhra Pradesh. the clearance was later cancelled 
by the moef on account of eia and CrZ violations. the state authority recommended 
(in march 2008) to the moef that the violations did not take place and therefore the 
environment clearance for the activity can be restored. later, the authority, in april 2012, 
recommended issuance of an noC to the project subject to an noC from the andhra 
Pradesh Pollution Control Board (aPPCB). But the aPPCB’s report on the project was 
not discussed in the meeting. there are several such instances in the minutes of the 
state authority’s meetings where the issue was pending for comments and after that 
there seems to be no follow up. 

 • lack of resources: as per the interviews carried out as part of this research in 2012, 
various authority members have also recognised the lack of post-clearance monitoring. 
however, they feel that the authority is not in a position to take on the task due to lack 
of human resources and limited contact with and knowledge of the situation on the 
ground. all the sCZmas except the goa sCZma16 work as a part of the Department of 
science and technology or the Department of forests and environment in the state. there 
is no separate office or dedicated staff to look into the monitoring and implementation 
of the CrZ laws. 

 • role of local bodies/committees: While admitting the incapability of the sCZmas, 
tamil nadu and odisha’s CZma members acknowledged the role of the District level 
Committees and local bodies in ensuring compliance with the conditions specified in the 
approval letter. a member of the tnsCZma stated that they conduct periodic consultations 
with local bodies for monitoring. a member from the odisha sCZma opined that this 
void can be filled by proactive DlCCs (in response to the interviews carried out as part 
of this research in 2012). however, a perusal of the minutes of the goa sCZma raises 
the question about the feasibility of the same. in many places, serious friction between 
the local self-governments and the authority has made cooperation between the two 
difficult. although, karnataka has asked the regional Directors to look at post-clearance 
compliance, it remains to be seen how it is being carried out.

 • ambiguity in clearance conditions: most of the sCZmas, while granting clearances, put 
down a set of conditions. however, many a time, these conditions are loosely framed 
and ensuring their enforcement becomes confusing. an illustrative example from West 
Bengal is detailed as follows: 

  The West Bengal sCZma, while examining the integrated sahara tourism Project in 
sundarbans, stipulated in its meeting in may 2004 that no dredging should be carried 
out as part of the project. however, in the next sentence of the minutes of the meeting, 
the authority stated that if dredging took place, the dredge spoil should be discarded at 
designated sites by the kolkata Port trust, thereby contradicting the previous statement. 
such conditions make monitoring a futile and complex exercise. 

 • limited involvement of local citizens in monitoring: local citizens’ involvement 
in monitoring, so far, is limited only to reporting cases of violations of conditions to 
the sCZmas. they have not as yet been involved in collecting evidence or assisting 
sCZmas/DlCCs for establishing violations. this task can be carried out quite effectively 
by fishermen’s communities, which spend majority of their time on the coast and are 
well-acquainted with it. acknowledging this potential, Baby John, member, kerala sCZma 
(in response to the interview carried out as part of this research in august 2012), 
recommended the formation of Jagratha Samithis (alert Committees) with people’s 
involvement in it. 

16 the goa sCZma works as a separate CrZ cell.
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 • fluid CZMps and ‘in process’ demarcation of htl and ltl: the CZmPs, the primary 
document on which development of the coastline of a state is based, were approved 
by the moef in 1996 with certain conditions. these conditions were addressed by the 
respective states in the subsequent years. to abide with the conditions set out by the 
moef or to do away with ‘error apparent’, which could not be corrected at the time of 
approval, in 1996, or to reclassify areas, the CZmPs have undergone frequent changes. 
along with the preparation of new CZmPs, as mandated under the CrZ notification, 2011, 
the demarcation of htl and ltl was underway, Post-clearance monitoring becomes 
extremely difficult when the reference points such as htl, ltl and hazard line are 
still being marked and different zones are not fixed. the goa sCZma found a ‘make-
shift’ solution to the problem. it decided to use the Pioneer sand Dune vegetation line 
(Psvl) to grant clearances and to identify violations instead of the htl and ltl, till 
such a time that the latter is demarcated. Perhaps this is the reason that the recording 
of violations is seen to be carried out rather aggressively in goa as compared to the 
other coastal states. 

 • no surprise site visits: site visits are conducted by the sCZmas to examine project 
proposals awaiting clearance/recommendation. however, it seems from their meetings’ 
minutes that site visits to the project sites once they have been approved are hardly 
ever conducted. 

 • no monitoring protocol: the CrZ notification, 2011 does not stipulate any conditions 
beyond submission of half-yearly compliance reports by the project proponent to the 
sCZma. neither the appointment orders for the sCZmas nor the notification have 
specified the minimum required frequency for monitoring of projects, once approved.
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1. What does the CrZ notification say about enforcement and compliance?

the CrZ notification, 1991, states, “the ministry of environment & forests and the government 
of state or union territory and such other authorities at the state or union territory level, as 
may be designated for this purpose, shall be responsible for monitoring and enforcement of 
the provisions of this notification, within their respective jurisdictions.” the CZmas were formed 
through the appointment orders of november 26, 1998, issued by the moef, in response to 
the supreme Court directive of 1996 in the matter of the Writ Petition 664/1993. however, 
the CrZ notification, 2011, in clause 6 (a), grants powers to the nCZma and sCZmas to 
ensure implementation and enforcement of the notification. While laying out the procedure 
for clearance, clause 4.2 (v) mandates post-clearance monitoring in terms of the submission 
of half-yearly compliance reports by project proponents. along with this it is stated that the 
reports shall be published in the public domain, displayed on the website of the concerned 
regulatory authority, and that any person can procure copies of the same upon application to 
the concerned CZma.

2. What do the orders/directions issued by the Moef say on enforcement and compliance?

the moef, in its orders constituting the sCZma, outlines tasks such as inquiry into cases 
of alleged CrZ violations, review of cases involving CrZ violations and referring them to 
the nCZma and filing complaints and taking action with respect to the violations identified. 
all of these can be categorised under its function of enforcement and compliance. 
after the CrZ notification, 2011 into effect, the moef issued directions on January 25, 2011 
regarding identification of violations under the notification and action to be taken. the moef 
directed all the state and ut CZmas to identify the violations within the next four 
months (from the date of the issue of directions) and take action in the four months after 
identification. the sCZmas were directed to upload the violations on their respective websites 
as well. this task was linked with the preparation of the CZmPs to ensure that the violations 
would not be regularised in the new CZmPs. however, in July 2011, the moef extended the 
time to identify CrZ violations till october 31, 2011. While the sCZmas have uploaded or are 
in the process of uploading violations, no new directions have been issued by the moef in 
the matter.

3. What do the constitution orders of the DlCCs say about their role in enforcement 
and compliance of the CrZ notification?

according to the tor of five sCZmas out of the seven that have issued orders to constitute 
DlCCs in their respective coastal districts (see Chapter 1 for details), the DlCCs have been 
assigned the tasks of enforcement and monitoring of the notification. the details of these 
responsibilities are given as follows:

 • gujarat, Maharashtra, West Bengal and Karnataka have empowered the DlCCs to 
take cognisance of violations suo moto and on complaints and references. they have 
also made the DlCCs responsible for verifying violations. 

 • gujarat, West Bengal and Maharashtra have authorised the DlCCs to take appropriate 
steps:

  – West Bengal: remove illegal structures

  – gujarat and maharashtra: remove illegal structures and levy penalties

 • in Karnataka, DlCCs are supposed to take action as per the directions of the ksCZma.

 • The tamil Nadu sCZma has made the DlCCs (called DCZmas) responsible for monitoring 
and enforcement of the CrZ notification. they have been granted powers to act on 
violations.

 • The West bengal and Maharashtra sCZmas have assigned the task of monitoring 
compliance of the conditions stipulated in the CrZ notification, 2011 and the environment 
clearance (eC) accorded to projects, to their respective DlCCs.
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4. how do the sCZMas identify and verify the reported violations?

generally, violations are reported by members of the sCZmas, local bodies like panchayats 
and municipalities, the DlCCs (in case of tamil nadu), the PCB, concerned individuals, ngos 
and sometimes even by the moef. sCZmas, such as those in tamil nadu and goa, have also 
acted based on newspaper reports (see examples in the boxes ‘identification of violations in 
tamil nadu’ and ‘interaction between the goa CZma and other government Departments on 
CrZ violations’). 

interviews in 2012 with members of the sCZmas of seven states revealed that apart from site 
visits during the project approval stage or where reported violations have to be verified, the 
members do not look into the implementation and compliance of the law. they issue show 
cause or stop work notices. for instance, ‘stop-memo’ notices were issued by the kerala, 
gujarat and goa authorities to the concerned parties while the violations were being verified, 
and the permitting authorities (local self governments, town-planning departments, etc.) were 
asked to take appropriate action.

for the purposes of this study, a list of violations of the CrZ law and the subsequent 
actions taken by the authorities were collected through rti applications. Presented as 
follows are the different ways in which the sCZmas have taken cognisance of and 
responded to cases of violations. these have been compiled based on the lists procured 
through the filing of rti applications and the minutes of the sCZmas’ meetings (detailed lists 
of CrZ violations, as discussed in the minutes of the sCZmas’ meetings, are provided in the 
enclosed CD).

The Karnataka CZma directed majority of the complaints received to the concerned regional 
Directors (environment) and asked them to take necessary action. the nature of action was 
not always clearly defined. 

The Kerala CZma sought opinions/reports from the concerned gram panchayat or other local 
bodies to establish a violation, after they carried out a site inspection. once a CrZ violation 
or illegal construction in the CrZ area was established, it asked the District Collectors or 
local self government authorities to take appropriate action. however, there were no specific 
explanations provided to define ‘appropriate’ action. the kerala CZma has been mandated 
by the high Court, from time to time, to facilitate personal hearings to concerned parties in 
matters of violations brought to the Court. 

The odisha CZma has been dealing with the matter of CrZ violations on a regular basis. 
it was informed in the 1st meeting of the reconstituted authority in may 2003, that the 
violations (as reported by Beach Protection Council) would be referred to the concerned 
district collectors and to the chief secretary for demolition and restoration of older 
structures. When violations were reported to the odisha CZma, they were verified by 
the district authorities and further action was decided based on their report. in its 3rd 
meeting, the odisha authority proposed to the moef that the District Collectors be given 
powers to take cognisance of and action on the violations without waiting for directions from 
the osCZma. however, the response of the moef is not known. in may 2012, the osCZma 
decided that the alleged CrZ violations will be referred to the state Project management unit 
(sPmu) of the integrated Coastal Zone management Project (iCZmP) for field enquiry and 
the report will be submitted to the forest and environment Department for further action. 
Corroborating that the odisha CZma does not take action on violations, Dr. P. k. mohanty, 
Professor, Department of marine sciences, Berhampur university (also ex-odisha CZma 
member, 2008-11), at the national Conference on Climate resilient Coastal Cities, held in 
new Delhi on october 10, 2014, shared, “CrZ violations come to our notice, but there is no 
authority to take action. the CZma does not have the authority to take action. the Chairperson 
of the CZma writes to the Collectors to take action, but no action was taken in the three 
years (2008-11) that i know of.”

the minutes of the Andhra pradesh sCZma’s meetings show that members of the authority 
conduct site visits to verify violations.
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The tamil Nadu CZma, as it appears from proceedings of the meetings, has been trying 
out various routes through various departments to identify violations and take action. in 
september 1999, when the moef forwarded a list of violations to the tnsCZma (which was 
discussed in its 7th meeting), the authority, while acknowledging its lack of human resources to 
carry out the task, decided to delegate the power to deal with violations to other government 
agencies at the field level. the District environment engineers of the tamil nadu Pollution 
Control Board (tnPCB), who are the conveners of the DCZma, were asked to submit detailed 
quarterly reports on action taken on CrZ violations. in its 20th meeting, the authority decided 
to request the Department of town and Country Planning to furnish details of violations, 
quarterly, in respect to coastal areas falling under their jurisdiction. the government of tamil 
nadu, in august 2004, approved the constitution of ‘green squads’, headed by the assistant 
Conservator of forests (aCf), to check CrZ violations. 

The West bengal sCZma mandated the Digha sankarpur Development authority (DsDa)1 
to examine and take action on violations in the area under its jurisdiction. repeated violation 
of the CrZ norms in Digha and mandarmoni were discussed at length in its meeting 
in December 2009. it asked the Chief law officer, environment Department, to lodge 
an fir and file an affidavit before the high Court. the institute of environmental studies 
and Wetland management (iesWm)2 was asked to ascertain the violations. it was decided that 
once the violations were established, the concerned District magistrate, would be requested 
to take legal action. similarly, a list of violations in the sundarbans, forwarded by the regional 
office of the moef, was referred to the iesWm for verification. after its constitution in 2013, 
the DlCC, as per its constitution order, has been involved in the identification and correction 
of violations.

in gujarat, the general practice is to issue a show cause notice to the project proponent. site 
visits are also carried out by subcommittees appointed by the authority to assess the situation 
and the extent of the violation and damage caused. however, it appears from the minutes of 
the meetings that not all cases have been followed through; some have been dropped midway 
without any corrective action. 

as compared to other states, the goa sCZma has put in place better and more effective 
mechanisms to check, identify and take action against violations. on receiving reports of 
violations, it issues show cause notices to the alleged violators, conducts site inspections 
and holds personal hearings (for the concerned parties) through its subcommittees. the 
subcommittees usually comprise of a few authority members. Creation of demolition squads 
and district mobile squads, orders to cut electricity and water supply to illegal constructions 
and orders to remove illegal shacks are a few steps taken by the authority. in its 100th meeting 
in march 2014, it decided to constitute ‘flying squads’ in each district to keep a watch and 
monitor violations. 

The Maharashtra sCZma receives regular updates from the District Collectors on violations. 
it has instructed the Collectors to take action on apparent violations like construction in 
CrZ i areas. for constructions in CrZ ii and CrZ iii areas, it has directed the District Collectors 
to submit reports with the list of violations and actions taken. it also gave clear directions to 
the DCZmCs that community dwelling structures, as permitted under the CrZ notification, 1991, 
even if without CrZ approval, should not be demolished. as per the minutes of its 78th meeting 
in november 2012, the authority directed the sindhudurg DCZmC as follows: “the dwelling 
units of traditional coastal communities including fisherfolks, tribals, as were permissible under 
the provision of the CrZ notification 1991, but which have not obtained formal approval from 
concerned authorities under the CrZ notification 1991, should be exempted from such action 
as per para 6 (d) of CrZ notification 2011.” it has filed an fir with the police, in the cases 
where the violation was verified.

1 DsDa is the planning authority constituted under the town and Country Planning act for 42 mouzas  (the administrative 
unit of West Bengal) including Digha and shankarpur, under the urban Development Department of West Bengal.

2 iesWm is preparing the CZmP for the CrZ areas of West Bengal.
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Effluent discharge into the Damanganga estuary in Vapi, Valsad, Gujarat, kanchi kohli

iDENtifiCAtioN of violAtioNs iN tAMil NADu

in its meeting in 2004, the tnCZma constituted ‘green squads’, headed by the aCf, to check 
CrZ violations. one of the cases that the squad inspected was the violation in the coastal 
areas of kovalam. in January 2013, in response to a report on massive encroachment along 
the kovalam estuary, Buckingham canal and the beach, the ‘green squad’ inspected the area 
and furnished a report indicating some ongoing activities along the coast of kovalam. the 
District Collector (Chairman of the DCZma), kancheepuram, and the District environment 
engineer (Convenor), tnPCB, kancheepuram, were instructed to take suitable, stringent 
action against the violators and furnish an ‘action taken report’. in february 2013, a 
meeting was organised for Collectors of the coastal districts, coastal district environmental 
engineers of tnPCB, representatives of Chennai metropolitan Development authority (CmDa), 
Corporation of Chennai, etc. to discuss violations of the CrZ rules. Based on the discussions, 
instructions were issued, in february 2013, to all of them to identify violations in the CrZ 
and send details of action taken. however, reports from these officers on ‘action taken’ have not 
been discussed in the minutes of meetings. in response to an rti application (filed in January 2014), 
almost all the PCB offices, which have been given the responsibility of identifying violations 
in their respective districts, reported that there were no violations registered in their office 
(except for two PCB offices which responded with, in all, details of four cases of violations). 
even the cases of violations discussed in the tnCZma meetings are very few compared to 
other sCZmas (see details in the table ‘enforcement and Compliance’ in annexure 1). hence, there 
seems to be a mismatch between these measures to check violations and the actual number 
of cases of violations discussed by the tnCZma or delegated offices/bodies.
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rolE of Civil soCiEtY/Ngos iN rECorDiNg violAtioNs

the role of ngos in reporting violations to the sCZmas has been significant. the matter has 
been on the agenda of the odisha sCZma from its very 1st meeting due to active reporting of 
violations by ngos. the presence of ngo members in the goa sCZma has ensured that the issue 
of enforcement of the CrZ notification is addressed on a regular basis. similarly, the violations 
in mandarmoni and Digha sankarpur area have been reported to the WBsCZma by civil society.

5. how can one obtain the list of violations that an sCZMa has identified and taken 
action on?

the moef has mandated that the list of violations reported/identified and action taken by 
the sCZmas should be uploaded on their websites. till December 2014, karnataka, odisha, 
maharashtra and kerala had uploaded this information. for the study, rti applications were 
also filed to seek information. Details of violations were received from odisha, maharashtra, 
tamil nadu, goa, West Bengal, karnataka and gujarat (for details see annexure 2). one can 
also go through the minutes of the sCZmas’ meetings for information on cases of violations 
that were discussed. however, the lists on the websites do not tally with the list of cases of 
violations that were discussed in the sCZma meetings. some cases that were discussed in 
the minutes are absent from the lists and vice versa. 

table 17 shows the number of cases of violations as compiled from the three sources.

taBle 17: NuMbEr of CAsEs of violAtioNs obtAiNED froM DiffErENt sourCEs

sCZMA ANDhrA 
prADEsh

goA gujArAt KArNAtAKA KErAlA MAhArAshtrA oDishA tAMil 
NADu

WEst 
bENgAl

DisCussED iN 
MiNutEs of 
thE sCZMA’s 
MEEtiNgs

12 680 27 22 130 29 23 16 57

As pEr 
rEplY to rti 
AppliCAtioN 
filED

 478 44  
(32 were 
from 2004 
to 2009)

196  
(from 200 
to 2013) 

492  
(92 in 2010;  
118 in 2011;  
142 in 2012;  
140 in 2013)

63 
(January  
2001 to 
november 
2012)

4  
(1 in 2014) 

54  
(53 in 2008;  
1 in 2010)

AvAilAblE 
oN thE 
sCZMA’s 
WEbsitE iN 
DECEMbEr 
2014

46 231 
(till march 2012)

63

the time of registration of violations (if available) is provided in parentheses.

6. What is the frequency of matters concerning violations discussed in the sCZMAs’ 
meetings?

graph 4 shows the frequency (in percentage) of matters concerning project appraisals discussed 
in the meetings of sCZmas. the meetings’ minutes of 2010 and 2013 were examined for the 
various sCZmas. 

NuMbEr
of CAsEs
of violAtioNs
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the frequency is calculated in percentage in relation to the total number of agenda items in sCZmas’ meetings. 

Source: All available minutes of SCZMAs’ meetings from 2010 and 2013. 

Blocking of a creek due to bunding, Surajbari, Kutch, Gujarat, kanchi kohli

graPh 4: frEquENCY of MAttErs CoNCErNiNg violAtioNs DisCussED iN thE sCZMAs’ 
Meetings (in perCentage)
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iNtErACtioN bEtWEEN thE goA CZMA AND othEr govErNMENt DEpArtMENts oN CrZ 
violAtioNs

the goa CZma has been discussing cases of violations from its initial meetings. in its 2nd meeting, the gCZma 
attributed a high number of cases of violations to the slow and ineffective action initiated against those responsible, 
by the concerned local authorities. finding that the panchayat of Calangute was defaulting repeatedly, the gCZma 
passed a resolution in its 5th meeting, stating that “...there is a collusion between Panchayat members and CrZ 
violators...” and it resolved to “...strongly recommend to the government that the present constitution of the elected 
membership of the Calangute Panchayat may be dissolved with immediate effect and to consequently handover 
the affairs of the Panchayat to the Director of Panchayats.” however, it could not be tracked from the minutes 
whether the panchayat was actually dissolved. further, it was pointed out by the member secretary, in the 8th 
meeting in september 2001, that all the panchayats in the CrZ were seeking to regularise alleged violations 
by submitting ‘unsubstantiated/unacceptable’ documents such as backdated (before 1991) house tax receipts, 
permissions obtained from the tourism Department and panchayats for hotels, shops and restaurants, electricity 
and water receipts, simple letters from sarpanches, etc. however, approved plans and construction licences issued 
in accordance with the Panchayat act were not submitted. Despite such aggressive non-cooperation from the local 
bodies, the gCZma continued to pursue CrZ enforcement.

Consequently, the authority decided, in its 11th meeting in april 2003, to issue final directions under section 
5 of the environment (Protection) act, 1986, to the Chief electrical engineer and Chief engineer (PWD), to 
“suspend/cut” electricity and water supplies to such constructions. however in the 13th meeting of the gCZma, 
held on november 5, 2003, it was pointed out that, despite clear direction, water and electricity were released 
to all constructions irrespective of their legal status. this resulted in encouraging these constructions instead of 
making them non-functional. after rigorous follow-up with electricity Department, in september 2006, in the 27th 
meeting of the authority, it was pointed out that the electricity connections were not being cut because when 
the electricity Department issues an independent additional notice for disconnecting electricity, under the electricity 
act, the occupier challenges that notice in the trial court by making the electricity Department a party. on learning 
this, the authority decided to seek legal advice to address this loophole.

another example of gCZma’s proactive action on violations was with regard to an oil pipeline case. Claude alvares, 
member, gCZma, in the 18th meeting of the authority in July 2004, produced a report that appeared on the front 
page of Gomantak Times dated July 21, 2004, about the status of the pipeline of Zuari indian oiltanking limited. 
the pipeline was permitted by the gCZma with several conditions. one of the conditions was that the pipeline 
should be firmly buried at a depth of at least 2.5 m below the ground and firmly anchored. But the pipeline was 
lying almost entirely on the surface of the beach and its protective polyethylene cover was missing at many places. 
the gCZma decided to issue directions to stop the operation/use of the pipeline within 24 hours. it did not allow 
the operation till it was confirmed that the pipeline was covered and buried underground.

in December 2005, the gCZma decided to prepare a list of ‘hotel/resort’ projects, completed as per the approvals 
granted to them, and inspect these with respect to the nDZ status of the area.

the authority also conducted meetings with District Collectors, to discuss matters pertaining to compliance 
and enforcement of the CrZ guidelines. it has also been asking for monthly reports on violations and actions 
taken from the collectorates. the Collectors were told by the gCZma to take suo moto action to demolish illegal 
constructions. in a meeting with the Collectors, in may 2007, the sCZma strongly recommended having ‘demolition 
squads’ under the District Collector, to enable fast action against violations. it also asked the Department of Public 
Works to provide the Collectors with demolition machinery, as and when needed.

since there were a lot of construction activities coming up within the CrZ areas that were not being reported 
to the gCZma by the monitoring officers, the authority in its meeting on september 19, 2007, discussed the 
constitution of the District level monitoring squads under the direct control of the District Collectors in each 
district, thus enabling effective implementation of the CrZ notification. each squad was to consist of one officer 
at the level of mamlatadar, along with one surveyor and was to be provided with a digital camera, mobile handset 
and a vehicle. till their formation, the authority advised that the District Collectors should constitute their own 
team to monitor the coast. violations were to be reported to the respective Deputy Collectors who were to issue 
appropriate directions and stop the work accordingly.

in its 57th meeting the goa authority decided to form three-member teams of gCZma members to conduct on the 
spot inspections for violations and to take direct action immediately at the site under the authority of the gCZma. 
the actions taken by these committees were to be ratified in the subsequent full body meetings. the authority had 
also noted the proliferation of shacks on the beaches, permitted by the Department of tourism. upon directions 
from the high Court, the gCZma got actively involved in identifying areas where shacks should not come up, the 
maximum number of shacks to be allowed and conditions for establishing them. it also advised the Director of 
tourism to frame a policy to regulate shacks.
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7. how are local level bodies involved in enforcement and monitoring of the provisions 
of the CrZ notification?

although the CrZ notification does not mandate any role for the local bodies with regard 
to enforcement and monitoring, the critical role of panchayats in implementing the 
CrZ notification has been discussed in the meetings of many sCZmas. in pursuance to a 
high Court order (WP 7772 of 2002 filed by Disha, an ngo), the WBCZma in its meeting 
in June 2007, emphasised the duty of the panchayat to act in accordance with the existing 
rules and regulations of the CrZ notification. the case was filed seeking strict compliance 
with the CrZ notification and demolition of hotels/resorts in mandarmoni area built 
in violation of the notification. the WB authority decided that the gram panchayats 
should insist upon clearance (from the authority) before approving land use in the CrZ 
area. Dr. n. P. kurian from the kerala sCZma also stated that the local bodies should be 
given a major role in the monitoring and enforcement of the clearance conditions and 
violations. he said, “the authority has to support these institutions (local bodies) with 
awareness programmes.” a. ramachandaran and ajayakumar varma, members of the 
kerala sCZma stated that enforcement can be done through panchayats: “...as this institution 
(panchayat) is responsible for the numbering of buildings and they have to check whether 
the necessary clearances are submitted by the applicant before they grant number to 
the buildings” (as per responses to interviews with ksCZma members conducted in february 
2012 as part of this research).

however, there have also been instances of deliberate lack of action by the local bodies. 
Panchayats and municipal councils in goa do not utilise their full power to take action against 
constructions in violation of the CrZ notification. a list of alleged cases of violations of CrZ 
was discussed in the 5th meeting of the authority. notices/letters were issued in all such cases 
to the concerned panchayats to investigate the allegations and take appropriate action, with 
intimation to the gCZma. But in very few cases was action initiated by the local authorities. 
the authority noted that panchayats offer ‘inadequate, incomplete or irrelevant replies’ to these 
letters/notices. in the same meeting, the members of the goa sCZma opined, “...unless the 
local authorities... are made to deal firmly with the menace of illegal constructions... the CrZ 
violations are bound to occur unabated.” 

in november 2003, it came to the goa authority’s attention that in a few coastal stretches 
unauthorised construction was proliferating under the guise of repairs and that fake numbers 
were also being issued. Consequently, three members of the gCZma conducted a site visit 
in mandrem and morjim belt on July 19, 2004. they noted that the local authorities had 
either allowed or deliberately ignored at least five constructions within 50 m of the htl. in 
such a situation, it is hoped that specially created bodies such as ‘green squads’, ‘demolition 
squads’ and DlCCs prove to be more effective as they draw their mandate directly from the 
CrZ notification, unlike the other local bodies which are governed by departments such as 
public works, panchayat, tourism, etc.

8. how have courts influenced the enforcement and compliance of the CrZ notification? 

the role of courts in the matter of non-compliance of the CrZ notification has been 
significant. Cases have been filed by aggrieved individuals, ngos and civil society. at times 
courts have taken up instances of violations suo moto. a large number of cases have 
been filed in kerala and goa. While the cases have not been studied in detail, it is evident 
that in most cases aggrieved citizens have taken recourse to the courts by appealing against 
the action taken by sCZmas on violations. sometimes cases have been filed to bring violations, 
which have been ignored, to the notice of the sCZmas. Particularly, in kerala, the Court 
offered the opportunity to affected individuals to get a hearing before the member secretary, 
kerala sCZma. But the downside of this was also highlighted by Dr. n. P. kurian, member, 
kerala sCZma. During the interview conducted as part of this research in 2012, he stated 
that constructions that took place in maradu panchayat area, near the le meridian hotel, 
did not have clearance from the authority. Despite the fact that the complaints against the 
construction were registered, and the authority ordered the demolition of the structure, the 
violators managed to get a stay order against it from the Court.
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some key court cases discussed by the sCZmas in their meetings, which seem to have 
impacted their functioning considerably, are discussed as follows: 

 • the high Court of Bombay at goa in its judgment, dated June 29, 2000, in WP 126/1996, 
approved the scheme to designate certain staff of the collectorates to take swift action 
against blatant cases of illegal constructions and submit regular inspection reports to 
the state government.

 • in response to the same Writ Petition, the high Court of Bombay at goa asked for the 
compilation of violations in goa. this particularly helped the sCZma to get the panchayats 
to prepare reports on violations.

 • in another matter presented in WP 212/1991, the hC of Bombay at goa passed the 
judgment that the directions issued under section 5 of the ePa can include orders to 
demolish constructions that violate the ePa. 

 • in the proceedings related to a case, in a suo moto Writ Petition of february 2006, april 
2007 and may 2007, in the high Court of Bombay at goa, the Court directed that the 
goa CZma and the government of goa should work in coordination to formulate the 
tourism policy (including guidelines on setting up and operation of shacks and deck 
beds, and limiting their number). it also decided not to permit the village panchayats 
to grant permissions for such temporary structures without consulting the gCZma. 

 • in response to an appeal (49 of 2013), the ngt observed that even after violations are 
recognised and show cause notices and demolition orders are issued, the violations 
continue. it directed the goa CZma to take final action. in response to another appeal (49 
of 2012), the ngt laid down a new procedure, which is not part of the CrZ notification, 
and directed the gCZma to follow it in future (see annexure 10 for details). the gCZma, 
in accordance with the directions of the ngt (WP 63 of 2012), in its 87th meeting in June 
2013, constituted five small inquiry committees for hearing pending cases of CrZ violations. 
in its 100th meeting in march 2014, it finalised a procedure for verifying and acting on 
violations. the procedure is as follows: 

 – for a new/ongoing violation, gCZma will issue a show cause notice and stop work 
order. Copies will be shared with revenue authorities and local bodies for them to 
take immediate action.

 – the inquiry committee will inquire into the matter after a reply is received from the 
alleged violator.

 – Based on the report of the inquiry committee, the gCZma will decide whether to 
issue orders for demolition/closure/disconnection of water and electricity supply, 
etc. the orders are to be executed by the revenue or other concerned authorities. 
they will then submit the report of compliance with the order to the gCZma.

 – in case of minor violations, the complaints are to be forwarded to revenue authorities 
or local bodies to take appropriate action and submit an ‘action taken’ report to 
the gCZma.

 – if the case records are voluminous, making it difficult to provide copies, the gCZma 
will allow the applicant(s) to inspect the documents and supply copies (if there is a 
request for any) at the latter’s expense. if in a particular instance the issue can be 
better resolved by physical inspection of the site, then the gCZma will arrange for 
site inspection, and present the inspection report to the affected party. the inspection 
will be done directly by the authority or through a senior officer.

 – for old/existing structures, the complaints will be examined by the inquiry committee 
and based on its report, action will be initiated.

9. how have orders by the Moef and nCZMa influenced the sCZMas to identify and 
take action on violations? 

on november 7, 2008, the moef issued a set of detailed instructions to guide the functioning 
of the sCZmas (also referred to in Chapter 3). though these instructions were concerning 
project approvals, the moef stated the following:
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“it is observed that authorities are not taking adequate steps in controlling violations. in several 
instances, the ministry has had to intervene and issue directions to the violators…therefore high 
priority will be accorded to enforcing and monitoring of Coastal regulation Zone notification 
1991 by all the state/ut CZmas.”

While it did not direct the sCZmas clearly to identify and take action on violations, it has an 
implication on this aspect of the CrZ implementation. the order issued by the moef post 
2011 with regard to identification of violations is explicit and lucid. as per the minutes of 
the meetings of the nCZma, the importance of the order (dated January 25, 2011) relates to 
identification and correction (if possible) of violations (see the answer to question 2). this has 
been emphasised by the moef. the implementation of this order was critical, so that violations 
do not get internalised in the new CZmPs being created under the CrZ notification, 2011. the 
nCZma in its meeting in april 2011, also insisted on time-bound action through the use of 
satellite imagery to identify such violations and upload the details on the website. the nCZma, 
from time to time, has sought updates from the sCZmas on compliance and steps taken with 
respect to this order. in December 2012, the moef instructed that state governments have to 
initiate action on the violations under the environment (Protection) act, 1986. the 24th meeting 
of the nCZma in January 2012 was held specifically for collecting updates on the identification 
of violations from the states. responses of the state CZmas to the orders and directions of 
the moef and the nCZma are as follows:

 • the Andhra pradesh CZma informed the nCZma, in april 2011, that it is yet to start a 
formal process of identification of violations as it has not acquired the satellite images. 
in its meeting in may 2011, the authority decided that the District Collectors need to 
carry out fresh surveys of violations, keeping in view the revised guidelines on 
delineation of the CrZ. these would then be reviewed by the aPCZma, followed by 
field visits. till January 2012, visakhapatnam, east godavari and West godavari districts 
had sent reports on violations and the information was awaited from the remaining 
six districts.

 • the Karnataka CZma reported in the nCZma meeting (in april 2011) that it had identified 
46 violations and instructions were issued in 16 of these cases. By the next meeting 
of the nCZma, held in may 2011, the kCZma had identified 69 cases and taken action 
in 40 cases. no further information was available on action taken with regard to the 
identified violations. 

 • the Maharashtra CZma reported (in april 2011) that it had a dedicated website ready and 
had given directions to the local bodies and the revenue Department for identification 
of violations as per the CrZ notification, 2011. however, it sought an extension of the 
deadline till December 2011. in July 2011, the moef had extended the deadline till 
october 31, 2011 [source: times news network (2011, July 19). moef extends date to 
identify CrZ violations. The Times of India.].

 • the tamil Nadu CZma reported to the nCZma, in april 2011, that a format was prepared 
for collecting information on violations. further to the letter dated January 25, 2011, the 
authority directed the DCZmas to identify violations, take action and submit a report 
every fortnight (as against the quarterly reports which the DCZmas were asked to submit 
initially) so that the details could be uploaded on the authority’s website and reported 
to the goi. the authority decided in its 71st meeting that in future penal action would be 
initiated against the violators before considering the proposals/activities for clearance. 
it asked the DCZma and CmDa to take legal action in the matter of violations until the 
formation of a legal cell in the Department of environment.

 • the odisha sCZma also sought additional time from the nCZma, in its meeting in april 
2011, as it had not yet placed the issue in its meeting. however, the osCZma, in its  
16th meeting in may 2011, intimated that the District Collectors, District forest officers 
(Dfos) and state PCBs have been asked to report violations within the next three 
months. in the next meeting of the nCZma, the osCZma informed that the demolitions 
had taken place for cases related to aquaculture.
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 • the West bengal CZma intimated, in april 2011, that a dedicated website was created 
for the authority and site visits for identification of violations had been initiated. in the 
next meeting it stated that demolition had taken place in the Digha area.

 • the goa sCZma informed, in the 22nd meeting of the nCZma on may 30, 2011, that 
it had started identifying violations and till the date of the meeting 198 structures, 
within 0-200 m of the htl, had been demolished. as per a newspaper report in 
July 2011 [times news network (2011, July 19). moef extends date to identify 
CrZ violations. The Times of India.], the goa sCZma had identified over 8,000 violations 
till then.

 • in the same meeting in may 2011, the Kerala CZma shared with the nCZma that it 
intended to involve ngos and local bodies in the process of identifying violations.

in the nCZma meeting in June 2013, the state and ut CZmas reported on the status of 
identification of violations. table 18 shows the information pertaining to the states.

taBle 18: stAtus of iDENtifiCAtioN of violAtioNs 

stAtE No. of violAtioNs iDENtifiED

andhra Pradesh 126

goa 198

gujarat 14

karnataka 69

kerala 45

maharashtra 435

odisha 19

tamil nadu DC, CmDa, Corporation of Chennai 
asked to identify violations

West Bengal 151

Source: Minutes of the 27th NCZMA meeting held on June 25, 2013.

spECiAl CoMMittEEs CoNstitutED bY thE MoEf

Based on a number of complaints received by the moef against adani Port and special 
economic Zone limited in mundra taluka of kutch, gujarat, the moef constituted a 
committee on september 14, 2012 to look into the violation of conditions of environment 
and CrZ clearance by the project. the five-member committee that was headed by sunita 
narain, Director general, Centre for science and environment had as members, officials 
of the moef and experts on coastal ecosystems and disaster management. the committee 
submitted its report in april 2013, which was based on a number of site visits and 
consultations with the local communities. While it acknowledged that there was incontrovertible 
evidence of non-compliance by the project, it did not advocate that the environment clearance 
granted to the project be cancelled. Based on the recommendations of the committee, the 
moef, in september 2013, levied a fine of ` 200 crores on the adani group for environmental 
violations. also, as per the directions of the sunita narain Committee, the gujarat sCZma 
has created an environment restoration fund, with a corpus of 1% of the project cost or 
` 200 crores, whichever is higher. the CrZ notification and eia notification were issued 
by the moef using clause 3 (2) (v) of the environment (Protection) act (ePa), 1986 and as 
per the ePa there is no provision of levying a fine. the ePa only empowers the ministry 
to start criminal prosecution in a court and cancel environment clearance in cases of 
violations. although the committee considered both legal proceedings and cancellation of 
clearances, it finally decided against it, stating that these are “...procedural, and would only 
lead to delay without any gains to the environment and the people.” how this figure of  
` 200 crores was arrived at, was also not clear in the report submitted by the committee. 
the report only said, “...it is practically difficult to assign tangible and intangible costs to non-
compliance and violations. however, the inability to quantify these costs should not deter us 
from setting precedence for the future.”
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iNtErACtioNs bEtWEEN thE gujArAt CZMA AND thE MoEf oN CrZ violAtioNs

it has been observed in case of the gujarat CZma that the authority would take cognisance of the 
violations but would drop most of those cases due to various reasons. the case against reliance 
industries limited was filed for the construction of a jetty. the case was registered in 1999 when 
the gujarat maritime Board (gmB) was asked to submit dates related to the construction of the 
jetty to the authority. this was so that the violation could be established. in 2000, when the 
gCZma met again, the gmB had not submitted the dates. till 2002, no dates had been provided. 
a subcommittee was then appointed to inspect the construction of the main jetty and the 
ro-ro3 jetty. in 2003, from the subcommittee’s report, it appeared as though there was no need 
for a separate CrZ clearance for the jetty as the company had already obtained an environment 
clearance in January 1992. even so, the sCZma decided to refer the matter to the moef to obtain 
more clarity. till 2004, the moef had not responded on the matter and the sCZma decided to 
send one last reminder. in 2005, there was still no communication from the moef and hence the 
matter was closed. 

in another instance, in 2002, a case was filed against the shanti Co-operative and housing society. 
the company had constructed a multi-storey building in the CrZ area of the veraval-Patan municipal 
limit without prior CrZ clearance. in 2003, the authority decided to consult the nCZma on this 
matter. in this case, the demolition of the structure would have meant disrupting the lives of the 
people who had already invested in the building. even after two years, by when the next meeting 
of the authority took place, the moef had not provided any response, as to how to proceed in this 
particular case. hence, the authority decided that the Collector of Junagadh and the Chief officer, 
veraval-Patan nagar Palika would be informed that CrZ clearance had not been granted for the 
building and necessary action needs to be taken. By its 7th meeting in 2006, the authority decided 
to inform the civil court in veraval of the violation (if the same had not already been done). the 
matter has not been discussed in any subsequent meetings and as of December 2006, the case 
is pending in the veraval Civil Court. 

in 2004, the authority issued a show cause notice to essar steel india limited and asked them to 
demolish the wall that the company had constructed without obtaining a CrZ clearance. they also 
instructed the company not to start or continue with any work before obtaining a CrZ clearance from 
the competent authority. after repeated exchange of information between the project authorities, 
the gCZma and the moef, it came to light that the moef had already issued an environment 
clearance for the additional components of the project (which required a CrZ clearance from the 
gCZma and an noC from the gPCB), without referring the proposal to the gCZma. the authority, 
being unclear on whether the accorded environment clearance included CrZ clearance as well, felt 
that the gPCB should file a case under section 19 of the ePa. subsequently, in 2011, the authority 
decided to drop the case as the company had already obtained the required permissions and no 
case had been filed by the gPCB so far. 

in 2005, it was found that indian rayon industries limited illegally set up a caustic soda plant 
in the area under the CrZ. the authority sent repeated reminders to the moef to find out the 
details of the environment clearance already granted, but received no response and consequently 
closed the file.

these examples point to the inability of the gCZma to take action against violations. this has been 
further aggravated by the lack of support from state departments such as the gPCB, local bodies 
and the moef. a strange dynamic was observed in these cases- the moef did not reply to the 
requests/queries from the sCZma, but responded to the companies directly. thus the companies 
got the answers to the queries of the sCZma, which the authority was unable to get from the moef. 
eventually, it seems the sCZma had to reach the moef via the companies, a wholly undesirable 
situation. once again, in December 2006, a case of violation was identified where ambuja Cement 
began construction of a jetty without a CrZ clearance (which was stipulated in the eC). it was 
not clear if the eC included the CrZ clearance as well. the gCZma asked the company to take 
up the matter with the moef and appraise the authority. in 2010, the moef responded that all 
CrZ clearance related formalities were complete, therefore, the violation was only a ‘procedural 
lapse’ and the matter was closed.

3 roll-on-roll-off (ro-ro) ships are vessels designed to carry wheeled cargo, such as automobiles and railroad 
cars. these are driven on and off the ship on their own wheels. a ro-ro jetty is constructed for accommodating 
these vessels.
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instead of arbitrary delegation of powers, can the DlCCs be authorised to verify and 
take action on violations? 

many sCZmas have delegated the power to identify violations and take action. While 
most state CZmas have relied on District Collectors of the coastal districts to take necessary 
action, the odisha CZma has tried various alternatives. it began with the District Collectors 
of the coastal districts, moved to the DlCC and finally delegated the task to the sPmu 
of the iCZmP to inquire into the violations and the forests and environment Department to 
take action. 

similarly, the tnCZma has sought the help of the CmDa and the town Planner. the tn 
authority, in its 41st meeting, resolved to delegate powers to the member secretary, tnCZma, 
to take action on all violations of the CrZ notification and inform the authority about action 
taken. later on, it decided to create a legal cell and moved the responsibility to take action 
to the DCZmas. the reason for these changes could perhaps be attributed to the lack of 
support from the district level bodies. in both the examples the authorities moved the 
responsibilities to their respective CrZ-specific institutions such as the sPmu and the DCZmas. 
these bodies report to the authorities and it would have been easier to get them to take 
action. however, the authorities eventually need support from the local level bodies and 
officers such as the District Collector, the superintendent of Police, the town Planner etc. to 
carry out demolitions. as per the constitution orders of the DlCCs issued by the sCZmas, 
there seems to be a trend of granting powers to the DlCCs not only to verify but also to 
take action on violations.

in maharashtra, as mandated by their constitution orders, the DlCCs (called DCZmCs) are 
taking cognisance of violations and reporting the same to the mCZma. in the 87th meeting of 
the mCZma in January 2014, the raigad DCZmC reported 47 violations out of which 37 were 
to do with sand mining, which is banned in the CrZ. the mCZma asked the DCZmC to take 
immediate steps to stop sand mining in the area. however, from this one cannot gauge the 
extent of autonomy the DCZmCs have to act on violations of their own accord. also, examples 
of cases on non-compliance of conditions mentioned in the eC of a project could not be found 
in the minutes of the maharashtra authority’s meetings. such instances were also not found 
in the minutes of the West Bengal sCZma’s meetings.4 

another progressive move of the governments of maharashtra and West Bengal was to include 
the superintendent of Police as a member of the DlCCs. By doing this, the states perhaps 
tried to provide DlCCs with the administrative support to act on violations. also, the mCZma 
has been filing firs with the police station, once a violation is verified.

What are the challenges to enforcement actions?

lack of resources: lack of resources at the disposal of the sCZmas has reflected in their 
functioning, particularly in enforcing compliance with the CrZ notification. it appears that both 
identification and taking action on violations has been given the least attention and seen the 
maximum delegation. many members from kerala felt that they can take policy decisions 
and screen applications but do not have the staff for actual implementation and monitoring, 
and that a larger network of people at the district level are required to ensure enforcement. 
the tamil nadu and goa sCZmas lamented about the lack of manpower and other resources 
to check violations. in the interviews conducted with kerala sCZma members as part of this 
research in february 2012, Baby John, member, kerala sCZma, said, “at grass-roots there 
should be Jagratha Samithis (alert Committees), involving people. ngos should be given a 
greater role. only if people get involved, only if their support is there, authority can take bold 
steps.” a. ramachandran, member, ksCZma added, “We should have district-wise monitoring 
groups, along with the state authority.” 

4 West Bengal and maharashtra are two states which have authorised their DlCCs to monitor the compliance of the 
conditions stipulated in the CrZ notification, 2011 and the environment clearance.
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Non-cooperation of line departments: as noted in the previous chapters, in the cases of 
post-clearance monitoring and zoning, non-cooperation of line departments is quite apparent in 
enforcement of the CrZ notification in almost all the sCZmas. Cases of non-cooperation in taking 
action against CrZ violations in goa has been discussed in the box ‘interaction between the goa 
CZma and other government Departments on CrZ violations’. tamil nadu, as mentioned earlier, 
has also experienced lack of support from the Department of town and Country Planning and the 
CmDa. similarly, the karnataka CZma in its meeting in January 2009, responded to a report by 
the regional Director (environment), karwar, on illegal mining of seashells in the kali river. the 
mining was being carried out by West Coast Paper mills. the matter was brought to the notice 
of district officers of Departments of mines and geology and they were requested to take action. 
But the mining still continues. such non-cooperation seriously impacts the functioning of the 
authority and enforcement of the notification. it also makes the lack of resources with the 
sCZmas more glaring as the very departments that are supposed to ease the workload of 
the sCZma burden it further by not cooperating and at times being party to the violations. 
other such instances are cases of panchayats in goa colluding with the local people to allow 
constructions in violation of the CrZ norms. 

violations due to procedural gaps: Quite often, the gujarat sCZma has cited delay or procedural 
gaps in granting clearances as a reason for not taking action on cases of violations. examples 
mentioned in the box ‘interaction between the goa CZma and other government Departments 
on CrZ violations’ clearly bring out how the moef responds selectively to the gCZma’s 
queries. this lack of communication has made the state authority somewhat vestigial, as the 
companies get the eC directly from the moef. subsequently, when the authority enquires if 
the CrZ clearance has been included the moef does not reply. later on, the entire matter is 
dropped on account of it being a procedural gap and not an actual violation. 

in 2007, the karnataka sCZma recommended a project to the moef, for building infrastructure 
for a jetty for export and import of cargo. however, the project was pending till april 2010 
with the moef, while the work on the site had begun. While recommending the case, the 
authority imposed a condition that a bypass road should be constructed by the PWD to avoid 
transportation of iron ore through the Belekeri village. this had also not been done till april 
2010. hence, considering the work illegal, the Port Department initiated action and the matter 
was brought back to the authority. the authority decided to discuss the matter with the moef 
to expedite the clearance and write to the PWD to start the road construction. the matter did 
not feature in the minutes of the subsequent meetings, and hence could not be traced further. 
however, it was established that due to a delay in response from the moef, the matter has 
been considered as a violation.

violations not on the priority list of sCZMAs: the analysis of the minutes of the sCZma’s 
meetings reveal that most sCZmas have not been regular or proactive in recording violations. 
the reasons could be manifold, including those discussed in previous chapters and those 
in this answer, related to capacity, political interference, lack of support from the state 
government and so on. however, the moef order of January 25, 2011 spurred the sCZmas to 
act on violations. regular follow-up by the moef and nCZma has also helped in keeping the 
matter as a priority issue for the state CZmas. this urgency was because of the upcoming 
deadline of the expiry of the CZmPs in January 2014. therefore, there was an urgent need 
to avoid the risk of regularisation. however, it is not certain, whether CrZ violations will still 
remain a priority with the moef, once the CZmPs are prepared. in most cases, the moef 
has been pushing the sCZmas to identify violations, but in the case of gujarat, the moef 
seems to have decided to either not reply to the queries of the sCZma or grant clearance 
to projects on its own accord, without the involvement of the sCZma. this has rendered the 
gujarat sCZma toothless when it comes to ensuring compliance. this lack of response or 
excessive interference from the moef has influenced the final decisions of the authority on 
violations. even the amount of ` 5 lakhs granted by the moef to all the sCZmas in 2002 
for the identification of violations was used by the gujarat sCZma to build awareness and 
sensitise people on the CrZ notification. this was because the gCZma did not receive any 
response from the moef on how to spend it (as reported in minutes of gCZma’s meetings in 
august 2004 and november 2005). 
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should there be a uniform procedure for verifying violations and taking action?

there is no consistency in the process for addressing the issues of violations- similar verdicts 
are not handed down. for example, the goa sCZma orders cutting water and electricity supply, 
gujarat issues show cause notices and West Bengal takes legal action. this can have positive 
or negative impacts. if the responses to violations are standardised, the possibility of addressing 
the unique aspects of each case is eliminated. however, sCZmas should consider setting a 
baseline of cases against which decisions on various types of violations can be determined.
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ChAptEr 5: 
conserVaTion
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1. What does the CrZ notification say about conservation?

the CrZ notification, 1991 categorises, among other areas, ones that are ecologically sensitive 
and falling in the coastal stretches within 500 m from the htl, as CrZ i. the CrZ notification, 
2011 says that the coastal stretches of the country are being declared as Coastal regulation 
Zones “...to conserve and protect coastal stretches, its unique environment and its marine 
area and to promote development through sustainable manner...” the conservation of coastal 
areas is, therefore, the reason for the very existence of the CrZ notification and embedded 
in it. further, the CrZ notification, 2011 has recommended creation of special areas, Critically 
vulnerable Coastal areas (CvCas) and ecologically sensitive areas (esas) for “...protecting the 
critical coastal environment and difficulties faced by the local communities...”

2. Do the Moef orders appointing sCZMas list conservation as one of their functions?

the term ‘conservation’ is not used in the appointment orders. however, from the first 
appointment orders that constituted these authorities in 1998, tasks such as identification of 
esas, areas highly vulnerable to erosion and planning for the management of these areas 
have been listed. since 2011, identification of economically important stretches has also been 
added as one of the functions.

Mangrove destruction due to bunding and blocking of creeks, kanchi kohli
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3. Do sCZMas and the nCZMa view conservation as one of their functions?

five of the 12 sCZma members who answered the question on conservation in the interviews 
conducted as part of this research in 2012, mentioned that the authority does not take proactive 
measures for conservation. the sCZmas have not been able to undertake any significant 
direct environmental conservation activities. When they were asked about the authority’s 
conservation efforts, they did not have many activities to list. this also points towards the lack of 
clear direction from the Central government, with regard to the sCZmas’ responsibility towards 
conservation, either through the CrZ notification or appointment orders. review of conservation 
efforts do not feature in the meetings of the nCZma as well. in its 20th meeting, following reports 
of a violation in an ecologically fragile area of maharashtra, the nCZma directed the mCZma 
to be proactive in guarding the fragile coastal areas. this was the only time a direction 
concerning conservation was issued in the nCZma meetings. the other times, the nCZma 
discussed issues of sand mining and tourism in andaman and nicobar islands, which could 
be classified under conservation issues. graph 5 gives a representation of the frequency (in 
percentage) of matters concerning conservation discussed in the meetings of the sCZmas. 
the meetings’ minutes of 2010 and 2013 were examined for the various sCZmas. 

graPh 5: frEquENCY of MAttErs CoNCErNiNg CoNsErvAtioN DisCussED iN thE sCZMAs’ 
Meetings (in perCentage)

the frequency is calculated in percentage in relation to the total number of agenda items in sCZmas’ meetings. 

Source: All available minutes of SCZMAs’ meetings from 2010 and 2013. 

4. What are special areas, esas and CvCas in the CrZ notification? 

as per the CrZ notification, 2011, besides the four CrZ sub-zones, certain areas require special 
consideration for the purpose of protecting the critical coastal environment and mitigating the 
difficulties faced by the local communities. these are:

special areas: CrZ areas falling within the limits of greater mumbai, backwater and backwater 
islands of kerala and CrZ areas of goa [clause 7 (v)].

Critically vulnerable Coastal Areas (CvCAs): sundarbans region of West Bengal [clause 7 
(v)]; gulf of khambat and gulf of kutch in gujarat, malvan, achra-ratnagiri in maharashtra, 
karwar and Coondapur in karnataka, vembanad in kerala, gulf of mannar in tamil nadu, 
Bhaitarkanika in odisha and koringa, east godavari and krishna in andhra Pradesh [clause 
8 (v) 4 (b)].
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Ecologically sensitive Areas (EsAs): the category includes those CrZ i areas that are 
ecologically sensitive and have the geo-morphological features that are necessary for the 
integrity of the coast (mangroves, corals and coral reefs, sand dunes, mudflats, protected 
areas, salt marshes, turtle nesting sites, horse shoe crab habitats, sea grass beds, nesting 
grounds of birds, areas or structures of archaeological importance and heritage sites) [clause 
7 (i) a], and areas as identified under the environment (Protection) act, 1986 [clause 7 (v)].

5. is there a process prescribed for the notification and management of CvCas?

as per clause 7 (v), 8 (v) 4 (a) and (b) of the CrZ notification, 2011, the CvCas are to be declared 
through a process of consultation with local fisher and other communities inhabiting the area and 
depending on the coast for their livelihoods. Clause 8 (v) 4 (c) of the notification further states 
that the moef will develop guidelines for identification, planning, notification and implementation 
with regard to CvCas. this needs to be done in consultation with the concerned state government 
and local communities.

6. how have the sCZMas dealt with the tasks of identification of esas and CvCas? 

initial meetings of many sCZmas have discussed matters pertaining to the identification 
and management of esas and vulnerable areas but there is no record of any follow up. 
the following is an account of discussions pertaining to identification of esas and CvCas by 
different sCZmas:

 • the goa sCZma had identified certain esas such as the turtle nesting sites at galgibag, 
agonda, mandrem and morjim, where no activities were permitted. the authority decided 
in its 20th meeting in september 2004, to issue directions to the Department of tourism 
to restrict the construction of seasonal shacks in the vicinity of turtle nesting sites on 
the beaches of morjim and galgibag.

 • Based on a letter from an ngo, kalpavriksh, the odisha sCZma reclassified the 
rushikulya sea turtle nesting site as CrZ i from CrZ iii, in its 1st meeting after being 
reconstituted in may 2003. in its 3rd meeting in January 2005, the authority identified 
that eco-sensitive areas like Bhitarkanika mangroves, Chilika lake, and rushikulya sea 
turtle rookery sites such as the Devi river mouth, where sea turtles congregate, need 
special attention. in subsequent meetings there were no agenda items related to these. 

 • the matter of identification of special/sensitive areas was not discussed in the meetings 
of the Andhra pradesh and tamil Nadu sCZmas. 

 • the Kerala CZma in 2005, assigned the task of identification of esas and coastal areas 
highly vulnerable to erosion/degradation, up to thrissur, to the Cess, and from thrissur to 
kasaragod to the Centre for Water resources Development and management (CWrDm). 
however, there were no updates on it in the subsequent meetings. 

 • the Karnataka sCZma had not discussed the issue in its meetings till march 2014.

 • in its meeting in october 1999, the West bengal sCZma discussed a proposal for 
the identification and preparation of management plans for esas, economically 
important areas, designated tourism areas and areas highly vulnerable to erosion. 
the matter was discussed at length and Digha, sankarpur, sagar and Bakkhali 
coasts were identified in the proposal as erosion prone areas. the authority also 
admitted in the meeting that a major portion of the WB coast consists of critical 
habitats. the largest of these is the mangrove chunk of the sundarbans, the two 
smaller patches on the eastern side of the hooghly estuary called nija kasba and 
khejuri and the emerging dunes at Dadanpatrabar and sagar. it was also decided 
in the same meeting that the lower long island and nayachar would be taken up 
for conservation. however, there was no mention of any follow up in the subsequent 
meetings of the authority.

 • the Maharashtra CZma in its 77th meeting on october 9, 2012, sought a clarification 
from the moef on allowing reconstructions and new constructions in malvan-sindhudurg, 
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which was recommended for CvCa status in the CrZ notification, 2011. this was 
because the notification does not mention anything on permitting these activities in 
the identified CvCas (it only mentions that facilities required for traditional inhabitants 
be permitted till the integrated management Plans are prepared). it was decided in 
the 84th meeting to send a reminder to the moef. the proposals were returned to the 
respective proponents (unless they were to do with community needs) with a direction 
to send them once the management plan for the malvan region was prepared based 
on the guidelines expected from the moef.

 • in its 2nd meeting in 2000, the gujarat sCZma discussed the matter of identifying 
esas. it decided to invite opinions from various agencies such as the gujarat ecology 
Commission (geC), gujarat ecological education and research (geer) foundation, 
gujarat institute of Desert ecology (guiDe) and a few ngos for the same. however, 
there does not seem to have been any follow up afterwards.

7. has any sCZMa identified/notified any CvCas/esas till date?

Dandi (gujarat), vedaranyam (tamil nadu) and vembanad lake (kerala)1 were identified as 
esas under the iCZmP [source: World Bank (2013). iCZmP report of the mid-term review 
mission.] [see the following box ‘Conservation activities under the iCZmP’ and the box 
‘integrated Coastal Zone management Project (iCZmP)’ in Chapter 2]. of these, Dandi has 
already been notified. although the website of the gujarat sCZma has listed it, the minutes of 
the meetings do not discuss the Dandi esa at all. neither vedaranyam nor vembanad have 
been mentioned in the tamil nadu and kerala minutes respectively. hence, the involvement 
of respective sCZmas and local communities in identification and notification of these esas 
cannot be gauged.

CoNsErvAtioN ACtivitiEs uNDEr thE iCZMp

the integrated Coastal Zone management Project (iCZmP) is being implemented in various states 
by the moef in collaboration with the World Bank. Based on an integrated approach to coordinate 
the activities of various government agencies and departments, it has  been piloted in three states 
(gujarat, odisha and West Bengal) for coastal zone management planning. the iCZmP has been 
involved in conservation, awareness creation and skill building activities as well. through the state 
Project management units (sPmus), which are the technical cells of the sCZmas in the pilot states, 
training programmes are being conducted for district level officials. Work on identification of esas 
across the country is being carried out and three have already been identified. the evaluation 
of sea turtle nesting sites in gujarat, study of migratory birds at Chilika lagoon in odisha and 
assessment of mangroves of sundarbans in West Bengal has been carried out as part of the 
conservation activities under the Project.

8. What efforts have been made by the Moef for identification of CvCas/esas?

the national Centre for sustainable Coastal management (nCsCm),2 constituted by the moef, has 
put together an action plan for delineating esas under CrZ i. as a first step,  in october 2013, it 
held a series of three consultations to develop the criteria for primary screening of esas listed in 
the CrZ notification, 2011. it is acquiring gis based maps for the ecosystems or habitats that are 
listed as CrZ i areas but are outside Protected areas.3 the conservation value of these areas will 
be assessed to identify highly sensitive areas, for which management plans would be prepared. 
these areas will eventually be notified with specific provisions for conservation. esas on which 
communities depend heavily will be demarcated as CvCas. guidelines for demarcation of CvCas 
and preparation of integrated management Plans will be prepared through consultations with 

1 Dandi and vedaranyam are associated with the salt marches in 1930. on the west coast it was launched by mahatma 
gandhi and in parallel on the east coast by C. rajagopalachari. vembanad is the longest lake of india.

2 nCsCm is an autonomous body constituted by the moef for integrated Coastal and marine area management 
(iCmam) under the iCZmP. the Centre is located in anna university’s campus in Chennai.

3 Protected areas comprise national parks, wildlife sanctuaries, conservation reserves and community reserves.
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ecologists and sociologists. the maps created through this process will have the boundaries of 
“highly sensitive areas, sensitive areas and CvCas” (source: note titled ‘Delineation and mapping 
of ecologically sensitive areas and Critical vulnerable Coastal areas along the Coast of india’ 
available on the website of the nCsCm).

stAKEholDEr CoNsultAtioN WorKshop oN CvCAs iN KArWAr, KArNAtAKA

nCsCm has been contracted by the moef to come up with a methodology for identification of esas 
and CvCvas in the 12 sites suggested in the CrZ notification, 2011. the Centre has also been 
given the task to prepare management plans for these areas. to do the same, nsCsm has been 
conducting stakeholder workshops in all designated sites. in september 2014, nsCCm held the 
first of its stakeholder workshops in karwar, uttara kannada for the identification and declaration 
of CvCas in karwar district. the meeting was attended by experts in the field of ecology, fisheries, 
and coastal areas. fishermen groups, villagers and other traditional community representatives 
attended the workshop. nCsCm shared with the participants its approach (see the answer to 
question 7), in response to which the participants raised certain concerns. the following are the 
concerns raised by the participants regarding the methodology for identification and management 
of cVcas: 

• nCsCm is considering only the administrative boundaries of the sites mentioned in the CrZ 
notification for CvCa demarcation. however, ecosystems are not limited by administrative 
boundaries and may extend beyond them. in light of this, rather than merely going by 
administrative boundaries, the geographical expanse of these unique ecosystems should be 
considered for notification.                                                 

• the methodology for esa and CvCa identification, in its current form, is technical, data heavy 
and relies on experts. if this methodology is endorsed by the moef for notification of CvCas, 
it will leave no scope for communities to submit their proposals for declaration of CvCas.

• nCsCm is planning to notify CvCas in CrZ i. however, the resources on which the communities 
are dependent can occur in CrZ ii and CrZ iii as well. the participants observed that the focus 
of the methodology for CvCa identification is more on the conservation aspect and less on the 
aspect of dependence of communities on coastal resources.

Source: Observations from the workshop held on September 19, 2014 in Karwar, Uttara Kannada 
district, Karnataka.

9. has the Moef issued guidelines for identification, planning, notification and 
implementation with regard to CvCas?

as of December 2014, the moef has not issued guidelines for identification, planning, notification 
and implementation of Critically vulnerable Coastal areas (CvCas). in october 2012, the 
maharashtra sCZma decided to request the moef for guidelines regarding the preparation 
of management plans for achra-ratnagiri and malvan-sindhudurg. till august 2013, no reply 
was received from the moef. however, the moef has chalked out a plan and has contracted 
nsCsm for the same (see the answer to question 7 and the box ‘stakeholder Consultation 
Workshop on CvCas in karwar, karnataka’).

10. What are economically important stretches in the CrZ notification? have they 
been discussed in the meetings of the sCZMas?

the CrZ notification, 1991 and 2011, do not talk about economically important stretches. this 
term was introduced in the appointment orders of the sCZmas issued by the moef and has 
not been defined anywhere. however, economically important stretches were discussed in the 
initial meetings of odisha, West Bengal, kerala and gujarat: 

 • the Kerala CZma decided in its meetings that Cess (upto thrissur) and CWrDm (from 
thrissur to kasaragod) would identify economically important stretches.

 • gujarat decided in its 2nd meeting to invite opinions on the matter from various agencies 
such as the geC, geer foundation and guiDe and from a few ngos as well. 

 • Paradip and gopalpur were acknowledged as economically important zones by 
the odisha sCZma in its 1st meeting. it was also highlighted that the industrial 
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infrastructure Development Corporation (iiDCo) is developing the gopalpur area as a 
special economic Zone.

 • areas between the forest boundary and Dampier hodges line in the sundarbans and the 
area between Junput and Digha of West bengal were identified as suitable for coastal 
aquaculture. the small island on the south of haldia, called nayachar, is also being 
used for aquaculture. there are working salt pans east of sankarpur at Dadanpatrabar. 
as per the discussions in the West Bengal meeting dated october 10, 1999, Digha ‘old 
tourist spot’, sankarpur ‘developing tourist spot’, Dadanpatrabar ‘virgin tourist spot’, 
sagar ‘pilgrim spot’, frasergunge ‘emerging beach’, and Bakkhali ‘old tourist spot’ are 
important for tourism. 

11. how does conservation feature in the conditions imposed by the sCZMAs while 
granting clearances to or recommending project proposals?

the state CZmas mention planting mangroves as one of the conditions while granting 
clearance or recommending projects. in case a construction could lead to the destruction 
of existing mangroves, the goa authority works on the premise of ‘prehabilitation’ instead 
of ‘rehabilitation’. this implies that compensatory forestation steps need to be taken before 
the actual project activity/construction begins. this has been observed in the case of the 
construction of the ribandar bypass in goa, in november 2014. in its 87th meeting in January 
2014, the Maharashtra CZma decided that there should be a policy to manage the 50 m buffer 
zone around the mangrove area of 1,000 m or more. it resolved that a green belt has to be 
developed by project proponents in the proximity of the mangrove areas in the 50 m buffer 
zone for the protection of existing mangroves. the minutes of the meetings of the gujarat 
sCZma reveal that it has ordered mangrove plantation as compensatory afforestation for the 
diversion of forest land for non-forest use as mandated by the forest Conservation act, 1980. 
similarly, the tamil nadu sCZma in its 58th meeting imposed the condition that a long term 
action plan for the conservation of mangroves be put in place. this was in the recommendations 
for a 3,600 mW coal based thermal power plant, captive port and desalination plant, in four 
villages of Chidambaram taluka, proposed by the infrastructure leasing and financial services 
(il&fs) and the tamil nadu Power Company.

MANgrovE plANtAtioN iN gujArAt

the total area of mangrove plantation undertaken by various project applicants in the CrZ in 
gujarat, as a part of a compensatory afforestation, adds up to more than 2,000 ha. almost 
1,000 ha of planting had been reportedly finished. as mentioned in Chapter 2, the gujarat sCZma 
in april 2011 decided to monitor the mangrove plantation through the Conservator of forests. it 
also directed the geC to give Bisag the details of the mangrove plantation undertaken by various 
companies, so that those could be verified through satellite images. the gujarat authority has 
also endorsed a bio-shielding project for the entire Dahej area. the project was entrusted to  
maharaja sayajirao university, vadodara.

12. is prevention of erosion discussed in the meetings of the sCZMas?

the problem of erosion has been discussed in the meetings of the states located on the 
eastern coastline that are frequently hit by cyclones and are thus highly vulnerable to erosion. 

 • in its 1st meeting in June 1999, the odisha sCZma, realising the need to pay attention to 
areas vulnerable to erosion and inundation due to sea level rise, explored the possibility 
of obtaining a list of such areas from the soil Conservation Department and Department 
of ocean Development. in the subsequent meetings, the use of natural features such as 
line sandbars, beaches and plantations was discussed, as safeguards against erosion. 
special attention was paid to the recent beach erosion of the shoreline at Puri and 
gopalpur. 

 • the Andhra pradesh sCZma discussed the concerns regarding severe erosion 
seen along the coastline on the north side of the kakinada Bay. it asked the 
District Collectors of the coastal districts to identify the stretches subject 
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to erosion. it further opined, in the end of 2010, that the stretches near kakinada 
and the estuaries of godavari and krishna rivers, which are severely eroded, should 
be taken up, under the World Bank assisted scheme. this, it suggested, should be taken 
up on priority basis for prevention of erosion, as these are breeding grounds of marine 
fauna. the issue was discussed in the later meetings of the authority as well, but more 
in terms of mapping changes with respect to the shoreline and preparing base maps.

 • the erosion problem in the Digha area in West bengal was discussed in the West 
Bengal authority meeting on July 1, 2005. it decided to carry out a study to understand 
the impact of groyne construction on erosion at the Digha confluence (Mohana). 

 • the matter has not featured in the minutes of the meetings of the other state CZmas.

DisAstEr MitigAtioN projECts

the national Cyclone risk mitigation Project is being implemented by the national Disaster 
management authority since 2006. the project is a World Bank and goi initiative. it aims to minimise 
risks and vulnerability to cyclones, strengthen cyclone mitigation efforts and build capacity for 
cyclone risk mitigation in harmony with the conservation of coastal ecosystems in coastal states 
and uts prone to cyclone. it is being implemented in six districts of odisha and nine districts of 
andhra Pradesh. the project proposes construction of cyclone shelters, connecting roads to cyclone 
shelters and raising and strengthening of saline embankments. the Project sought clearance from 
the odisha and andhra Pradesh CZmas, and it was granted. as per minutes of meetings, the 
West Bengal CZma has also granted clearance to 150 cyclone shelters. Cyclone shelters were not 
mentioned in the minutes of other sCZmas, perhaps because the states on the western coastline 
are not impacted by cyclones as much.

13. Do sCZMAs discuss awareness and capacity building activities for coastal 
conservation?

several sCZmas consider awareness and capacity building programmes as conservation 
activities. in the interviews conducted with Kerala sCZma members in february 2012 as part 
of this research, while mentioning awareness building efforts, the members listed awareness 
programmes for the local self government officials and the awareness campaigns conducted in 
malayalam on the CrZ. examples highlighted in the minutes of the meetings of other CZmas 
are presented as follows:

 • training programmes to train selected staff of the survey Department and the town 
and Country Planning Department of coastal districts of tamil Nadu on overlaying the 
htl maps on village maps had been organised by the tamil nadu sCZma in 2001. it 
also conducted few awareness programmes and seminars on coastal issues, for the 
staff of the Directorate of environment and Department of environment and forests, in 
June 2003. the tnCZma, through the tamil nadu PCB, had also conducted some field 
trainings and study tours for the staff based in the esas on the tn coast. as per the 
minutes of the 27th meeting, the tnsCZma also worked with few ngos, to organise 
street plays and ecological trekking expeditions to improve awareness about coastal 
conservation.

 • in october 2008, the odisha authority decided to organise a workshop on coastal erosion 
in December 2008. 

 • in its initial meetings, the West bengal sCZma observed that the awareness about the 
CrZ notification needs to be increased among the general public, enforcement officers 
and government bodies. the sCZma decided in December 2010 that it would sensitise 
the gram panchayats and panchayat samitis on the CrZ.

 • the gujarat sCZma has been conducting trainings on CrZ issues for the District 
Collectors, Dfos and aCfs, so that they can sensitise the coastal communities on 
coastal issues (source: gsCZma’s meetings’ minutes of september 28, 2000, april 29, 
2011 and february 27, 2012). even the amount of ` 5 lakhs sanctioned by the moef 
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was spent on these activities as the moef did not respond to the authority’s query on 
what activities were to be funded by the amount (as reported in the gsCZma meeting 
on august 27, 2004).

 • the Karnataka and Andhra pradesh sCZma meetings have not discussed these 
activities.

14. Do the sCZMAs consider conservation concerns while examining projects to be set 
up in the CrZ?

sometimes, clearances are granted subject to the condition that mangroves are planted. 
some projects are also granted clearance subject to conditions that they would protect 
features such as mangroves. however, there have been instances when the project authorities 
were asked to set up the projects in alternate locations on the grounds that the given project 
sites were environmentally sensitive. With respect to the development of a captive port 
by the tamil nadu electricity Board at kancheepuram, the tn authority, in its 53rd meeting 
in august 2009, decided to ask the applicant to locate the project at an alternate site as 
the current site had sand dunes, was earmarked for ecotourism activities and was close to 
settlements and salt pans.

ENviroNMENt poliCY of tAMil NADu

in the 68th meeting of the tnCZma in august 2012, the matter of drafting an environment policy 
was discussed. minimising conflicts of interest between various competing activities and the 
conservation of environment, including coastal environment, were the main objectives of the 
policy. the policy was envisaged as a useful guideline to take decisions on project proposals,  
formulate various projects for implementation, ensure livelihood security to fishing and other local 
communities, promote development in a sustainable manner, control effluent discharge, conserve 
specialised habitats in marine areas and regulate activities such as dredging, reclamation, sand 
mining, etc. in the coastal waters. 

the authority decided to pay the consultant for framing the policy from the ‘tamil nadu state 
Coastal Zone Development fund’ (see more on funds in Chapter 1). 

the matter has not been discussed in subsequent meetings.

Painted Storks at Tuna port, Kutch, Gujarat, kanchi kohli



poiNts for DisCussioN

What is conservation for the sCZMas? is it prevention of pollution, mangrove 
plantation, capacity building or regulation?

generally, there is no clarity on outcomes expected through implementing the CrZ guidelines. 
therefore, it is difficult to assess the extent of conservation achieved by the decisions of the 
CZmas. this becomes evident from the responses of authority members to questions on 
conservation activities. members of the odisha CZma stated in the interviews conducted 
as part of this research in 2012 that the environment Department of the state carries out 
conservation related activities. since the authority is a part of the Department, it becomes a 
joint effort. two members of the goa sCZma and one member each of the tamil nadu and 
kerala sCZmas expressed that the regulatory function and project clearance related activities 
of the authorities lead to conservation of the coast. sCZma members view their role of 
taking action either to prevent pollution or protect the environment of the coastal areas as 
contributing to conservation. the kerala sCZma members highlighted that capacity building 
and awareness generation tasks are related to conservation. this difference in interpretation 
arises because the CrZ notification and moef appointment orders, while listing the tasks that 
the CZmas are supposed to perform, do not provide any directions on what outcomes these 
tasks would have to lead to.

Why is conservation not a priority? 

the reason for lack of attention to conservation may be attributed to the fact that over 50% of 
the authority members who were interviewed, view the sCZma as a regulatory body (based 
on the interview of select members of goa, odisha, kerala, gujarat and tamil nadu CZmas, 
conducted in 2012 as part of this research).

at times, when provided with an opportunity to grant a conservation status to some of its coastal 
areas, the authorities take time as they are interested in making an informed decision and insist 
on understanding the implications beforehand. this may be attributed to the anxiety that such a 
status generates in the local area. for example, in pursuance to a letter from the moef dated 
may 30, 2002, recommending that the sundarbans area of West Bengal be declared a ramsar 
site, the WB authority discussed the matter in its meeting in october 2002, and decided to 
ask the moef about the obligations of such a declaration. it is also important to note that the 
coastal areas in the country are currently under a lot of stress and the number of violations and 
project proposals might be overwhelming for the state CZmas to deal with, particularly without 
the requisite political mandate and infrastructure support. as a member of the odisha CZma 
put it in an interview response, “lot of applications in one meeting affect...the functioning of 
the authority.”

is there a forest bias in coastal conservation under the CrZ? 

Conservation measures of the sCZmas in general are focussed on mangroves. in this matter, 
gujarat is a key example. 

other ecosystems and habitats that are unique to coastal areas do not get as much attention. 
intertidal zones, for example, have hardly been cited by any authority as a basis for the 
decision on the fate of projects. v. vivekanandan, ex-member, nCZma, pointed out in his 
interview that other ecosystems such as intertidal zones are yet to be given importance in 
conservation matters.
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AN outCoMEs bAsED CoAstAl govErNANCE uNDEr CrZ

i. DEfiNiNg thE ultiMAtE outCoMEs of thE CrZ NotifiCAtioN

the CrZ notification states its objectives as the protection of local communities living along the 
coast and the conservation of the coastline. While these are normative and give a broad sense 
of direction to the CZmas, the CrZ notification does not lay down any specific, measurable 
social or environmental outcomes to be expected from its day to day implementation. as a 
result, despite its progressive objectives, the  implementation results only in outputs such as 
setting up of an administrative structure, finalisation of maps, appraising project approvals or 
identifying violations. 

in order to turn the CrZ notification into an outcomes based legal tool rather than a 
set of routinised outputs and procedures, the following are necessary:

 • a systematic exercise to be undertaken at the sCZma and DlCC levels to identify and 
prioritise coastal hazards that threaten coastal communities and the ecology. this 
exercise should ideally be interdisciplinary and, given the urgency of the situation, swift. 
CZmas can draw from existing scientific information as well as local knowledge and 
experience formally through the DlCCs. this process can involve consultations with 
various departments and bodies and public hearings.

 • once the hazards that most threaten the coast are identified, a set of measurable 
outcomes needs to be developed for the sCZmas and DlCCs so that they can 
work towards managing or removing these threats through their day to day decisions. 
for example, if coastal erosion has been identified as a priority hazard, then an 
appropriate outcome for the institutions to work towards could be: “ a 25% reduction 
in erosion in two years from the present date.” another example of an outcome 
target could be: “a 25% reduction in industrial and municipal waste in coastal areas 
in one year.” 

 • sCZmas and DlCCs should craft an action plan that lays out the measures to 
be adopted to achieve each outcome. there could be multiple proactive and 
prohibitive actions needed to realise each outcome. for example, erosion control 
would likely involve  mangrove plantations, protection of sand dunes and prohibition 
of dredging of coastal areas. reduction in waste would likely include treatment, 
recycling and appropriate disposal of waste at source, and at-source measures 
to reduce the amount of waste generated and being disposed in coastal sites. 
the sCZmas should periodically review the progress of actions planned. if the 
activities are not achieving the outcome, they would need to be expanded or 
redesigned.

 • in addition, every proposal for siting a project should be assessed for how it would 
affect the outcomes of the CrZ. a greater weightage should be given to those projects 
which comprehensively fit the action plan of the sCZma and DlCCs. 

 • outcomes also need suitable indicators so that the performance on the outcomes 
can be measured periodically by the sCZma or other third party monitoring agencies 
if needed. the best indicators are those for which data can be easily collected. 
a 25% reduction in erosion is a relatively specific target- almost an indicator in 
and of itself. a precise indicator could be: “rate of decline in mean beach width reduces 
by 25%.” for an outcome of reduction in waste disposed one indicator could be a 
measurable improvement in the quality of surface water in samples collected from 
coastal sites. 

admittedly, there are multiple factors that influence outcomes on complex processes such 
as erosion management. But CZmas are made up of representatives from all the relevant 
bodies- including the moef, the ministry of fisheries, etc. together, these departments have 
the expertise and the authority to protect the coast.
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ii. ClAritY of rolEs AND poWErs of CrZ AuthoritiEs

the CZmas (both national and state level) draw their mandate either from the CrZ notification 
or from the specific appointment orders that list the tasks of the CZmas. however, neither 
the notification nor the appointment orders clarify how these tasks are to be administered. 
there are also no supplementary guidelines or office orders that elaborate on how the 
notification can be enforced in its entirety and enable processes such as setting up 
subcommittees, delegating powers, outsourcing tasks, determining frequency of meetings, 
evolving mechanisms for conflict resolution between agencies and creating a communication 
protocol among various agencies engaged in implementation of the CrZ notification. these 
are important to ensure the smooth functioning of CZmas as an institution. While CZmas can 
and should exercise discretion to realise specific requirements, the lack of such guidelines 
leads to arbitrariness. 

in order to establish clear and enabling conditions for the functioning of CZMAs, the 
following steps are necessary:

 • the CrZ notification needs to define and prioritise the responsibilities of CZmas, and 
distinguish the tasks of regulation, conservation and management through a set of 
supportive directives or guidelines. 

 • the CrZ notification needs to build in clarity regarding the roles and decision making 
powers of sCZmas in relation to both the nCZma and the moef. this will also help 
clarify which institution is finally accountable for which clause or function. this can also 
include clarifications on powers to delegate or outsource specific tasks as discussed in 
the study.

 • there is a need to clearly identify ways to resolve conflicts over decisions between 
citizens and CZmas, CZmas and local government departments, CZmas and the nCZma 
or CZmas and the moef. 

 • the moef needs to ensure that regular interactions and possibilities of cross learning 
between the CrZ institutions is formalised and conducted rather than merely demanding 
a half yearly report of activities, as is done by the nCZma presently. reporting and 
monitoring is valuable only when it offers opportunities for improvement and learning. 

iii. pArtiCipAtorY plANNiNg AND CoAstAl ZoNE MANAgEMENt 

one of the critical roles of the CZmas is the preparation of CZmPs. the preparation of the 
CZmPs, which includes the demarcation of htl and ltl remains one of the most essential 
processes based on which coastal land use can be planned and regulated. While CZma 
members have advocated comprehensive and integrated coastal management, there has 
not been an explicit mention that the process needs to be carried out in a participatory and 
transparent manner. the first set of CZmPs prepared under the CrZ notification,1991, did 
not follow an open and inclusive process. however, since many of the CZmPs are still in the 
process of being prepared and finalised, it is an opportune time to involve both DlCCs and 
coastal communities in the planning exercise. a transparent process with conciliation oriented 
exercises can help address several coastal conflicts and violations and produce creative and 
pragmatic plans. 

in order to create space for participatory planning, regulation and management of the 
CrZ, some clear steps are required. these include:

 • a clearly defined process to carry out participatory CZmP process needs to be initiated 
with the help of fishing unions, civil society groups and research organisations towards 
evolving a comprehensive and integrated plan for the coast. Currently, without final 
CZmPs and demarcation of zones, htl and ltl are being defined based on discretion 
keeping in view the project approvals.

 • the process of CZmP preparation needs to be an open and transparent process. the moef 
should allocate resources to the CZmas to involve a range of actors to prepare maps 
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and do verification on the ground. the CZma can also consider modern technological 
tools like crowd sourcing to collect feedback from citizens and responses on CZmP 
preparation. 

 • an exhaustive list of agencies for the preparation of CZmPs and demarcation of htl 
and ltl needs to be considered by the moef. 

iv. CApACitY, CoorDiNAtioN AND rEsourCE CoNstrAiNts 

although the CZmas are the main bodies implementing the CrZ notification, their composition 
and functioning indicates that they have been mostly working part- time. almost all the members 
on these authorities are primarily associated with other government or academic institutions 
with their role in the CZma being an additional responsibility. this impacts regular participation 
in meetings and motivation to engage more deeply with the CZma as an institution. the part-
time status, relying on office space from other institutions like the PCB or Departments of 
environment, as well as the financial constraints seriously challenge the efficient and regular 
functioning of CZmas and their ability to carry out all tasks. another important problem that 
has to be addressed is of inter-departmental coordination. although the CZmas are the main 
institutions responsible in each state to implement the CrZ notification, there are several 
other government departments which govern different parts of the coast. the CZmas need to 
coordinate with the revenue, forest, and fisheries departments, panchayats, maritime boards, 
defence installations, and the coast guard. however, this coordination remains ad hoc and 
occasional.

in order to ensure that CZMAs can shoulder the responsibilities delegated to them, 
the following are essential: 

 • sCZmas should be made full-time bodies with dedicated funding and support staff. 

 • a comprehensive assessment should be done to ascertain whether the tools and 
resources available to the CZmas are adequate to achieve the outputs stated in their 
appointment orders.

 • Clear mechanisms for regular inter-departmental cooperation and coordination should 
be put in place for planning coastal land use as well as implementation of regulatory 
and conservation measures. this should include a system for monitoring the progress 
and completion of each of the tasks undertaken. 

 • it is urgent to formalise and ensure regular financial support to CZmas from the state 
governments. allocations need to be made from annual plan budgets and disbursed 
with regularity. 

v. MoNitoriNg, CoMpliANCE AND ENforCEMENt

most sCZmas do not have a public interface for redressing grievances of coastal communities 
about the CrZ decisions. this is crucial for coastal governance as their grievances need 
timely remedies. approvals under the CrZ notification are granted subject to conditions that 
a project proponent has to comply with. the conditions are vague and cannot be monitored 
easily for compliance. the post-clearance monitoring remains one of the weakest areas of 
the CrZ notification. While the CZmas issue show cause notices to projects that violate the 
conditions, they delegate the powers to follow up to the line departments, which are expected 
to shut down power supply to the project or undertake demolitions, as may be the case. this 
creates fuzzy accountability on matters of enforcement. although DlCCs have been added to 
the institutions for implementation of the CrZ notification, their role in improving compliance 
and enforcement still needs to be confirmed. 

in order to ensure that the CrZ regulation is not a sporadic event but a continuous 
process, there is a need to:

 • immediately set up DlCCs with the powers to identify and take action on 
violations and also work with the sCZmas for on-ground verification of the CZmPs. 
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the moef should prepare a guidance note on the key tasks that the DlCCs should 
carry out, including ground verification at the time of project clearance, identification 
and reporting of violations, monitoring conditions of approval, mapping and proactive 
conservation. 

 • have a range of mechanisms to ensure that coastal communities have direct access to 
both the sCZmas and DlCCs or any other body performing regulatory functions under 
the CrZ norms. ‘open Days’ by sCZmas or DlCCs, ‘DlCC- community dialogues on the 
coast’, interactive websites or call centres can provide avenues for people to voice their 
grievances and seek timely redress. 

vi. ACCEss to iNforMAtioN AND trANspArENCY

the manner in which CZmas record the discussions in their minutes or maintain other data 
related to the decision making process, differs vastly across different CZmas. some CZmas 
have extremely organised ways of recording minutes of meetings, maintaining databases and 
filing documents. this makes it far more transparent for anyone to understand their priority 
areas, methods of decision making, frequency of decisions and actions. Data retrieval 
pertaining to old cases or projects is also relatively easier in these states. however, in the 
case of other CZmas, this is extremely challenging and requires digging through layers of 
paperwork to understand the CZmas’ functioning. the CrZ notification, 2011, mandates that 
CZmas should have websites where information related to meetings’ agendas and minutes, 
decisions, court orders and other information is made available. While most of the sCZmas 
have websites in place, the information uploaded is not uniform, leading to more public 
enquiries through rti and related applications. this further reduces the time the CZmas have 
to carry out mandated tasks. 

in order to ensure greater transparency of implementation of the CrZ norms, the 
following steps should be undertaken:

 • a handy compilation of all the orders, instructions, notifications, guidelines, minutes 
and standards should be prepared by the moef and made publicly available in different 
languages. this can be uploaded on various websites and also distributed through DlCCs.

 • a set of guidelines for data management and recording of minutes can be prepared 
to ensure some consistency across sCZmas. this can be either developed through 
discussions between sCZmas or suggested by the moef/nCZma.

 • it should be ensured that all sCZmas’ websites are comprehensive and interactive. 
they not only need to have a responsive grievance redressal mechanism but also need 
to be an effective tool where actions taken can be tracked. this can be an important 
mechanism to gather evidence on violations for enforcing the CrZ notification. 

 • the websites should also collect and review suggestions for improvements in the 
implementation of CrZ norms.
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Houseboats, Alappuzha, Kerala, tannishtha Bhattacharjee
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Annexure 1 
sczmAs At A glAnce

Presented in this Annexure is a quick status update on key aspects of implementation of the CRZ Notification and 
functioning of the State Coastal Zone Management Authorities (SCZMAs.) It has been divided into four sections:

1. CZMP, Zoning and Classification

2. Project Appraisals

3. Enforcement and Compliance (acting on violations)

4. Conservation

Information provided under the four sections is based on the reading of available minutes of meetings of the nine 
SCZMAs and the NCZMA (from 1999 till March 2014) and replies to RTI applications received during the research 
period.

czmP, zoning And clAssificAtion

stAte
detAils

AndhrA PrAdesh goA gujArAt KArnAtAKA KerAlA mAhArAshtrA odishA tAmil nAdu West BengAl

Agency SAC & NIO are being 
considered

NIO BISAG & SAC 
declined. NCSCM 
has been contacted.

NHO CESS CESS & IRS Odisha Space Application 
Centre

IRS IESWM

Approach District wise With planning for 
ESAs, CVCAs, etc.

Cluster approach District wise With planning for ESAs, CVCAs, 
etc.

District wise With ICZM Plan & planning for 
ESAs, CVCAs, etc.

District wise With ICZM Plan

others involved (for 
public hearings)

   RD, DLCC    DC, DCZMA  

iczmP’s 
involvement

  Yes (Gulf of Kutch)  Being considered for the next 
phase

 Yes (Paradip-Dhamra & 
Gopalpur-Chilika)

Being considered for the next 
phase

Yes (details not chalked out)

status In progress (as of 
June 2013)

In progress (as of 
June 2014)

In progress (as of 
June 2014)

Draft prepared. 
Public hearings 
are going on (as of 
March 2014).

Draft CZMP for Kochi, 
Thiruvanathapuram &
Kollam districts prepared. 
Public hearings to start 
(as of July 2014).

In progress (as of June 2013) In progress (as of June 2013) Draft prepared. Public 
hearings are going on (as of 
March 2014).

In progress (as of June 2013)
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Project aPPraisals

 sczmA
detAils

AndhrA PrAdesh goA gujArAt KArnAtAKA KerAlA mAhArAshtrA odishA tAmil nAdu West BengAl

no. of proposals 
received

228 1297 76 1310 571* 618 178 347 28

no. proposals 
cleared/
recommended to 
state government

116 998 5 1059 335 351 74 136 19

no. of proposals 
recommended  
(to moef/nczmA)

78 46 66 52 85 105 51 163 1

no. of proposals 
deferred 

27 185 4 113 51 140 43 43 7

no. of proposals 
rejected

7 68 1 86 93 22 10 5 1

% rate of approval 85 80 93 85 74 74 70 86 71

out of those 
projects cleared/
recommended, % 
with conditions

70 70 82 19 51 59 19 76 30 

type of project with 
maximum number 
of proposals 
received

Shopping/
commercial 
complex/mall/
apartment (51)

Reconstruction/
renovation/repair/
additions (667)

Groyne/seawall (16); 
Jetty/harbour/port 
(15); Industry (10)

Reconstruction/
renovation/repair/
additions (587); 
Housing (586)

Housing (146);  
Reconstruction/
renovation/repair/
additions (132)

Miscellaneous (204)- of 
these, 194 were hoardings; 
Reconstruction/renovation/
repair/additions (96)

Community services (82)- 
mostly cyclone shelters

Reconstruction/renovation/
repair/additions (38); Jetty/
harbour/port (35); Tourism 
facility (35)

Tourism facility (6); Industry (4)

site visits- no. of 
cases in which a 
decision was taken 
(does not include 
deferred cases)

5 out of 201 52 out of 1112 11 out of 72 228 out of 1197 36 out of 513 5 out of 478 8 out of 135 22 out of 304 0 out of 21

% of no. of 
site visits as a 
proportion of total 
proposals discussed 
(includes deferred 
cases)

4 7 14 20 9 1 5 7 3.5

*The decision for 7 of these projects is not known.

Source: Compilation from meetings’ minutes between 1999 and March 2014 (provided in the CD) [except for Kerala (January 2000 to March 2014), 
Maharashtra (October 2012 to March 2014) and Karnataka (January 2009 to March 2014)]. 
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conservAtion

stAte
detAils

AndhrA PrAdesh goA gujArAt KArnAtAKA KerAlA mAhArAshtrA odishA tAmil nAdu West BengAl

Identification of 
esAs & cvcAs

  Yes (ICZMP) Initiated Yes (ICZMP)  Initiated Yes (ICZMP)  

management plans 
for esAs & cvcAs

   Initiated   Initiated   

Prevention of 
erosion

Initiated      Initiated  Initiated

mangrove 
plantation

 Yes Yes       

Awareness & 
training

Initiated  Initiated Initiated   Initiated Initiated Initiated

enforcement and comPliance

sczmA
detAils

AndhrA PrAdesh goA gujArAt KArnAtAKA KerAlA mAhArAshtrA odishA tAmil nAdu West BengAl

no. of cases of violations

discussed in minutes of sczmA’s meetings* 12 680 27 22 130 30 23 16 57

As per reply to RTI application filed 478 
(from April 2011 to 
September 2014)

44 
(32 were from 2004 
to 2009)

196 
(from 2001 to 2013)

492 
(92 in 2010; 118 in 2011; 
142 in 2012; 140-2013)

63 
(January 2001 to 
November 2012)

4
(1 in 2014) 

54
(53 in 2008; 1 in 2010)

Available on the sczmA’s website in 
december 2014

46 231 
(till March 2012)

63

no. of cases of regularisations discussed 
in minutes of scZma’s meetings*

granted 56 6 42

rejected 8 0 13

deferred 6 2 10

The time of registration of violations (if available) is provided in parentheses.
*Source: Compilation from meetings’ minutes between 1999 and March 2014 (provided in the CD) [except for Kerala (January 2000 to March 2014), 
Maharashtra (October 2012 to March 2014) and Karnataka (January 2009 to March 2014)].
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Annexure 2 
RIghT To InfoRmATIon (RTI) ChRonology

I. MINISTRY Of ENVIRONMENT AND fORESTS

corresPondence detAils
suBject of rti APPlicAtion

rti APPlicAtion 
dAte

Reply 
dAte

folloW uP 
dAte

minutes of the meetings of the nczmA 20.11.2013 06.03.2014 14.02.2014

guidelines for the development of the beaches and coastal areas 22.11.2013 10.02.2013

Internal directions, file notes, orders and note sheets with regard to composition, 
quorum, tenure, etc. of the sczmAs and the nczmA 

22.11.2013 27.01.2014

report of the committee constituted to examine the functioning of the sczmAs 22.11.2013 20.12.2013

27.01.2014

27.12.2013

Status of CZmps from the different states 15.10.2013

13.11.2013

22.10.2013

06.12.2013

directions issued to the sczmAs regarding composition, tenure, etc. and the sc order 
in the matter

13.11.2013 12.12.2013

20.12.2013

14.02.2014

30.01.2014

instructions/guidelines issued to the sczmAs pertaining to their functions 03.12.2013 31.12.2013

funds sanctioned to the sczmAs 14.02.2014 20.03.2014

03.06.2014

19.04.2014

Italic: incomplete/unsatisfactory reply received

II. STATE COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT AuTHORITIES

sczmA

rti APPlicAtion 
suBject

corresPondence 
detAils

meetings’ 
minutes

violAtions district 
level 
coAstAl 
committees

Budget SCRuTIny 
fee

sitting 
fee/ 
stiPend

AndhrA 
PrAdesh
 
 

RTI application 23.08.2012, 

21.02.2014, 

05.05.2014

23.08.2012, 

30.01.2014

25.09.2012, 

07.05.2014

14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up  17. 04. 2014 18. 06. 2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014

Reply received end of 
2012,  

23.09.2014

received end 
of 2012

20.10.2014, 

24. 06. 2014 

22.01.2014 22.01.2014 22.01.2014

goA
 
 

RTI application 08.08.2012, 

21.02.2014

08.08.2012, 

30.01.2014

25.09.2012, 

07.05.2014

20.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up  17.04.2014 18.06.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014

Reply received end of 
2012,  

16.09.2014 

(phone)

30.09.2014 

(email)

26.06.2014 

(phone)

04.02.2014 
(collected in 
person) 

24.12.2013, 

30.09.2014 
(email)

24.12.2013, 
30.09.2014 
(email)

gujArAt
 
 

RTI application 10.09.2012 10.09.2012, 

30.01.2014

23.10.2012 03.12.2013 03.12.2013 03.12.2013

follow up      07.01.2014, 
12.02.2014, 
28.02.2014

Reply received end of 
2012

12.03.2014 08.11.2012, 
01.12.2012

24.12.2013 24.12.2013  

sczmA

rti APPlicAtion 
suBject

corresPondence 
detAils

meetings’ 
minutes

violAtions district 
level 
coAstAl 
committees

Budget SCRuTIny 
fee

sitting 
fee/ 
stiPend

KArnAtAKA
 
 

RTI application 08.11.2012, 

21.02.2014

08.11.2012, 

30.01.2014

25.09.2012 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up 18.11.2014 17.04.2014  07.01.2014, 
17.04.2014

07.01.2014, 
22.04.2014

07.01.2014, 
22.04.2014

Reply received end of 
2012

received 
beginning of 
2013

22.12.2012 28.05.2014 15.05.2014 15.05.2014

KerAlA
 
 

RTI application 23.08.2012, 

21.02.2014

30.01.2014 25.09.2012, 

07.05.2014

14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up    07.01.2014   

Reply received end of 
2012,  

12.05.2014

14.02.2014 27.10.2012, 

17.05.2014

22.01.2014 07.12.2013 07.12.2013

mAhArAshtrA
 
 

RTI application 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 19.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014

Reply 05.02.2014 
(phone)

10.03.2014 09.01.2014 10.02.2014 05.02.2014 05.02.2014

odishA
 
 

RTI application 15.09.2012, 

21.02.2014

15.09.2012 08.11.2012, 

07.05.2014

14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up       

Reply 09.01.2013, 

10.07.2014

09.01.2013 04.12.2012, 

19.06.2014

21.12.2013 04.12.2013 04.12.2013

tAmil nAdu
 
 

RTI application 23.08.2012 30.01.2014 25.09.2012 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up       

Reply received end of 
2012

received 
beginning of 
2014

26.10.2012 17.12.2013 17.12.2013 17.12.2013

West BengAl
 
 

RTI application 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 19.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up   07.01.2014 07.01.2014   

Reply 06.12.2013 06.12.2013 03.12.2013 03.12.2013 06.12.2013 06.12.2013

RTI application: The date the RTI was filed

Follow up: The date follow up appeals were filed (in case no reply was received within 30 days of filing the RTI application)

Reply: The date of the reply (unless otherwise specified)

Bold: first RTI application that was filed 

Italic: Subsequent RTI application (if filed)
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ANNExurE 2 
right to inforMation (rti) Chronology

i. ministry of environment anD forests

CorrEspoNDENCE DEtAils
subjECt of rti AppliCAtioN

rti AppliCAtioN 
DAtE

rEplY 
DAtE

folloW up 
DAtE

Minutes of the meetings of the NCZMA 20.11.2013 06.03.2014 14.02.2014

guidelines for the development of the beaches and coastal areas 22.11.2013 10.02.2013

internal directions, file notes, orders and note sheets with regard to composition, 
quorum, tenure, etc. of the sCZMAs and the NCZMA 

22.11.2013 27.01.2014

report of the committee constituted to examine the functioning of the sCZMAs 22.11.2013 20.12.2013

27.01.2014

27.12.2013

status of CZMps from the different states 15.10.2013

13.11.2013

22.10.2013

06.12.2013

Directions issued to the sCZMAs regarding composition, tenure, etc. and the sC order 
in the matter

13.11.2013 12.12.2013

20.12.2013

14.02.2014

30.01.2014

instructions/guidelines issued to the sCZMAs pertaining to their functions 03.12.2013 31.12.2013

funds sanctioned to the sCZMAs 14.02.2014 20.03.2014

03.06.2014

19.04.2014

Italic: incomplete/unsatisfactory reply received

ii. state Coastal Zone management authorities

sCZMA

rti AppliCAtioN 
subjECt

CorrEspoNDENCE 
DEtAils

MEEtiNgs’ 
MiNutEs

violAtioNs DistriCt 
lEvEl 
CoAstAl 
CoMMittEEs

buDgEt sCrutiNY 
fEE

sittiNg 
fEE/ 
stipEND

ANDhrA 
prADEsh
 
 

rti application 23.08.2012, 

21.02.2014, 

05.05.2014

23.08.2012, 

30.01.2014

25.09.2012, 

07.05.2014

14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up  17. 04. 2014 18. 06. 2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014

reply received end of 
2012,  

23.09.2014

received end 
of 2012

20.10.2014, 

24. 06. 2014 

22.01.2014 22.01.2014 22.01.2014

goA
 
 

rti application 08.08.2012, 

21.02.2014

08.08.2012, 

30.01.2014

25.09.2012, 

07.05.2014

20.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up  17.04.2014 18.06.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014

reply received end of 
2012,  

16.09.2014 

(phone)

30.09.2014 

(email)

26.06.2014 

(phone)

04.02.2014 
(collected in 
person) 

24.12.2013, 

30.09.2014 
(email)

24.12.2013, 
30.09.2014 
(email)

gujArAt
 
 

rti application 10.09.2012 10.09.2012, 

30.01.2014

23.10.2012 03.12.2013 03.12.2013 03.12.2013

follow up      07.01.2014, 
12.02.2014, 
28.02.2014

reply received end of 
2012

12.03.2014 08.11.2012, 
01.12.2012

24.12.2013 24.12.2013  
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sCZMA

rti AppliCAtioN 
subjECt

CorrEspoNDENCE 
DEtAils

MEEtiNgs’ 
MiNutEs

violAtioNs DistriCt 
lEvEl 
CoAstAl 
CoMMittEEs

buDgEt sCrutiNY 
fEE

sittiNg 
fEE/ 
stipEND

KArNAtAKA
 
 

rti application 08.11.2012, 

21.02.2014

08.11.2012, 

30.01.2014

25.09.2012 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up 18.11.2014 17.04.2014  07.01.2014, 
17.04.2014

07.01.2014, 
22.04.2014

07.01.2014, 
22.04.2014

reply received end of 
2012

received 
beginning of 
2013

22.12.2012 28.05.2014 15.05.2014 15.05.2014

KErAlA
 
 

rti application 23.08.2012, 

21.02.2014

30.01.2014 25.09.2012, 

07.05.2014

14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up    07.01.2014   

reply received end of 
2012,  

12.05.2014

14.02.2014 27.10.2012, 

17.05.2014

22.01.2014 07.12.2013 07.12.2013

MAhArAshtrA
 
 

rti application 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 19.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014 07.01.2014

reply 05.02.2014 
(phone)

10.03.2014 09.01.2014 10.02.2014 05.02.2014 05.02.2014

oDishA
 
 

rti application 15.09.2012, 

21.02.2014

15.09.2012 08.11.2012, 

07.05.2014

14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up       

reply 09.01.2013, 

10.07.2014

09.01.2013 04.12.2012, 

19.06.2014

21.12.2013 04.12.2013 04.12.2013

tAMil NADu
 
 

rti application 23.08.2012 30.01.2014 25.09.2012 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up       

reply received end of 
2012

received 
beginning of 
2014

26.10.2012 17.12.2013 17.12.2013 17.12.2013

WEst bENgAl
 
 

rti application 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 19.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013 14.11.2013

follow up   07.01.2014 07.01.2014   

reply 06.12.2013 06.12.2013 03.12.2013 03.12.2013 06.12.2013 06.12.2013

rTi application: the date the rti was filed

follow up: the date follow up appeals were filed (in case no reply was received within 30 days of filing the rti application)

reply: the date of the reply (unless otherwise specified)

bold: first rTi application that was filed 

Italic: subsequent rti application (if filed)
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ANNExurE 3 
list of iNtErviEWEEs AND DisCussANts

iNtErviEWEEs

sEriAl 
No.

NAME CZMA/
stAtE

DEsigNAtioN

1 Dr. n. P. kurian kerala member; Director, Centre for earth science studies (Cess)

2 Baby John kerala member; Director, malabar Coastal institute for training research & 
action (mCitra), kozhikkode

3 a. ramachandran kerala member; registrar, Cochin university of science & technology

4 Dr. madhusoodana kurup kerala ex-member; vice Chancellor, kerala university of fisheries & ocean 
studies

5 Dr. k. v. thomas kerala scientist, Centre for earth science studies (Cess)

6 Dr. harinarayanan kerala De-facto technical officer behind all kerala CZma activities; scientist, 
kerala state Council for science, technology & environment (ksCste) 

7 ravindran nair kerala member, retired fisheries officer, kerala

8 Dr. ajayakumar varma kerala ex-member; scientist, Centre for earth science studies (Cess) 

9 v. vivekanandan nCZma ex-member; associated with international Collective in support of 
fishworkers (iCsf)

10 Prof. k. thanasekharan tamil nadu member; Director, Centre for environmental studies, anna university, 
chennai 

11 Dr. m. ramalingam tamil nadu member; Director, institute of remote sensing (irs), anna university, 
chennai

12 Dr. B. r. subramanian andhra 
Pradesh, 
odisha and 
tamil nadu

member; Project Director & scientist, integrated Coastal & marine area 
management Project (iCmam), ministry of earth sciences (moes)

13 B. P. singh, ifs odisha member secretary

14 Dr. rabindra nath hota odisha member

15 Dr. Debashish roy odisha senior scientist, environment & ecology, government of odisha (Coastal 
Zone in Charge)

16 r. k. sharma, ias odisha Chairman; Principal secretary, forests & environment, government of 
odisha

17 Jaganath Bastia odisha ex-member (ngo representative)

18 Dr. a. k. sahu odisha ecologist, integrated Coastal Zone management Project (iCZmP)

19 ajit kumar Pattnaik odisha member; Project Director, integrated Coastal Zone management Project 
(iCZmP); Director, Chilika Development authority

20 Dr. P. C. Panigrahy odisha Professor, emeritus, Berhampur university

21 Dr. k. C. sahu odisha member; Professor & Department head, Department of marine sciences, 
Berhampur university

22 Dr. Pratap kumar mohanty odisha ex-member; Professor, Department of marine sciences, Berhampur 
university

23 mangaraj Panda odisha member; secretary, artists’ association, ganjam

24 Dr. savita kerkar goa member

25 s. t. nadakari goa member

26 narayan r. sawant goa member

27 sunil kumar agarwal, ifs goa member

28 Dr. arvind gajanan untawale goa member

29 Claude alvares goa member
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sEriAl 
No.

NAME CZMA/
stAtE

DEsigNAtioN

30 Pascoal noronha goa member

31 Dr. s. m. Borges goa member

32 rajesh shah gujarat member (ngo representative, vikas Centre for Development)

33 Pradeep khanna gujarat member; Principal Chief Conservator of forests (PCCf)

34 Dr. m. h. Balakrishnaiah karnataka member secretary; special Director, technical Cell, Department of 
forests, environment & technology

35 suresh heblikar karnataka member (ngo member)

36 Preferred not to be named karnataka Clerical officer

37 Dr. v. shreedhara karnataka member; scientist

38 B. k. Jagadish Chandra karnataka member 

39 Dr. a. senthil vel delhi Director, ministry of environment & forests (moef)

Interviews were conducted in 2012.

sEriAl 
No.

NAME DEsigNAtioN DAtE of DisCussioN

1 hardik shah member secretary, gujarat CZma august 22, 2013

2 Daso harikantra Community representative, kumta, 
uttara kannada DCZmC

april 30, 2014, may 15, 2014

3 vasant kharvi Community representative, 
Bhatkal, uttara kannada DCZmC

may 1, 2014

4 lokesh m. mesta Community representative, 
honnavar, uttara kannada DCZmC

may 1, 2014

DisCussANts
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ANNExurE 4  
quEstioNNAirE for iNtErviEWEEs

sElECtioN AND AppoiNtMENt of CZMA MEMbErs 

 • What is the appointment process for the members of the CZma? 

 • how are the members shortlisted?

 • What are the terms of reference (including tenure, remuneration, re-election, representation and other criteria)? 

 • What is the kind of expertise that is sought of members? Do you think it befits the role and functioning of the 
authority? are all areas of expertise required for good decision-making represented in the authority or are 
some areas missing?

 • if not, why are they missing? lack of availability of experts or some other reasons?

rolE AND fuNCtioNs of thE CZMAs

 • What are the duties and functions of the CZma under the new CrZ notification, 2011?

 • are you aware of the role, power and legal niche of the authority?

 • are the listed functions adequate? are there duties demanding more powers/better constitution of the authority?

 • What is the nature of the CZma? is it a regulatory body or management body or both?

 • What are the conservation tasks that the CZma undertake for effective implementation of the CrZ notification?

 • What is the role of the CZmas with respect to monitoring and compliance? What is your experience?

 • What is the level of coordination and cooperation with other departments/governmental agencies/institutions, 
etc., in the functioning of the authority?

ClEArANCE to projECts, iMplEMENtAtioN AND MoNitoriNg

 • What is the process for clearance for various projects? any criteria used for decision-making? Can you explain 
with examples if possible?

 • how does the authority undertake the necessary assessments before the grant of clearance? 

 • how are the conditions subject to which the clearance is granted identified?

 • how does the authority assure the implementation of the CrZ provisions by the concerned parties?

 • how does the authority undertake the extensive monitoring that is required?

 • What are the data collection, management and analysis processes of the authority while granting clearances, 
monitoring, etc.? 

 • Does the authority rely on private/company/ngo generated data while granting clearances?

 • Who all does the monitoring group meet during a field trip? only the project personnel or even people who 
live in the vicinity of the project, ngos, local panchayat, etc.?

 • in granting clearance, implementation and monitoring, does the authority call for further expertise/support from 
research bodies/individuals/institutions? how successful difficult/easy is this process?

 • Does the authority take up investigation (on its own) on violations? What are the actions taken upon confirmation 
of violation?

 • What is your opinion about the feasibility of the mapping techniques stated in the notification?

 • What are the challenges faced by the authority in the clearance process?

CoAstAl ZoNE MANAgEMENt plANs

 • how does the authority develop CZmPs?

 • in developing the CZmPs, does the authority undertake other planning exercises such as planning for areas 
with special needs, (e.g. ecologically sensitive areas)?

 • how extensive is the process of developing CZmPs?

 • What are the technical and scientific support they need for developing the CZmPs?
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AuthoritY MEEtiNgs

 • What is the frequency of the CZma meetings? What is the normal duration?

 • What are the quorum requirements?

 • What is the nature of meetings (agenda, presentation, discussion, etc.)?

 • Where is the meeting usually held? What is the flexibility in fixing the meeting location?

 • What is the decision making process?

 • how are disputes/conflicts within the authority resolved?

 • is there active participation from all the members?

 • Do you think the experts in the panel utilise their scientific expertise/capacity to the fullest in the discussions 
of the authority? 

 • What are the major issues you observe as affecting the meeting efficiency?

 • What is the level of transparency in the meetings? 

 • how are the meetings recorded (video/audio/written minutes)? are the minutes circulated among the members? 
are the minutes published on the authority’s website?

CoMMuNiCAtioN

 • how does the authority communicate with the government/ngos/media/public? What are the procedures/
circumstances/methods?

 • how are the decisions of the authority communicated to various stakeholders?

 • What is the presence of the authority in the media/public domain? Does the authority maintain an independent 
website? is there proper information available through the internet (e.g. contact details of all members, office 
hours, application forms, explanation of procedures)? is it updated?

 • What is the method of receiving and addressing queries/grievances from the public? how effective is this?

 • Do you think the people impacted by the CrZ legislation are aware of the existence and importance of the 
authority?

ChAllENgEs

 • What are the challenges and drawbacks in the proper functioning of the authority?

 • Please list the challenges faced by the authority in its functioning (including the logistics of functioning), in order 
of priority if possible.

 • Do you notice any obvious drawbacks in the constitution, role, power, functioning, etc., of the authority (quality 
of expertise, limits to the power of the authority, political influences, remuneration/compensation, paraphernalia, 
etc.)?

 • What are the challenges you think can easily be overcome (and how) for the better functioning of the CZma? 

 • What measures are needed to tackle bigger challenges/drawbacks?

NEEDs AND futurE

 • What are your major needs for better functioning of the authority? Do you personally need training/legal 
awareness/scientific awareness/paraphernalia/remuneration?

 • how do you envision the role of the CZma in better conservation and protection of coastal areas? suggest 
improvements which have not been discussed under the section on challenges.
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ANNExurE 5  
biNDiNg CoNstrAiNts ANAlYsis

from the interviews with the members of sCZmas (conducted as part of this research in 
2012), constraints to proper functioning of the authorities were identified and ranked based on 
the number of members who mentioned them. responses have been segregated state-wise 
to see if state-specific concerns emerge. members from goa (8), gujarat (1), karnataka (3),  
kerala (8), odisha (10) and tamil nadu (3) were asked to highlight the key gaps that constrain 
the regular functioning of the authority. responses have been compiled in the following table:

taBle: biNDiNg CoNstrAiNts As MENtioNED bY thE sCZMA MEMbErs

sCZMA

biNDiNg CoNstrAiNt

goA 
(8 MeMBers)

gujArAt 
(1 MeMBer)

KArNAtAKA 
(3 MeMBers)

KErAlA 
(8 MeMBers)

oDishA 
(10 MeMBers)

tAMil NADu 
(3 MeMBers)

total (33 
MeMBers)

lack of monitoring & 
effective implementation

3 6 1 10

part-time nature of Authority 
& lack of manpower

1 1 6 1 -1* 9

Excess of government 
members in the Authority; 
hence violation by the 
government departments

3 3 6

lack of awareness of/
support from lsgs

5 5

lack of decision-making 
powers with the Authority

1 1 (need a CrZ 
act instead of 
a notification)

3 5

lack of awareness among 
people

1 1 1 3

Manipulation of legal 
loopholes

2 2

lack of coordination 
between government 
departments

1 1 2

political pressure 1 1 -1* 2

need to finalise CZMp/iCZM 
plans

2 2

irregular meetings, too many 
items & less time for discuss 

2 2

backlog/lagging cases 1 1 (due to a gap 
between two 
consecutive 
constitutions)

2

Need for byelaws/directions 
to implement

1 1

no effective judicial 
intervention

1 1

lack of enforcement 
capacity

1 1

scientists not clear on CZMA 
process

1 1

lack of vision 1 1

Everything is done by the 
centre; state government 
has no role to play 

1 1

lack of harmonisation of 
conservation & industrial 
development 

1 1

*stated as not being a problem.
Source: Responses to interviews carried out as part of this research in August 2012.
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key points that emerge from this analysis are as follows:

 • lack of monitoring and effective implementation was the most cited constraint by the 
members.

 • the part-time nature of the authority and lack of manpower was the second most cited 
barrier to the regular functioning of the authority.

 • 6 members of the kerala sCZma (out of 10) and all interviewed members from 
karnataka sCZma (3) mentioned lack of monitoring and effective implementation as one 
of the binding constraints.

 • half of the members who were interviewed from the kerala sCZma mentioned lack 
of awareness of/support from  local self governments as a binding constraint. members 
from other sCZmas did not state this.

 • all interviewed members of the tamil nadu sCZma (3) mentioned lack of decision-
making powers with the sCZma as a constraint.

 • need to finalise the CZmP and manipulation of legal procedures were mentioned only 
by members from the kerala sCZma.

 • irregular meetings, too many agenda items and less time to examine projects and a 
gap between two constitutions were cited by odisha sCZma. 

 • lack of harmonisation of conservation and industrial development was mentioned as 
a challenge to the working of the authority by a member of the gujarat sCZma.

 • Political interference was cited as a barrier to sCZma functioning by one member each 
from the goa and kerala sCZmas. however, a member of the odisha sCZma clearly 
stated that there was no political pressure on the oCZma.
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ANNExurE 6  
sCZMAs’ CoMpositioN ovEr tiME

ANDhrA prADEsh

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2009 2013

Department of Environment, forests, science & technology 1 1 1 2

AppCb 1 1 1 1

Department of revenue 1 1 1 1

shore Area Development Authority 1 1 1  

Department of Meteorology and oceanography   1 1

Department of ocean Development  1 1 1

National remote sensing Agency 1 1 1 1

iCMAM  1 1 1

government Departments 5 7 8 8

College of fisheries, Acharya N. g. ranga Agricultural 
university

1    

Department of Zoology, College of science & technology, 
Andhra university

1    

Department of Zoology & Marine biology, Andhra pradesh 
university

 1 1 1

Academic institutions 2 1 1 1

Environment Center (Ngo)   1 1

Ngo/individual 1 1

total 7 8 10 10

goA

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2010 2013

Department of Environment 1 1 1 1

Department of science, technology & Environment 1 1 1 1

Department of forests  1 1 1

goa state biodiversity board    1

Department of town & Country planning 1    

indian bureau of Mines 1    

Directorate of industries, trade and Commerce   1 1

Department of tourism 1 1   

Directorate of tourism   1 1

Water resource Department   1 1

public Works Department   1 1

iCMAM  1   

Chief secretary, government of goa  1   

Directorate of panchayat   1 1

government Departments 5 6 8 9
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YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2010 2013

Nio (biological oceanography 2010) 1 1 1 1

university of Kolhapur 1    

Department of geology, Chowgule College of science   1  

subject Expert in Coastal Construction & reinforced 
Concrete Construction

  1  

Department of Marine biotechnology, goa university   1 1

Academic institutions 2 1 4 2

goa foundation (Ngo, 2002)/shakti (Ngo, 2013)  1  1

Ngo/individual 1 1

total 7 8 12 12

gujArAt

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2009 2012

Department of Environment 1    

Environment & forests Department 1 2 2 2

Department of industries 1 1   

forests & Wildlife 1 1 1  

Aranya bhavan    2

gujarat Ecological Education & research foundation   1  

gpCb   1 1

Department of fisheries   1 1

Department of town planning  1  1

urban Development & urban housing Department   1  

town & Country planning organization   1  

Department of urban Development & housing    1

industries & Mines Department   1 1

sAC, Ahmedabad  1 1 1

gujarat Maritime board   1 1

government Departments 4 6 11 11

Maharaja sayajirao university  1   

Department of geology, Maharaja sayajirao university of 
baroda

1  1 1

Centre for Environment & planning, technology school of 
Architecture 

1    

indian institute of Management, Ahmedabad 1 1   

Central salt & Marine Chemical research institute   1 1

bhaskaracharya institute of space Application & geo-
informatics

  1 1

Academic institutions 3 2 3 3

vikas Centre for Development (Ngo)   1 1

Ngo/individual 1 1

total 7 8 15 15
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KArNAtAKA

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2009 2013

Department of forest Ecology & Environment 1  2 2

Environment technical Cell, Department of forest, 
Ecology & Environment

1 1   

forest Department   1 1

Department of Environment & forests  1   

Department of Ecology & Environment   1 1

KspCb 1 1 1 1

regional office, Moef  1   

Department of fisheries  1   

Department of Animal husbandry & fisheries   1 1

Department of urban Development   1 1

Department of industries 1 1   

Department of industries & Commerce   1 1

Department of information, tourism & Youth services   1 1

Karnataka remote sensing unit  1   

Karnataka space remote sensing Application Centre   1 1

West bengal forest Department  1   

government Departments 4 8 10 10

Department of botany, st. joseph’s College 1 1   

Department of Aquatic sciences, College of fisheries 1    

Department of Computer sciences, indian institute of 
science

1    

Department of fisheries resources Management, Karnataka 
veterinary, fisheries & Animal sciences university

  1 1

Department of plant sciences, school of life sciences, 
bharathidasan university

  1 1

Academic institutions 3 1 2 2

Ecowatch (Ngo)   1 1

Ngo/individual 1 1

total 7 9 13 13

KErAlA

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2008 2011

Department of science technology & Environment 1  1 1

science, technology & Environment Department  1   

Environment Department   1 1

state Committee for technology & Environment  1   

KsCstE   1 1

KspCb 1  1 1

Department of fisheries  1 1 1
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YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2008 2011

Department of revenue 1  1 1

industries Department   1 1

Department of tourism  1   

Department of lsg  1 1 1

Department of health & family Welfare 1    

principal secretary to the Chief Minister  1   

government Departments 4 6 8 8

Central Marine fisheries research institute 1 1   

Emeritus scientist 1 1   

CEss 1 1 1 1

school of industrial fisheries, Cusat   1 1

science Division, CusAt  1   

Center for integrated Management of Coastal Zones, school 
of Marine science, CusAt

  1  

university of Kerala    1

Academic institutions 3 4 3 3

j. Mercykutty Amma (individual, 2008) & Malabar Coastal 
institute for training, research and Action (Ngo, 2011)

  1 1

Ngo/individual 1 1

total 7 10 12 12

MAhArAshtrA

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2008 2012

Department of Environment 1 1 2 2

MspCb 1 1   

Dairy Development & fisheries’ Department   1  

fisheries Department    1

Department of revenue & forests 1 1   

revenue Department   1 1

urban Department 1    

Department of urban Development  1 1 1

industries Department   1 1

Municipal Corporation of greater Mumbai   1 1

government Departments 4 4 7 7

Department of botany, Kolhapur university 1 1   

Central institute of fisheries Education 1 1 1 1

iit, Mumbai 1 1 1  

Department of Zoology, st. xavier’s College  1   

CEss    1

Nio    1

veermata jijabai technological institute (vjti)    1
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YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2008 2012

Applied science Department, College of Engineering, pune    1

salim Ali school of Ecology   1  

Department of botany, shivaji university   1  

Academic institutions 3 4 4 5

vamrai pratishthan (Ngo)   1  

Ngo/individual 1

total 7 8 12 12

oDishA

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2008 2012

science, technology, Environment and forests wing, 
orissa secretariat

2    

Department of Environment  1   

Department of forests & Environment  1 2 2

forest Department (Wildlife)   1 1

ospCb 1  1 1

regional office, Moef  1 1 1

Chilika Development Authority  1 1 1

fisheries and Animal resource Development Department   1 1

Department of urban Development (2002, 2008)/housing 
& urban Development (2012)

 1 1 1

Directorate of Mining & geology 1    

remote sensing Application Centre   1  

odisha space Application Centre    1

iCMAM  1 1 1

West bengal forest Department  1   

government Departments 4 7 10 10

Central Marine fisheries research institute 1    

sambalpur university 1    

Department of Zoology and Marine science  1   

Department of geology, utkal university   1 1

Department of Marine science, berhampur university   1 1

Academic institutions 2 1 2 2

sarana house (Ngo, 1998)/beach protection Council of 
odisha (Ngo, 2008)/ united Artists’ Association (Ngo, 
2012) 

1  1 1 

Ngo/individual 1 1 1

total 7 8 13 13
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tAMil NADu

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN

1998 2002 2008 2012

Department of Environment 2 1 1 1

Department of Environment & forests  2 1 1

tNpCb 1 1 1 1

Department of fisheries    1

Department of Country & town planning 1 1 1 1

Central ground Water board  1 1 1

Central Water & power research station, pune 1    

Chennai Metropolitan Development Authority   1 1

iCMAM    1

Disaster Management & Mitigation Department   1  

government Departments 5 6 7 8

National institute of ocean technology, iit Madras 1 1 1  

Centre of Advanced study (CAs) in Marine biology, 
Annamalai university

1 1 1  

institute for ocean Management, Anna university   1  

Centre for Environmental studies, Anna university   1 1

National institute for sustainable Coastal Management, 
Anna university

   1

institute of remote sensing, Anna university    1

Academic institutions 2 2 4 3

osAi Environmental organisation (Ngo)   1 1

Ngo/individual 1 1

total 7 8 12 12
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WEst bENgAl

YEAr
rEprEsENtAtioN 

1998 2002 2008 2012

Department of Environment 1 2 2 2

Department of forests 1 2 1 1

WbpCb 1 1 1  

Department of fisheries 1 1  1

sundarbans Development Authority  1   

Department of sundarbans affairs   1 1

Arsenic & flouride task force in West bengal   1  

botanical survey of india 1    

Zoological survey of india 1    

Department of urban Development    1

government Departments 6 7 6 6

indian National Center for ocean information services   1  

Centre for study for Man & Environment, Department of 
geology, university of Calcutta

1    

Department of Zoology, jadavpur university  1   

institute of Environment studies & Wetland Management 
(iEsWM)

  1  

jadavpur university   1  

seed science & technology, faculty of Agriculture, bidhan 
Chandra Krishi vishva vishyalaya

  1  

Department of geology & geophysics, iit Kharagpur    1

Academic institutions 1 1 4 1

pranab Kumar pradhan (individual)    1

Ngo/individual 1

total 7 8 10 8
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ANNExurE 7  
ChroNologY of thE sCZMAs’ MEEtiNgs

the serial number of the meeting (if mentioned in the minutes) has been provided 
here. e.g. mCZma meeting no. 77.

goA CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

gCZma meeting no. 1 21.04.1999, 
26.04.1999

gCZma meeting no. 2 12.11.1999

gCZma meeting no. 3 29.12.1999

gCZma meeting no. 4 24.03.2000

gCZma meeting no. 5 23.08.2000

gCZma meeting no. 6 05.10.2000

gCZma meeting no. 7 06.12.2000

gCZma meeting no. 8 11.09.2001, 
12.09.2001

ANDhrA prADEsh CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

aPCZma meeting 13.01.1999

aPCZma meeting 03.07.2002

aPCZma meeting 07.09.2002

aPCZma meeting 06.01.2003

aPCZma meeting 15.07.2003

aPCZma meeting 24.01.2004

aPCZma meeting 27.04.2004

aPCZma meeting 08.11.2004

aPCZma meeting 16.06.2005

aPCZma meeting 20.12.2005

aPCZma meeting 17.08.2006

aPCZma meeting 21.02.2007

aPCZma meeting 01.05.2007

aPCZma meeting 17.08.2008

aPCZma meeting 13.05.2010

aPCZma meeting 14.09.2010

aPCZma meeting 21.12.2010

aPCZma meeting 26.05.2011

aPCZma meeting 19.07.2011

aPCZma meeting 31.01.2012

21st aPCZma meeting 26.04.2012

22nd aPCZma meeting 07.11.2012

23rd aPCZma meeting 21.09.2013

24th aPCZma meeting 15.03.2014

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

gCZma meeting no. 9 20.05.2002

gCZma meeting no. 10 30.10.2002, 
13.11.2002, 
29.11.2002

gCZma meeting no. 11 16.04.2003, 
24.04.2003

gCZma meeting no. 12 02.05.2003

gCZma meeting no. 13 05.11.2003

gCZma meeting no. 14 26.03.2004

gCZma meeting no. 15 23.04.2004, 
27.042004, 
03.05.2004

gCZma meeting no. 16 10.05.2004

gCZma meeting no. 17 21.05.2004, 
27.05.2004

gCZma meeting no. 18 21.07.2004

gCZma meeting no. 19 18.08.2004, 
23.08.2004

gCZma meeting no. 20 24.09.2004

gCZma meeting no. 21 23.11.2004, 
24.11.2004

gCZma meeting no. 22 22.04.2005

gCZma meeting no. 23 01.09.2005

gCZma meeting no. 24 02.12.2005

gCZma meeting no. 25 20.04.2006

gCZma meeting no. 26 24.08.2006

gCZma meeting no. 27

gCZma meeting no. 28 10.01.2007

gCZma meeting no. 29 01.02.2007

gCZma meeting no. 30 13.03.2007

gCZma meeting no. 31 17.04.2007

gCZma meeting no. 32 11.05.2007

gCZma meeting no. 33 28.06.2007

gCZma meeting no. 34 11.07.2007

gCZma meeting no. 35 11.082007

gCZma meeting no. 36 10.09.2007

gCZma meeting no. 37 14.11.2007

gCZma meeting no. 38 12.12.2007

gCZma meeting no. 39 20.02.2008

gCZma meeting no. 40 08.05.2008

gCZma meeting no. 41 29.05.2008
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MEEtiNg No. DAtE

gCZma meeting no. 42 19.06.2008

gCZma meeting no. 43 17.07.2008

gCZma meeting no. 44 13.08.2008

gCZma meeting no. 45 10.09.2008, 
12.09.2008

gCZma meeting no. 46 13.11.2008

gCZma meeting no. 47 27.11.2008, 
12.12.2008

gCZma meeting no. 48 20.01.2009

gCZma meeting no. 49 04.03.2009, 
20.03.2009

gCZma meeting no. 50 07.05.2009

gCZma meeting no. 51 27.05.2009

gCZma meeting no. 52 29.06.2009

gCZma meeting no. 53 15.01.2010

gCZma meeting no. 54 03.03.2010

gCZma meeting no. 55 31.05.2010

gCZma meeting no. 56 25.08.2010

gCZma meeting no. 57 16.12.2010

gCZma meeting no. 58 12.01.2011

gCZma meeting no. 59 23.05.2011, 
15.05.2011

gCZma meeting no. 60 14.07.2011

gCZma meeting no. 61 21.07.2011

gCZma meeting no. 62 03.08.2011, 
10.08.2011

gCZma meeting no. 63 20.09.2011

gCZma meeting no. 64 04.10.2011

gCZma meeting no. 65 21.10.2011

gCZma meeting no. 66 22.11.2011

gCZma meeting no. 67 02.04.2012, 
10.04.2012

gCZma meeting no. 68 19.04.2012

gCZma meeting no. 69 04.05.2012, 
11.05.2012, 
23.05.2012

gCZma meeting no. 70 08.06.2012

gCZma meeting no. 71 09.08.2012, 
07.09.2012

gCZma meeting no. 72 25.09.2012

gCZma meeting no. 73 19.10.2012

gCZma meeting no. 74 09.11.2012

gCZma meeting no. 75 16.11.2012, 
21.11.2012, 
29.11.2012

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

gCZma meeting no. 76 17.12.2012

gCZma meeting no. 77 09.01.2013, 
15.01.2013

gCZma meeting no. 78 24.01.2013

gCZma meeting no. 79 14.02.2013

gCZma meeting no. 80 13.03.2013

gCZma meeting no. 81 21.03.2013

gCZma meeting no. 82 03.04.2013

gCZma meeting no. 83 24.05.2013

gCZma meeting no. 84 06.06.2013

gCZma meeting no. 85 12.06.2013

gCZma meeting no. 86 20.06.2013

gCZma meeting no. 87 25.06.2013

gCZma meeting no. 88 11.07.2013

gCZma meeting no. 89 27.08.2013

gCZma meeting no. 90 07.09.2013

gCZma meeting no. 91 13.09.2013

gCZma meeting no. 92 03.10.2013

gCZma meeting no. 93 05.10.2013

gCZma meeting no. 94 15.10.2013

gCZma meeting no. 95 01.11.2013

gCZma meeting no. 96 17.12.2013

gCZma meeting no. 97 09.01.2014

gCZma meeting no. 98 10.02.2014

gCZma meeting no. 99 20.02.2014

gCZma meeting no. 100 19.03.2014

gujArAt CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

gCZma meeting no. 1 20. 05.1999

gCZma meeting no. 2 28.09.2000

gCZma meeting no. 3 26.08.2002

gCZma meeting no. 4 19.05.2003 

gCZma meeting no. 5 27.08.2004

gCZma meeting no. 6 11.08.2005

 gCZma meeting no. 7 25.08.2006

gCZma meeting no. 8 04.12.2006

gCZma meeting no. 9  

gCZma meeting no. 10 22.04.2008

gCZma meeting no. 11 10.03.2010

gCZma meeting no. 12 20.04.2011
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KArNAtAKA CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

ksCZma meeting 15.01.2009

ksCZma meeting 27.11.2009

ksCZma meeting 16.04. 2010

ksCZma meeting 30.10.2010

ksCZma meeting 19.12.2011

ksCZma meeting 15.09.2011

ksCZma meeting 14.03.2011

ksCZma meeting 28.05.2012

ksCZma meeting 26.08.2013

ksCZma meeting 03.09.2013

ksCZma meeting 08.01.2014

ksCZma meeting 25.02.2014

ksCZma meeting 27.03.2014

KErAlA CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

kCZma meeting no. 1 25.01.2000

kCZma meeting no. 2 
(minutes unavailable)

kCZma meeting no. 3 
(minutes unavailable)

22.12.2000

kCZma meeting no. 4 25.05.2001

kCZma meeting no. 5 
(minutes unavailable)

26.03.2002

kCZma meeting no. 6 15.07.2002

kCZma meeting no. 7
(minutes unavailable)

16.12.2002

kCZma meeting no. 8 15.01.2003

kCZma meeting no. 9 
(minutes unavailable)

kCZma meeting no. 10 
(minutes unavailable)

24.07.2003

gCZma meeting no. 13 14.07.2011

gCZma meeting no. 14 27.02.2012

gCZma meeting no. 15 30.03.2012

gCZma meeting no. 16 31.07.2012

gCZma meeting no. 17 01.01.2013

gCZma meeting no. 18 02.04.2013

gCZma meeting no. 19 11.06.2013

gCZma meeting no. 20 21.11.2013

gCZma meeting no. 21 07.02.2014

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

kCZma meeting no. 11 11.11.2003

kCZma meeting no. 12 29.03.2004

kCZma meeting no. 13 11.01.2005

kCZma meeting no. 14 
(only agenda available)

06.10.2005

kCZma meeting no. 15 29.10.2005

kCZma meeting no. 16 17.02.2006

kCZma meeting no. 17 
(only agenda available)

20.06.2006

kCZma meeting no. 18 24.06.2006

kCZma meeting no. 19 22.08.2006

kCZma meeting no. 20 15.12.2006

kCZma meeting no. 21 20.01.2007

kCZma meeting no. 22 27.04.2007

kCZma meeting no. 23 21.08.2007

kCZma meeting no. 24 12.12.2007

kCZma meeting no. 25 27.03.2008

kCZma meeting no. 26 16.10.2008

kCZma meeting no. 27 24.11.2008

kCZma meeting no. 28 23.01.2009

kCZma meeting no. 29 28.02.2009

kCZma meeting no. 30 14.05.2009

kCZma meeting no. 31 17.07.2009

kCZma meeting no. 32 06.10.2009

kCZma meeting no. 33 18.12.2009

kCZma meeting no. 34 20.03.2010

kCZma meeting no. 35 31.05.2010

kCZma meeting no. 36 10.06.2010

kCZma meeting no. 37 23.07.2010

kCZma meeting no. 38 31.08.2010

kCZma meeting no. 39 25.09.2010

kCZma meeting no. 40 30.10.2010

kCZma meeting no. 41 04.12.2010

kCZma meeting no. 42 22.01.2011

kCZma meeting no. 43 11.02.2011

kCZma meeting no. 44 17.02.2011

kCZma meeting no. 45 09.05.2011

kCZma meeting no. 46 23.01.2012

kCZma meeting no. 47 07.02.2012

kCZma meeting no. 48 26.03.2012

kCZma meeting no. 49 10.05.2012

kCZma meeting no. 50 10.06.2012

kCZma meeting no. 51 21.08.2012
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MEEtiNg No. DAtE

kCZma meeting no. 52 20.11.2012

kCZma meeting no. 53 27.12.2012

kCZma meeting no. 54 15.04.2013

kCZma meeting no. 55 06.05.2013

kCZma meeting no. 56 20.05.2013

kCZma meeting no. 57 24.06.2013

kCZma meeting no. 58 27.07.2013

kCZma meeting no. 59 04.09.2013

kCZma meeting no. 60 27.11.2013

kCZma meeting no. 61 20.12.2013

kCZma meeting no. 62 17.02.2014

MAhArAshtrA CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

mCZma meeting no. 77 09.10.2012

mCZma meeting no. 78 03.11.2012

mCZma meeting no. 79 05.01.2013

mCZma meeting no. 80 11.02.2013

mCZma meeting no. 81 26.04.2013

mCZma meeting no. 82 10.06.2013

mCZma meeting no. 83 06.08.2013

mCZma meeting no. 84 30-31.08.2013

mCZma meeting no. 85 12-13.09.2013

mCZma meeting no. 86 27.11.2013

mCZma meeting no. 87 20-21.01.2014

mCZma meeting no. 88 31.01.2014

mCZma meeting no. 89 14.03.2014

tAMil NADu CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

tnCZma meeting no. 1 17.02.1999

tnCZma meeting no. 2 07.04.1999

tnCZma meeting no. 3 21.04.1999

tnCZma meeting no. 4

tnCZma meeting no. 5 07.06.1999

tnCZma meeting no. 6 04. 08. 1999

tnCZma meeting no. 7 08.09.1999

tnCZma meeting no. 8 15.10.1999

tnCZma meeting no. 9 01.03.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 10 19.05.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 11 05.06.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 12 20.06.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 13 21.08.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 14 07.11.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 15 24.11.2000

tnCZma meeting no. 16 22.03.2001

tnCZma meeting no. 17 18.07.2001

tnCZma meeting no. 18 12.09.2001

tnCZma meeting no. 19 08.02.2002

tnCZma meeting no. 20 27.05.2002

tnCZma meeting no. 21 08.10.2002

tnCZma meeting no. 22 19.02.2003

tnCZma meeting no. 23 31.07.2003

tnCZma meeting no. 24 08.10.2003

tnCZma meeting no. 25 21.01.2004

tnCZma meeting no. 26 28.05.2004

oDishA CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

oCZma meeting no. 1 28.06.1999

oCZma meeting no. 2 25.03.2000

oCZma meeting no. 1 
(reconstituted)

09.05.2003

oCZma meeting no. 2 06.02.2004

oCZma meeting no. 3 03.01.2005

oCZma meeting no. 4 31.03.2005

oCZma meeting no. 5  

oCZma meeting no. 6  

oCZma meeting no. 7 07.08.2006

oCZma meeting no. 8 29.10.2007

oCZma meeting no. 9 03.10.2008

oCZma meeting no. 10 04.03.2009

oCZma meeting no. 11 17.09.2009

oCZma meeting no. 12 04.03.2010

oCZma meeting no. 13 12.04.2010

oCZma meeting no. 14 27.08.2010

oCZma meeting no. 15 03.12.2010

oCZma meeting no. 16 29.03.2011

oCZma meeting no. 17 07.05.2012, 
08.05.2012

oCZma meeting no. 18 04.10.2012

oCZma meeting no. 19 18.12.2012

oCZma meeting no. 20 15.04.2013

oCZma meeting no. 21 17.01.2014
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MEEtiNg No. DAtE

tnCZma meeting no. 27 06.10.2004

tnCZma meeting no. 28 05.11.2004

tnCZma meeting no. 29 08.12.2004

tnCZma meeting no. 30 28.02.2005

tnCZma meeting no. 31 31.03.2005

tnCZma meeting no. 32 15.06.2005

tnCZma meeting no. 33 09.09.2005

tnCZma meeting no. 34 17.10.2005

tnCZma meeting no. 35 26.10.2005

tnCZma meeting no. 36 18.01.2006

tnCZma meeting no. 37 18.04.2006

tnCZma meeting no. 38 03.07.2006

tnCZma meeting no. 39 13.09.2006

tnCZma meeting no. 40 14.11.2006

tnCZma meeting no. 41 03.03.2007

tnCZma meeting no. 42 26.06.2007

tnCZma meeting no. 43 03.10.2007

tnCZma meeting no. 44 31.12.2007

tnCZma meeting no. 45 26.03.2008

tnCZma meeting no. 46 28.08.2008

tnCZma meeting no. 47 17.10.2008

tnCZma meeting no. 48 03.11.2008

tnCZma meeting no. 49 12.01.2009

tnCZma meeting no. 50 06.03.2009

tnCZma meeting no. 51 06.05.2009

tnCZma meeting no. 52 10. 07. 2009

tnCZma meeting no. 53 28. 08. 2009

tnCZma meeting no. 54 28.10. 2009

tnCZma meeting no. 55 11.12. 2009

tnCZma meeting no. 56 29.01.2010

tnCZma meeting no. 57 24.02.2010

tnCZma meeting no. 58 13.04.2010

tnCZma meeting no. 59 28.05. 2010

tnCZma meeting no. 60 30.08. 2010

tnCZma meeting no. 61 01.11. 2010

tnCZma meeting no. 62 30.12. 2010

tnCZma meeting no. 63 28.02.2011

tnCZma meeting no. 64 20.07.2011

tnCZma meeting no. 65 10.02.2012

tnCZma meeting no. 66 03.04.2012

tnCZma meeting no. 67 10.07.2012

tnCZma meeting no.68 23.08.2012

tnCZma meeting no.69 30.10. 2012

WEst bENgAl CZMA

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

WBCZma meeting 29.04.1999

WBCZma meeting 05.10.1999

WBCZma meeting 11.09.2002

WBCZma meeting 10.04. 2003

WBCZma meeting 26.04. 2004

WBCZma meeting 11.05. 2004

WBCZma meeting 13.07.2004

WBCZma meeting 27.07.2004

WBCZma meeting 29.10.2004

WBCZma meeting 01.07.2005

WBCZma meeting 26.10.2006

WBCZma meeting 19.06.2007

WBCZma meeting 29.01.2007

WBCZma meeting 19.06.2009

WBCZma meeting 17.09.2009

WBCZma meeting 07.12.2009

WBCZma meeting 24.12.2010

WBCZma meeting 29.01.2011

WBCZma meeting 24.08.2012

WBCZma meeting 23.04. 2013

WBCZma meeting 29.05.2013

WBCZma meeting 08.08.2013

WBCZma meeting 20.01.2014

WBCZma meeting 30.01.2014

MEEtiNg No. DAtE

tnCZma meeting no.70 05.12. 2012

tnCZma meeting no.71 20. 02.2013

tnCZma meeting no.72 07. 06.2013

tnCZma meeting no.73 12. 08.2013

tnCZma meeting no.74 09.10.2013

tnCZma meeting no.75 18.12.2013

tnCZma meeting no.76 21.03.2014
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annexure 8  
FreQuenCY OF MaTTerS DISCuSSeD bY THe nCZMa

CaSeS reFerreD/reCOMMenDeD TO nCZMa TakIng upDaTeS FrOM SCZMas COnServaTIOn revIew OF 
FunCTIOnIng 
OF SCZMas

prOCeDural RemaRks (foR mIsCeLLaNeoUs)

nO. MeeTIng DaTe appraISalS reClaSSIFICaTIOn vIOlaTIOnS vIOlaTIOnS CZMp ICZM/CZM HTl DeMarCaTIOn eSa/CvCa regulaTIOnS aDMInISTraTIve FInanCIal MISCellaneOuS

1st Not Available

2nd Not Available

3rd Not Available

4th Not Available

5th 06.01.2003 1 3 1 2 Training on implementation of  the 
CRZ Notification, 1991 for SCZMAs & 
workshop on experiences of SCZMAs in 
its implementation

26.02.2003 1 Ground water resources

6th 02.06.2003 1 1 1 Ground water resources

7th 28.10.2003 2 3 2 Training on implementation of the  
CRZ Notification, 1991 for SCZMAs & 
workshop for SCZMAs, stakeholders & 
NGOs regarding the Notification’s grey 
areas

8th 05.12.2003 1 1 2

9th 06.05.2004 1 3 1 1 3 Workshop on revisions to the 
CRZ Notification, 1991, CRZ clarifications 
&  completion of a report on MPAs 
prepared under UNEP-GPA  

10th 15.12.2004

11th

12th 08.09.2005 1 1 2 1 Tourism in Andaman & Nicobar Islands

13th 13-14.02.2006 2 1 1 Review of implementation of 
Swaminathan Committee Report

14th 08.08.2006 4 1 2 1 Review of implementation of 
Swaminathan Committee Report

15th 15-16.03.2007 2 1 2 3 2 Review of implementation of 
Swaminathan Committee Report & 
M. Tech. Course in CZM by IOM, Anna 
University, Chennai

16th 30.10.2007 3 4 2 1 1

17th 02.06.2008 1 4 1 1 1 1 Draft CZM Notification, 2008

18th 15.09.2009 14 1 1 1 1 Workshop for MCZMA & some affected 
proponents on the CRZ Notification, 1991

19th 22.01.2010 10 1 1

20th 11.11.2010 1 1 1 Corrections to draft CRZ Notification, 2010

21st 19.04.2011 13 1 1 A court case was discussed. As directed 
by the court, a hearing was arranged for.

22nd 30.05.2011 1 6 1 1 1 Corrections in the CRZ Notification, 2011

23rd 04.01.2012 1 1

24th 24.01.2012 1 1

25th 16.07.2012 5 1

26th 27.11.2012 1 1 1 1 Authorisation of more agencies to 
demarcate HTL

27th 25.06.2013 3 1 1 1 1 SCZMAs’ websites 

 Total 6 73 5 7 6 21 5 1 5 1 3 3 21  

grand Total 6 73 12 32 6 1 6 21
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ANNExurE 9  
frEquENCY of MAttErs DisCussED bY thE sCZMAs

stAtE ANDhrA prADEsh

YEAr 2010 2013

DAtE 13.05.2010 14.09.2010 21.12.2010 21.09.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 0

CZMp 7 1 1 9

project Appraisals 9 7 5 3 24

violations & Compliance 0

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 16 7 6 4 33

stAtE goA

YEAr 2010 2013

DAtE 15.01.2010 03.03.2010 31.05.2010 25.08.2010 16.12.2010 09.01.2013, 
15.01.2013

24.01.2013 14.02.2013

Matters Discussed

procedural 1 3 1 3 1

CZMp

project Appraisals 7 1 5 7 13 3 1 1

violations & Compliance 1 1 22 3 2

Conservation

totAl AgENDA itEMs 7 3 9 8 38 6 3 2

stAtE goA (continued)

YEAr 2013

DAtE 13.03.2013 21.03.2013 03.04.2013 24.05.2013 06.06.2013 12.06.2013 20.06.2013 25.06.2013 11.07.2013

Matters Discussed

procedural 1 3 4 5 4

CZMp 1 2

project Appraisals 2 1 3 1 3 3 4 2 2

violations & Compliance 2 1 1 1 2 1

Conservation

totAl AgENDA itEMs 4 2 4 2 3 7 9 11 7

stAtE goA (continued)

YEAr 2013

DAtE 27.08.2013 07.09.2013 13.09.2013 03.10.2013 05.10.2013 15.10.2013 01.11.2013 17.12.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 2 1 1 1 2 33

CZMp 3

project Appraisals 1 2 1 4 3 4 74

violations & Compliance 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 47

Conservation 2 2

totAl AgENDA itEMs 3 4 3 1 1 6 5 11 159
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stAtE goA (continued)

YEAr 2013

DAtE 27.08.2013 07.09.2013 13.09.2013 03.10.2013 05.10.2013 15.10.2013 01.11.2013 17.12.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 2 1 1 1 2 33

CZMp 3

project Appraisals 1 2 1 4 3 4 74

violations & Compliance 1 1 1 1 2 1 3 47

Conservation 2 2

totAl AgENDA itEMs 3 4 3 1 1 6 5 11 159

stAtE gujArAt

YEAr 2010 2013

DAtE 10.03.2010 01.01.2013 02.04.2013 11.06.2013 21.11.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 1 1 2

CZMp 0

project Appraisals 1 9 5 5 20 40

violations & Compliance 6 1 1 1 9

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 7 11 6 7 20 51

stAtE KArNAtAKA

YEAr 2010 2013

DAtE 16.04.2010 30.10.2010 26.08.2013 03.09.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 1 1 1 2 5

CZMp 1 2 3

project Appraisals 19 15 26 18 78

violations & Compliance 1 1

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 22 16 27 22 87

stAtE KErAlA

YEAr 2010

DAtE 20.03.2010 31.05.2010 10.06.2010 23.07.2010 31.08.2010 25.09.2010 30.10.2010 04.12.2010

Matters Discussed

procedural 1 1 1 3 3 1 3 2

CZMp

project Appraisals 11 14 9 1 12 11 5

violations & Compliance 2 2 1 1 1

Conservation

totAl AgENDA itEMs 12 17 1 14 5 14 14 8

stAtE KErAlA (continued)

YEAr 2013

DAtE 15.04.2013 06.05.2013 20.05.2013 24.06.2013 27.07.2013 04.09.2013 27.11.2013 20.12.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 1 1 6 2 1 5 4 35

CZMp 1 1 2

project Appraisals 21 29 1 29 16 55 29 243

violations & Compliance 1 2 1 2 6 6 25

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 23 33 1 36 20 1 67 39 305
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stAtE MAhArAshtrA*

YEAr 2013

DAtE 05.01.2013 11.02.2013 26.04.2013 10.06.2013 06.08.2013 30..08.2013, 
31.08.2013

12.09.2013, 
13.09.2013

27.11.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 2 3 3 1 2 11

CZMp 1 2 4 1 2 10

project Appraisals 41 3 44 42 15 21 31 32 229

violations & Compliance 1 2 2 3 3 1 2 4 18

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 44 5 46 49 20 29 35 40 268

*Meetings’ minutes from 2010 were not available.

stAtE oDishA

YEAr 2010 2013

DAtE 04.03.2010 12.04.2010 27.08.2010 03.12.2010 15.04.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 2 1 2 5

CZMp 1 1

project Appraisals 4 4 6 37 9 60

violations & Compliance 0

Conservation 1 1

totAl AgENDA itEMs 4 6 6 38 13 67

stAtE tAMil NADu

YEAr 2010

DAtE 29.01.2010 24.02.2010 13.04.2010 28.05.2010 30.08.2010 01.11.2010 30.12.2010

Matters Discussed

procedural 1 1 2 4 3 1

CZMp 2

project Appraisals 10 5 5 10 10 8 5

violations & Compliance

Conservation

totAl AgENDA itEMs 11 6 7 16 13 8 6

stAtE tAMil NADu (continued)

YEAr 2013

DAtE 20.02.2013 07.06.2013 12.08.2013 09.10.2013 18.12.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 3 3 3 1 1 23

CZMp 2 2 6

project Appraisals 6 5 7 13 7 91

violations & Compliance 1 1 2

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 10 8 13 14 10 122
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stAtE WEst bENgAl

YEAr 2010 2013

DAtE 24.12.2010 23.04.2013 29.05.2013 08.08.2013

Matters Discussed ToTal

procedural 1 1 2

CZMp 1 1 2

project Appraisals 3 2 2 2 9

violations & Compliance 2 2

Conservation 0

totAl AgENDA itEMs 7 3 2 3 15
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ANNExurE 10 
NAtioNAl grEEN tribuNAl AND CoAstAl ZoNE MANAgEMENt AuthoritiEs

any order issued under the CrZ notification can be taken before india’s national green tribunal (ngt) 
seeking redressal. this can either be in the form of an appeal or an application seeking intervention on a 
substantial question related to the environment.1 this includes CrZ approvals granted or rejected by the 
moef, sCZmas or notices and directions issued by them. india’s ngt has heard a range of matters related 
to the CrZ notification and has passed orders and judgments that have had a bearing on the functioning 
of the CZmas. in this section we are attempting to highlight a few of these cases where observations 
have been made on procedures adopted by CZmas, approvals have been upheld or revoked or CZmas 
have been questioned for their actions.

i. CZMps AND ZoNiNg 

reconciling CrZ classifications within approved CZMps: in 2012, appeals number 13, 14, 19 and 
20 of 2012 related to maharashtra were jointly heard by the ngt.2 a reading of the judgment dated  
october 17, 2012 indicates that the cases relate to proposals for rehabilitation of slum dwellers in new 
building projects in mumbai, maharashtra. two proposals, related to maya nagar Cooperative housing 
society and Durgamata Cooperative housing society, were rejected by the moef and the national Coastal 
Zone management authority (nCZma) after being recommended by the maharashtra CZma (mCZma) on 
may 14, 2009. the ngt’s decision went in favour of the interpretation by the mCZma regarding the CrZ 
classification of the proposed building plots.

as discussed in Chapter 2, the CZmP for maharashtra (under the CrZ notification, 1991) was approved by 
the moef on september 27, 1996. this CZmP mentioned that parks, playgrounds, regional parks, general 
green zones and other non-buildable areas, which were categorised as CrZ ii in the CZmP, would be 
treated as CrZ iii. according to the ngt, the proposals in question were not accepted by the moef on the 
grounds that it would result in the reclassification of the plots from CrZ iii to CrZ ii. When the developers 
appealed to the nCZma, the nCZma too declined permission. Both the moef and nCZma held that the 
plots in question were reserved for “garden” in the development plan under the CrZ notification, 1991. it 
was apparently because of this that both denied permission to the project, thinking that it would result in 
the reclassification of a CrZ iii area into a CrZ ii area. to avoid “hurdles for ‘socially important projects’”, 
the nCZma further asked the mCZma to consider such issues in the updated CZmP to be prepared under 
CrZ, notification, 2011.

according to the judgment dated october 17, 2012, the ngt concluded that no gardens existed on the 
plot even prior to 1991. the area was covered by hutments. it was stated that the plots were treated as 
gardens only because of the CrZ notification, 1991, and that what did not exist in reality was assumed to 
be in existence with retrospective effect. 

the ngt observed that “…the nCZma and moef ought to have properly exercised the discretion by 
harmonious interpretation of CrZ notification, 1991 and subsequent notification, 19923 as well as the 
purpose of classification under the CrZ notification, 1991.” the ngt recommended that the proposals 
be once again considered for approval, directing the moef to restore the earlier representation of the 
appellants and to take a fresh decision in the light of the observations. it went on to state that it would 
be within the discretion of the “competent authority” to take any decision backed by reasons.

1 in april 2010, the national green tribunal (ngt) act was passed with the idea of creating a special redressal mechanism for “…
effective and expeditious disposal of cases relating to environmental protection and conservation of forest and other natural resources 
including enforcement of any legal right relating to environment and giving relief and compensation for damages to persons and 
property and for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto.”. however, the ngt began hearing matters substantially only 
from mid 2011 after the ngt rules were gazetted in april 2011.

2 appeals 13 and 19 were filed by m/s hubtown limited (formerly known as akruti City limited) and maya nagar achanak Chs, 
through its secretary, vilas Patel, while appeals 14 and 20 were filed by m/s hubtown limited (formerly known as akruti City 
limited) and Durgamata Cooperative housing society limited.

3 “...subsequent notification, 1992...” refers to a notification dated June 3, 1992 issued by the urban Development Department, state of 
maharashtra, under section 31(1) of the monopolies and restrictive trade Practices (mrtP) act, which recognised the fact that the 
slums were in existence in the areas which were not designated as residential areas. the ngt had observed that this notification 
appeared to have previously been ignored by the nCZma.
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ii. ENforCEMENt proCEDurEs for CZMAs

there have been a range of cases where the enforcement actions of the CZmas have been challenged 
before the ngt. in different cases, the ngt, using its jurisdiction, has either upheld the action of the 
CZma or held it accountable for a wrong decision. in one such instance the validity of interdepartmental 
coordination between a Pollution Control Board and the CZma came under scrutiny. in the various final orders 
or judgments the ngt made several observations on how the CZmas should carry out the enforcement 
functions. this is evident in one of the cases discussed later which upheld the applicant’s complaint that 
a show cause notice should be issued as a matter of procedure before any demolition order. 

old versus new constructions and applicability of CrZ notification: m/s riva Beach resort Private 
limited had petitioned against the goa CZma’s order (dated June 22, 2012) that directed demolition of seven 
of its structures on survey number 273/3 in mandrem village, Pernem taluka, goa. the resort owners 
(in appeal number 40 of 2012) claimed that the building structures were in existence prior to 1982 and 
therefore the CrZ notification, 1991 was not applicable. the gCZma, on the other hand, had held that all 
seven structures were newly constructed for commercial purpose. 

the ngt stated that given the absence of any authenticated entries in the register of Mundkars [under the 
the goa, Daman and Diu mundkars (Protection from eviction) act, 1975 and rules, 1977, Mundkars4 are 
provided protection], it was difficult to conclude that the houses existed on survey number 273/3 prior to 
the CrZ notification of 1991. according to the tribunal, m/s riva Beach resort Private limited had not 
discharged the burden of proof and had merely produced some of the tax receipts without producing any 
record regarding identities of such properties that could be matched with the disputed seven structures. 

the ngt upheld the CZma’s contention and also recorded that all the seven structures come within the  
no Development Zone (nDZ). While the resort owner’s contentions were recorded as ‘vague’ and 
‘uncorroborated by any tangible material’, the judgment held that the CZma’s decision could not be 
characterised as illegal and or improper. the case was dismissed with the direction that properties be 
identified and specified by the gCZma through the government authority, i.e. Directorate of settlement and 
land records (Dslr). 

procedure for CZMAs to identify violations: the ngt judgment for application number 49 of 2012  
(m/s sesa goa limited and anr vs. state of goa and ors)5 observed that the CrZ notification, 1991 did 
not provide any procedure to take action against violators or directions on the manner in which the CZma 
could proceed if it found that any activity was undertaken in violation of the notification. the judgment dated 
april 11, 2013 outlined the following procedure for the goa CZma to follow in all its cases with immediate 
effect, while exercising its power in terms of the notifications of 1991 and/or 2011: 

 • the gCZma would serve a show cause notice that describes in detail all the activities on part of 
the applicant(s) that made it liable for action being taken against it on the basis of the notification. 

 • the applicant(s) would then have to submit its reply along with relevant supporting documents, 
within the timeframe given in the show cause notice. 

 • the gCZma should share all case records (complaints, documents, etc.) with the applicant.

 • if the case records are voluminous, making it difficult to provide copies, the gCZma should allow 
the applicant(s) to inspect the documents and supply copies (if there are requests for any) at the 
latter’s expense. if in a particular instance the issue can be better resolved by physical inspection 
of the site, then the gCZma should arrange for site inspection, and present the inspection report to 
the affected party. the inspection will be done directly by the authority or through a senior officer.

 • the affected party should be provided a fair chance to put forth its case before the gCZma. 

 • Post this, the gCZma must pass a reasoned order.

4 according to the the goa, Daman and Diu mundkars (Protection from eviction) act, 1975 and rules, 1977 ‘mundkar’ means a 
person who, with the consent of the bhatkar or the person acting or purporting to act on behalf of the bhatkar, lawfully resides 
with a fixed habitation in a dwelling house with or without obligation to render any services to the bhatkar. the law also provides 
four exclusions to the above instance, in case the person- pays rent to the bhatkar for the occupation of the house; is a domestic 
servant or a chowkidar who is paid wages and who resides in any portion of his employer’s residence; is a person employed in 
a mill, factory, mine, workshop or a commercial establishment and is residing in the premises belonging to the owner or person 
in charge for the purposes of employment; is a person residing in the whole or part of a house as a care taker.

5  ‘anr’ signifies another and ‘ors’ signifies others.
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legality of inter departmental coordination and reasons for revocation: in appeal 22 of 2012, an 
individual, Joseph Coutinho, had challenged the revocation of consent to operate issued to him by the 
goa state Pollution Control Board (gsPCB) for the operation of a guest house. the grievance was that 
even though the consent had been issued by gsPCB, it had been revoked prior to its expiry in october 
2014, without giving any reason. this meant that Coutinho would need to stop all business activities. the 
revocation directions of gsPCB referred to communication from the goa CZma. the gCZma had informed 
the gsPCB that it had issued a show cause notice dated september 13, 2011 to Coutinho, and requested the 
gsPCB keep the consent to operate in abeyance till the time the notice was decided upon by the gCZma.

the ngt observed that the gsPCB neither gave a notice to the appellant, nor an opportunity of being heard 
as required by the law. therefore the directions of the gsPCB were “arbitrary” and “unlawful”, and therefore 
liable to be set aside. in its judgment, the ngt stated that the impugned direction was “a glaring example 
of the gross violation of the principles of natural justice”. it pointed out that a mere complaint against the 
appellant could not by itself vest the gCZma with the authority to write to the gsPCB to keep the consent 
to operate in abeyance. neither could the gsPCB issue such directions, revoking or cancelling the consent 
to operate, based only on the gCZma’s communication. the ngt held that if there was a violation of the 
CrZ notification, there was nothing preventing the gCZma from directly taking action. instead the authority 
chose to communicate to the gsPCB rather than proceeding on its own accord, which was held by the 
ngt as illegal. as per the ngt’s final order on september 6, 2012, the directions of the gsPCB were set 
aside and both the gsPCB and the gCZma were asked to pay a cost of ` 10,000 each to the appellant. 

Demolition of structure by the CZMA without issuing show cause notice: in 2012, uttam Bhisso 
shetgaonkar filed an appeal challenging (appeal number 41 of 2012) a demolition order of the goa CZma 
without the issuance of a show cause notice. During the course of the hearing, the ngt held that the 
gCZma should have issued a show cause notice before the demolition order. however, the ngt also said 
that the gCZma may go ahead and execute its order for demolishing the construction of the hotel which 
it held as illegal, provided there was no existing residential accommodation or structure. in the same 
order, the ngt asked shetgaonkar to file necessary documents related to the site so that the nature of 
the construction could be determined. subsequently an order dated august 7, 2012, said that the hotel 
may be demolished if there is no residential accommodation/structure. in the final order dated november 
27, 2012, the ngt directed the gCZma to issue a fresh notice to the applicant and his advocate (by both 
registered post and email) and grant a personal hearing to shetgaonkar and to allow no adjournment. if 
the applicant did not comply with the scheduled time of hearing before the gCZma, the stay or the interim 
relief given to shetgaonkar against the demolition would be deemed as being vacated. Post this order, 
the appeal was disposed.

No action following show cause notices: an application (number 49 of 2013) was filed by goa 
foundation against the goa CZma citing action to be taken against various constructions 
in the no Development Zone (nDZ) in morjim and mandrem villages in goa. the intervention of the 
ngt was sought to seek demolition of constructions that had been taking place despite notices 
having been issued. During the course of the case, the gCZma admitted that these constructions 
were in the nDZ and/or had breached the law. the gCZma also stated that it had issued show cause 
notices and had directed demolition as well. however, the orders had not been implemented as of 
september 2013. the ngt directed the gCZma to issue notices to all defaulters within a week from 
september 11, 2013, and to pass an order in accordance with the law within four weeks thereafter, after 
completing all due processes. the member secretary of the gCZma was held personally liable for carrying 
out these directions.

iii. othEr obsErvAtioNs AND rECoMMENDAtioNs oN CZMA fuNCtioNiNg: 
MEDiAtioN, quoruM, DElEgAtioN

Mediating a conflict between the CZMa and a project proponent: the specific case of rudresh naik 
versus the goa CZma (appeal number 23 of 2012) presents a long set of hearings before the ngt in 
order to resolve a conflict between the goa CZma and the applicant, rudresh naik. the main issue 
relates to the permission sought by naik for development of the land in Ponda taluka, for using it as a 
facility for periodical maintenance and repair of three vessels routinely used in organising boat cruises. 
on april 11, 2012, the gCZma directed naik to restore the area back to its original status and carry out 
plantation, within thirty days. this was the issue that naik first brought before the ngt. an ngt judgment 
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indicates that although naik had sought approval in 2009, it was never granted by the gCZma. the judgment 
indicates that naik had also filed a Writ Petition in the Bombay high Court on this particular issue. During 
pendency of these cases, the gCZma had first issued a show cause notice and then an order restraining 
naik from carrying on the construction of the slipway. this restraining order was also challenged before 
the high Court and the Court set aside the gCZma’s order on the ground that adequate opportunity was 
not granted to naik before passing the order. in spite of this, the gCZma went on to pass the order dated 
april 11, 2012, directing naik to make good the geological loss. the first set of directions from the ngt 
directed naik to deposit ` 1,00,000 with the gCZma within a stated period. the gCZma was to give naik a 
proper hearing and decide on the case. Based on the decision of the gCZma, the above sum would either 
need to be refunded or utilised for the restoration of the environment. 

While the gCZma encashed the cheque of ` 1,00,000, it did not fix any hearing to resolve the issue. naik 
approached the ngt again, aggrieved by the inaction of the gCZma (application number 172 of 2012).

in the final judgment, (appeal number 23 of 2012, dated December 18, 2012) the ngt observed that the 
dispute between the appellant and the gCZma had been presented twice before the high Court and once 
before them. in its judgment it attempted to resolve the “controversy.” on the basis of consent and agreement 
arrived at through the counsels of both parties, it was directed that naik would deposit a further sum of 
` 50,000 with the gCZma. the gCZma should close all the proceedings initiated prior to august 27, 2012, 
against naik, in respect to the disputed lands. the earlier order dated april 11, 2012, initially challenged 
by naik before the ngt, would be deemed to have been fully complied with. the gCZma should utilise 
both the amounts deposited by naik towards restoring the geological and ecological loss caused to the 
area, and also for the purpose of afforestation. if any other permission is pending it should be decided 
upon in its own merits.

subsequently, while naik deposited the additional sum, the gCZma rejected the original proposal stating 
that though the construction of a marine slipway for dry docks was a permissible activity in the particular 
CrZ area, it would disturb the ecology since the area had a hilly terrain. as the case progressed before the 
ngt, it was observed that the regional Plan of goa (declared on march 4, 2011), placed by naik before the 
gCZma, did not indicate a hilly terrain at the disputed site. it was further observed that the permission for 
construction was obtained from the Captain of Ports, and both these documents were ignored by the gCZma. 

in the judgment given on may 16, 2013, the ngt set aside its earlier order dated January 29, 2013 and 
directed the gCZma to expeditiously consider all the issues again and in accordance with law. the main 
issue here was that the area in question was under the jurisdiction of the Captain of Ports under the 
indian Ports act, 1908, and therefore the gCZma did not have jurisdiction over the same. the gCZma had 
to respond to this point and also provide a hearing to naik and inform him if any further documents were 
required. appeal 20 of 2013 was finally allowed with a cost of ` 25,000 to be paid to naik by the gCZma. at 
the time this chapter was written the deliberations to resolve the issue was still pending before the ngt. 

other than highlighting the arduous role that ngt played to resolve this single controversy, this case 
highlights the point that a public authority like a CZma has to act in accordance with the law without any 
arbitrariness and bias for the future of CZma functioning. the ngt also observed that the public authority 
needs to ensure that it does not generate avoidable litigation.

Can CZMAs, as delegated bodies, set up delegated subcommittees: application number 62 of 2012 
(which was transferred from the high Court) and appeal number 75 of 2012 dealt with identical contentions. 
the appellants in both instances (m/s sardessai engineering Works and anr and shri. gurudas amerkar 
and anr respectively) were aggrieved by decisions of the goa CZma taken based on the presence of five 
members of a delegated subcommittee. in both cases, the ngt stated that the gCZma did not have the 
power to constitute any subcommittee. it further pointed out that the gCZma received its powers through 
delegation from the CrZ notification and Coastal Zone management Plan (CZmP), to take action under 
section 5 of the environment (Protection) act, 1986, and also against alleged violations. 

requirement of a quorum for CZMA decisions: Both application number 62 of 2012 (which was 
transferred from the high Court) and appeal number 75 of 2012, discussed previously, also dealt with 
another issue related to the requirement of a quorum for CZma decisions. according to the ngt judgments, 
the government gazette dated april 19, 2010,6 stated that the goa CZma was to comprise of twelve 
members. the ngt judgment also cited the following rule (rule Xi) of the moef order: “the authority 
shall ensure that at least 2/3 members of the authority are present during the meetings.” the counsel 
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for the gCZma argued that there was no quorum fixed under the moef order for CZma meetings, and 
therefore, the gCZma’s decision (with regard to the applications above) is not “illegal” due to the issue of 
quorum. the ngt concluded that the quorum was essential and that at least eight members should be 
present during meetings for decisions to be valid. the ngt directed the gCZma to reconsider the material 
relevant to each case and to take fresh decisions by following the notification of the moef and securing 
the required quorum of the gCZma members.

Complaints, dysfunctional CZMAs and reconstitution: application number 63 of 2012 before the ngt 
was transferred from the high Court. it was related to violations of the CrZ notification in goa, pointed 
out by Betty C. alvares. the case relates to encroachments on beaches and illegal constructions made 
within the CrZ area. some general issues related to the functioning of the CZma were highlighted during 
the course of this case and in the orders. for instance, the order of may 3, 2013 recorded important 
submissions of the goa CZma. “mr. v. madhukar, learned Counsel appearing for the gCZma submits 
that there are large number (sic) of such complaints filed with the authority but the existing mechanism 
is totally inadequate. he submits that the authority could not conduct enquiries expeditiously because 
of lack of infrastructure, manpower and other practical reasons.” orders of may 22, 2013 and June 26, 
2013 dealt with the issue of the term of the CZma expiring and the reconstitution of a new authority 
pending before the moef and ministry of law and Justice. as a result, there was no functional CZma to 
take decisions, thereby causing a backlog of cases. 

regarding constitution of subcommittees to deal with pending cases: in the orders pertaining to 
application number 63 of 2012 regarding encroachments and illegal construction on beaches, the ngt 
acknowledged the heavy backlog of pending cases with the goa CZma. it directed the CZma to take 
the step of constituting small committees/enquiry committees to expeditiously clear the backlog. as 
per an order dated July 26, 2013, the ngt noted 500 unattended complaints. it further advised that the 
small committees/enquiry committees with three members (by way of ad-interim appointments) may 
be constituted by the moef, comprising of retired District Judge/Civil Divisional Judge/mamlatdar/any 
retired officer of Directorate of land and survey records. the ngt directed that such small committees/
enquiry committees should only be assigned the work of conducting enquiries. the final decision should 
vest with the CZma where it could independently deal with the enquiry reports and obtain clarifications, 
if necessary. While suggesting this, the ngt observed that the moef can also adopt other measures to 
deal with the pendency issue.

6 see http://www.egazette.nic.in/WritereadData/2010/e_691_2011_010.pdf (while the judgment mentions april 19, 2010 as the date 
of the gazette, the gazette itself is dated april 9, 2010).
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ANNExurE 11 
guiDEliNEs/DirECtioNs issuED bY thE MoEf to thE sCZMAs

s. No. DAtE subjECt DirECtioN DEtAils

1. 07.11.2008 functioning of the sCZmas recommendations on projects to be sent within 30 days of their receipt.
in case sCZmas are not in operation, due to being reconstituted, state 
Department of environment to provide recommendations on projects.
if the sCZma takes more than 30 days in sending the recommendations, 
the project proponent is free to submit the proposal directly to the ministry. 
the eaC will consider it in its meeting and the ms of the concerned sCZma 
will be present with all the information on the project.
list of projects received and their status to be uploaded on the sCZmas’ 
websites.

2. 14.12.2008
01.10.2010

monitoring procedure Committee to critically examine the issues related to monitoring (existing 
monitoring procedure and methodology) of eCs issued under eia, 2006 
and CrZ 1991. tenure till December 31, 2010.

3. 25.11.2009 selection of members Directions on selection of members

4. 25.01.2011 identification of violations sCZmas to identify violations in the next four months and take action in the 
subsequent four months.

5. 24.02.2011 implementation of provisions 
of the CrZ notification, 2011

all projects related to storm water drains, construction of structures for 
prevention of salinity ingress and installation of tidal regulators need 
to be assessed, based on the recommendations of the following listed 
institutions:
i. Central Water and Power research station
ii. iit Chennai, iit Bombay
iii. Department of erosion Directorate, ministry of Water resources
iv. iCmam
v. nCsCm
vi. national institute of technology, surathkal

6. 24.02.2011 implementation of provisions 
of the CrZ notification, 2011

1. issue directions to all municipal bodies, industrial units, ports, owners of 
properties, etc. not to discharge untreated effluents/dump solid waste in 
the coastal area.
2. a comprehensive plan for sewage treatment to be prepared within one 
year.

7. 24.02.2011 implementation of provisions 
of the CrZ notification, 2011

state governments and uts to identify the area where natural fish drying 
can be permitted. fisheries Department will carry out the task. sCZmas 
will coordinate the activity and make public the details of such areas within 
a period of six months.

8. 24.02.2011 need for public hearings a public hearing is needed for a and B1 category projects and housing 
projects which involve group housing, slum redevelopment projects, and 
cessed/unsafe/dilapidated buildings’ redevelopment projects

9. 24.02.2011 implementation of provisions 
of the CrZ notification, 2011

hazard maps are being prepared under the iCZmP and will be made 
available to all the coastal states by end of 2012, and installation pillars 
and geocoding will be carried out between 2012-2015. till such maps are 
prepared, there will be no reduction in the CrZ area.

10. 24.02.2011 Clarifications of the CrZ 
notification, 2011

schedule a projects- to moef 
schedule B Projects- to seiaa
not in eia, only in CrZ- to moef

11. Pending esa/CvCas guidelines on identification and management of CvCas and esas
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ANNExurE 12 
A sAMplE CrZ ClEArANCE lEttEr issuED bY thE MoEf
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ANNExurE 13 
A sAMplE NoC issuED bY AN sCZMA 
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ANNExurE 14 
sAMplE stop WorK orDErs issuED bY thE ENviroNMENt 
DEpArtMENt, govErNMENt of gujArAt 
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CZMAs AND COASTAL 
ENVIRONMENTS:
TWO DECADES 

 
 

OF 
REGULATING LAND
USE CHANGE ON
INDIA'S COASTLINE

India's Environment (Protection) Act of 1986 (EPA) contains a clause, Section 3(2)(v) 

which gives power to the Central Government i.e. the Union Ministry of Environment 

and Forests to take all measures that it feels is necessary to protect and improve the 

quality of the environment and to prevent and control environmental pollution. Using 

this power, in 1991, the Central Government promulgated the Coastal Regulation Zone 

(CRZ) Notification, a legal instrument that regulates development on a sliver of space 

between the land and the sea and estuaries.

From its earliest forms to its most recent amendments, the legal text of the CRZ 

Notification has been debated between the public and the government as well

as between states and the centre. Research papers and policy documents have

also analysed the design and purpose of this Notification. However, the Coastal

Zone Management Authority (CZMA), the single institution established for the 

implementation of the Notification at the Centre and every coastal state and Union 

Territory have not been studied upto now.

This study seeks to understand the official practice of coastal governance through

these institutions, the National and the State/Union Territory CZMAs and the recently 

established District Level Coastal Committees (DLCCs). The study analyses the 

institutional arrangements for the implementation of the Notification, the CZMAs' 

partially standardised procedures for project approvals, their near impossible task of 

zoning the entire coastline and their nebulous effect on coastal conservation. 

This report is an outcome of a three-year research study with interviews of present

and ex-members of the CZMAs as well as a quantitative and qualitative analysis of

over 350 officially recorded meeting minutes of the National CZMA and the CZMAs

of the nine coastal states.
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